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PREFACE

The 19th International Cosmic Ray Conference, under the auspices of the Cosmic Ray
Commission of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, is being held on
the campus of the University of California, San Diego, on 11 through 23 August 1985.
In keeping with the tradition begun in 1971 by the Australian organizers of the 12th
ICRC, the Proceedings of this conference are appearing in two sets of volumes. The
first set, consisting of volumes 1 through 8, is being distributed to all
participants at the beginning of the conference. This set contains the contributed
papers. The second set, distributed after the conference, contains invited,
rapporteur, and highlight papers. The papers are reproduced here exactly as they were
received from the authors, without refereeing.

For the 19th ICRC, the scientific program was organised according to three major
divisions-- OO (cosmic rays and gamma rays of Galactic Origin), SH (Solar and
Heliosphere), and HE (High Energy). Technical papers are included in each of the
three divisions.

This conference depended on funds from several agencies of the United States

government,includingmajorfinancialsupportfrom theNationalAeronauticsand Space
Administrationand supportfrom the NationalScienceFoundation,theDepartmentof
Energy,and the Air Force GeophysicsLaboratory.Importantfinancialsupportalso
came from the Center for Astrophysicsand Space Sciencesof the Universityof
California,San Diego,from the CaliforniaSpace Instituteof the Universityof
California,from the Department of Physicsand Astronomy of the Universityof
Maryland,Collegepark,from the InternationalUnion for Pure and AppliedPhysics,
and from severalcorporatesponsorswho willbe acknowledgedby name in the post-
conferencevolumes.

We appreciatethe confidenceplacedin the conferenceorganisersby the Cosmic Ray
Commission,and acknowledgewith thanksthe roleof the Commission members in

settingup therulesfortheconferenceandin advisingtheorganisersduringitsplanning.

We are gratefulto allof the members of the variousorganisingcommitteeslistedat
the frontof thisvolume. The threeProgram Committeeswent to greateffortto
organisea coherentscientificprogramand to schedulefour parallelsessionswith a
minimum of conflicts.The LocalOrganisingCommitteehas workedlongand hardto
ensureefficientand hospitableaccommodationsfor allthe participants,both in the
scientificsessionsand outsidethem. The PublicationsCommitteenot only tookgreat
painsto assemblethesevolumesbut alsomaintainedan orderlydata baseof papers
and authorswhich was extremelyhelpfulto the program committees.The General
OrganizingCommitteemade importantcontributionsof ideasand effortsto make the
conferencepossible;thiscommitteeincludedinternationalrepresentationfrom allof

, North America, thus the departure from the traditional name of National Organizing
Committee. And the entire effort was coordinated by the dedicated members of the
Steering Committee.

J Martin H. Israel, Chairman August, 1986
General Organizing Committee



LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

This conferencemarks a departurefrom previousconferencesin thisseriesin that
the publication of the Conference Papers was carried out an entire continent away
from the activities of Local Organising Committee. This posed some problems but, to
the considerable surprise of the Publications Committee members, the one that was
expected to be the most trouble turned out not to be significant. The overwhelming
maiority of those submitting p_pers and abstracts sent them to the correct _ldress,
not to La Jolla as was feared. We wish to thank our many authors for their alertness
and commend them for handling a complicated situation _o well.

There are eight volumes to be distributed to the conference participants in addition
to the Conference Program and Author Index: three volumes for OG, two for SH and
three for HE. the detailed makeup of these volumes is described in the prefaces
written by the Scientific Program chairmen for their respective volumes. Out of some
1100 abstracts that were accepted by the Scientific Program Committees for inclusion
in the conference some 929 papers were finally received in time for inclusion in the
Conference Papers. This represents a response of approximately 84 percent, a modest
improvement. Even if one excludes the 42 one p_ge t_pers that should be considered
as 'confirming abstracts', even though there was no such formal category, the
response was somewhat higher than that of recent years. We attribute this to the
carrot of a later deadline than before coupled with the stick of there being no
printing of post deadline contributed papers. We believe that this decision of the
General Organizing Committee was a wise one. Of course invited, rapporteur, and
highlight talks will be printed in volumes to be distributed to the participants
after the conference as usual.

The Publications Committee had much generous help in performing its duties: from
Goddard Space Flight Center we had the help of B. alasser, L. Harris, E. Schronce,
N. Smith, J. Esposito and T. Smith. From the Naval Research Laboratory we were
helped by T. Maffimtta, and at the University of Maryland M. L. Snidov and J. Mucha
gave much needed _sist.ance. Special thanks &re due to _ryl Short, the lone st_ff
member of the Publications Committee. She maintained the computer data base,
organized the abstr_ts as they arrived, and kept track of the p_pers themselves to
see that the finally arrived in the right place at the right time. Without her help
the job would have been far more difficult than it was.

.PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE August, 1985

Frank C. Jones, Chin.
Jim Adams
Glen M. Mason
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Preface to HE Volumes

Papers contributed to the XIX International Cosmic Ray
Conference were arranged into three major divisions: Origin

and Galactic phenomena (OG), Solar and Heliospheric (SH),
and High Energy (HE). The HE sessions at this conference

comprise all the subjects formerly included in the muon and
neutrino sessions (MN) and the extensive air shower sections

(EA) as well as those on high energy interactions, new
particle searches and emulsion chamber results, which were

previously classified in HE. In addition, technical papers
have not been classified separately, but have been inserted
in appropriate subject sections. All the papers now classi-
fied as HE are contained in volumes 6, 7 and 8.

Volume 6 includes sessions HE1 (cross sections and

interactions of particles and nuclei at high energy) and HE3
(emulsion chamber results). Extensive air shower papers

(HE4) are in volume 7. Papers on muons and neutrinos (HE5),
searches for new particles and processes (HE6) and some on
new techniques (HE7) are in volume 8.

Altogether some 38{_ abstracts were received for the HE

sections. These were divided into the 25 groups listed in

the tables of contents of the HE volumes. (These groups

correspond only approximately to the 26 contributed paper
sessions at the conference.)

Four rapporteurs were selected to cover the subjects of
the HE sessions:

L.W. Jones High Energy Interactions and New

Particle Searches (HE1 & HE6);

M. Shibata Emulsion Chamber Observations and

Interpretation (HE3) ;

R.W. Clay Extensive Air Showers (HE4);

K. Sivaprasad Muons and Neutrinos (HE5).

The written versions of the rapporteur talks are contained

in the post-conference volume together with highlight and
invited papers.

The work of arranging the HE program was shared bY a
, committee consisting of \

T.K. Gaisser (Bartol), Chairman

K. Lande (Pennsylvania)
m E.C. Loh (Utah)

J. Linsley (New Mexico)

G.B. Yodh (Maryland)



This conference is the 191h in a series. Previous conferences in this series were
held at:

Cracow, Poland - 1947
Como, Italy - 1949
Bagneres-de-Bigorre, France - 1953
Guanjuato, Mexico - 1955
Varenna, l_ly - 1957
Moscow, USSR - 1959
Kyoto, Japan - 1961
Jaipur, India - 1963
London, UK - 1965
Calgary, Canada - 1967
Budapest, Hungary - 1969
Hobart, Australia - 1971
Denver, USA - 1973
Munchen,FRG - 1975
Plovdiv, Bulgaria - 1977
Kyoto, Japan - 1979
Paris, France - 1981
Bangalore, India - 1983

I
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PROTON-AIR AND PROTON-PROTON CROSS SECTIONS FROM AIR SHOWER DATA

John Linsley

Department of Physics and Astronomy

university of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
USA

ABSTRACT

Data on the fluctuations in depth of maximum development of

cosmic ray air showers, corrected for the effects of mixed

primary composition andshower development fluctuations,

yield values of the inelastic proton-air cross section for la-

boratory energies in the range 108-1010 GeV. From these val-

ues of _pa, corresponding values of the proton-proton total
cross section are derived bymeans of Glauber theory andgeo-

metrical scaling. The resulting values of _pp are inconsis-
tent with a well known In2s extrapolation of ISR data which is

consistent with SPS data; they indicate a less rapid rate of

increase in the interval 540 < /s < 105 GeV.

I. Introduction. The total inelastic prot0n-air cross section _pa, which
is interesting in relation to the theory of hadron-hadron and hadron-nuc-

leus interactions, canbe derived from •data on cosmic ray air showers.

Cosmic ray evidence of an increase with increasing energy in 0pp, the to-
tal proton-proton cross section, has been confirmed, first at ISR ener-

gies and more recently with the CERN SPS collider_ 1-_ In the interval

I0 < /s < 540 GeV the increase, amounting to some 75%, agrees well with a

in2s dependence but is compatible with a slower rate. 3 A recent cosmic

ray result for 2.103 < /S < 2"10 % GeV favors In2s, 5 while another result

of this kind, for /s = 3-10 % GeV, favors a slower increase. 6 In case of

the cosmic ray results, app is derived from Opa using Glauber theory.

My purpose here is to draw attention to another body of air shower

evidence extending to even higher energies (i0 % < Ks < 1.6-105 GeV) which

also bears on this question, is The evidence consists in part of data on

the fluctuation of shower elongation Xm, and in part of data on the pri-

mary composition. These are combined using an expression for {xm} as a

functlon of <inA , {inA} and {x_ .}, where A is the primary mass number,

<InA>, {inA} are the mean value and dlsperslon about the mean of inA for

fixud primary energy, {Xm,p} is the dispersion of xm for proton-initiated
showers of a fixed energy Tallowing for fluctuations in shower origin and

development), and {Xm} is the observed dispersion of Xm, corrected for

reception fluctuations (instrumental dispersi0n). 7 Using experimental
evidence on <inA> and {inA} from other air shower observations, the cot-

- rection for contamination of the primary beam with heavy nuclei is shown

to be small: {Xm, p} _ {Xm}. Cascade simulations have shown that {Xm, p}

is proportional to lpa, the proton-air mean free path, with a proportion-

4 ality constant equal to 1.4. From lpa one obtains _pa; _pp follows by
application of Glauber theory.

2. Primary Composition Effect. I have shown elsewhere that if y is an

observable such as Xm, whose mean value for proton showers can be graphed

vs inE as a straight line (over reasonably wide intervals, say 2 decades

or more), and if the line width (fluctuation of y) for showers initiated
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by various nuclei is approximated by {y(A)} = {y(1)}(l - klnA), where k

is constant, then

= k 2{y}2 {y(1)}2[l - 2k<InA> + (<inA >2 + {inA}2)] + b2{InA} 2 , (I)

where b is the slope of the straight-line graph. 7 This follows from ele-

mentary statistical theory and the superposition principle of Peters.

For y = Xm, b is just De,p, the proton shower elongation rate. With

these substitutions I solve (i) for {Xm,p}, obtaining

[ 1 {lnA}/{Xm}) 2 ]
{x } {x } - (De'p ½= (2)

m,p m 1 - 2k<inA> + k2(<inA>2+ {inA} 2)

The right hand side of (2) contains, besides the observed quantity re-

quiring correction, 2 parameters which describe phenomenologically the

relevant features of air showers (De, p and k), and 2 parameters which de-
scribe the composition of the incoming cosmic ray beam (<inA> and {inA}).

The fluctuation of xm has been studied experimentally for more than
i0 years using the giant air shower _rray at Haverah Park, 8'9 and almost

as long using a similar size array at Yakutsk. I0 It has been measured

independently at Dugway using an array of atmospheric Cerenkov light de-

tectors, II and at Akeno using data on the electron lateral distribution. 12

Results are given in Table I.

I have shown elsewhere that under a wide range of assumptions about

hadron-nucleus interactions De, p cannot be appreciably greater than to,
the radiation length. This insures that the numerator in (2) is approx-

imately i, so the exact value of De, p is unimportant. For energy inde-

pendent composition, D_ _ = De (observed elongation rate). I adopt De, _2 _t_
= 28 g/cm , practically the experimental value of D e at these energies. -4

As for the parameter k, Monte Carlo cascade simulations show that its

value lies in the range 0.15± .05, depending on the choice of model. II'15

The exact value is unimportant if <InA> is less than i.

Data on <InA> and {inA} at very high energies are summarized in Ref.

7 (see also conference paper 0G5.4-4). They can be combined, as in Fig.

I, by plotting {InA} vs <inA> in rectangular

coordinates. Note that for any pure compo-

sition {inA} = 0. It is assumed that the 2 H+Fe _"_--_---_/.._..__-_0195---0"_5possibilities range from <inA> = 0 (pure e

protons) to <inA> = 4 (pure Fe). The maxi- _ ./.-j'j_.__L -i.05
mum dispersion for a given mean occurs for a _ "/."_-_-/"....... f'f

mixtUreareOf protOnSasandi haveFenuclei, theWhen the _- /-

scales chosen done locus of I _ ////ibinary proton-Fe mixtures is a semicircle.

The lower boundary of the diagram consists of '_/ "... _ /'_V_'_

smaller semicircles corresponding to other ' m*NeA _ me_\binary mixtures. The region inside the

boundary represents all possible composi- 00 I 2

tions. The observed equal-energy composi- <_nA>

tion in the low energy region (102-10 5 GeV) Fig. I. Cosmic ray com-

is indicated by the heavy dashed line. The position diagram: 2nd vs

compositions experimentally allowed at very Ist moment of the inA dis-

high energies (E > 108 GeV) are those within tribution, explained in

the shaded region. The heavy dotted line the accompanying text.
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Table I. Summary of {x m} data represents a detailed model given in

Ref. 7, which describes in a plausible

manner the high energy region and the
lOgEla b {x } No. of Ref.m transition from lower energies. The

(GeV) g/cm z events
correction factors {Xm,p}/{Xm} for this

model to be used with Table 1 according

7.58 89 ± 15 ? 12 to (2) range in value from 0.91 to 0.95;

7.82 90 ± 18 ? 12 thus they differ only slightly from 1

8.06 86 ± 19 ? 12 (no correction). These corrections have

8.24 80 ± ii 147 ii been applied in obtaining the present

8.30 70 ± 13 ? 12 results, shown in Figures 2 and 3.
8.30 69 ± 14 426 8

Also shown in Fig. 1 are contour8.56 62 ± 9 1014 8

8.68 71 ± 6 519 9 lines corresponding to a typical value

8.78 73 ± I0 a I0 of {x m} (= 66 g/cm 2) and the indicated
values of the correction factor. By ex-

8.83 51 ± 7 652 8

8.88 79 ± 4 300 I0 amining these contours one sees that
correction factors for any other allowed9.11 68 ± I0 334 8
model will differ only slightly from9.15 69 ± 6 a I0
those used here.

9.43 65 ± Ii a I0

9.45 74 ± II 178 8
3. Development Fluctuations. The next9.60 63 ± 5 201 I0

I0.00 54 ± ii 87 8 step is to convert from {Xm,p} to Opa

10.15 55 ± 13 a I0 allowing for shower development fluctua-
tions. These arise primarily because of

a total of 464 events the leading particle effect. Thus one

expects them to scale as Ipa, so there

will be a proportionality: {Xm,p} = Kkpa
where K is a constant. On the basis of Monte Carlo cascade simulations

by Walker and Watson 8 I adopt the value 1.40 for this constant. The re-

sulting values for Opa are given in Figure 2.

There is of course some uncertainty in the value of K, due mainly to

uncertainty about the elasticity of very high energy hadron-air colli-

sions, denoted here by _. The result K = 1.4 rests on a conventional as-

sumption that _ is distributed uniformly between 0 and 1 with a mean val-

ue of 0.5. It has been pointed out by L.W.

Jones that according to accelerator data

the value of <D> for proton collisions with _ 3

light nuclei is appreciably less, about 800 o 4.5

0.3. 16 The dependence of K on <D> can be x 5

estimated by assuming i) that Xav of the • 8 !
o9 i

partial electronic cascade originating 600 _ 10 • I

from each collision of the leading nucleus _ ojl I;II. ti t

is perfectly correlated with the depth of _ -12

that collision, and 2) that {Xm,p} =

" {Xav,p} (neglecting fluctuations in _). 400
It is then easily shown that

K _ [Zj=IJ(I-n)N3-1]½ = (l-H) -½ (3) El_b{Gev)
200 ......

For _ = 0.5 one obtains K _ 1.41; for _ = I05 IO_ I09

0.3 the result is K _ 1.20. Thus the ef- Fig. 2. Results on 6pa.
fect of assuming a smaller value of <n> is The numbers listed with

to reduce the apparent cross sections Opa the symbols are the cor-
and app at air shower energies, responding references.
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4. Results. Examining Fig. 2 one notes good 300

agreement between the present results and one /

published recently by the Fly's Eye group. G /

The Fly's Eye result is derived from the de- /

crement of the xm distribution, rather than
/

the dispersion, using a proportionality be- 20C

tween Axm and _pa. The value of the constant _ i
is taken as 1.6 ± 10% from simulations 15 si- _ !

milar to those of Walker and Watson. The b_ _"
present results disagree with those of Ref. _

5, based on the zenith angle distribution of 100

generally smaller air showers for fixed N e

and N_. Here also the relation between a

measured attenuation length and _pa is found J_ (OeV)103 i0 4 i0 5
by means of simulations. There is an approx- 0 .....

imate proportionality, the value of the con-

stant being 1.45-1.55. The value of <N> for Fig. 3. Results on Opp

the Akeno model is 0.44. A smaller value (same symbols as Fig. 2).

would result in a smaller value of the pro- The lower solid curve,

portionality constant and a smaller apparent from Ref. 17, is a best

rise in cross sections. However it would not fit to ISR data allowing

remove the discrepancy since a change in <q> deviation from the Frois-

will have a similar effect on results from sart bound. The upper

Axm and {Xm}. solid curve (same Ref.)
is a best fit with Frois-

Fig. 3 shows the result of converting
sart bound form. The

the new Opa values to Opp. This has been dashed curve is for th_

done the same way as in Ref. 6, using Glauber 'impact picture' 18
theory with an assumption that the nuclear

slope parameter has the same energy dependence

as Opp (geometrical scaling). In parametric form, the relation assumed
°'648(cross sections in mb). Shown for comparison areis _pa = 24.00pp

the SPS results, 3'4 and well known extrapolations by Block and Cahn,

based on ISR data, which successfully predicted those results. 17 Also

shown is a recent prediction by Bourrely et al., for the so-called impact

picture. 18 The lower Block-Cahn curve is the best fit with a # 0, where

parameter a takes on small positive values to allow for deviations from

Froissart bound form. The upper curve is for a = 0.
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PROTON-AIRINELASTIC CROSSSECTIONAT Sz/2 = 30 TeV

Baltrusaitis, R.Mo, Cassiday, G.L., Cooper, R., Elbert, J.W.,
Gerhardy, P.R., Ko, S., Lob, E.C., Mizumoto, Y., Sokolsky, P. & Steck, D.

Department of Physics, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112

ABSTRACT
We have measured the distribution of the maxima of high
energy cosmic ray induced extensive air showers in the
atmosphere as a function of atmospheric depth. From the
exponential tail of this distribution, we determined the
p-air inelastic cross section at 30 TeV center-of-mass
energy to be 540 + 40mb.

i. Introduction. The technique of extracting the p-air cross section
from tile data ob-tained by the "Fly's Eye" detector has been described
in detail in an earlier paper.(1) We report the results of a recent
analysis from data accumulated through the month of April 1985.

2. Discussion. The "Fly's Eye" detector consists of 67 F/1 mirrors,
Ea-c_"With 12 or 14 photomultiplier tubes mounted at the focus.(2)
These mirrors are arranged so that they cover all but a small portion
of the solid angle near the horizon. The detector records the passage
of distant extensive air showers by means of the light produced by the
shower particles which, depending on the relative geometry between the
track and the detector, is usually an admixture of Cerenkov and
fluorescent light. The shower direction is reconstructed from the
timing information obtained by the photomultiplier tubes. Knowing the
reconstructed geometry and the fluorescence efficiency and taking into
account the Cerenkov intensity, we calculate the number of particles of
each shower as it progresses through the atmosphere. Figure I shows
the number of particles in a shower as a function of atmospheric depth.

_"=,......_ ....... The shower maximum is
' ,_ :,i,3_, C.H;:,UR ES',£'../_ Z.:3_ +/- _.%_._V.........' .... _ _-"- °_- obtained by fitting a distribu-1.._Y+09 7.c_.+07 o._ I",4ETr= _.6 +1- 5.1 De_

I
_.,_ .......... tion to the shower profile

............................_:.._ _.,,, , We ascertained that the shape

_"_........ >l_',._.]_,t of the shower profile can be. I fitted with either a Gaisser-

...... ,+_f-LT_. Hillas (G-H)(3) distribution or

IT+ '\_ a Gaussian distribution. Both" distributions yield equally

/ '" ,._ good fits, with the G-H fit
._*e9 [ l', x

_ \ consistently giving a slightly

" ..TAR-_' I '"'...._ lower value (30 g cm-2) to the
..... __ _, ,, ,-...... depth of maxima. Such consis.-

o. _. o_. _. '_ -_ tent difference does not affect
, the over-all shapes of the

Figure i. An Extensive Air final data distributions
_-h_at Survives All Data obtained from the two fits.
Cuts. The solid curve is a
GH. shower curve. The dotted The error in shower
curve is a Gaussian distribution, maximum, for showers whose
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closest distance of approach of exceed one and one half kilometers,
arises almost entirely from the uncertainty in the reconstructed polar
angle. Showers with zenith angle larger than sixty degrees are excluded
in this analysis to avoid bias toward large depths of maxima due to the
exponential behavior of the atmospheric density.

Possible track reconstruction bias has been examined by
using light beams generated by a roving light pulser, and a fixed
position nitrogen pulse laser. Tracks reconstructed from such light
pulses show that, regardless of the angle of the light beams, we can
measure the polar angle to the order of one degree with a sigma of about
1.7 deqrees. Figure 2 shows the result of one of the runs obtained

with the roving flasher.
, _ , _ _ l _ --l Further checks are made with

4o 1 events that are visible from a

partially built second detector
located about 3.5 kilometers

3o from the "ny's Eye". In this
F case, the polar angle is

]-_ determined from the intersection20 - of the two planes which contain
the track. Again, the zenith° I angles obtained with the

'oFF- - coincidence events are in

kJ agreement within experimental
. n uncertainties with the angles

-6 -4 o 2 4 6 calculated with the timing
_8(_,g,,,,) information from one eye alone.

Figure 2. Distribution of differences Figure 3 shows the agreement
between known and fitted zenith angles between the two methods of
for "upward-going" showers of known calculating the zenith angle.
geometry generated by a high intensity
light flacher. The width of the Bias toward large depths
distribution is o=1.7 ° . of maxima could result from

distant showers of very high
energy. Such bias is removed by accepting showers of a narrow band of
energy between i017 eV and 2xi018 eV. Finally, events with shower
maximum uncertainty less than i00 g cm-2 are accepted for analysis
with the average uncertainty of the order of 70 g cm-2.

3. Results and Conclusions. The resulting distribution of the shower
maxlma as a function of the atmospheric depth is shown in Figure 4.
The effect of the finite resolution of 6=70 g cm-2 does not effect the
shape of the exponent behavior of the tail of the distribution
beyond a distance of 62/X where X is the slope of the tail of the
distribution.

A fit of the data based on events beyond a depth of
~ 760 g cm-2 is found to be =70±6 g cm-2 . •

From a paper by Sokolsky et al(4) submitted to this
conference, it seems likely that the primary particles consist of a
considerable amount of light particles, i.e., protons. According to
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the paper by
THETAD_FFERENCE Ellsworth et al(5),

2B , i , i , _ , those protons

i dominate the tail
of the distribu-

a4- tion. In this

case, the proton-
_- air inelastic

cross-section is
i6- - found to be

I 540_+50g cm-2 .

"' ia-t t T | t t - This result is in

agreement with the

B- _ I - results published

I I I I 1 by Hara et al(6)"

4 m

I I The extrapo-
e , , _ _ ,_: lation of proton-
-_ -le e i_ _ proton inelastic

D_FTH cross-section

from p-air
Figure 3. Difference in Zenith Angle for Events cross-section is
Observed by Both Detectors and With One Detector model dependent.
Alone. The average angular length for the track With the same
is about 40°. assumptions made

in our previous
paper(I), the
p-p inelastic

llYZ.(W_LS= 0 (_ O / O _ [ / O _' (_ (-U_C-_IJY I
J , , , I , , , t , , , _ , , , r ,, , i , ,, f , _ , I , , , / cross-section is

Ie2_ <x>:(_;_;_L_,E-Is=,:(_a_-_I,E-I [ found to be

1 __' __ I 122-+IImb at

sI/2 of 30 TeV

(Figure 5).

° tl

'\

Figure 4. Distributionof Depth of Shower Maxima for Data Whose
" Fitting Errors Are Less Than 6,100 g cm-2 . The slope of the exponential

tail is x = 70 +_6 g cm-2.
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(a) O-p.olr(mb)

' 'LM/ ' ' '
7_00 • A

I

600 .i // I_,_

_100 '""

200
IO0

i • I I I I

IoI
(b) v pp (rob)

i i I I I140 A L

,,o
80 _'"60

40 ._,-'-_""= .................. cbN's_"=
20

II I I, I I I

Io3 Io4 Io5 io' io7 leo
E,,.(GeV)

Figure 5.
(a) P'airInelastic and (b) p-p Total Cross Section With Our Data.
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HADRON CROSS SECTIONS AT ULTRA HIGH ENERGIES AND
UNITARITYBOUNDS ON DIFFRACTION DISSOCIATION

G. B. Yodh
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Univ. of Maryland

College Park, MD 20742

T. K. Gaisser
Bartol Research Foundation, Univ. of Delaware

Newark, Delaware 19711

U. P. Sukhatme
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I. Introduction: The behavior of total cross sections at ultra high energies,
a_d_e_v_L 1_TeV has been derived from analysis of air shower observation.I
Theproton-air inelastic cross section must be related to the basic proton-
proton interaction to determine which of the different models for the asymp-
totic behavior of the scattering amplitude are consistent with cosmic ray data
wh_b_may be ruled out. The adjective inelastic for proton-air cross section
(a_r) describes the fact that cosmic ray experiments do not measure all of
the absorptive cross section because cascade development is not sensitive to
processes that lead to quasi-elastic excitation of the air nucleus (aae) or to
diffractive excitation of one of the nucleons of the air nucleus (ODD). The
method generally used to calculate p-air inelastic cross section from proton-
proton parameters is the Glauber multiple scattering technique.2 Application
of this method leads to the relation

inel tot el - aD - _a(inelastic screening) (1)ap_air = ap.air - ap_air - aqe

The term aa(inelastic screening) accounts for screening due to multiple scat-
tering with excited nucleon intermediate states. To calculate terms on the

right hand side nf this relation it is necessary to know the values of o_P_
slopeparameter BPP(t=O), single and double diffractive cross sections zoo'

PP, o_- the shape of d2a/dtdM2 at t for the diffractive process
P+P_P+X

_ th_ nuclear density profile.3 min

2. Discussion of Models of Elementar_ Interaction; Many different models for
t_h_g_ ene_y_ehav1_r b_ sca'tteringamplituBeshave been proposed, all of
which agree with PP and _P data up to SPS-_P collider energies but give dif-
ferent extrapolations at higher energies. They may be classified into three
types: (1) Geometric scaling models,4 (2) Diffraction dominance models,3
(3) Chou-Yang type models,s

The "Geometrical Scaling" models are those in which the interaction

radius increases logarithmicallywith energy. The ratio a_i/Otot is assumed
to be energy independent. The rise in the total cross section comes from all
three components, diffractive and inelastic processes.

The diffractive dominance models ascribe all the rise in total cross

sections to Oel, aqn and aDD, the "inelastic"cross section remaining con-
stant. The ratio _n_I/a_nt decreases with energy, a_I/at becomes energy

independent,aSD/a_'_-_lo_T_decreases with energy whTle aDD/O.ot will bet
asymptoticallyconstant.
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In Chou-Yang type models the restrictionof geometrical scaling that

Oel/Ot = constant is released. However the detailed behavior of oSD or ODD
is not generally prescribed,

This it may seem at first glance that with so much freedom it would be
possible to fit the cosmic ray data with a large range of models. This is
not so, however, because the range of variation of the diffractive component
cross sections are limited by unitarity bounds. There is only one proviso
for this statement which is that Glauber techniques are valid at these energies.

_ic Unitarity Bounds and Limits on DiffractiOn: The unitarity bound on elas-and diffractive cross section can be stated as_

°el + °Diff _ ½ °tot (2)

One can write Otot in terms of its parts

°tot = °el + °Diff + _ND (3)

where OND is the non-diffractivecross section. It follows from these re-
lations that

OND _ ½0to t (4)

which means that if Otot(E) increases with energy then OND cannot be energy
inde endent.

PAssum_ng the general validity of the bounds we apply it to the specific
model of diffractive dominance proposed by Goulianos. The energy variation

i°fOel, 2O.SD,ODD and Otot for this model is shown in figure I. The value of
o+_+_I.... is also graphed. The unitarity bound given by equation (2) is vio-

late_ By thls model at iT- 200 GeV so is the inequalityOND L ½_tot.
, • , v , • ....

"G_L_A_S" DIFFRACTIVE

DOMIN MO_L

_b Figure l: Predictions from a
= diffractive dominance model

_tJ (Goulianos 1983) and its re-
..!_! lation to unitarity bounds

: I ___ %+%, which require (Oel + _d)/Ot

_ /__, ii to be less than or equal to
_L _ I 0.5

. :_5 104 105 iO_ 107 iO _

EL(GeV)

In fact any model which ascribes the increase in cross section entirely to dif-
fractive processes will violate conventional unitarity requirements.

As representative of other models let us consider the model proposed
by Block and Cahn. The model gives explicit fits for total and elastic cross
sections as well as the slope parameter, (B), as a function of energy. To
obtain Ob_air (inelastic)usingequation (1) we must calculate the fiv_ terms
on the r_ght hand side using Glauber methods. The total, elastic and quasi-
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elastic proton-air cross sections c_n be calculated in straight forward manner
using the model parameters: o_B_ O_n, B and p. To estimate on and Ao(inel-
screening) a knowledge of the'_ingT_ diffractive cross sectio_ is needed, which
Is not given by the mode!. Of these two terms, Ao_inel-screening) depends only
on the value of (d_/dtdMZ)tmi n which varies as I/MZ. 2 Most of the contribution
to this term comes from small values of M2 and numerical evaluation gives a
value for this correction which varies from about 8 mb at ISR energies to
saturation at ~ 14 mb at ultra high energies,

The correction for diffractive dissociation of the target nucleon is

given by 1, PP, PP
°D : _°SD/_inel)°P-air (5)

H lere.o__a,r.__is the cross section for an absorptive -p-nucleus interactlon"in-"
volvln_ exactly one elementary inelastic scattering encounter. It is easy to
show that O__air _ 2/3 x <r2> which corresponds to 142 mb for a root mean
square radius of 2.6 fermis. The correction depends on the energy dependence

of o_B/O_el where _el _ Otot - Oel : OND+ 2oSD + ODD,
What does the unitarity bound tell us about the size of this ratio? From

the unitarity bound in equation (2) gives

2°SD +ODD _ ½ °tot " _el (6)

The maximum value of _SD then is obtained by putting ODD: O. The ratio
oSD/Oinel is bounded by

_SD _ [I - °el/_t°t ]<
°inel _ _ Oei/_tO_- _ 0.25 (7)

The maximum value of OD is 36 mb if Oel = O: In the Block-Cahn model corres-
ponding to a _n2s energy dependences the ratio of Oel to Otot varies from
0.175 to 0.37 as energy is varied from vr_~ 20 GeV to _~ lO TeV, corresponding
upper limits to oD are 28 mb and 15 mb respectively. At ISR, however, there
are direct measurements of oSD and Oinel which give a 14 mb cross section for
oD. A reasonable measure of the allowed range of oD can be obtained by assum-
ing that the lower bound to oSD/Oinel is the ISR value and the upper bound is
given by equation (8) with Oel/Otot being taken from Block and Cahn's model
The result is shown in figure (2). Also shown in the figure is the sum of the
last three terms in equation (1), i.e. Oqe + op + ao(inel, screening). The

r ,1

" [ _ qe + aO + _ °" (mei "scr eening, _

:_ Figure 2: The allowed

.o_ _...... .,v' , ranges for the correction
" _ _ r ...... ..... '" for diffractive dissocia-

.... _ tion of the target nucleon.
[ Also shown is the totalcorrection as a function
,_I of energy.

ii

, .--" _, ;..j.>;..:...._ }%p_,)(

'-" ':_ _" v )4- 105 IO "6 I07' ,0 8

EL (GeVi
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fractional uncertainty in the value of _p.air(inelastic) is less than three
percent.

In figure (3) we compare the predictions of the _ns and _n2s models of
Block and Cahn with air shower cosmic ray cross sections.7, 8,9 It is seen
that the data clearly favor the faster energy dependence.

r , -- , i i

FUJII ---_

mb • AKENO l 1

700 (mel_,hc) _FLYSEYE I I I Figure 3: Comparison of pre-
%°' "I[ .il/ec_' dictions for On_air (inel-

Goc i I#_<,i"_ astic) from tw6 Bifferent

!!_ I! models of Block and Cahn:No. 4 for which _tpp in-
dic. _ ' I creases as _n2n and No. 2

_I _cars, which has a _ns dependence

,-_3 ,,]4 105 i(_6 ,07 08

EL (Oe_ ;

4. Conclusion: We have shown that if unitarity bounds on diffractive cross
s_ectidns are valid at ultra high energies then (a) diffractive dominance mod-
els whlch ascribe the increase in total hadron-hadron cross sections to dif-
fractive processes only are ruled out and (2) that cosmic ray cross sections
derived from air shower experiments at ultra high energies clearly rule out
models for hadron-hadron cross sections with _ns energy dependence and favor
those with _n2s variation.

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation and the
Department of Energy.
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ON TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS AND SLOPES

AT SUPERHIGH ENERGIES

SH.S.YEREMIAN, V.M.ZHAMKOCHIAN

Yerevan Physics Institute, Markarian st.2

375036, Yerevan, Armenia, USSR

ABSTRACT

Hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus interactions are
investigated in the framework of the Reggeon field
theory with critical and supercritical pomerons
and multiple scattering theory. A good agreement
is obtained with experimental data on cross sec-
tions of proton-proton and proton-nucleus interac-
tions at high energies.

The theory with the renormgroup critical pomeron (RCP)

(_F(O) _ _ ) is compared with the supercritical one (_p=J+A)

- froissarton. The theory with RCP is considered in detail

in /I/, and with froissarton - in /2/, therefore, we will

present here the basic results only. ' 7, _v-_
10 15 20 25

In fig. 1 total cross sections of F_i _
pp-interaction at energies E L^5 from ,5o

10 to 1012 GeV are presented. Both models

describe well the region of mean and hill _ , /
Opp mb

energies and practically coincide up to ,00

_ 15. The cross section given by RCP

is presented in the figure by a coarse

line. At mean values of energies it grows __J" '" like _a at _ _ 15 the rate of _
9

growth gradually slows down and turns ...........
O. 277 '_ '°''_ ,o*_

" into asymptotic _ _ . Fig. 1. Total cro_
The cross section given by the section of pp-in-

froissarton is presented by thin lines, teraction 6_ o_ op- _

The upper line corresponds to _ = 0.12, and the lower one

to _ = 0.07. The cross section with _ = 0.12 rapidly
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grows from the very beginning and at _ _ 15 begins to ex-

ceed the RCP and passes to its asymptotic regime _ _a . It

is seen that _ pp cannot serve as a test for separating
a correct model.

_oo F_.L
j_

/ -_.,, mb " Iol- ._ mb

r/"

)'400

3U0 15R

--_ ..... is.... J0'' ' ,o ,s 20 ,, _ _ _o

Fig. 2. Production cross section on the nuclei of air atoms
6 P_°_ in theories with critical and supercriticalp-_ _
pomerons ( _ RCP, .... frolssarton).

Fig. 3. Total cross section of pp-scattering in the theory
with a critical pomeron.

Fig. 4. Total cross section of pp-scattering in the theory
with a supercritical pomeron.

In fig.2 theoretical curves are presented that describe

the production cross section on nuclei of air atoms in the

two theories considered (the calculation technique of the

hadron-nucleus interaction characteristics is presented in

/1/). The coarse curve corresponds to RCP, and the dot-and-

dash curves to the supercritical pomeron with A = 0.07

and 0.12. The curve corresponding to the froissarton lays

systematically lower than RCP in the range 15 < _ < 25.

In figs. 3 and 4 total cross sections of pp-interac-

tions in both theories as well as results of the pp cross
i

sections extraction from experimental data on proton-nuc-

leus interaction at cosmic energies are presented. The

rings with arrows denote the values of separated points

that lay above the unitarity limit for the given theory. It
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should be noted that according to /I/ the cross-section

values 6p_od depend essentially on the slopes of diffrac-

tion cone of the pp-interaction predicted by the given

theory. It is clear that experiments with cosmic rays re-

quire a more rapid growth of slopes than the one which may

be given by both theories. The theory with RCP seems prefer-

able.

100 6,

b (_v_

b (GeVlc)"2
I

501-

' ,, !,_J,l .... ] .... J,
lili_¢l lllllIill .... 5 'I'I0 15 20 25

I0 I$ Z0 25 _ '

Fig. 5. Slope of the diffrac- Fig. 6. Slope of the diffrac-
tion cone of pp-scattering tion cone of pp-scattering
in the theory with a criti- in the theory with a super-
cal pomeron, critical pomeron.

In figs. 5 and 6 diffraction cone slopes in RCP and

froissarton theories are presented. The experimental data

presented were extracted proceeding from the fixed cross

sections of the elementary act in the given theory and are

conventional, nevertheless, they indicate a necessity in a

more rapid growth of slopes as compared with the theoreti-

cal one.

In fig.7 the ratio _/_o_ is presented. This value is

crucial for the revelation of the question, which of these

two theories is consistent at superhigh energies. In the

RCP theory this ratio at _-_ _0 behaves like _-0.862

In the froissarton theory we have _ /6 -_,_. However, in

the region of attainable energies we have an_inverse pic-

ture: up to _ _ 17 6 _ and _/6_ol in RCP grow much

more rapidly than in the froissarton, after which the RCP

begins to slowly fall, and the froissarton continues to

grow.
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Summing up the abovemention-

I i Pig? ed, one may state that even at

03 i _,/_., ultracosmic energies it is ap-

._/ ._ parently impossible to obtain an

i . / .....,:,_,_" unambiguous answer to the ques-

..... _. tion: which of these theories is

consistent at superhigh energies?
, .... :,,,,t,i,_L,._*'ti .

+, 10 15 20 25 \

Fig. 7. Ratio 6_76 _

(_ RCP,
I

_- _ froissarton)..
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DETERMINATION OF THE CROSS SECTION

OF THE PROTON, PION AND NEUTRON INELASTIC INTERACTION

WITH LEAD AND CARBON NUCLEI AT 0.5- 5.0 TEV ENERGIES

(PION Experiment)

V.V.AVAKIAN, G.V.KARAGJOZIAN, E.A.MAMIDJANIAN,

M.I.KEROPIAN, R,M.MARTIROSOV, G.G.OVSEPIAN, S.O.SOKHOYAN

Yerevan Physics Institute, Markarian st. 2

375036 Yerevan, Armenia, USSR

ABSTRACT

Experimental results on the cress section of the

single pion, proton and neutron inelastic inter-

action with carbon and lead nuclei in the O. 5-5.0

TeV energy interval obtained on the PION installa-

tion (mount.Aragats, Armenia, 3250 m) are present-
_a

ed. For this purpose the M_ / N p an_ _p_/6_Fe
ratios measured directly on the installation as

well as the calculated 6Lp"A / 6_" A dependence

on the target nucleus atomic number were used.

The PION installation combining an X-ray transition radi-

ation multimodule detector (XTR detector) and an ionization

calorimeter (IC) is shown in fig, 1. Th_ detailed description

of the installation is given in /1/. 3 rows of multlwire

proportional chambers (MWPC) identical to the chambers lo-

cated in the XTR detector were used as detectors of the had-

ron interaction with the graphite nuclei. The thickness of

- the two graphite layers is 12 cm. The interactions in lead

were registered by two rows of ionization chambers located

. under 3 cm (I layer) and 2 cm (II layer) of lead in the up-

per part of the IC.

To determine _" with the C and Pb nuclei, events

were chosen that satisfied the following selection criteria:

the energy release inthe IC should be higher than 500 GeV;
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the axis of the nuclear-electro-

(NEMC) ======_ ====_°°_"
magnetic cascades should .o_N_[ ] ......
be within the solid angle of the ____\

installation (its geometric fac- _MwT_=======

tor is G = I ,28 m2sr); the ion- e._c_==========
rod.f [

ization distribution in each row ,.wpc,_====_
_C_

of the ionization chambers should c. _ _o_
have one maximum at a distance of

20 cm from the IC edge ( _ two _
&,

chamber diameters); the air ac- _.

companiment density should not _ __ \
ce_w_meter

exceed I part./m (the hadron _" __'_'_I
"singleness" condition). _........Fej

_s " "'°

In selecting the events iden- _.. _
I V

rifled as interactions in the

graphite target the fulfillment Eig. I

of two additional criteria was

required. The energy release in the interaction detector

under the graphite target should correspond to the passage

of r 2 relativistic particles, and the summary energy re-

lease under the first layer should exceed 100 relativistic

particles.

The additional condition for selecting the events ident-

ified as interactions in lead was the presence of energy

release in the second row of ionization chambers in the

absence of energy release in the first row.

According to these criteria 548 neutral and 876 charged

hadrons having interacted in graphite as well as 1364 neut-

ral and 1090 charged hadrons identified as having interact-

ed in the second layer of lead were selected.

In determining the inelastic interaction cross sections

corrections were introduced for "albedo" particles, the

difference in the angular distribution of charged and neut-

ral hadrons, the contribution of the cascades generated by

muons, the transition effect Pb - ionization chamber wall.

The measured cross sections of charged and neutral hadron
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interactions with the C and Pb nuclei are plotted in

Table I. Table I

I ,,i,i ,

500-1000 GeV 1000-2000 GeV 2000 GeV

6L,"c 254+21 263+28 261+--34

_hc 214+I 9 228+2_I 247+36_

6_% 23_23 2_6+30 255+39
6_ 179+18 179+_23 193+30

6_6 1980+60 2100+--81 2215+I 04
_-" - - 1890+_1146_hp& 1693+80 1762+94

6_ 1762+I08 1809+I 01 1916+I 16

6_P6 1587+89 1630+--83 !726+97
ii ii i i i i i , ii i i iJ

By means of these data the _" of pions and protons

with the carbon and lead nuclei were determined. Por this

purpose we have used the calculated curve of the ratio

6_A dependence on the nucleus atomic number obtain-

ed in /2/ according to which _(A)= 6_"A /6_A is practi-

cally independent of energy. The experiment shows a good

agreement with the calculated curve, _Lpp/ 6_._p = 1.61 +

,0.03 at _ = 345aeV//3/, and6_"_,/_J" = 1 19+ 0.05
for E = 1000 GeV /4/. On the PION installation the pion-

to-proton ratio N_/Np for various intervals of hadron

energy was directly measured /5/. The calculated values

of _ /_;A for the C and Pb nuclei are equal to
1.32 + 0.4 and 1.11 + 0.03, respectively. The final re-

vised data on the proton and pion cross sections are also

plotted in Table. I.

" Figure 2 presents the experimental results on _ and

_p& obtained both on accelerator /5/ and in cosmic

• rays /6/. The curves denote the recalculation by the mul-

tiple scattering theory from the PP to PPb and PC in-

teractions.
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P(P) P ELASTIC SCATTERING AND COSMIC RAY DATA

Fazal-e-Aleem and Mohammad Saleem

Centre for High Energy Physics
University of the Pun3ab
Lahore-20, Pakistan.

ABSTRACT

It is shown that the total cross section _m for

pp elastlc scatterlng at cosmic ray energles, as

well as the total cross section _, the slope
parameter b(s,t) and the differential cross
section do/dt for small momentum transfer at ISR

and collider energies for p(p)p elastic scatter-

ing can be simultaneously fitted by using a simple
Regge pole model.

I. Introduction. The total cross sections for proton-pro-
ton a-_ _ntiproton scattering for 20<_s<2x10 _ GeV have
been measured at ISR and SPS collider and derived from the

cosmic ray data[l,2]. The data show that the total cross sec-

tion keeps on rising throughout the measured range. The resu-
lts of these measurements are shown in Figs.1 and 2. The slope

parameter b(s,t) for pp.pp at _s=53 GeV has been measured by
various authors[3] and the results are shown in Fig.3. Accur-
ate measurements of b(s,t) at collider energy /ss=546 GeV were

made by using luminosity independent technique[3] and are
shown in Fig.4. It may be noted that the value of 15.3±0.3

(GeV/c) -2 of slope parameter for 0.03<-t<0.I (GeV/c) 2 as

measured by this group differs significantly from the earlier
measurement of the slope parameter at /s=540 GeV which gives
a value of 17.2±1.0 (GeV/c) -2 in the range 0.05<-t<0.19
(GeV/c) 2 [4] .

Simultaneous measurements of differential cross sections

for pp and pp elastic scatterings at /s=31, 53 and 62 GeV in
the interval 0.05<-t<0.85 (GeV/c) 2 have been made by Breakstone
et al[5] at the CERN ISR. At 53 and 62 GeV, for 0.17<-t<0.85

(GeV/c) 2 both pp and _p data show simple exponential fall. At
/s=31 GeV, the data in the interval 0.05<-t< 0.85 (GeV/c) 2 are

consistent with a change in slope near -t=0.15 (GeV/c) 2. Res-

ults of these ISR measurements are plotted in Fig.5. Very
recently, UA4 collaboration[6] has measured the differential

cross section of proton-antiproton elastic scattering at

. /ss=546 GeV. The d_/dt distribution shows a steep exponential
decrease, with a change of slope around the same value of -t
as at ISR energies. The data for this reaction for -t<0.8
(GeV/c) 2 are shown in Fig.6.

2. Calculations and Discussion. Following Refs.7 8, we find
that for both the reactions a very good fit with the total
cross section, the slope parameter and the differential cross

section for small momentum transfers is obtained by choosing
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the residue function as a sum of two exponentials. Thus the

scattering amplitude may be written as

e(t) e(t)
T(s,t)=8 (t)_(t)s = (AeBt+ce Dt)_(t)s

The differential cross section is then given by

do/dt - 21IT 12 = (AeBt+ceDt)2 s2_(t)-2
s

The expression for the slope parameter b(s,t) can be obtained
by using the formula

b(s,t)= d /dt (in do/dt)

It is found that a good fit with the experimental data, inclu-

ding the most recent results, is obtained by the following
choice of residue function 8(t) :

8(t)= 4.35e 2"72t + 1.45e I0"93t

The equation of the Pomeron has been chosen as [9,10]

8(t) = 1.069+0.3t

1976 I 3oc

70 .aJNAM 1975 2_ • Arnison 1983

B]AMALDI I_7 2sc "BQHi_on 1982 Figs.1 and 2 show6c.
oJBATTISTON1982 • Walker 1982 the total cross

_Coy 1981 sections for 20</s
Z 6C "_ 20C <)Dyakonov 1951 <2xi 0 5 GeV. Theor-

_ etical curves are
o. _ 15(,.'_ ... the predictions of
"K 50 '_"' _ simple Regge pole

b_ 45 _ b_10( model. Figs. 3 and 4
• show the results of

40 the slope parameter

) so _ (GeV) for p(p)p elastic
' ' '" ....' ' ''" ,03 10_ 105 scattering at /s=35 10 SO 100 500 0 ............ ,,d , , .......

Figs.land 2. The total cross sections for 20<V_s< 53 and 540 GeV

2x105 GeV. Theoretical curves are the predictions respectively. The
curves representof the model described in the text.
predictions of the

the model described in the text. In Figs.5 and 6 the measured

differential cross sections for pp and _p elastic scatterings
at ISR and collider energies have been plotted together with
the predictions of the model described in the text.

The CERN SPS proton-antiproton collider, after modifica-

tions which have enhanced the peak energy it can achieve, is

back in action again. This time the collider is providing 630
GeV collision energy compared to the 546 GeV in previous runs.

The results are expected to be available shortly. We predict
the slope parameter at _s=630 GeV for -t<1 (GeV/c) 2 The curve
in Fig.7 shows the predicted values.
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Is_ -t (GeV/c}2
1_ Fig.7. Predictions of the model described

in the text for the slope parameter at
. ___ 13 ¢_'s=630 GeV.
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3. Conclusions. We conclude that at high energies where pom-
eron is believed to dominate the behaviour of elastic scatter-

ing, a simple Regge pole model can be used to explain the total
cross section for proton-proton elastic scattering at cosmic

ray energies together with the total cross section, the slope
parameter and the differential cross section for small momen-

tum transfers at ISR and collider energies for p(p)p elastic
scattering.
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MEASUREMENT DF INTERACTION CROSS SECTION

OF COSMIC RAY Fe NUCLEI (E>4 GEV/N) WITH At TARGET

G,X, Ren_ Y,Z, Zhou, R,Q, Huangp M,Y, Chen

Institute of High Energy Physics

Academia Sinica

Beijing China

i. Introduction

Although the study of relativistic heavy ion interaction

encumbered by the low intensities of the incident heavy

nuclei in cosmic ray experiments, however_ one can use a

suitable structure of detector to attain a result with a

reasonable accuracy.

In this paper we present a cross section value of Fe(E>

4 GeV/N) with AI. We use CR-39 as detector and AI as target.

The cross section value is estimated using maximum likeli-

hood method.

2. Detector

The detector which consists of a stack of CR-39 sheets

sanwiched by AI plates is designed for measuring Fe-AI inter-

action cross section, the AI serving as target and CR-39

serving as detector. The thicknesses of a CR-39 sheet and an

A1 plate are 1._ mm and 1.8 Cm_ respectively. There are 6

layers altogether o

3. Experiment procedure

The detector was launched by a balloon near Beijing in

1982 to a ceiling height of 37 km and lasted for lO h. The

effective cutoff rigidity is 9.4 GVtthe recorded threshold

" for Fe E>4 GeV/N, a value slightly higher than the one

reached by heavy ion accelerator so far.

The CR-39 sheets were etched in 8.8 normal NaOH
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solution with temperature of 70°c for 40 h• The reduced

etch rate of CR-39, VT/V6-1 , and dip angle of impinge

particle are obtained from the measurement of the major and

minor axes of etch pit ellipses•

Among the recorded nuclei with charge Z_/lO, 322 tracks

are identified as Fe nuclei with resolution of 0.6 e•

According to the position and dip angle of impinge

particle in a sheet of CR-39 and the thickness of target

plate, one can calculate the expected position of the

particle in the next sheet of CR-39 below target easily• If

an etch pit at the expected position possesses a major and

minor axes within the error 1.5_m with the impinge particle

at former sheet, namely possesses a charge within the error

1 e and a dip angle within 2 ° with the impinge onet then

this particle is thought to pass through the target without

interactionp otherwise a nucleus-nucleus interaction is

assumed •

Every Fe track is followed downwards until an inter-

action takes place or it goes out the detector• 205

interactions satisfying this criterion mentioned above are

observed and the total track length been followed

__o. L_ = 1854.3 cm (N0=322, the number of incident particles)
A maximum likelihood estimation of Fe-A1 collision mean

free path gives

No

_=_L_/ N (1)
where N is the number of interactions•

4

The variance of _ is

t

Vat (_) = _/ N (2)

4. Result and discussion
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According to eqs (1) and (2), the maximum likelihood

estimation of Fe-A1 collision mean free path is obtained as

= 9.04±0.63 cm which corresponds to the cross section

value _Fe,AL= 1.83 ±0.13 bar.

In our analysis the interaction point is assumed in

the middle of plate when an interaction takes place inside

it. The error of _ caused by the uncertainty of interaction

points,is estimated by

H.FN,/N.ri (3)
where H is the thickness of target plate.

In order to increase the measuring accuracy of % ,

larger number of interactions is needed. It means H should

be increased. However, increase of H is limited by the

relation _ < _Var (_)_ _, In our case, _X = 0.04 cm is

still much less than the statistical error, Even if the

number of incident particles is not so large, we can obtain

a comparable resu2t with work performed on accelerator.
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HADRON THERMODYNAMICS IN RELATIVISTIC

NUCLEAR COLLISIONS

P.Ammiraju

Instituto de F{sica'Gleb Wataghin'

UNICAMP-CAMPINAS

BRASIL

i. Introduction. The current interestlin the study of nuclear

collisions at very high energies - especially nucleus-nucleus

collisions at several GeV/nucleon - stems from the expectation

that one can investigate under laboratory conditions the ear-

ly beginings of our present universe. Thereby, one hopes to

observe qualitatively new states of matter-such as density

isomers, pion condensates, quark-gluon plasma (QGP), etc. The

question whether the anticipated phase transition from hadron

gas to QGP is a sharp or continuous one can only be answered

through experiments devoted to the subsequent decay modes of

this phase transition since the various theoretical models

suffer in one way or other in their ability to pin point cle-

ar cut signals of this phase transition.

The search for QGP is basically a search for

collective phenomena in strong interactions. Among them are

the Cronin effect, the EMC effect, the production of seconda-

ries with a kinectic energy above the kinematic limit in-co-

llisions of nucleons with targets of varying mass number,

strange hadrons such as K, A, Z and the leptons. However,from

the data obtained, it is difficult to separate the purely

QGP signals from the predictions of non-equilibrit_ QG-dyna-

mics which e_an equally well explain the observed phenomena.

2. Relativistic Hadron Thermodynamics. The application of

thermodynamics formalism to the study of high energy hadron-

hadron central collisions has been in vogue for over forty
2

years. What is now new is the use of transformation laws of

temperature and quantity of heat in the special relativistic

thermodynamic formalism which preserves all the laws of clas-

sical thermodynamics by giving specific prescriptions in the
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application of Lorentz transformation to the various thermody-

namic quantities.

It is generally agreed that the entropy S is

a Lorentz invariant and a unique answer is provided by statis

tical mechanics. In order to ensure the invariance of the

entropy dS = _Q/T, the amount of (reversible) heat _Q and tem

perature T must transform in the same way. The problem comes

in trying to preserve the first law _Q = du-_w. The internal

energy, U, cannot be considered as the fourth component of a

four-vector as is done in the case of a mechanical point mass.

The interpretation is to be modifild for hadrons considered

as extended bodies. Statistically_ the distinction between

heat and work, though both represent some form of energy

transfer, rests on the essentially disordered nature of ener-

gy which is regarded as heat. Also, the systems considered in

thermodynamics are not isolated. Thermodynamic space and ordi

nary phase space must be treated in a similar Lorentz invari-

ant way to be logically consistent.

3. f'Dermvation" of law of Lorentz transformation of temperatu

re. In the literature there exist various "derivations"

of the law of Lorentz transformation of temperature and other

thermodynamic quantities. The transformation formulae for tem

perature accepted for over fifty years is the following

T = T (i- v2/c2) I/2
O

consequently 6Q = _Qo(l-v2/c2) I/2. Where the subscript o
and

refers to the rest system and quantities in the lab system

without subscript and v is.the velocity of the rest system

with respect to the lab system. In the rest system all the

, energy is of a disordered form but, in the lab system, a fi-

xed amount equal to v2/c 2 of the net increase goes over into

the ordered form, leaving (I - v2/c 2) of the net increase as
t i

disordered energy. However, the sta%istical measure of disor

der (i.e. entropy) is an invariantand this requires a lower

temperature, compatible with a lower quantity of heat obser-
3

red in the lab system .
i
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4. Experimental 'evidence' from large PT phenomena. Chiu et

al 4 and Chew et al 5 used the "two-temperature" concept for lar °m

ge PT phenomena and fired reasonably well the single particle

inclusive cross-sections as a functions of PT in a thermodyna-

mically based statistieal distribution. If we identify their

values of <kTl> and <kT2> with the Eav in formula of ref. 2

(Eav _ _/p, To )' we find the following linear realationship.

ol l l I I l

o too zoo _ +00 +oo
5. Conclusions: Various phenomenologieal models based on sta-

tistical thermodynamieal considerations have been used to fit

the experimental data at high PT to a two-temperature distr_

bution. Whether this implies that the two-temperatures be-

long to two diffement reacZion mechanisms, or consequences of

Lorentz-contraction factor, or related in a fundamental way

to the intrinsic 'thermodynamics of Space-Time' can only be

revealed by further theoretical and experimental investiga-

tions of high PT phenomena in extremely energetic hadron-
hadron collisions.
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ESTIMATION OF THE TOTAL INELASTICITY COEFFICIENT
IN INTERACTION OF_ 20 TeV HADRONS WITH LEAD

KanevskyB,L., MikhailcvaI,A.,
Rakobolskaya I.V., Sveshnlkova L.G.

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,
Moscow 119899, USSR

Experimental data on the interaction mean free path of
hadrons with energy Eo_20 TeV in lead obtained with multi-
layer X-ray emulsion chambers(XEC) are compared with results
of simulation of nuclear-electromagnetic cascades in lead
chamber. It is shown that, to explain experimental data, the
value of the total inelasticity coefficient, < K>_.8 should
be assumed.

Multilayer XEC allow determination of gamma-ray and

__ _o_n _ad _ _n_g_ _ r_s_ into the- 'ca e C a n clear inter-
action, and the origin depth _ t of an electron-photon cas-
cade induced in a chamber by gamma-rays, electrons, and
hadrons. The experimental procedure and chamber design
have been described in detail in /1/.

In paper /2/ of the "Pamir" Collaboration, tie results
have been presented of measurement of the hadron interac-
tion mean free path, _ meas, in lead chambers obtained by
analysing the hadron flux(about 700 events) over an area of
140 mL. After efficiency of hadron registration in chambers
of different thickness has been allowed for more accurately,
the authors of /2/ obtained the following results:

2 . fcJ .
_ =185+40 g/cm for energy Eh=5 10 TeV,
meas-21-3__24g/cm 22for energy E_#_IO TeV,
meas-197+29 /cm for energy E_ _20 TeV.

A meas- - g
The measured value of _ meas can be seen to be independent
of EhI_)within errors and A meas=207±17 g/cm2.

The measured value of _ mea- concerns the summary flux
•of nucleons and charged plons w[th energies Eo 20 TeV.The

pion fraction in this flux can be estimated based on calcu-
lations in terms of quasiscaling models, e.g., from /3/.
This magnitude is almost independent of a model and, on
average, pions present ~30% and nucleon_ _ 70% in the total
hadron flux at the given depth(596 g/cm ).

. The value of _ meas may differ from the proper interac-
tion mean free path for hedrons in lead, 2 prop_ due to
the following causes:

° A. The influence of an admixture of electron-photon

component
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When determining /_meas, cascades wlth_ t _ 8 C.u. were
taEen Into account. _The number of EPC induced by gamma-rays
and electrons at depth 8-10 c.u. •from the chamber boundar_
was less than 2% of the hadron-induced cascades.

B. The influence of the boundary effects.

Usln_ the angular distributions •of cosO 5"3 for hadrons
and cos6 •6 for gamma-rays and the power law _nergy spect-
rum with the differential power •index 3 ,obtained in /4/,
the procedure of hadron and gamma-ray registration in a
2mx5m chamber (a standard size •of lead chambers in the
"Pamir" Collaboration) was Monte-Carlo simulated, The cas-
cades interacting in a chamber and leaving its volume and
additional cascades arriving from air, when taken into
account, change the value of 2 meas by less than 3%.

C. Allowance for secondary interactions•
The impossibility to follow entirely the hadron cascad-

es in a chamber due to a high registration threshold =leada
to appearing the hadron, induced cascades for which we mea-
sure _ t of the second and subsequent interactions instead
of the first one. So, there exist cascades in which in first
interaction the energy E_ lower than threshold Was ....._elae sad
while the energE released in one of subsequent interactions
exceeds the threshold. There are also the cascades with
energy released in the first and second interactions being
higher than the threshold and the second interaction occur-
es at a point of 15-20 c.u. far from the first one. So, the
second interaction was mistaken as the first one of another
hadron. ....

The existence of these cascades leads to overestimation

of _ meas compared with Apron, Monte-Carlo simulations were
performed to eliminate the distortions of _ meas. The scheme
of simulations used is presented in /5/, Energy Eo of %he
primary protons inducing in a chamber nuclear-electromagne-
tic cascades was simulated with respect to the spectrum
with the differential •power index 5 . The point of the
first interaction in a chamber was compute_ with _ prop=
190 E/on 2. Random stars imitating nuclear interaction were
simulated according to /6/. ......

In the first version of simulations, the difference in
inelastic interaction of incident hadron!; with protons and
nuclei was neglected, leading particles being simulated in
the x-presentation with respect tO the inclusive spectrum
from /7/, and the mean value <K>being equal to .5. In the
second version of simulations, use_was made of the data on
the inclusive spectrum of leading particles obtained in
terms of an additive quark model regarding the atomic num-
ber of the target-nucleus in /8/, the mean value being .
K > =.8. The electromagnetic cascades resulting from the
decay. Qf _ _-meson for particles with energy E_ > E_tr (E_=
•5-10l_eV) were also _onte-O_rlo simulated al_ov_Ing for'_he
processes of pair production, bremsstrahlung radiation, and
B_therford scattering. To obtain the electron number and
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the optical density of X-ray film wlthin a circle of given
radius(Rut40 urn) caused at an observation level by the ini-
tial gamma-rays and electrons(wlth energies E_<E_) use was
made of the averaged cascade curves calculate_ tb-_he core
approximation, Optical densities in X-ray film produced by
simulated cascades at various depths in lead were processed
by the same program as experimental ones /I/. ....
f_j_or each version of calculations, _ 1OOO events with

E_4 TeV and 8 c.u, _ to64 o.u. were Si_lated, The
meas-values obtained for the two versions of calculations

are listed in Table I together with the Corresponding values
of A prop deduced from the experimental values of A _===
and from ratios of A prop and _ meas obtained in difT_nt
versions of calculations. ..........

Table I. Ratios of _ crop and _ meas obtained when analys-
ing simulatea cascades

....... J I _J ,J ............. . .... ,.... ...... ,__

, calculation experiment .....

' , glcmz glcm2....
"<K> =_o.5 190 34o_3o 207+_17 115+_E2,.........._:K > =0.8 230+_20

. ..... .
The contribution of the pion component allowed for do

not practically change the obtained ratios of _ meas and

urou. In the energy-region _ 200 GeV an_ inelastic cross
se_ti6n _e_ in the 7?*Pb interaction is by a factor of
1.1-1.3 le_ _han in the pPb-interact_on that may lead to
an increase in _ _r^_ for the total hadron flux by less
than 5%. _ inel o_ _e pion and nucleon interactions on
lead are expected to come closer with increasing energy/9/.
< K> in the _ Pb-interactlon is larger than in the pPb-
interaction, leading to a less diversity of _ from

u:_ou in the _ Pb,lnteraction, meas
EXperimental data obtained a% accelerators and _n cos-

mic rays for the hPb-interactlon_ows that up to energies
of several TeV) an Increase: _n _ within errors is absent

and_-1800 mb/lO/.Por highe_ _Interactionl energies, in 19/.,
usinl the_Glauber model, the following .v_lues have_been_
tained._=1900 mb that corres]2onds to._t_=180 g/cm and _¢ =
17]_ mb that corresponds to_=19_ glcm for Eo=20-100 TeV.

Thus, the experimental value _ meas=207+_17 g/cm _ for
the s_ry hadron _lux is consistent with the expected
value _$_;_=180 g/cm = for Eo > 20 TeV for the total inelasti-
city coefficient <K>_.8 only.
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THE METHOD FOR THE STUDY OF THE INELASTIC CROSS-

SECTION FOR HIGH ENERGY PROTONS BY MEANS OP SHOWER

ARRAYS WITH THE LARGE CALORIMETRIC AREA,

Danilova T.V., Erlykin A.D.

P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute, Leninski pr. 53,

Moscow, 117924, USSR.

Proton initiated showers could be reliably separated
from showers initiated by cosmic ray nuclei by means
of arrays with large calorimetric area, using distri-
butions of energy fractions for EAS electromagnetic
muon and hadron components. ProTon initiated showers
penetrate deeper into the atmosphere and have relati-
vely lower ene_'g_ fraction in muons. Distribution of
that energy fraction is sensitive to the value of the
proton inelastic cross-section. It is shown that the
analysis of this distribution let one distinguish bet-
ween to_aS -rise and Lo_ _-rise of the cross-sec-
tion at energies above 10I_ e¥.

Methods of the direct study of interactions stop working
at energies above 10_eV since intensities of primary par-
ticles and particles in the atmosphere are small at such
energies. In connection with this future arrays for the
study of interactions must be based on arbitrary methods,
that is mainly on the study of EAS cores.

The absolute value and the energy dependence of hadron
cross-sections determine the distribution of interaction
points of hadrons in the atmosphere. This distribution de-
termines the speed of the cascade development, if all other
factors are identical. For the analysis of EAS detected at
arrays with large calorimeter areas like ANI or AKEN0 it
was proposed to use new classification parameters: the total
energy of the shower E o or its energy at the observation
level E z /1/. Here Eo =Ee&z +Eh +E_v+E a (I) for EAS
where one succeeded to measure the _erenkov light and by

this way - the energy E_ , lost by the shower in the atmos-
phere and E= =E_o_+Eh +E_v (2) for EAS without measure-
men s of the 0erenkov light. Calorimeters with large areas
let one measure rather accurately the energy carried by
electromanetic E_ and hadron Eh components in every
individual shower. The measure of the energy for the muon

• and neutrino component E_ is the total number of muons in
the shower /1/.

In the paper /1/ it was suggested to use the multidimen-
sional analysis of tetrahedron and triangle diagrams - dis-

tributions of Ee& _ , E h , Ej_ and E% for the study of
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primary mass composition. Such an analysis helps to ana-
lyse the cross-section behaviour too, since
a)providing the good energy resolution it let better deter-
mine the energy of primary particles;
b)among primary particles with the given energy it let re-
liably separate proton induced showers ;
c)the analysis of the shape of distributions W(_c,_,6_) or
W(_,_,_h,L1_) , where 8_ =E_/Ez , _L =EL/So in "pro-
ton" part of these diagrams is equivalent to the analysis
of distributions for the speed of the cascade development
of proton induced showers and finally, let one find the va-
lue of the cross-section at chosen energies.

Accuracy estimates for the energy determination of diffe-
rent EAS components at ANI array show that the shower energy
at the observation level E_ will be measured with _ 11% ao-
curacy. In the fig.1 the distribution of Eo/Eo ratio is
shown for showers selected by E TQo classification para-
meter from 100 up to 316 TeY at the mountain level 700 g/cm"
(full line) compared with similar distributions for showers
selected by the total electron number N_ in the interval
(I - 1,58)-10 _ (dotted llne) and the muon number N_(>5 GeY)
in the interval (I-1.58),I03 (dashed llne). All distributions
are obtained by means of the simulation program /2/ for EAS
with zenith angles S_<30o, Mass composition of primaries is
similar to that at energies-10" eV /2/. It is seen that the
total shower energy E o may be determined by its energy at
the observation level E7o o with inaccuracy ~19%. It is bet-

ter, than in the case, when the prima x_f energy is determi-
ned by N e or N_ , where the error is (37-38)%. In the com-
bination with the error of E_oodetermination this distribu-
tion gives on the average ~ 22% error in the determination
of Eo at ANI array when energies of three EAS components
are measured. Measurements of the fourth component EQ let
one reduce the error down to 8%.

1_ The triangle diagram in the fig,2 de-
monstrates positions of gravity centres
of _ , 6j.L , c_ distributions
for prin_ry particles of different
masses, which induce .showers with E7o o

_o =31.6 - 100 TeV and 100-316 TeV. Here

stars indicate _ ...............
_o positions of _o : ;

gravity centres _ • ;

___ for mixed pri- _ * *

°_I mary compositi- •

I j__ on. It is seenthat all centres
are located at

o_ o one trajectory.
_%/_o) Their position

is determined %
Fi_. I. by the energy F£_. _..
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and the mass of the primary particle, i.e. depends in
fact on the speed of the shower development. From this

point of view the trajectory marked by the letter L may be
called "the speed line".

Showers which develop faster are usually concentrated
around points located at the right side of this line. In
the left part on the average proton induced showers are
concentrated which on the opposite, penetrate deeper into

the atmosphere. The probability of such penetration and
hence the 6e,82,6 h distribution depends on the magnltude of
the cross-section. The value of 6m _ varies most quickly
along "the speed line", therefore _ -distribution in the
left part of the triangle diag_eJn must be most sensitive to
the proton cross-section _o_. The ideology of this method
is similar to that suggested by Ellsworth et al. /3/ for
6proa determination by the distribution of shower maxi-pA
mum depth in the region of large depths, i.e. again by
showers with slowest development.

The analysis of diagrams W(Se,6_, _) for primary partic-
les of different masses demonstrates that proton induced
showers may be effectively selected from the mixture cor-
responding to the normal mixed_composition, if to restrict
the region by values _ 6,, = 5_-(0.1 + 0.15). For example,
for_Evoo.-100-316" TeV 8_ r=0,514. The probability for the
proton ln_ucea Shower to hit the region 8_ < 0,35 is
0,492, the same probability for helium induced shower is
0,155. For other primary nuclei it is O. For the region
8_ < 0,4 these probabilities are Wp -0,647; W,e _O,246,

WM H W "0. Taking into account that protons in the ordi-
nary'mixed primary composition are about twice as abundant
compared with helium nuclei, one can say that in the region

_ < 0,35 86% of showers are proton induced and only
14% of them are helium induced. For 8_< 0,4 these values
correspond to 83% and 17%.

Shower distributions for different values of _a and
_°_ differ most strongly Just in the extreme left region

of _ . In the fig.3 distributions WiSe, _ ,Sh) are shownfor proton induced showers with E o =(I 3.16)10 eV and for
two versions: with logarithmic ( 61_ _ _ IQo _ ) and
maximum rising ( _od los_ S ) cros_s-sect_n. The quanti-
tative analysis of these bilateral diagrams made by means
of Kolmogorov criterium shows that in the region 8_ < 0.4
these versions may be considered different with the proba-
bility to be wrong no more than 4%. At the same time the

- analysis of similar diagrams, calculated with constant or
rising inelasticity does not reveal such a sensitivity._

In the fig.4 folded unilateral distributions _//hxO__
. are shown in the interval 6_ -0-04. Essential diffe-

rence in the shape of these distributions confirms above
mentioned expectations and let one hope for the practical
realizability of this method.
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The investigation of hadron-nuclear interactions in
,,Pamir" experiment is carried out by means of X-ray emultion
chambers of two types: carbon (C) and lead (Pb) ones _1].

While comparing the results from the chambers of both
" types _2] it was found a discrepancy in <nk_ and (E_>

value s.

* This article only
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Here, <nk_ is an average hadron multiplicity normalized
to one _-_-family fitted the following selection criterion
A:_E_ _ 1OO Tev, n_>_ O, E_)_4 Tev; <_> is a space-
energetic characteristics of hadrons in families fitted the

criterion B:_ET_IO0 Tev, nk>3 , E_I)_4 Tev; E_is the
energy registrated in hadron block.n k values are corrected
on interaction probability in each chamber.

Tables I and II represent our experimental results,
where _ and _ parametres defined as

_
< ' (2)

Table I Table II

Nfam Nfam

O 169 3.0;0.2 1.050.I i0 33 350_30

Pb 41 4.2¥0.3 1.1_0.I Pb 22 455570
-- ,, ,,

-',# - 1,4-7-.0,2 % - 1,3;0,2

N?^, is a number of families in C and Pb chambers fitted the
aB$_e mentioned criteria, _-I is a slope of integral energy
spectrum of hadrons from families selected by A-criterion

In the present_@aper we connect the observed discrepancy
between<n_ and <_> in C and Pb chambers with the
difference in values of effective coefficients of energy
transfer to the soft component K _ for C and Pb chambers.
The following considerations cane_ a ground of this
surge st ion:

I) Tt is known that a probability of hadron registration
(in case of power like spectrum) is equal to <K_" >.Thus, the
ratio of multiplicities _-t

_-<n_,_ - <W_-'>__
As _- I =I _see Table I)_we have:

=<W,_>_/<K_>_ (_)%1
2) <_IR> value can be written down as/_K_><E_R> (in case of
KT independent of E_). Hence: %-<M_>pg/<K_>_ (4).

To test this c_nsiderati_ns so_e-_imdl_tions on nuclear
electromagnetic cascades in the atmosphere were made on the
basis of fireball scaling model (S-model)[3]. Hadrons
passage through the chamber was immitated in the simulations.
_or each hadron the value of K _ coefficient was found by
means _ of f(K_

ex_)( distribution function taken in the form of of(KT) -K_/_ ) [4]. The parametres _ and _ define
the momenta oz this distribution. Two series of simulation

with various <K_> values were carried out. One _f them with
<K_> -- 0.17 immitated the situation in C-chamber, the other-
with <IKT_ = 0.30 in Pb-chamber. The latter valueis greater than
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the real one in Pb-chamber, was chosen especially to
emphazise the effects connected with K% variations. The
ratio of simulation values of_K_ is equal to

_,_ >_/<_ >e = I. 76 (5)
A hadron was considered registrated one in case of

E,Y = K_Ek_4 Tev.
n For <_> determination we selected the families with

number of rSgistrated hsdrons nh> 3.Table III represents
the obtained results.

Table III Table IV
i

Nfa m E K [ Nfam <n>
.... Te_mm ........ , _- 1

C 126 285_20 C 505 2.3_0.I 0.9_0.05
....... i i ,

Pb 275 510¥15 Pb 505 3.9¥0.1 1.0¥0.05

1.80_0.1 "_ I.7_0:I

As it is seen from _able III

_/E_R" /,'_'_.
k k /_(k, Zk K#_ = 1.80 2 0.10 (6)

and that is " good agreement with value (5).
The incoming to the installation hadron families with

nh> 3 and _E_ _ 250 Tev were selected to calculate Y
p_rametre. The_last condition provides registration of the
same events in both sets of simmulation (in "both chambers").

Table IV represents the obtained values of mean multi-
plicitie_ and energy spectra slope. _ value which is equal
to 1.70 _ 0.10 is also in agreement with the given ratio of
<K_>(5). Thus, the experimental estimation of % and _
values in the two types of chambers gives an opportunity
to get a ratio of<E_> coefficients for lead and carbon nuclei.

Returning to preleminary experimental avaluations of

% and _ parametres (Table 1) one can see that the
coefficients ratio turned to be roughly equal to _.2 , 1.5.
This ratio corresponds to K_ coefficients for pion-nuclear
interactions as the majority of hadrons in families are
-me sons.

Experiments carried out in the low energy range yield
that K_o partial inelastic coefficient dependence on atomic
number of target nucleus is described as K_o_ A_ . Using
this dependence and _Ky>p_/<K_>n value we can estimate _-
i_ex a_benergy-J1_'_ev. Here w_ should bear in min_, that _

" K _ _K_ , while K_ can considerably differ from K_..
However_'°it W_s show_nin simulations [5] K_ value in carbon

cham_er in E_)energy range from 3 up to 30 Tev is similar
. to K}_ valu$ in pion-nucleon interactions. In such case

•
< KcPbv _ A Pb and _ _ 0.06 _ 0.02. This value isC
not in contradiction to _-measurings at lower energies
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and confirms a possibility of the suggested method.
To determine _-value with 20% accurancy it is nece-

ssary to have approximately ]00 families with ZE_>
100 Tev in each chamber as well as to make precise
simulations of connection between partial K_ _ and
effective K_ inelasticity coefficients in chambers of
both types.
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SINGLE PARTICLE MOMENTUM AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

IN HADRON-HADRON COLLISIONS AT ULTRAHIGH ENERGIES
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Chen Ning Yang

Institute for Theoretical Physics

State University of New York

Stony Brook, NY 11794, USA

i. Introduction. The forward-backward charged multiplicity distribu-

tion P(nF, nB) of events in the 540 GeV pp collider has been extensively

studied by the UA5 Collaboration. It was pointed out that the distribu-

tion with respect to n = nF + nB satisfies approximate KNO scaling and

that with respect to Z = nF - nB is binomial [i]. The geometrical model

of hadron-hadron collision interprets [2] the large multiplicity fluctu-

ation as due to the widely different nature of collisions at different

impact parameters b. For a single impact parameter b, the collision in

the geometrical model should exhibit stochastic behavior. This separa-

tion of the stochastic and non-stochastic (KNO) aspects of multiparticle

production processes gives conceptually a lucid and attractive picture

of such collisions [3], leading to the concept of partition temperature

T and the single particle momentum spectrum to be discussed in detail
P

below.

2. Description of Model. Assuming the separation of stochastic from

non-stochastic aspects of collision to remain valid as n_, we expect

[i] that the distribution in the two-dimensional (nF/n)-(nB/n) plane

would become more and more concentrated in a narrow region. For 540 GeV

. pp collisions this region is in the form of an ellipse as shown in Fig.

l(a). When 5 becomes large, it becomes thinner and eventually collapses

into a line segment (Fig. l(b)). This line segment is a collection of

points, at each of which nF = nB and both nF and nB fluctuate only to

the extent of _ (i.e., like a stochastic distribution). For example;

if n = 2×106 , then nF could easily be as small as 0.5×106 or as large as

2×106 . But in either case, one can predict that nB = nF with fractional
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errors of the order (5)-½ _ 10-3 .

Accepting this picture for very high energies, we see that for fixed

nF, the distribution of nB is stochastic. How then is the energy parti-

tioned in the backward hemisphere? We shall assume that the energy par-

tition for each hemisphere for a fixed z = (nF + nB)/n is also stochas-

tic but subject to a number of conditions: (a) that the total energy of

all outgoing particles on each side is E0h , (b) Bloch-Nordsieck factor

d3p/E for each particle, and (c) transverse momentum (pT) cutoff factor

g(pT ). In other words, the probability distribution for central parti-

cles on each side will be taken as

(_ Ei-E0h) ._ (d3pi/E i)g(PTi } (i)
1 i

where E0 = _s/2, E0(l-h ) = total energy of all leading particles, and

i = 1,2,... ranges over all the particles (positive, negative, and neu-

tral) on one side minus the leading particles, h is a parameter that

describes the fraction of E0 that fragments into all particles in the

central region.

Now the mathematical problem (i) is well-known in statistical me-

chanics as describing a microcanonical ensemble. By the well-known

Darwin-Fowler method the single particle distribution of such an ensemble

is given by the canonical ensemble:

dn = K (d3p/E) g(pT) exp(-E/T ) (2)P

where T will be called the partition temperature and K is a normaliza-P

tion constant. Notice that all particles, positive, negative, and neu-

tral, kaons, nucleons as well as pions, share the same T .
P

3. Comparison with Experimental Angular Distribution at 540 GeV. As

Fig. l(a) SHOWS, at the 540 _p collider, the distribution is still an

ellipse. We shall nevertheless test the validity of (2) at 540 GeV by

evaluating the single particle angular distribution from it. We write

E0h
dn/d_ = 2_Ksin28 f p2(dp/E) g(psinS)exp(-E/T ) (3) -

0 P

where n = pseudo-rapidity, cosh _ = cscS, and

g(psinS) = exp(-_psin@). (4)
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-i
We take e to be equal to 5.25(GeV/c) Only pious are included in this

calculation. The angular distribution is evaluated from (3) and compared

with the results [4] of UA5 in Fig. 2. It is found that the UA5 curve

for each multiplicity n is well fitted by (3) for one value of T We
p"

emphasize that there are no adjustable parameters in this computation,

the cutoff _ having been taken from experiments [5] concerning PT distri-

butions. The parameter h and normalization constant K are both deter-

mined from the curves themselves.

We conclude that the angular distribution (3) that results from (2)

is in excellent agreement with experiment. Furthermore, we believe (2)

would give a complete description of the single particle momentum dis-

tribution for central particles.

4. Extrapolation to Higher Energies. We made extrapolations of the

angular distribution to /ss = 2 TeV (Tevatron) and 40 TeV (SSC). The

assumptions made in these computations are as follows: (i) The values

-i
of e for these energies are taken to be 5.0 and 4.4 (GeV/c) , respec-

tively [5]. (ii) The parameter h is taken to be a function of the KNO

variable z = n/_ only. (iii) The values of rich for these energies are

taken to be 41 and 78, respectively, by extrapolation. The results are

presented in Fig. 3.
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ABSTRACT

Cross sections for the production of secondaries with large trans-

verse momentum can become comparable to the total cross section in the

TeV energy range. We argue that the onset of this effect is observed

at sub-TeV energies via (i) an increase of the rapidity distribution

near y = 0, (ii) an increase of <pT > with energy and, most directly,

via (iii) a correlation between <pT > and multiplicity. If indeed scal-
ing violations are associated with the hard scattering of partons, then

scaling violations are largely confined to the central region and have

little effect on cosmic ray data which are sensitive to the forward

fragmentation region.

Recent pp-collider experiments confirmed the observation by the

Brazil-Japan emulsion group that the average transverse momentum of

secondaries is larger in events with high multiplicity, 1 see Fig. I.

QCD allows for a straightforward interpretationl of this observa-

tion: large PT results from hard scattering of partons, and hard

scattering is accompanied by abundant gluon radiation resulting in

an increased multiplicity. This effect is most dramatically observed
in hard quark + antiquark + weak boson events where the hadronic

activity accompanying W,Z is larger 2 than that in average minimum

bias events despite the fact that roughly 1/5 of the c.m. energy

/_= 0.54 TeV is taken away by the W or Z mass. This interpretation

of the <pT>-multiplicity _orrelation received further confirmation
by the recent observation ° that high multiplicity events indeed show

jet-like final state structure. A large fraction of them contained

at least one identified jet with PT _ 5 GeV. Although the QCD origin
of large PT jets has been quantatively verified we are here discussing

events where the "large" PT is not much larger than <pT > and perturba-
tire calculations are difficult. We discuss this next.

" Perturbative calculations of jet cross sections are made possible

by the fact that hadrons interact over a distance scale 0(I/PT) which

is small. The hadrons interact via a single quark or glMon in each

hadron. When PT becomes small many relative soft constituents are
stacked in the interacting hadrons and therefore multiple parton-parton

interactions become likely in a single hadron-hadron collision. Per-

turbation theory breaks down; e.g. for the SSC energy /_ = 40 TeV we

estimate following Ref. 4 that the cross section for double patton-

patton interactions is 100 ~ 200 mb for PT _ 6 GeV. This is roughly
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equal to the conventional single hard scattering cross section for

PT a 6 GeV as we will see further on. Conversely one might actually

hope that naive perturbation theory yields reliable results for PT-Values
a_ low as 5 -- I0 GeV which corresponds to x (= pT//_) = I0 -S at
/s = 40 TeV!

Using perturbative QCD jet calculutiQns down to x = 10"S we have

made a toy model of hadronic interactions at all energies and all PT"

The basic idea is to integrate the perturbative QCD expressions for

hard scattering of constituents down to an energy-dependent PT min
definedby

 tot= + jet(PTrain) ' el)
where

PT rain

F(X i) are the probabilities for finding constitutents with fractional
momenta x._in the incident hadrons and q (8) is the elementary cross sec-1
tion for scattering of constituents to angle 8 defined in the parton-

parton c.m. system. Unlike the calculation of Ding, et al. 5 we have

no cutoff in 8 except that required by PT > PT m _-" The factorization

displayedinE_. (2) is an approximate result suY_ble for practical

calculati°ns'_ _o represents the soft hadronic cross section and fur-
ther results _ill depend on assumptions regarding its magnitude and

energy dependence. For illustrationwe assume qn = 38 mb at all energies_

Table I shows values of _.., p_ "n and mean values of Feynman x and
rapidityofthescatteredJ  to t InedfromEqs.(1,2). Fordetailsof
the calculation see Ref. I. The values of PT min have been adjusted so

"that Eqi! (I)reproduces the total cross section data shown in Fig. 2.

Our calculation also reproduces the PT-distribution measured at the
pp collider, see Fig. S.

Because of the large cross sections involved, such semihard pro-

cesses can be expected to produce dramatic effects at high energy. Fig-

ure 4 illustrates the expected energy dependenceof the rapidity distri-

bution at various energies of interest. We have assumed that beam frag-

ments in hard collisions produce rapidity distributions of secondary

pions as in soft collisions, with two charged particles per unit of

rapidity. The scattered jets are assumed to produce rapidity distribu-

tions of the same shape as beam fragments at the kinematfc limits, and

also with an asymptotic density of two charged particles per unit of

rapidity. In the absence of significant scaling violation effects in

the fragmentation functions, we would predict an asymptotic rapidity

density of four charged particles.

By energy conservation one expects a violation of scaling in the

fragmentation region as the cen£ral component grows with energy. The

magnitude of this effect can be estimated from the values of <Xjet>
tabulated above. At high energies, where semihard scattering events

represent a significant fraction of the cross section, _xiet> = 0.05
so we expect fragmentation region scaling violation only _t the level

of 5%. This is a smaller effect than suggested in Ref. 5.
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We therefore conclude that if the association between hard scat-

tering and increasing cross section described here is qualitatively

correct, then scaling violations should have little effect on the behav-

ior of the electromagnetic component of cosmicray cascades because
these depend primarily on the fragmentation region. In particular, use

of scaling-type models to interpret the Fly's Eye experiment should be
essentially correct. A non-trivial result of the calculation that
increases our confidence in the correctness of the association between

growing cross section and hard scattering is represented by the last
column of Table I. The jet rapidities that come out of the QCD calcula-

tion are such that the excess rapidity density from the scattered jets

joins smoothly onto the underlying rapidity plateau from beam fragments.
The Gaussian-type rapidity distribution obs<erved at /s= 540 GeV is
thus naturally reproduced.
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TABLE I. P_operties of jet cross sections with PT > PT min at different

energies.

E • v_" PT min qjet _X>jet <Y>jet

(TeV) [GeV) [GeV) (mb)

i 43. 1.25 4 0.17 1.8

IS0 540. 2 26 0.07 2.g

!0 _ 4330. 3.2 63 O.OS 4.2

• !05 43300. 6 127 0.05 5.9
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I& INTI{0DUCTION

It has been demonstrated by Wdowczyk and Wolfendale

(1984) that the energy spectrum of the secondary pions pro-

duped in p- p interactions with energies up to a few times
10 eV can be described well by a scaling violation formula
of the form

P(Erl,)=(Eo/2OS)_q((E../Eo ) (Eo/205) _ ) , (1)
........ E1'r ......

where the parameter _,which is a measure of the scaling vlo-
lation, is gradually increasing with energy. The coefficient

k(E ,205)=_(E )IK(205) describes the variation of inelastl-
cit_ coefficieht for charged pion production.

The energy spectra of the others secondary particles
can be obtained by similar transformations.

For purpose of numerical calculations the function q(x)
is usually taken from Fermilab data at 205 GeV and approxi-

mated by the following formula (for _.+ _')

7"4exp(2.,aSx). exp(2.96 x)l,(2)
which is obtained by integration over Pt of the more general

expression fitting simultaneously the x and Pt variation for
the same Fermilab data at 205 GeV ( Kafka et al 1977 ). The
expression has the form

II :t. q(x,Pt)=9.G24(1-x) 6"2 exp(-5.963 Pt exp(-2.968x)

2

+8.744(_-x)7"4 exp(-6.318Pt exp(-2.185x) (3)

As a reasonable choice for o( and k w variation it is taken

• _ 7.7 10 4 GeV0(= S15((Eo/205) 0°135 -I) In(Eo/205) , for EO

c(=.O72 + ,0163 in(Eo/205), for E0>7.7 104 GeV. (4)
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klvto t(Eo,205)=(Eo/205) -'042 , kw+_(Eo,205)=(Eo/205) -'06_ (5)

It is also assumed that formula .(I) and (2) can be used for
describing the energy spectra of kaens and baryons ( antibar-
yons ). All those are taken together but relative role of bar-

yons and antibaryens increases with primary energy according
to the expression

F = I .77(E0/205)-'043- . (6)

It is assumed that the average energy of kaons and baryons
( antibaryons ) increases with energy faster than that of pio-

ns and the relative inelasticity coefficient for production of
those also increases with energy. The expression giving the

ratio of the particles average energy and their inelasticity
coefficient to those of pions are respectively

_o " _o/2°5b = .45 + .253 In , R = 1.81 - i.5( )-.042 • (7)

The interactions of mesons with protons are also assumed

to be desarlbed by the same expressions except that the total
inelasticity coefficient is taken to be 0.6 instead of 0.5

with total multiplicity the same and average energy increaesd
by factor of 1.2 .

Taking into account all these assumptions formula (I) is
transformed into the following expressions for kaen and baryon
plus antibaryon production in proton interaction and for pien
production in pion interactions

R

P(E)=(Eo/205)'_q((E/b/E° )(Eo/20_)_')-- , (8)
E

k(Eo,205)
P(E)=(Eo/2°5)_'q((_/' -2/Eo)(_o/20_)=_) • (9)

E
Combining both formulae we can obtain expression for the spec-
trum of kaons and baryons plus antlbaryons produced in the me-
son interactions.

2. APROXIMATE FORMULAE FOR INTERACTIONS WITH A_{ NUCLEI

For analysis of the cosmic ray propagation in the atmosp-
here in actual fact, instead of the formulae for interactions

of protons and mesons with protons_ we have to use formulae a-

ppropriate for interactions with air nuclei. Using the method "
outlined among others by Elias et al (1980) we have introduced
simple corrections to the above given expressions to account
for the fact that target is an air nucleus. =

Similarly as Elias et al (1960) we have assumed that an
interaction of hadron with nucleus is an superposition of sub-
sequent interactions of leading nucleon. The nucleon interact-

ing with nucleus is assumed to undergo with certain probabili-
ties one , two or more interactions with nucleons in the nucl-
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eus, The probabilities for the number of interactions used by

us are given in the table I. The energy spectrum of the secon-

daries and the inelasticity coefficient distribution the case
of one interaction are the same as for interactions with prot-

ons, When the number of interactions is higher those distribu-

tions are obtained by summing the contribution from subsequent
interactions,

,n(E,Eo)=ppp(E,Eo ) + ppp(E,Eo(1.K1)(1-K2),....(1-Ki , (10)

where K. is the inelasticity coefficient in the i - th subseq-

uent interaction.

In similar way the inelasticity coefficient for p-nucleus

interaction can be obtained. 0verall spectra Of secondary par-

ticles can be easily obtained adding the contributions from

various number of interactions with probabilities given in ta-

ble I, The distribution of the inelasticity coefficient for pA

collision can be obtalned by Monte Carlo allowing the subsequ-

ent inelasticities in p-nucleon interactions to fluctuate acc-

ording to the assumed fluctuations of the inelasticity coeffi-

cient in pp interactions,

Table I

Probability of an incident proton having n collision

within a carbon nucleus

I 2 3 4 5
.511 .301 .131 .044 .013

Detailed calculations showed that the obtained energy spectra

of the secondariescan be well represented by very simple mod-

ification of the expression (1) and also the expressions (8)

and (9). The modified formula (I) becomes

. (11)
• _.............. FC = 1.32 E I

The inelasticity coefficient distribution calculated by the
outlined above method is consistent with an expression which

we have developed ( Kempa and Wdowczyk 1985 ) on the basis of

experimental data compiled by Jones (1983).
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The expression is

P(K)=1.9exp(-2(1-K)), for K>/.1 and P(K)=_, for K _.I .

Kempa and Wdowczyk (1985) gives also additional expression for

the quasielastio interactions but those practically can be ne-
glected here. In spite of the fact that they give almost 20%
of the total cross - section their contribution to the flux of

secondaries is negligible. Their role practically amounts to

an increase of the effective mean free path by a factor of 1.2

Predictions based on the formula (11) are compared with
data of Elias et al (1980) in figure I where the distributions

of pseudorapidities are given for various assumptions about

relation of between P.I_A and It seems that the best val-
ue is obtained if we %_e Ptpp"

<PtpA> = I. 15 <PtPlI_ "

Tho above described picture of hadron-hadron interaction

have been used in our calculations of cosmic ray propagation

in the atmosphere presented else_here in this proceedings.

d_

1.5' 1,1 __,_
<PtpA_ = <Pt pp>

1 1-] _.,_%/_PfpA;>--1.15 _.Ptpp_

_%.QPtpA_= 1.41 /_Ptpp_

a i g 6 3 i g g

Figure 1
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Abstract

In cascade simulations, conservation of energy is of

paramount importance. We point out that it is possible to
construct algorithms in which energies of secondaries are

chosen from physically correct distributions in such a way as
to conserve energy, and give physically correct multiplicity

distributions without further adjustment. The resulting
non-Poissonian nature of the distribution and the approximate
KNO _L scaling are related to the large fluctuations in the
energy available for pion production and to the detailed
shape of the inclusive momentum distribution.

We describe two multiparticle production algorithms
which have these features. One is the algorithm used in the

simulation of C-jets _; the other is for a hadron-nucleus
interaction model used in the calculation of muon and
neutrino fluxes _e.
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SOME REMARKS ABOUT SIMULATION OF COSMIC RAY PHENOMENA
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CURRENT SPS PROTON-ANTIPROTON DATA
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We demonstrate, that claims about "models

based on SPS collider particle distributions"

do not unambigously predict properties of EAS
generated by Monte Carlo simulation.

One of the main difficulties in interpreting extensive air

shower data to derive the properties of particle production
in the elementary act is that the data available at the

highest accelerator energies (SPS proton-antiproton collider)
do not include the features of interaction most essential in

air shower propagation (e.g. x-distributions).

Therefore, one could think of different models of particle
production, each of them adequately fitting the measured
pseudo-rapidity distributions at SPS pp energies, but

posessing different properties in other variable, for example
the _,istributions in x.

In addition to this x-y ambiguity, there are some other

degrees of freedom in utilizing the collider data in a
phenomenological model of nuclear interaction:

* distribution in inelasticity,

* the fact that nucleon-air and (especially) meson-air
interactions may differ from nucleon-nucleon interaction,

* the extrapolation of scaling violation at interaction
energies above 155 TeV.

I

(*) On leave from 56d_ University, Poland.
(**) Work supported in part by the U.S.National Science "

Foundation under Grant No. PHY 82-07425 .
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However, in this study we will limit ourselves just to the
x-y controversy, introducing models with as many features
(except for x- and y-distributions) in common, as possible;
to avoid the extrapolation problem, weconsider only primary
energies of 500 TeV (2*485 GeV in the CMS).

To prove our point, we have performed Monte Carlo simulations
of EAS generated by 500 TeV vertical primary protons; four
different nuclear interaction models were used. Two of them
are described elsewhere in this volume [I] (also, a detailed
writeup of models and the general simulation scheme in which
they were immersed is available [3]); here we will only name
them:

@ Model M-Y00 - with inclusive x- and y-distributions
behaving in a "scaling" way (except for the rise in the
total inelastic cross-sections, see below),

@ Model M-F00 - at and below ISR energies (i TeV in Lab)
exactly equivalent to the above, then gradually changing
to provide the distributions in rapidity at 155 TeV as
given by SPS pp [4]. This was achieved by gradual
decrease in the "scale unit" in x-distributions of
produced secondaries (see [i]), as interaction energy
increases.

In addition to this pair, we modified the M-Y00 model by
removing secondaries at x around and above 0.i (this energy
was used for production of low-x particles, to keep the
inelasticity distribution unchanged). The probability of
this removal was changed logarithmically between 0 at 1 TeV
and 1 at i00 TeV.The resulting rapidity distribution at 150
TeV is much closer to that for M-F00 than for M-Y00. Thus,
one could say that - at least as far as the rapidity
distributions are considered - the modification resulted in

@ Model M-T00 (T standing for "truncated"), together with
M-F00 reasonably well describing the rapidity
distributions at ISR and SPS p_ energies.

To check the effect of charge exchange (about which we know
nothing from the collider data, either), a modification of
M-T00 was introduced:

- @ Model M-T01 - similar to M-T00, but 1/3 of interacting
charged pions may emerge from the collision as pi-zeros.

. Except for the differences mentioned above, all remaining
simulation assumptions (including mean free paths and
inelasticity) were the same for four models [i,3].

The x- and y-distributions for our four models at 1.5 TeV
(ISR) and at 150 TeV (SPS pp) are shown in Figs.l and 2. At
1 TeV the distributions for all of them are exactly the same.
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(Rapidity for M-Y00 at 150 TeV, not shown, behaves just like
it should).

' • • I

_--:__.-._.__._.°_.---__

.z _ \% _.. _'-_.,,_....."'-_°:,,_'-"\_s°_'v[

i
0 .,t ._ .3 x o z _ 6 _,,,

The distributions in x (in high _ The distributions in rapidity for
energy approximation: E/E[inter]) our models compared with the SPS
for four models used in our study, p_ data [4] on pseudorapidity.

We are limiting the scope of this paper only to demonstration
of the validity of the statement made in the abstract above;
more detailed and systematic study of extensive air showers

for a variety of models (including two of these) is presented
by us in another contribution to this Conference [1,2].

The Table below presents a brief sample of Monte Carlo
results for extensive air showers predicted by our four
models (numbers in brackets denote mean square statistical

errors in last decimal digit units).

M o d e I : M-Y00 M-T00 M-T01 M-F00

Ne at maximum 288(3)'103 284(3)'103 316(4)*10 _ 310(3)'103

-_ Ne 80(3)*i_ 61(3)*i_ 75(_)*i_ 64(3)*i_
U

"_ N_(> 2 GeV) 6.5(1)'10 _ 7.1(i)*i_ 5.0(i)*I_ 6.1(i)*i0 _ "

Nf(>.2 TeV) 30(1) 36(1) 31(1) 32(1)

Nk(> 2 GeV) 237(11) 194(9) 109(9) 168(8)

Nh(>.2 TeV) 12.3(4) 9.7(4) 6._(3) 7.9_4)
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One can notice, that the average shower size at maximum for

M-T00 is basically the same as for M-Y00 (and not for M-F00,

in spite of the similarity in rapidity distributions), the
transfer of energy into the electromagnetic component had to

be speeded up by charge exchange (M-T01) for maximum to reach
the M-F00 level. The situation at i000 g/cm _ is just
reversed. The increase in number of low-energy muons for

M-T00 may be understood easily, though for high-energy ones
it is not so obvious. For hadrons M-T00 gives results half

way between M-Y00 and M-F00. Hadrons are affected to a

greater degree then muons by introduction of charge exchange.

Therefore, statements about "models fitting the SPSpp data"

may be often misleading; as the comparison of M-F00 and M-T00
shows, the shape of rapidity distribution (especially with

the smallest angles excluded from the collider data) does not
determine the interaction features most relevant to EAS

development (and lack of information on inelasticity and on
meson-nucleus interactions makes situation significantly
worse).

Such statements may lead to a false belief, that one knows,

what to expect from a nuclear interaction at a few hundred
TeV, so (this factor fixed) the extensive air showers supply

us with unequivocal information on other subjects: inelastic
free path, primary composition. This is clearly not the
case; air showers still remain one of basic information

sources on the multiple production phenomenology in this

energy region.
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LOW PT HADRON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS

R.Ho_y_ski and K.Wo_niak
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ntroductio_ We are discussing the possibility of descri-ing hadron ;nucleus (hA) interactions in terms of a number
of independent collisions of the projectile inside the tar-
get nucleus. This multiple rescattering may occur on a par-
ticle or quark-parton level. To investigate the characteri-
stics of hA interactions as a function of _ we are taking
advantage of the correlation between the average number
of collisions of the projectile inside the nucleus and the
number Ng of fast protons ejected from the struck nucleus.
We shall use the relation _ vs Ng obtained in [I] (see Fig.

I). For a given target nucleus
_I Nq(poEml this allows us to select interac-

t/ tions occuring at different impact

///_/_i_ _ parameters.5 Experimental material. Our data

_ //_I_ F_9 consist of more _han eight thou-

sand interactions of negative pio-
ns and protons with emulsion nuc-
lei (see Table I).

I_.........._ ____ Table I.
2 4 6 e _o_2,4 % _uEmuls,on n-Emulsion

For a given energy the EQ(OeV) mofe_ntsi _(0_)#ofeve_s
events were binned An five 60 789 67 1183

Ng-groups which correspond 200 973 200 2595
to the different _ . Deta-
ils are given in Table 2. 300 2115 400 853

Table 2.

Ng - interval 0 1 2-3 4-8 9-15

o
_ Em_- 1.39 1.82 2.42 3'30 4.40

Ng (p-Em) 0 1 2,40 5.52 10.9
(p-Em). 1.44 1.97 2.71 3.98 5.40

Thus for fixed target,by choosing events characterized by a
given number of fast protons Ng, we have the possibility to
investigate the characteristics of hA interactions in signi-

ficantly greater interval of _ than that, achieved by vary Iing the atomic number of target nucleus. In the latter met
hod by changing targets from hydrogen to uranium we get
following 9 variation range: 1_9 _4 and 1% _ _3 for proton
and pion induced reactions respectively.
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Results. In Fig. 2 the shover particle densities _(T) = _Qvan_
in _en pseudorapidity intervals of unit width as a function
of _ are presented. Thes (_) vs. _ dependence can be para-
metrized by the linear relation:

(_) = a(?) + b(?)(_-l) (1)
It should be stressed that for data analysed here the linear
parametrization gives always satisfactory 36z values in pro-
ectile fragmentation region and forward central region
_2.5). Some intervals in target fragmentation region and

backward central region are only approximately described by
linear parametrization (see Fig.2). Better parametrization

is obtained when the quadratic term equal c(_ )(9 _j)z in
eq.(1) is added. The a(_ ) and b( _ ) coefficients for pion
and proton interactions in emulsion are depicted in Figs.3a,
b and Figs. 4a,b. For sake of clarity the errors are indi-
cated in central and projectile fragmentation region only.
The solid curves are to guide the eye. Using the obtained

dependences of a and b on _ one can construct, according to(1)_
the inclusive pseudorapidity distribution of shower partic-
les for any value of _ .

QI. PROTON-EMULSION _,J.. TI"- -EMULSION2_
22L • 67 C,-eV ':Y_L. • 60 GeV
2D_ +200 GeV _r-',,L -.,-200 GeV

1.81- "400 GeV "i.6_1"8 • 30OGeV
_.6,L 16
1.4t'- 1
_.2t- _.2

.8

.6

.4

, .2
i klA I ,

-2-1 01234 5678.r_ -2-1 01 234 5678"r2.
b_ b b b

!.2 v ' ..... " ......

10.8 _ -.04t__/? if / _1.C..e -.0-.0 ___1_ '?

.6 . -. 1 "

.2
C- • "_- : ,

I-.2'' '.'' ,- -.2_ ..... , . _
-1 01 234 5678_ -1.01 2345678

Figs. 3a,b Figs. 4a,b
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Discussion and Conclusions. The dependence of particle den-

Sities 9 (_) as a function of D is not universal in the who-
le pseudorapidity range. For the highest pseudorapidity va-
lues the @ (_) decreases with the increasing number of _ .
In the forw;ard region (7 _ 2.5) there is no evidence of in-
tranuclear cascade because the ratio b(_)/a(_) in this
region is always less than unity. In backward region (_ _2.5)
the increase of multiplicity is much faster th_n the multi-
plicity in elementary collision multiplied by _ . This sho-
uld be interpreted as an evidence for the existence of cas-
cade effect inside the target nucleus. This cascading is
caused by interactions of pions produced in target fragmen-
tation region. From the above,one can argue that in order
to discriminate between different superposition models the
experimental results in the forward region should be compa-
red with the theoretical predictions. The agreement in the
backward region can be obtained by excluding or including
cascading of slow pions in the model. Having this in mind
the attempt was made in [2] to describe the experimental
results obtained in this work for forward region by the
additive quark model (AOM). It was tested whether the par-
ticle production, in _'- emulsion interactions can be des-
cribed by the following relation resulting from AOM:

(v,Ng) = Fw( _ )w(Ng) + Fs(_) (2-_(Ng)) (27

where F_ and F_ are the fragmentation functions of wounded
and spectator quark respectively and _(Ng) for a sample of
events characterized by a given Ng is anaverage number of
wounded quarks. To obtain _(Ng) the relation between _ and
Ng was used [I] and Glauber calculations were performed.
It was found at _ antylab _ -3.0, the values of F_ and Fs
obtained from experimental data are equal. Thus, as follows
from (27, the particle production at this _ value should
not depend on _(Ng) and _ (_) = 2_. 0ur_mulsion data
are in good agreement wi_hthis prediction for all prima-
ry energies considered.

Referenges: [I] E.Stenlund and I.Otterlund, NucL Phys.
11982) 407.

[2] R.Holynski, M.Je_abek and K.Wo_niak,
to be published.

\
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION AND MULTIPLICITY

OF BACKWARD HADRONS

IN hF_ INTERACTIONS AT 0.5-5.0 TEV ENERGIES

(PION Experiment )

V.V.AVAKIAN, M.O.AZARIAN, K.SH.EGIYAN,

E.A.NAMIDJANIAN, G.ZH.OHANIAN, S.V.TER-ANTONIAN

Yerevan Physics Institute, Markarian st.2

375036, Yerevan, Armenia, USSR

ABSTRACT

Basing on the analysis of _ 5 • 103 events registered
on the PION installation, data are obtained on the
angular distribution and multiplicity of particles
flying back into the laboratory coordinate system ILCS)
that are identified mainly as hadrons produced in the
reactions of hFe-_h'× type. The inclusively pro-
duced hadron energy is > 200 MeV. The experimental
data are compared to the results of the cumulative
particle production in hA processes observed on ac-
celerators at lower energies.

A large number of experimental studies (see e.g./I/)

were devoted to the regularities and nature of backward par-

ticles. In generating the energetic charged and albedo par-

ticles the cumulative processes may also play a significant

role /2/.

Basing on the analysis of _ 5000 events we report here

the experimental data on multiplicity and angular distribu-

tion of albedo particles generated at t > 100 g/cm 2 depths

of the PION installation calorimeter material. The detailed

description of the installation is given in /3/. It consists

of an ionization calorimeter (IC) and an X-ray transition

radiation detector (XTR). The summary quantity of material

in the IC is equal to _ 900 g/cm 2. A 5-module XTR detector

is located above the calorimeter' The efficiency of the

charged particle registrationby one XTR proportional cham-

ber is 96-98%, the accuracy of measuring the azimuthal angle

of the charged hadron trcak is _ 2° .
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The average number of backward particles is determined

by the expression

where _ _ is the number of backward charged particles

tracks in events considered.

The efficiency of detection of particles, having escap-

ed backward at various angles, versus the interaction depth

and the zenith angle was defined by the Monte-Carlo calcula-

tions. _ 78% of the 5346 events considered are the cases

with albedo. The multiplicity of detected backward charged

particles averaged over the whole effective depth of the

calorimeter per one event equals <_/3> = O.55_0.O6 at the

hadron energy E > 500 GeV.

The multiplicity of charged

backward particles generated by

hadrons with the same energy at

the calorimeter material depths ...._!:o_....i_.......

g/cm-2 ............_. o_o,_.,/ ,,_,> 100 equals < _(/a> = ;_ ,,..........

37_ " ............= O. 0.04. :_ ,,...... .o,.

Figure I shows the multi-

plicity distribution of backward

charged particles produced at [

cm2. _, tthe depths > 100 g/ The

data from /I/ are given ibidem, j

As is seen fro_ the figure, the - ! tprobability to observe backward _ ,_,_, ,_

particles wi_ the large multi- _"'_'_°'"_°_'_°'_"°_'

plicity grows with the increase Fig. 1. Probability of ob-
in the primary hadron energy, serving the cases with

. The dependence of the back- various multiplicities of
backward charged particles

ward particle multiplicity on produced at the IC mate-

their generation depth in the rial depths _ 100 g/cm .

" interval > 100 g/cm2 obeys the

exponential law _exp(-i/_) , where _ equals 181_32 g/cm_
Such a large value of _ may testify the presence of hadrons

with the energy > 400 MeV in the albedo flux.
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Figure 2 presents the

distributions of amplitudes

of signals from backward par- ]

ticles generated by hadrons _ 1 .........'.....4°.,,......

_ o_H_p( _ro_ th06oc_w

with the energy > 500 GeV _ ........._............_
_rst row o} _PC #tom_c_,d

for the calorimeter two _ , ,o-.o,..,.........._,..... '.

depths: small ( P6_ . P_a ) _ ! --_'°'""__'_'__'_"

and middle (Fe a,., F%), on _"

the output of the multiwire

proportional chambers (_VPC) _ _.:
of the XTR detector first i

row. The average values of _ _'

the amplitude are equal to _-_ .......

IJ_l_l ..... ' ' ' ' _ '

84.67+3.62 and 58.19+2. I0 ...................

relative units, respectively,

and this result confirms our

assumption that the nature _ig.2. The backward particle

and energy spectrum of back- energy release amplitudedistribution in the first
ward charged particles de- row of MWPC.

tected on the installation

from various depths are not identical. To a similar conclu-

sion leads also the experimental fact that the average

amplitude of energy release in the MWPC from charged par-

ticles of the average depths (_ > 100 g/cm 2) 1.30 times ex-

ceeds the single charged hadron averaged energy release,

while the corresponding ratio for the small depth of pro-

duction (P_ + P_a ) equals _ 1.9.

_igure 3 presents the backward angular distribution of

3 particles with the registration efficiency corrections.

The 3 particles production cross section in the 120°-160 c

angle interval does not contradict the results obtained

at the primary hadron low energies for cumulatively produc-

ed protons and pions /4/. In the _ 160 ° interval a pecu-

liarity is observed at @ _ 170 ° as a minimum. _or the

first time a similar behaviour of the angular distribution

has been observed for cumulative protons and I -mesons
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{

o,, Fig.3. Angular distribution ofQ_

_ I backward charged particles
al

5_ _ generated at the calorimeter

5_ { cm 2_7 material depths > I00 g/ .
,05-

,OO-

,Sf •

produced in d A collisions at the primary energy

4.5 GeV/nucleon /4/.

The authors are indebted to A.Ts.Amatuni, S.G.Matin-

yan, A.G.Oganessian for helpful discussions.
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A Test of the Feynman Scaling in the Fragmentation Region

at /_ = 630 GeV
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abstract

The result of the direct measurement of the fragmentation

region will be presented. The result will be obtained at

the CERN pp collider, being exposured the Silicon calorimeters

inside beam pipe. This experiment clarifies a long riddle

of cosmic ray physics, " whether the Feynman scaling does

violate at the fragmentation region or the Iron component
15

is increasing at i0 eV".

i. Introduction

This experiment aims to measure the inclusive cross-section

of neutral pithS emitted into the very forward region in pp

collision at _s = 630 GeV. Fig. 1 represents an experimental

result I) which predicts the primary composition of cosmic rays °

is either proton dominat and Feynman scaling violates or iron

dominant and scaling valid. °

Until now, no direct measurement inside beam pipe of colli-

ders was made due to a technical difficulty. We have developed

a very compact silicon calorimeter with the tungsten target and

they will be installed in the Roman pot of UA-4 at CERN
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pp collider. The direct observation of the energy of the

secondary particles with XF= 0.05 - 0.5 gives rise to the

final conclusion to a long riddle of cosmic ray physics and

also gives a good data for the understanding of the forth-

coming cosmic ray phenomena.

2. Geometry

The shower calorimeter consists of 20 layer of silicon

wafers with diameter of i0 cm alternating with tungsten conve-

rters of thickness 3.5 mm and 7 mm. The total thickness of

the calorimeter amounts to 21 radiation lengths.

All electrodes are segmented at the front and rear side

of the silicon wafer into x and y electrodes with 5 mm pitch.

The first layer of the silicon wafer is used to identify

whether the incident particles are charged or photons. At

the 8 radiation length from the front, 45 ° oriented u-chamber

is installed to resolve the multi-hit events. Total number

of electronics channel is 90 for one detector. The signal

is recorded by Le Croy ADC 2281.

One chambez is located at 13 m from the interaction vertex

and outside of beam pipe, while the other detector will be

installed at 22 m away from the vertex inside the Roman pot

(Fig. 2) . The tracking chamber is also located to obtain

the interaction vertex,which covers n= 4.4 - 5.6,in front of

the silicon detector at 13 m. The properties of the silicon

calorimeter has been published elsewhere 2) .

3. Trigger and Detector resolution

The trigger is made by UA-4 trigger logic 3) . The identi-

fication of the interaction vertex with use of tracking chamber

" is necessary for the single arm trigger (=single diffractive

trigger ) selects beam-beam collisions with 75 % probability.

Even if the background rate becomes of the same order as the

beam-beam collision for the triggered events, we could clearly

find the pinote peak as in Fig. 3. For the double arm trigger
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(double diffractive trigger) (3.0<Ini<5.6), the beam-gas

collision is selected with a rate of 2 %.

Under a typical low-8 run with a luminosity of L =

1 X 1028 -2 -icm sec , and the exposure time of 2 minutes, 60,000

minimum bias events will be obtained which is already sufficient

to measure the inclusive n° and _ production spectra but in

order to obtain K ° and n' , we need further 20 minutes.
s

4. Energy calibration and Detection efficiency

The _°-mass distribution can be determined with the

accuracy of AM _ 8 MeV. The double photon mapping technique

provides a good energy calibration for the photon detector

with an accuracy of ±3 % of its absolute value.

Fig. 4 represents the detectable region of photons by

the present detector. Former UA-5 experiments observe the

polar angle region greater than 30 m rad. Present experiment

covers the polar angle between 0.5 and 17 m tad. Fig. 5

represents the detection efficiency of _o by each chamber

located at 13 m and 22 m.

5. Schedule

The test exposure will be made on Jul. i0 - 16th with

the use of 3" silicon calorimeter. The preliminary results

will be presented at this conference. The experiments with

the use of two 4" Si-calorimeters will start this September.
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF SHOWER PARTICLES PRODUCED
IN THE COLLISIONS OF 20-GeV/c AND 300_GeV

NEGATIVE PIONS WITH EMULSION NUCLEI*

C. O. Kim, S. N. Kim, I. G. Park, and C. S. Yoon
Department of Physics, Korea University, Seoul 132, KOREA

ABSTRACT

For 4_5 accelerato_-Rroduced _- jets of 20-
GeV/c and 300 GeVL,P in nuclear emulsion,
<_(@)>'s have been individually calculated
for each jet, where 7(@) is a kinematic
parameter introduced by one of us in 1967 in
order to approximate the LS(labo_atory system)
rapidity, _ _ arctanh (_ cos @).4 By taking
further averages by dividing the samples into
groupings of the LS energy Em = m_ cosh_,
N , the number of heavy prongs with LS velo-
city _ < 0.7, and us, the number of charged
shower particles with LS velocity _ _ 0.7,
_(@)_ have been obtained. By use of the

0 (Koba-Ni_lsen-Olesen) scaling variable,= ns/_ns>,_ we find good fit of our data
to the regression function,

_(@)_ - _/2 - _ln (m_/mp) = A + B/_, (1)
where m is the proton mass.

P

1. Introduction. With the use of the samples of 3987 accel-
erator-produced proton jets of 30 - 400 GeV, one of us report-
ed that the regression function,

_, _<_(@)>> -_p/2 = A' + B'/_ , (2)

fits the angular data well, where the constants, A' and B' do
not have any dependence on Eo (= mp cosh _D).6 In fact, Eq.
(2) as well as Eq. (iI _tem _rom the "scaling" asymmetry para-
meter R by Tavernier:1,o

R _ mt sinh (<_>- _t)/mb sinh (_b - <_>), (3)

where mb, mt, qb, Vt are masses and "initial" rapidities of
beam and target, respectively. By putting, in the LS, _t = O,

mt = _,#<_ = _<_(@)>>, the RHS of Eqs. (i) and (2) becomeequal _** (R/M), which can be represented by the LHS of
Eqs. (1) and (2). Thus, the present paper is the similar ana-

lysis to Ref_ _, with the samples of 318 jets I of 20 GeV/c _-and ll7 jets _, of 300 GeV _-.

2. Experimental Material and Methods. Two stacks of glass-
backed plates of llford K 5 nuclear emulsion of the size,
7.5 x 8 x 0.06 cm3 (A stack, 21 plates; B stack, 20 plates)

.
Research supported partly by the Korea Science a_d Engineer-
ing Foundation (1984 - 87).
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were exposed "horizontally"_to 300 GeV _- beam at Fermilab in
1978 with a track density of about 3 x 104 particles/cm 2.
The along-the-track scanning method was employed in order to
find 207 inelastic events in tracing 100.374 m of the primary
tracks; this gives the mean free path of 300 GeV _- in llford
K 5 nuclear emulsion, 48.5 _ 3.4 cm. Among these events, by
following the procedure taken by Refs, 2 and 3, 126 interac-
tions, whose origins were located more than 50 _m away either
from the air surface or from the glass furface _nside the pro-
cessed emulsion plates, were subjected the analysis of count-
ing the n_umbers of tracks to obtain _Nh> = 7.0 ± 0.4 and _ns>

13.2 _ 0.6. Further, we performed angular measurements to
the charged shower particles of ll7 interactions among the
126 interactions by applying the reference-track method of
Ref. 6. The material and experimental procedure concerning
the 20-GeV/c pion jets were reported in Ref. 1.

3. Dependence of K,_(@)_>. The LS emission angle& of the
charged shower particles were converted to 4(@) (Ref. 4) and
for each jet <_(@)>'s were calculated. Then, by grouping the
435 jets into subgroups, according to E_, Nh = O, l, 2-4, 5-8,

9, n s _ l, 2, 3, ..., 9, 10-14, 15-19, ..., _T(@)_ were
calculated. As noticed in Refs. l, 4, and 6, the trends shown
in the values of _(_(@)_ , as a function of n s and Nh, are:

(i) For n s _ <ns_ (i. e., _ _ _), _(@)_> becomes unrea-sonably larger. (Small XT pT/m effect.)
(ii) As Nh increases, _(@)_ becomes smaller. _Nuclear

target effect.)

As shown in Figs. 1 (a) - (e) and the values of A, B and _2/
DF (and also A', B' and _2/DF for the 3987 proton jets of 30-
400 GeV in parentheses) in Table I, our angular data of 435
_- jets fit Eq. (1) rather well. The solid-line curves show

TABLE I. The values of A and B obtained by the least-squares
fits for the 435 _- jets (and those for the 3987
proton jets to Eq. (2)).

Nh A_(A ') B (B') _2/DF

0 -0.18 + O.11 0.35 + 0.09 0.04

(-0.22 _ 0.03) (0.22 _ 0.02) (1.63)
i -0.08 + 0.28 0.24 + 0.20 8.26

(-0.36 _ 0.05) (0.27 _ 0.04) (1.35)

. 2-4 -0.38 + 0.08 0.41 + 0.06 1.39
(-0.48 0.03) (0.27 Z 0.03)  1.87)

5-8 -0.53 + 0.21 0.43 + 0.25 2.55
. (-0.66 _ 0.05) (0.34 _ 0.06) (1.46)

9 -1.12 + 0.005 0.75 + 0.004 4.12
(-1.03 _ 0.03) (0.48 _ 0.02) (2.38)
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Fig. i. Dependence of (_(O)>>, according to Eq. tl) for the
pion jets (solid-line curves) and to Eq. (2) for the proton
jets Lbroken-line curves), for (a) Nh = O, (b) for Nh = l,
(c) for Nh = 2-4, (d) for Nh =5-8, and for Nh _ 9.

the values of <<_(O)>> -_2 - ½1n (m_/mp) versus _, and the
broken-line curves show the values of ((_(@)>_ - _p/2 versus
_for proton jets of 30 - 400 GeV.

4. Discussion and Conclusion. As E. Gibbs et al.9 first
noted, the Nh dependence of A, listed in Table I, can be fit-
ted by the regression function,

A = d,.(1 + _Nh)/(1 + _Nh), (4)

where the resul_s are _ = -0.152 _ O.O01, _= 0.520 _ 0.004,
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and _= 0.020 ± 0.005 with _2/DF = 0.4/2. 6 And as in Ref. 6,
Nh-dependence of B, listed in Table I, can be fitted well by
the regression function,

B =_+ _N h, (5)

where the results are _= 0.33 _ 0.05 and _= 0.025 _ 0.03
with _2/DF = 0.4/3. Altogether, with the use of the data of
angular measurements of 435 accelerator-produced jets of E_ =
20 and 300 GeV, we have obtained the empirical formula,

_<_(@)>> - _/2 - ½ in (m_/mp]=

O.O01)[l__+ (0.520 Z 0.004) Nh](-0.152 +

- + (0°020 _ 0.05) Nh]

[(o.33+ 0.05)+ (0.025± 0.03)
We find the value of _in Ref. 6 is almost in accord between
the one obtained from the proton jets and the other obtained
from the pion jets. But there exists some difference between
the values of R of Refs. 7 and 8, which is indeed scaling,
for proton and pion jets, reflecting the fac_ that pion jets
do not have two surviving baryons but one.*, °
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ABSTRACT

Results on hadron-nucleus interactions from the JACEE experiment are
presented. Angular distributions for charged particles, and angular and
transverse momentum spectra for photons have been measured for a sam-

ple of events with EE.f> 1 TeV. Results on central rapidity density and
transverse energy flow are discussed.

1. Introduction

JACEE (Japanese-American Cooperative Emulsion Experiment) was organized
to study cosmic ray nucleus spectra and interactions at total energies approaching
100 TeV. The use of conventional emulsion chamber techniques permits the obser-
vation of secondary charged particles and individual high energy gamma rays. The

results presented here were obtained from a series of balloon flights at 3.5-8 g/cm 2
altitudes 1.

The apparatus used in the experiment has been described in detail elsewhere _.
All emulsion plates are made from 500_800 #m acrylic bases, coated on both sides
with Fuji emulsion. Incident particles are identified in the primary charge detector
section using grain, gap and delta-ray counts from thick (150_200 #m ) emulsion
layers, as well as pit measurements from CR39 etchable plastics. Charge resolution

is typically 0.2,,,2.0 units. The target section contains thin (50-75 #m ) emulsion
plates interleaved with acrylic or Fe target sheets. Thick emulsions and CR39 sheets
are inserted at intervals to permit identification of projectile fragments. Interactions
occuring in the t_pper Pb layers of the calorimeter can also be fully analyzed. The

spacer section permits gamma rays to diverge before reaching the calorimeter sec-
tion, so that individual photon cascades can be observed.

The calorimeter contains ,-,5 vertical radiation lengths of Pb interleaved with

18-20 layers of emulsion plates and x-ray films. Cascades of energy >300 GeV make
spots visible to the naked eye in the x-ray films, which serve both as threshold
detectors and as templates for locating events in the emulsions. In addition, den-

sitometric measurements in x-ray films provide an estimate of the shower energy.
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Once an event has been located, a region of diameter 1-2 mm (depending upon

vertex height) around the event axis is scanned for lower energy cascades.

Accurate energy determinations are made by performing track counts in the
emulsion layers and comparing the results with calibration curves obtained from

analytical shower theory calculations 3 and monte carlo simulations 4 which have
been checked by accelerator calibration experiments s. The error in a single cascade
energy measurement is --_20%. The directly measured event energy parameter is

I]E.t, the total energy observed in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The primary
energy E0 can be estimated from _Evby using the gamma-ray inelasticity factor k 7

derived from measurements on protons at Fermilab s, and independently from the

charged particle angular distribution using the Castagnoli method.

2. Proton-Nucleus Interactions

Charged track angles are measured relative to the energy-weighted center of
the event. Interactions occuring in acrylic base or target plates are assumed to be
on carbon targets. Angular distributions are normally presented in terms of the

pseudorapidity, r/- -loge tan(0/2). In order to combine events of different energies,

one can define a normalized pseudorapidity parameter, _?*= -lOglotan(]DET*O). The
normalized log tan 0 distributions for nucleon interactions in C and Pb are shown

in Fig. 1. For this sample, _E_> 1 TeV and <_2E7>=4.9 TeV (carbon) and 3.5
WeV (Pb).

The central pseudorapidity density Pc for each event has been estimated by

excluding the forward 1.5 rapidity units (projectile fragmentation region) and cal-

culating dn/drl over the next 2 rapidity units. In Fig. 2 we plot < Pc > versus the
target mass A. The data are well represented by the relation < Pc >= kA°'31.

For photons observed in the calorimeter, transverse energy flow as a function of
rapidity y can be analyzed by defining an integral transverse energy flow parameter,

f(y) = _ Eti
yi>y

where Eti = Eisin(Oi). Plotting F(y) vs r/for individual events, and excluding the
low=y region where detection bias may be present, one finds that F(y) can be well

represented by the form F(y) _ e -by. The fitted values for the slope parameter
b have a bimodal distribution shown in Fig. 3, with about 15% of the events

displaying a significantly steeper slope than the rest. In Fig. 4a we show several

, typical events displaying large b; the low-b events shown for comparison in fig 4b
have been chosen to have a similar distribution of target mass and I]E7. The data
in Fig. 4 have been displaced vertically for clarity.
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5. Figure Captions

1. Normalized angular distributions for charged tracks observed in p-Pb interac-

tions (solid line) and p-C interactions (dashed line). The normalized pseudorapidity

parameter is defined as r/* = -logl0tan(_E_*8).

2. Central pseudorapidity density Pc versus target mass A. Interactions in plastic
and emulsion are taken to be on A=12 and 82 respectively. The solid line shows
the results of a fit to < Pc >"_ A 6, with t_=0.31.

3. Distribution of fits to slope parameter b in the relation F(y) _ e-by. See text
for definition of the integral transverse energy flow parameter F(y).

4. Plots of the integral photon transverse energy flow F(y) for individual events
a) with slope parameter b > 1.25 and b) with b < 1.25. The events have been
displaced vertically for clarity; the scales shown apply to the lowest data set.
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AN UNIFICATION OF THE INTERACTIONS

AND THE DIFFRACTIVE PROCESSES

Kuchin I.A.
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480082, Alma-Ata ,USSR

Abstract. The transition of a number of hadronic
process characteristics to a certain universal re-
gime is interpreted as an indication to the early
origination of the unification regime of the inter-
actlons.

I. Introduction.

Correspondingly to the rapprochement of the e lectroweak
and strong interaction constants in grand unification (GU)
models, one can expect a partial loss of the specific cha-
racter of the mentioned interactions and the transition of
their globbalcharacteristics to some general regime[I].

Though one expect GU coming at superhigh energies(_O _s
GeV according to proton decay), nevertheless the various

GU models have ,been approbated and conformed really at E o
_IOsGeV. On the whole, it is the argumentation on the par-
ticle spectroscopy and SU(5)-symmetry confirmation level.

If evidences of such sort really bear a relation to GU,
then in the same energy region (Eo__ IO_GeV) it is logical
to expect the GU manifestation on the dynamical level too,
that is in particle scattering characteristics. Below we
sh_ll show a possible GU-manifestation in the attainable
now energy, interval.
2. Two sources, two forms of the unification of the partic-
le interactions.

As it is known, the local gauge-invariant principle
defines the form of all interactions, irrespective of their
physical nature, and gives a theory such a form that it
permits the purely geometrical interpretation of the scat-
tering process. Namely, one brin_ the arbitrary gauge field
into correspondence with a definite geometry of the fiber
space, which may be received from the usual space-time by
the replacement of its points with an "internal" spaces,
where the gauge group acts [2].

At very short space-time intervals (_lO-_-10-3fm) the
scattering picture reduces to the following: structurless
particles (leptons and quarks) exchange by massive vector

bosons, and the values of coupling "constants;' which

depend on the transfer of the _-momentum, come close (by
magnitudes) as the energy increases, so that the strong in-
teractions are weakened while a weak interacti_ and an
electromagnetic one become stronger. If the universality
of the interactions means the pI'esence of one geneI_al coup-
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ling constant, then the unification of the interactions may

take p_ace, as it is expected, at the energies.of _he order
of IO -IO_eGe¥, when it is necessary ,to take xnto account
gravitation too.

On the other hand, right now (at F_AL- and ISR-energies)
we are witnesses of the transition of-a number of hadronic
characteristics (the total cross-sections, the par@mete_
of the diffractive cone for different pairs of the'col-
liding particles) to a certain universal regime (_ig.i_.
This phenomenon is known to be caused by the" diffraction
predominance [4].

The contribution of the diffractive OhanDel of" the scats
feting does not depend on the nature of the colliding par-
ticles. To describe the diffraction the only quantum-maoha, _
nical(wave) properties of the scattering, some extent of
the dynamical symmetry and the unitarity are" essentially
necessary. All these are discriminating feature_ of some
universal mechanism of the interaction.. " "

Thus we may point out two sources (and tw_ forms) of the
unification of the intera6tions:_he fi_ oom_s from the,
processes at very short distances (for p'ointlike, _struc%un_ -_
less particles), the other- from a processes at c0mpara_i_
ly large distances (_I-2 fro), in soft interactions of the
extens lye objects.
3. The principle connection between the diffraction and Ka_-
ge f'ieIds. -

There is no satisfactory theory of diffractive high ener-
gy scattering of particles at p2esent, In particmlar, it

• " " " S CeS" are re8 o_-,should be cleared up what "the Luterg.al pa . . p . .
sible for the gauge-invariance principle for tM_ 'dlffraotl-"
ve processes, Nevertheless, "a principle connection between
the diffraction and the Yang-Mills-type fields exists. It
is traced e.g. in that line, which connects non-Abelian
gauge theories and the Weyl's geometrical elecbrodynamics
and a string'type solution of nonlinear equationm[2_. After
all, in the particle physics the string represents the _ ne_
ral gluonic field - the carrier of the diffract_ive proper-
ties of the interactions on quark-parton leTel_ ; •
%. The predominance of the dzffractlon in hadro_ic interme-
_iohs at high energies. . ' '._!' " "

- SO One can think, that the more pr.ofound 'general _nderstanding of the particle diffraction will. lead t? am_i_-s_
tial expansion of the area of the diffractive ph6nomena,

. though even now their contribution to the total O_oss-seo- '
tion, by no means, is not small. According to special ana-
lys is [4] (the author makes use of ..the theoreti_cal _deI",-_.
standing of the diffraction in gauge theqr_es •(_ RQT ).and

" of the conception of the pomeron in QOD) _ the FNAL -ISR
energy interval, the contribution of the dlf_action inte_-
actions is not Ies's than 95 per cent from _,_uo. The _ole

•) It is worth not'ice a tendency i_i _rowth o_ the total !
_p-interaction cross-section in the reglon of E,>_I00-2OOGeI_
(see ref. on the data in [3]).
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of diffraction seems to be so large, that one may speak
about true "regeneration" of the strong h_teraotions in the
Eo_ I0 GeV region.

Since the universal properties of the scattering,which
act in the diffraction, are i_portant even for GU theory,
then all these properties (and, together with them,the dif-
fraction too) work up to complete strengthening of the GU
regime. Therefore, there is no reaso_ to expect the decrea_
se of the diffractive contribution when passlng to the re-
gion of higher energies. On the contrary, it should be ex-
pected the increase of its role, because the total unifica-
tion of the interactions assumes the confluence of its two
forms into one.

5- Conclusion. Taking into account that due to a large
value of the coupling constant the strong interactions
earlier than the others reach a large value of the cross-
section and approach GU regime "_rom above" (whereas the
electroweak interactions approach it "from below"), one may
conclude, that the observed transition of a number of had-
tonic process characteristics to certain universal regimes
(Fig. I) is the early evidence of the unification regime,
in whichstrong interactions enter.
6. Proposal for cosmic ray investigators.

The inteyval Trom the energies of the electroweak unifi-

cation (-I0°GeV)to the grand synthesis (~I_6GeV) is vast.
Here one may expect for manifesting of quite new physics.
We should remind that up to now any increase of the energy
by several orders results in d_scovez-j of a new class of the
Dhenomena. The possibility of the phenomenological genera-
lization of thecanonical commutation relations for proce_
ses at very high energies has been already discussed else-
where.

For example, it is proved that such modification of the
quantum mechanics becomes important at the energies which
are typical forGU scheme (~IO_6GeV)[5]. The other possibi _
lities may appear in the course of more profound understan-
ding both the phenomenon of the diffraction and the mecha-
nism of the unification of the interactions.

A considerable part of the foregoing energy interval of
the saturation of the GU regime is available for the cos-
mic ray particle experiments (up to E@_IO _IGev)[6].Due to
specific conditions of cosmic ray experiments (limited sta-
tistics, high registration _hresholds of interaction pro-
ducts ) practically only inelastic, diffraction of "lncldent
hadrons and nuclei is observed in these @xperiments[7].
This allows to study the process of unification just in

,_ the experiments with cosmic ray particles.
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IS THE INELASTIC CHARGE-E_CHANGE CONTRIi_ITION CONSTANT

- AT'THE LARGE x AND SUPERHIGH ENERGIES ?
T"

1Kuchin I.A.

High Energy Physics Institute
Academy of Sciences of Kazakh SSR,

480082, Alma-Ata, USSR

Abstract. The mechanism explaining the decrease
of the inelastic charge-exchange contribution
at x_I and s_has been proposed.

I.Introduction. 1

.is customary to think t_at inelastic charge-exchange
(c ) processes with pions _m_h + _X and with nucleons do
not decrease lwith energy growth and along with the proces-
ses of the diffraction dissociation (DD1),play an important
role in production of leading hadrons land _r-quanta. Some -
times it is motivated by lack of obvious energy-dependence
of the RRP-term of the triple Regge expansion of the cross-
section for the inclusive reactions[I]. At the same time
already fro_ Regge-pole parametrisation of the total cross
-seCtion, g_, one can see that_the contribution of the
reggeon exchange (R # P) into _ as a whole decreases with
_he growth of total energy_-, as I/_rg,providin_ the rappro-
chement of the total cross-sections of the partlcle and
antiparticle interactions [2].

In this report we shall point out concrete factors,
which are r_p'gnsible for CEK-contributi0n decrease at s+_
and work near the kinematical limit of the reaction pp+nX+..
2. Points Of departure and formulas.

When discussing the relative contribution of the CEX
and DD near the kinematics limit two factors should be ta-
ken into account _-the limited value of the mass of the par-
ticle beam (Mx_# const, s at s +co ) and the dual meaning of
the M-dependence in the formula of the triple Regge expansi-

• _#_
,/_ ._ the terms with ock(O)=I give the background _"of the reso: ,

nances .in r_i..onance mass region, and the. terms with c_(0)--'I/_
give the resonances itself as a certain function of M.

Near the kinematical limit one may represent'the ijk-
term contribution as :

=
-where T(s,=_)- is'the result of integration of the t'de-

pendence ol_ the process:
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Here the twocomponent form of the G@#_(t)

and small value of t_y-_-_-.')in the reglon of x -I (I.x_=
M_Is) are used. T(s,M_ ) is iaweak (logarithmic) dependence
of its arguments, and the behaviour of the triple Regge con-
tributions is determined mainly by the F_j_-function, the
explicit form of which is given In the table for different
sets of ijk. (Only two trajectories ar_ considered:oCR(_)=_/_.
-_ and o(pC_z)'-'_t+F-+_c (,_=0.06 _ _'=0.39).

To elucidate differences in CEX- and DD-behaviour near
the Minematical limit we have considered the integral
cross-section of the PPR- and RRR-contributions as a func-
tion of the upper limit for_the integration over the mass.

Numerical estimations of the CEX- and DD- contributions

have been carried out using the parametrisation of G_(t) "
from [3].
2" Results °f the calculation and discussion.

If only the"terms with ki=P and i _ j are taken :into
account, then the-relative contribution of the CEX does
not depend on _he energy of the interaction and decreases
with the growth of x:

ex /_:pp _c)=- --.
Then, the DD-contribution predominates over the CEX one,

beginning with x -_ 0.85 (fig.I).
However, it is impossible to extrapolate this dependence

into the point x = I, without falling into contradiction
with the experimental data. Near the kinematical limit of
the inclhsive reaction kh _ BX the relation _/O_W_is "deter-
mined by cross-section of the relevant quasi-two-particle

reactions : " _ [_R(°)--l] -(4+_)

Such behaviour is described by the terms with k - R and

i - j or, alternative2ys_ by the two-reggeon- approximation,
which effectively takes _o account the resonance and 'back-
ground contributions into the reg_eon-hadron amplitude, "

The ratio of the cross-section _-e_ to g_,wh_chisex]_res
sed "Via the-contributions of the RRR, and PPR-terms," ....
behaves as_I/s with the limited hpper value Of the mass _"

•3--(4
. However, on energy.dependence, the relevant behaviour of

the x-distributions (terms with k = R) does not join. with
the regime of the terms, which are dual to backgrOund(k--P)

. (fig.I.). To guarantee the smooth transition between them
should take into account the interference terms with

pn_ j and different k..The s- and'M'dependences of the cros-
sed terms at a'given k obey the rule

inter = o
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The account_g of the interference leads to that, the
energy-dependent form of the x-disrtibutions (the contribu-
tion of the terms with k=R) extends from the vicinity
x_I to the broader region of x<I *). At large M×, when
only terms with k=P become essential, the cross-section
will depend only on x, and the scaling regime is recon--
structed (if S =0). The effect of the scaling reconstruo
tion at large M is known[4].We accent our attention on the

factors, which break it down at small M X-
4. Conclusions.

When prognosing the x-distribution behaviour in super-
high energy region (s_oo) it is impossible to neglect
non-scaling terms with k=R, extrapolating the scaling
behaviour of the terms with k=P to the point x=I.

In the resonance and nearresonance mass reglon the dif-
fractive and non-diffractive processes, hh-_hX, behave in
essentially different way. The energy dependence of resonan.
ce diffractive production is approximately the same as
for elastic scattering processes (one can expect even a

weak growth (a@O.r) of the contribution of the reaction

pp_ p1_;j, whereas the non-diffractive channel decreases asI/s, involving the neighbour regions of the x-spectrum,
owing to the action of the interference terms •(with i@ j),
which decrease only as _-I/_/_-_.

All this taken together should lead to the gradual dec-
rease of the CEX-contribution with energy growth at s-_oo,
which begins clo_se to x=I and extends then to the region
of the smaller x.

The study of the CEX processes in the experiments with
cosmic ra_ particles is usually carried out at not too
high energies (Eo_101_-10_4eV) and in the limited region of
moderately large x (x_0,7 - 0,8). Apparently: this is not
enough to detect the considered effect. It is interesting
to observe the CEX-behaviour directly in the reglon of the
utmost large x.
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Table _,_ _ ' _ i ,....

.. _ dg iJkl d_ 2 '0"

PPP I/ M2 s2gM -2(I+6) 0-I

_ l/s s-I I_2_ ,o-_ ,_
RRR I/(sM) s-I M-I '_:j : i!

PRP I/_'. S£/_ '0:' , .,I , I . '

._ pRR I/(M2_f{)sg/_fZ'M -2(I+_) ' 0,8' a9 .t

........ Fig. z.

k : JFi_.l. The behaviour of the x- dis-

{r-b - _ trlbution. I-the ratio R for 3I-<v___I00 at s--0,06; 2- the same at

_8 _!,6- O; 3,_- the ratio r for_=3I
z --_-__-__=_=_= _ .and IO0, respectively.
• ,/.-- • -__ - . .Fi .2. be avio thoo
5- _"_" ._ butions with k=P and i = j near

_ _ ' J the kinematical limit (M_ m_).
_k 8-_ _ _ • 1-the elastic scattering cross-
_\_ _ _ _] section and the contribution of

_2_g _ _ _ the P-pole (without accounting for
\ ! _I '_ _ the interference with f- and _- .

LiMb _ "%. "4 Doles): 2- the cross-sect_on of the

_'J- "_,_ _ _ reaction pp_nA++(_r - andS-regimes)
_o---_k<+' _ from[_];5 - 6 --o'_(s,_,,)for

_r, _ . , ] M =I0; 7.1; _.2: and I,#, respec-
• - ' tively; 7-_(s,M ) for the same

_0 _O _-- /_ values of M ; 8 - the contribution
of the reaction pp-_pN_ from [7].

Fig.2.
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variable xs • Thlet the dif'f'srentfal ¢_,ss 8eCt11_T_8 _easuled _n
accelerxtot energ¥_ _ cam_ be ex_rspoleted t_o higher cosn_lc ray
anargUes

,, ?,, y/,........ = r(x(a/ao (e/So (l)

llle x = x(s/so}• i Or.= 0.26 .

?l_a aas_mpC_m_ leeds t_ so_e imper_an_ cense quJe_cas. In _hts pap,st
w'l dL;ac_ss _he df.strfb_tio_ e,f' secom_sry multiplicity ¢he_ f'ol_ov8
_M _ _r@]a_ed F_._n 8c8_ USfR_ a sf_ar me_hod of' Kob_ e_
az'2/, ' "

_l,., Oe:.!,!et_.m a _f',,, ,m_p,!fcl,_y, d£atrllb_tlon In' _he ca8e of' breeke_
Fe_W_an 8c.a_1_/_1. 'Ti_ dt, stributfen _ secendary par_cles In high

energy bedto_ £_¢eracUione is an _bJec¢ f'r_ abe f'frs_ Co _he recent
•41_8er_a_.,2"OPlm w_tl_ acceZerato_ faC_lit'Jea. O_ _he otl_her h,and, as
_.Sre_mm_ 8o:aZfm_, f._ .as theoletloaiZy derived by K<e_a e_ el _7
_ba_ oss_mptotl!eally _ _(a) Is _nZy a f'urrct£on of' n/ n

,"illsre' _(a) is h cr@ae sec_onr_£ nluitfpiiclEy being R at
'_RS emerg_ _ , <_:_S8. _he 'average ,mi_t*tpIiic£_y and _v(w) Is 'fnd_-
pewden_. _u_ct£_ oP _ exept_. _-_rough _he variable .z=n/<n_. The
eh_p_ st m_ipZ_c_t_ dfstri_bu¢_m_ has been _b:_afnsd fn a ramsay
mt" m_de18 w_hjra.tber d_;f'fetem,_, t_eqrqt_cal inputs (uncor_.e_aisd

elicait_r mldei /3(gqome_.ricai modele/4/i, quai;l¢ part_en, m_,del/_d .
du_Z,.par_on m_ei's/6_7/..The _heoreEfcai pred_ctfor_s rer mJl_fpZ1-
_y dl_'tribu_£oew haue I_ee_ round _o 'be app_oxtm,stely _rue' f'rom

=Z._5 Gay up t_ _SR energy _ =63 Gay ._8_uh_ere -vto._a¢ion of'Feym_a_ 8caZt_ was M-served. When s_dthg the mm_lff_lfci_y dts_,rl-
bUt_'eR a_; ¢_e 0m:lI_der region e_ _=540 Gay _he KNO scaltng dos_
nO_L:meceesarlI"y _o_ds r_ par¢ _f' _ phase apace co,rrsspondtng te
Jt_,gher..nw]Lt_pl_c£it_es/g, / T_ere tea :lea_ il_dice_on of',.ar_;tncra_-
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s_ng h_gl_ mu,li_pZZc_t_¥ Itail_ Ib: causes iL.hai_:n_any of the ori_naZ

made_,s/_yB b:eer_am_ended i_o_acc_moda_e i_he e_+served scm_ng v_@--

llatJ_._n_' "by as_un_o_ t_hat bei_z_emo_h,e _3_Ill_er and ISR energi_ii.j
so®s,s_physlc_Z._ch_.Is_.,(rescatte_i,g/_.th_e_g+Z=__o.p1_._I'
ch.arac_er_zed b3_ h_ghe_ n_£p]_tc_y s_d bec.onli_g £mpo_ta_,_; _
_e utll exam£ne u_att fo_:I'_us f_mn, b_eakimg _f Fe_n_an; scaling. LeE
us assume sc;a_f_ o_= x for Rhe dist_£bu_imm fkmc4tlons tnEeg_atb_d
_ve_ the _.ra_sve_se mo_enttum

! d_tl" * =

+1_%-I_,...,_°I% _,% ) " (_)
Tl_,ete $s needed _l,y Rh,att tthe _ttawstmtse moment_um is l£n=f_tad as

IFs: _@es Ro imP'tiff till;y, I1_ eq_3 ate used fu_c_$ofts u_lch tncarpo:L+ate
q p:'ar_4;cu,la_ sem_--i_us_ve ¢ro_s: s_imm_. _e ca_ de,lye _he

m_men;Es ef m_pl£ci;E y dZstrlbuEio_ ti_ an, emelo_lca] ray Eo th_
off K"m_'e eE mI'"',,, T_s_ f_ se_onda_te_ uith _est _ _ass; l ue s_t

<,{n.z,)...{,-_z)> = _ _ (_) n(_z).. (,-_]) =

; • 0,,0o:,... 0,;+:..= g(t_)(XslePtl;ll*''_Xs_PEqi_- .2 . 2 IF-- 2. + 2 -

_ _ Sl, Ptl,o-*,xeq, l=tq) - +

_" _ '. •

• I+x_ "_' _(q) _(x=z+Vxsz+--= i_)x '_,%--_ (xsz'_z""'xs+'P=q>" = • (_6.)
2

-..ld'+++,I-s_2(s/4)z._. s:_q_*' (s/_)z'=_

. =,_"(:,:,_+.,+.2) ,.°(q:)¢°'",+,",+,'"=_""+'x,,,,=,.,) .,,(,,>.,,).,,__,t_
<;4,+-';

X , dxs2 dr_l_'_Z ' + "'* dxs+ d+2p== ,+ (4)

" + "+" I[ .:o_-'+
I .z (./_)z,= / =++ (,/,+_-_

_x= '(q),<uhe£e the £wtegza; U == dxe; ] O ( d,_tl,..®fx_q,ptq)Zn(x=l+

V̂lL_z • ., .,z
-_ + Ptl+ .+

:'. _ ) _mverges. After _egiratlon Of e_4 _e o_._:l.n
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' . ts/4J_ LuF'(q}(O'pt]_''Otptq"" "'"_n ...I_-2 - )
j m " p_Eq_,m2

_ 1 "]d 2 . _' ,v.(q)
_ o( z._,j. Ptz---dP_ (o,...,0)(},s.z-_)_ o((},s;1-_)q'_),

,,,here O((l_ns:l=_()q'Z) ".' _eans terms tha_ aE _osi_ go Itke (ln_l'_()q'= 1
ConsequentZy _he sa_e asymp_..otic behaviou:r has no% on,Iy the mean
_aZue of any _-order po,l'yn, om_al o,f n bu_. Ehe _.ean value _f n
as well_ Tak_'n,g tn,_;o acce_n:t_ eq_3 we can set

I_ y-_(">(o,.o)(},j-,t)q+ 0(I,i.=,)q.I)(s)0 nq!" Pn(s)' dn = of,..:_,_. ,.'"' .

)' " d'n_ e q , ; " b ' V _CCln S)''_" [) ( ' ) (" )] " _ _l Ob _" a , n

zn_: .d=:.= c(})(O"'"O) + 0(., , ..1Z_),. (6)

uhez'e,
I1

-'....,_c__ ....1-_ _ (7)
_(z.)(o,,,y_2..

-W'e assume Eh_aE t_he full, on

_(Z) (O)Css-_._,ns.}"_,z(n)(S) --*(z) +. 0(_)

is de_.evmin.ed ur_iguely by t_he momerr%s (5}. Thuse _o the htghes_
or,dee en _:"_ns _'_" ue hav.'e _:.he foT:Iu_ng breaked seaI_ng resuIt

Pn (s) ='_'_n> _/(z) + 0(_J--n_2) , (8)

wh_ere i_he n_ean ntuT".i;iplicJ_t_as funcfi:_o_nof _'_ Is

_,,.#'ll % ,,.., {W
,c"n)2 f _' _(_)V_ • (_)

_3.._C_m_ar_s_ _f _;he breaked Feynman scal_ 9 results for th_
..m_.1]_pi£,ci_y distribution w:_,_h experin_e_t:al de_:a _nj,,a¢ceZeramt,O,r
en_erqy _anqe,, Ir_ flgu;re _ we h,ave compared the mulfi:ip'liclty

d£sEri"bution, fun,ctfon,specffied by _he sem'i-,in_cius£vecrmss

se_£_ns from FNAI,'.wh,ich,a,be pu.bl'£shed In, E:he paper of K:afka,eE

_]_/]_4/fo, r muI'_part£cal producttor_ up te abo, ve two _.imes }a_ge_
Eha_ _he n_ean,value o_f mul'_ipl'_cifly.I_. is see_ _,ha_.Ehe distr_-

but_-imn o,f _elaiL_ve muI.'d_pl_ci_i_,yscaTes a% }east for t_he range
_f no,_. very lar,ge mul_Iplic_E_es w_ic:h,are respo,_s_,ble,for the_
_yp_'cal:'. e_erHLs ._n co,sm'_Tcray experim'en_:s.

_,s far as _:he average mu_l_ipl_ci_y _s concerned _he assu._p-
_t:on_ fo_ b_reaki_g of Feyr_an: scaling g_ves a _d ag,reeme_.wi_h
the acceIerat$o_ observ'ati_e_s £_ w_de en'erg_ range up Eo IO5Ge_.

_he energy, depe_,dence of n_ean,mu:Itipl£ciby acco_d£rvg eq.9 _s /_/
compared fro: f_gure 2 w£th ac=elerat,or data t:.ak.en from Carlson-- _
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_0

_S

lit Z _; ,. -"
i ! .... ....

l I0 ,lOO _ ¢GvFfg._ El_ergy dependence of Che
,mean mu_]L_ip,]':EcJ_f+yof charged se-

t c@nda_as_Exper.inlert_a]_ de_a a.re_3 _-al_:en, fr'orml6pChe f_i1 line isI I I af te _" e,q,. g

Fig._ C{mp_a_£son of ou,r p,aranm_,risa--
ti'an _f th,e mu_Itipl_ci't;y dfstrfbut£o_
_ade on; _.he b,as_s 02 FNAE da_:e) u_th

SPS de_:_a fer 1%1/-3_5. _e _a_.¢er _lL"e_
represel_ve ef _he sh,ape O,f _he
f_l_ diet rlbu_tion.

W_e ¢:an co_clu_de _J_a_ fo,r Uhe pu_rp@ses o,f cosmic ray Inves¢Ig,a_i_.

scal},_ngof m_._'ip1'_c£ty d_s_r£b_iom derlved fro_ b_eaked' Feynma_

s¢;al'i"ngca_ be assumed _r_ erde_ _,o prescribe _,he sem$--incluslv_ c¢_s,_:
sect_oB_s ab: _,ery high, energies.
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PROPAGATION OF COSMIC RAYS THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE

IN THE QUARK-GLUON STRINGS MODEL.

Erlykin A.D., Krutikova N.P.

P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute, Leninski pr. 53,

Moscow, 117924, USSR.

Shabelski Yu.M.

Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute, Gatchina,

Leningrad district, 188350, USSR.

Quark-gluon strings model succeeds in the descrip-
tion of multiple hadron production in the central
rapidity region of nucleon-nucleon interactions.
This model has been developed for hadron-nucleus
interactions and used for calculation of the cos-

mic ray propagation throung_11the atmosphere. It isshown that at energies 10 -I0_ eV this model
gives a satisfactory description of experimental
data. But with the increase of the energy up to
10 I_ eV results of calculations and of experiments
begin to differ and this difference rises with the
energy. It may indicate that the scaling violation
in the fragmentation region of inclusive spectra

for hadron-nucleus interactions is stronger than in
the quark-gluon strings model.

Quark-gluon strings model (QGSM) describes successfully

rather wide set of experimental data on the multiple hadron

production in nucleon-nucleon collisions /1,2/. One of us

(Yu.M.Sh.) developed this model for hadron-nucleus inter-

actions. The weak scaling violation typical for that model

becomes stronger after the transition from hp to hA colli-

sions. In the fig.1 inclusive spectra of charged pions are

shown. They were calculated according to QGSM with a magni-

tude of pomeron intercept _ =0.14 for pN14-collisions •

at energies 1011 and 1016 eV. It is seen that spectra be-

come considerably softer in this energy range. For instance .

pion spectra at x=0.5 fall down by the factor 2,17. This

model was used to calculate the penetration of cosmic rays

through the atmosphere. The calculation routine was worked
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_ out and used in papers /3,4/. Figures

I 2,3,4 demonstrate results of calcula-

tions compared with experimental data

_° on energy spectra of muons at sea level,

hadrons and gamma-quanta at different

_ _6' levels in the atmosphere. Energy spec-

_° ,0'_\ trum and the mass composition of prima-

ries were taken on the base of direct

_ measurments at energies 1011-1013 eV

and small EAS data at energies 1013-

1015 eV /5/. These spectrum and the

o o.5 mass composition may be presented as×o

Fig. 1.

I(>_E)=8.04 10-4(E/0.1)-1"70[Bp(1+6 10-4 E)-O°4 + (I)

+ _ BA(E/0-1 ;_(I+10-2A-1E) -0"4 ] cm-2sec-lster -I

where E - in TeV, Bp=0.41, B4=0.22, B15=0.13, B27=0.14,

B56=0.10, =0, = A,27-- =0,04.
From the comparison of calculated and observed energy

spectra of muons and hadrons at mountain level, which were

measured by the most precise calorimetric method (fig.2,3),

from similar comparison of mass and charge ratios of had-

rons (data are not presented here due to the lack of space)

one can conclude that QGSM gives a satisfactor_i agreement

with experimental data at energies 1011-1012 eV. Perhaps

the only desirable improvement of this model at accelerator

L :_o%*........ .. _:_._u.,_,

: t6? • . -*.,_.,k | r-Ir...... 4

,7 _ 10.s

i0_,o
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: .................._..................... energies is some reduction

ilN
• - _ c/_ _, yi,w

.....'.......of the neutron flux, which

+ t _I '+,t + • _i,.'-_.,,_-',..._'influence on the muon charge
++_' .......... ..... ratio too.

_} Energy spectra of gamma-

_, :;'___,q_q quanta are most sensitive to

_.'_ '-"_"_'_I the high energy region. For

°'* ......... gamma-quanta with energies

Fig.4. m) 1013 eV at mountain level

primary particles with energies above 1014 eV are respon-

sible. It is seen in the figure 4 that calculation gives

gamma-quanta intensities which exceed as a rule experi-

mental values. This excess at mountain level is about the

factor of 1.5. Uncertainties in the primary energy spec-

trum and mass composition could hardly explain the diffe-

rence between calculations and experiments, since the

spectrum (1) has the intensity at -1015 eY, which is at

the lower end of the existing uncertainty. For example,

spectra proposed by Nlkolsky /6/ and by Maryland group /7/

give by -- 1.4 higher intensities at this energy. It is

not possible to vary the mass composition too, not coming

to a contradiction with experimental data /8/. It is known

that energy spectra of muons and gamma-quanta are most sen-

sitive to the scaling violation in the fragmentation region

of pion and kaon inclusive spectra. The observed excess of

calculated intensities above experimental ones, the latter

being stable in the future, indicates that the scaling

violation for hadron-nucleus interactions is evidently

stronger than in the present version of QGSM ( A zO,14).

This conclusion agrees with results of the analysis of

lateral and energy characteristics of gamma families, ac-

cording to which inclusive spectra in the fragmentation

region go down not less tha_ by the factor 3 + 5 when the

collision ener_ increases from accelerator energies to

1016 eV /9/. Such a conclusion indicates possible direc-
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tions of further improvement of this model at high ener-
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*) Upper full curve in the Fig.4 corresponds to calcula-

tions for the depth 60 g/cm 2, middle one - for 260 g/em 2

and the lower one - for 600 g/cm 2.
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SCALING VIOLATION IN THE FRAGMENTATION

REGION 0F INCLUSIVE NUCLEON SPEKTRUM

S.K. Machavarianl, S.I. Nikolsky, A.P. Chubenko

P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute

Moscow, USSR

Spectra of EAS associated with hadrons of
various energies from 5 to 80 Tev have been
investigated. Results could be interpreted
as scaling vaiolation in the fragmentation
region of secondary particles generated in
inelastic interactions of primary protons
at the energy above 30 TeV.

Simultaneous observation of high energy hadron and EAS
let us investigate inclusive spectra of hadrons in the frag-
mentation region.

Significant part of hadron flux in the atmosphere are
nucleons. The connection between the nucleon flux at the
depth and the spectrum of primary nucleons is

F(_E, t )=_p(_Eo)e-t (tn/n!) x _-I
where _ - the index of the primary spectrum, x=E/E^, t- the
observation depth in units of mean free path foX'inelastic
collisions. It s_ould be noted that events with n_ 3 at the
depth of 700g/cm dominate. Qualitive experimental picture
is not changed considerably if one takes into account the
energy dependent cross-section of hadron interaction as
well as the inclusive spectrum of secondary hadrons.

The table shows the percentage of the prima_ protonswhich had only One inelastic collision at 700g/cm . The cal-
culation was made with the accelerator cross-sections and
inclusive spectra.

x 0.9 0.82 0.67 0.54 0.44 0.36 0.3

n=l 100 70 60 55 50 40 35

If we add to mention above that at x 20.3 all observed
hadrons are produced by primary protons then it is clear
that analysis of hadron data and EAS accampanying them give
us good oppotunity to investigate hadron inclusive spectra
iuthe fragmentation part.

In this paper the total EAS spectrum of accompanying
hadrons of given energy is considered.

It appears that for scaling model and constant mass com-
position of primaries the_nvestigated spectrum of EAS for
various E_ must be similar or must have scaling behaviar.

The Sxperimental data of Tien-Shan comple_ installation
/I/ on the spectrum of EAS associated with hadrons for ener-
gy intervales (5-7.5), (10-20) and (40-80) ToY are presen-
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.... ted at flg.1. Separation of

hadrons and measurement of its

, , __h=5_.l ...._ energy have been made by means
--,\ of ionization calorimeter. The

.... space resolution of the o_lori-
meter is about 0.25xO.25m=,that

EC_'5\ i-_--_, i is why the hadron Jet n_y con-.,.. sist of several hadrons. Our
I experimental data are related

i to the most energetic hadron0[
Eh=6"2TeV f-_ 1 i Jets in the calorimeter whic_

--_ lJ i': • occupy less than O.75x0.75 m .

! i __.] I We calculate the distribution";-" of partlclesin the array which
of EAS for the average density

0,05 i consists of 64 scintillator de-
tectors _nd cover thQ area abo-

__! _._ 'ut lOOm" ( _v)" The d'nsity °f

r" ! ' !.u Iparticles in _he EAS centre has

• _':..i i llarge fluctuations but it does
' ]not require knowledge of the
_j_._..;.._...!, , ,-u_......_,lateral distribution of parti-

IQ IOz t0z _,_'Zcles for Eo estimation.
One can see that the exper-

Fig.1 Spectra of EAS associ- imental _ distributions for
ated with hadrons of various E_ presented in fig,1
various energy (exper_ have not the _scaling character.

The most probable value of_-average density of
paTtlcles in the centre is notproportional to E_

Ne"pk.lO3. Zo=3.  eV (p,- z,y ) and the dZs-ti_but_on becoms narfo@er with
increasing E_. We can suggest three following reasons for
this result: _

I. Sistematic errors in the experiment.
2. Mass composition of primary cosmic rays is not constant,
3. The scaling violation in the fragmentation region of

secondary hadrons.
The methodical effect can be evaluated by the following

way. The fig.2 shows the fluxes of recorded hadron ,jets,
In the first case the energy w_s obtained in the calorimeter

over the square at 0.75xo.75 m = and in the secon_ - the ene.r-gy was determined over the square of C.25x0.25 m and multi
plied by 1.5, The coefficient 1.5 was estimated from data on
the lateral energy distribution for single hadron. The index

of the hadron Jet spectrum in the first case is 1+_ nl.6 for
larger square and 1+_ =I,75 in the second case,

The results of our measurements of the total hadron Jet
flux in the energy range (200-2000) GaY /2/ are also shown
in fig.2. The lack of calorimeter resolution doesn, t effect
intensities at these energies, It seems that our value for
intensity is close to calculated one /2/ as well as to data
/3/.obtained with spark chamber calorimeter. The power low
fit:°'the data on hadron flux obtained with the help of
X-ray film chamber /4/ in the energy range (20-5OO) TeV has
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the exponent _+1=
1.95+O.O5 (and in the

' ' X-ra_ chamber with

I0 thick carbon layer

_ _f_¢_+ ' 1+ _ =I .8+0.15).•...'%'_+ The exponent _ is
+2++ ++++'+the most reliable

-o value among X-ray
_ film data and as

-_ _ one can see it does
I0 not differ muchv -r3]

from our value of

¢ o -(O.TS,O.VK)maF27 _ I+_ = 1.75 obtained
•_ _ (_ZS,o.ag)ma J ourex_er, for hadron Jets inLo calorimeter_region
a O.25X0.25 m _.B *

tO'_ I0_3 IO'_ We extrapolated
Eh_tq the hadron spectrumc for E _ 4 TeV with

Pig.2 Hadron energy spectrum 2 exponent _ +I=1.95
at mountains (H=7OO g/cm) to the energy

range B>5 TeV in
order to estimate

the error in determining the energy due _recording of Jets.
At the energy E _5 TeV the value of overestimation is
about 1.25 and at E=IO0 TaV _1.5. The spectrum of
EAS associated with hadron may be distorted due to
different overestimation of the hadron energy but the
difference is not more than 20% for energy changing from
5 TeV to 100 TeV. Therefor we can neglect this metho-
dical effect.

The distortion of experimental spectrum may be due
to primery nuclei. In this case the leteral combination
of nucleons into Jets increases the number of observed
events with the same energy per nucleon becaus the
energy losses of the leading nucleon are compensated
by another nucleons of the primary nucleus, This
ability will be studied.

We have simulated only two possibilites. We assumed
the model of hadron nucleus interection /5/ based
on accelerator data. In the first vertion of calcu-
lation we proposed that the index of primary energy

spectrum changes from _ +1= 2.6 to _ +I= 3.6 at

the primary proton energy E^ =I0 _ , were _ isthe energy of hadrons (histogram 2 in fig. h). In ,,
the second version we suggested the reduction of
the inclusive cross- section for the production of
secondary nucleons with X _0.5 by the factor 2 at
the expense of increasing number of nucleons and +
pions with x_O.3.

As one can see in fig.3 (histogram 3 ) the second
version is in better agreement with the experiment than
the first one+ which assumes the change of primary
composition.
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Fig.3 Spectra of EAS associated
with hadrons (simulation).

Our conclusion about scaling violation in the frag-
mentation region of inclusive nucleonspectrum is not
quite well-grounded. More detaled analises of experi-
mental data, especially at x_0,3 (pure proton region ),
and comparison with model simulation are necessary.
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DETERMINATION OF PRIMARY ENERGY IN NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS

AND THE HIGH PT TAIL OF _-PARTICLES

P. S. Freier and T. W. Atwater

School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Abstract. A determination of primary energy is required in order to

study the energy dependence of meson multiplicity in A-A collisions in

cosmic rays. Various procedures which estimate the energy of a primary
nucleus from its interaction have been investigated. We have used an

average of two methods, one using the pions and wounded protons and the

other using spectator protons and _-particles. The high PT tail
observed for Z = 2 fragments requires a modification of the latter
method.

i. Introduction. From accelerator studies of 1.7 and 3.7 GeV/amu of A-

emulsion inelastic collisions, the distribution in pm for projectile

fragments has been measured for 12C, 14N, 160 an_ S6Fe beams. I-_

Although the distribution in PT for Z = 1 fragments is consistent with a
Gauss±an-like distribution

dN PT
_ c/ 2) (1)OT exp ,-pT2,20

dPT

with O = I00 MeV/c (<pT> = 125 MeV/c), 3 for fragments of Z _ 2 there is
a marked deviation from this shape due to the presence of a tail of

large momentum transfers. This high PT tail results in <pT > being
significantly larger than the <PT> expected from eq. (i). For Z = 2

fragments from 12C, <pT> = 241±8 _eV/c, I and from S6Fe, <PT> = 370±10

MeV/c. 3 <pT> seems to depend only weakly on target A, (_A°'°s) but the
dependence on projectile A is more pronounced (_A°'2s). 3 This increase

in <pT> is mainly due to the enhancement of the high p_ tail with A of

the pr6jectile. We shall show that the high PT tail islalso enhance_ as
the energy of the projectile is increased.

2. Measurements on Beam Projectiles. We have analyzed 105 SSMn-emulsion
interactions at <E> = 1.69±0.3 GeV/amu, measuring the emission angles of

fragments, _-particles, protons, and mesons. The angular distribution

of _-particles is shown in Fig. 1. The transverse momentum, PT' is
-calculated from the angle assuming _He is emitted at the same momentum

per nucleon, PG' as the projectile had at the interaction:

/

PT = 4 Po sin @ (2)

The peak in the angular distribution corresponds to PT (peak) = 240
MeV/c, while <pT> = 356±20 MeV/c. This <PT> value agrees very well withi 3
the value 370±I0 MeV/c measured by Chernov et al. for _-particles from
S6Fe at 1.7 GeV/amu.

The emission angles of _-particles from 179Au-emulsion interactions
at 0.5 - 1.0 GeV/amu are also shown in Fig. i. (The energy at each
interaction was calculated by correcting for ionization loss of the
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_/_ 11.8 GeV/n
240 MeV/c

:! P±=240 MeV/c
5MN 1.7GeV/n

[.
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20- ! P±=550 MeV/c
179Au 0,5-1.0 GeV/n
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n!! ,,

0
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a ANGLE IN DEGREES

Fig. i. Angular distributions of _-particles from A-emulsion
interactions ...... Mn at 1.7 GeV/amu; --- Au at 0.5-1.0 GeV/amu;

---cosmic rays, Z = 6-26 at E a 7.5, El/o = 11.8 GeV/amu. The arrows

show the angles corresponding to the measd9@d pT(peak) for Mn and Au and

to pT(peak) = 240 MeV/c at the median energy for cosmic rays.

projectile.) There is a marked shift of the angular distribution to
larger angles due both to the lower primary energy but also to an

increase in pT(peak ) and an enhanced tail of high momentum transfers.
The peak corresponds to PT = 350 MeV/c but <pT> = 520 MeV/c.

We have used the angles of emitted mesons, protons, and _-particles
from SSMn-emulsion interactions to calculate the energy of the Mn

projectile using two different methods: one uses the participant
protons (WP) and produced mesons (M), and the second uses the spectator

protons (SP) and e-particles. Paper HE 1.4-10 of these proceedings
discusses the first method and the separation of spectator and

participant protons, s This paper discusses the second method and what
adjustments are required in applying it to higher energy cosmic ray
projectiles.

Providing PT is approximately independent of energy, we can
estimate the primary energy from

eff NSp 1 1 eff N
PTsp l sin Oi + 7 PT Zi_I

sin O.

= (3)
Pprimary NSp + N

where Pprimary is the momentum per nucleon and the PT are effective
values ot spectator and e-particle transverse momentum given in the
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Table. This estimate of energy (eq. 3) will be dominated by spectator

protons since <Nsp> _ 4 <N >. The Table shows the peak values of p for
m-particles and spectato_ protons measured in the interactions o_ the

SSMn beam. The PT used for wounded protons and mesons (discussed in
Paper HE 1.4-10) are also shown in the Table. The "beam" average and
median energies are shown in columns 2 and 3 of the Table and can be

compared to the calculated energies in columns 8 and 9. The calculated

energies are simply averaged from the spectator and participant energy
determinations. Figure 2 shows this average energy for the Mn beam.
Some 70% of the particles have measured energies within E ± E/2.

1oL 55Mn EBEAM=I69GeV/°mu Fig. 2. The distribution in

N_I _I measured energy, I/2[E (participant)+ E (spectator)], for a 1.69 GeV/amu

L_[ _ _ ,nn_F__ Mn beam.Oo °
½ [E_RT+EspEcT]GeV/amu

Table. Effective PT used in Energy Determination

pSff (MeV/c) Energy (GeV/amu) Tail/Peak
Beam

Z
<E> El/2 SP _ WP M <E> El/2

25.0 1.69 1.68 I01 232 575 175 2.03 1.51 0.020
13.0 5.50 3.00 I06 232 438 179 5.67 2.82 0.084

14.5 19.60 i1.80 255 680 691 384 19.90 12.40 0.218

3. Energy Measurements on Cosmic Ray Nuclei. Using the same techiques
as used for Mn, we determined the energy.of each cosmic ray primary from
its interaction. For the lO00 huclei measured over Texas where E _ 1.7

GeV/amu, the PT values determined from the Mn beam gave reasonable
measurement of energy (see Table). However, for the 500 nuclei measured

over India where E _ 7.5 GeV/amu, the energies determined from the

spectators using the same values of PT were far too low. A
remeasurement of many of the angles showed they were correct to within ±
0.i °. The observed peak in the m-particle angular distribution is

consistent with the beam value pm(peak) = 240 MeV/c and the median

cosmic ray energy, El/_ = 11.8 GeV/a_u (see Fig. i). However, the tail
to peak ratio, where_tNe cut is defined as six times the peak angle, is
much larger in India (see Table). The result is too many low energy
events. (For a higher angle cut there were no particles in the Mn
tail; the tail to peak ratio for Au is 0.005.)

The effective PT for the cosmic rays given in the Table were
determined by the requirement that the calculated energies fit the
cosmic ray energy spectrum as closely as possible. Figure 3 shows the
resulting energy spectrum of the 500 particles measured in India

compared to a power law in total energy of E-1"v. The energy measured
from I000 particles at Texas (E > 1.7 GeV/amu) fits equally well.
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> •
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4. Conclusions. Calculation of energies of primary cosmic rays using a

method assuming constant PT of fragments fits the known energy spectrum

for a low energy data set (E > 1.7 GeV/amu). The required effective PT

rays > 7.5 GeV/amu are high. The high pSff for _-particles
for cosmic

can be attributed to the high PT tail. Since p_ff for protons must be
increased by about the same factor to fit the cosmic ray spectrum, it

appears that a high PT tail must also be present for spectator protons.

The high PT tail increases with energy.

5. Acknowledgements. This work was supported in part by NSF Grant PHY-
8405852 and NASA Grant NGR 24-005-050.
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STOPPING RELATIVISTIC Xe, Ho, Au AND U NUCLEI IN NUCLEAR EMULSIONS

C.J. Waddington, D.J. Fixsen and P.S. Freier

School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Abstract. Nuclei of 54Xe, 67Ho, Au and o_U accelerated at the Bevalac
_o e-_ergies between 1200 and 7_00 _zMeV/n have been stopped in nuclear

emulsions. The observed residual ranges have been compared with those
calculated from various models of energy loss and shown to be most

consistent with a calculation that includes those higher order

correction terms proposed previously to describe the energy loss of
highly charged particles, for which the first Born approximation is not
valid.

I. Introduction. We have previously reported, Waddington et al. (1983),
on the stopping of 200 GeV gold nuclei in nuclear emulsions. Here we

describe a new study of the residual ranges of energetic Xe, Ho, Au and
U nuclei in nuclear emulsions.

2. Measurements. A single small stack of Ilford G5 nuclear emulsion

pellicles, placed so that the pellicles were parallel to the beam, was

exposed at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Bevalac to beams of krypton
84 ,132. , ,165. , 197. , 238..
(36Kr), xenon k 54Ae), holmium k 67no), gold (79Au) and uranium ( 92u)

nuclei. These exposures were made over a period of less than a week to
nuclei accelerated at maximum rigidity of 5.6 GV and incident on the
same edge of the pellicles. Those nuclei which did not interact in

the emulsions were, apart from Kr-nuclei, brought to rest in the
emulsions by energy loss, thus permitting their residual ranges to be

measured. In order to determine the mean ranges of each nuclei species,
individual tracks were Not followed from the top edge of the emulsions,

XENON a' [ HOLMIUM al2C I I"1185 MeV/n I I 1060 Mev/n
I I

15 <R> =48,25 _ O.05mm

_,o Fig. I. The residual
ranges, R, in mms of
nuclear emulsions,

o measured for each beam.
67,4 68.0 69.0 70.0

Rinmm _ The mean values of range,
<R>, are the arithmetic

......: : means taken between the971 MeV/n I I

values indicated by the<R > • 36,07 _ 0.04 mm

,........ 80 .... dashed lines and the
i R inn

25 errors are the formal
I I URAN UM o

_5 : I........ errors fn the mean, not
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2O _

those in the width of the
=,5 ° distribution.
w
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but were detected by a line scan made a few mms above the estimated

depth of stopping for each species. Each track recorded was then
followed for a distance that at most would be a few mms beyond the

expected stopping point for that species. Tracks of different primary

nuclei than the one being studied could be readily eliminated by visual

inspection. Hence each sample consisted of a group of primary nuclei
with an admixture of fragments produced from interactions occurring

above. The resulting range distributions, Fig. I, show clearly defined
peaks, superimposed on a background of secondary fragments. The peaks
observed define the mean residual ranges of each species with adequate

accuracy, given the uncertainties in the energies.

3. Discussion. Our previous study of Au-nuclei and that of Ahlen and

Tarle (1983) on U-nuclei, both showed that there are large deviations in

the residual ranges of highly charged nuclei from those calculated using
the standard Bethe-Born formalism of energy loss. In order to fit the
observations it is necessary to consider terms which are of higher order

in Z than the Z2 terms that result from assuming the val'idity of the
first Born approximation. Instead, it is necessary to include
additional terms that take account of the finite size of the projectile

nucleus and the electron binding to the target nucleus. Ahlen (1980,

1982) has modified the energy loss expression by including the terms M,

B and BR as follows:

dE 4_NZ e4 Z 2 _22mc2 2

m P-- .J [in -- . 2) B -_ - D + M - B + BR]dx - mc2 B2 Im (i-_

Here the effective charge on the projectile, ZD, is corrected for
the effects of energy dependent electron pickup'and D is a density
correction that is = 0 at these moderate energies. J is a correction
for distant collision polarization effects. Energy losses calculated

only using terms up to and including D we consider as the classical
Bethe formalism, Fano (1963), denoted as Bethe + and will compare with
the earlier calculation of Barkas (1963, 1973). Successive inclusion of

the Mott correction for the finite size of the projectile, M; the Bloch

correction for electron binding, B; and the relativistic Bioch

corrections for 'relativistic terms of the electron binding, BR, lead to
a series of further estimates of dE/dx and hence to calculated residual

ranges. Ahlen and Tarle (1983) showed that their observations on the

range of U nuclei in a mostly copper medium were consistent with the
calculated value using all the terms of the modified dE/dx expression.
Our results on Au nuclei in nuclear emulsions were slightly more

consistent with an expression that disregarded the relativistic Bloch
° term, unless the parameters assumed to be valid in that term were

modified from those used to fit the U data. Whether there was a

significant discrepancy between these two results was not clear, and as
a consequence we decided to take advantage of the opportunity to study

" several different nuclei under as uniform conditions as possible..

The energy of each beam was measuredby determining the magnetic
field needed to guide the beam in a transport line. Similar
measurements have been made many times before and checked by time of

flight determinations. Provided that the beam is well focused these
measurements should be reliable to ±3 MeV/n. In this case these
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exposures were made during a calibration of the HEAO C3 UH-nuclei

satellite detector, Binns et al. (1981), and an image of the beam spot

was available in real time as output from a thin multi-wire proportional
counter. Except for the U-beam a well-focused spot was obtained in
every case and the energies should be reliable. For Uranium there were

clearly multiple charge states present in the beam and the energy
estimate is based on the assumption that the state with both K-shell

electrons attached was dominant in the beam transport line. The Table
shows the assigned energies for each beam.

Table of Energies and Ranges

Nuclei Emeasured AE Eente r Rmeasured

Mev per nucleon mms
132..
54Ae 1239 ± 4 54 1185 69.35 ± 0.30

165.
67no 1128 ± 3 68 1060 48.25 ± 0.17

197,
79_u 999 ± 3 27.5 971.5 36.07 ±_.!7

238.
92° 899.4 ± 3 32.4 867 26.48 ± 0.08

The emulsions were exposed to particles after they had traversed

the vacuum window, an air path and the light tight wifid_w_in front of
the emulsions. The MWPC counter used to examine the footpti_tof the
beam was removed after defocusing to ensure a uniform exposure, _ut for
the Xe and Ho exposures a scintillation counter was also present in the
beam. The energy loss in these materials, bE, has been calculated from
the full expressions for dE/dx, using all terms, for each Z and initial
energy.

The charge or energy dependencies of these higher correction terms,
M, B, and B_ are not obvious by inspection and indeed are not simple.

We have calculated dE/dx and hence residual ranges, R, using the same
assumptions as in our previous report. It is found that in every case
the Bethe + terms lead to the lowest value of dE/dx, which would imply
the largest range, and that the Mott correction alone leads to the

highest dE/dx. Application of the Bloch and rel Bloch corrections gives
intermediate values of dE/dx but reverse in magnitude as Z increases.

Integration of these dE/dx curves allow us to calculate the

residual ranges. In practice these integrations have only been carried
down to a residual energy of i0 MeV/n and a very small correction made

for the additional range. These calculated ranges have been compared

with those predicted from the proton ranges in nuclear emulsions ,

determined by Barkas, scaled by A/_ . The ratios of Ri/R(Barkas ) are
shown in Fig. 2 for each beam at the appropriate energy, Table. This

figure shows that as Z increases the Bethe + expression deviates from
the scaled proton range, being some 3% too high at U. All three of the
higher order correction terms give ranges less than those predicted from
Barkas, and, as suggested by the behavior of dE/dx, the Bloch and

relativistic Bloch corrections interchange between Au and U. The

experimental observations are in all four cases in good agreement with
those predicted by including all terms, including the relativistic Bloch
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term. This result is not entirely consistent with our previous Au

result, which was more consistent with the predictions that did not

include the relativistic Bloch term. The magnitude of the correction

Ranges Normalized to Barkas
I I I I

1.05 -

Fig. 2. Ranges1.00 --- normalized to those

- _ of Barkas (1973).

Rel Bloch Values calculated

from the dE/dx
equation are shown
as open symbols,0.95
those from the

measured ranges as
_- solid with error

._ bars.

0.90

/

Xe Ho Au U
o.85 I ' I ' ' I

50 60 70 80 90

ATOMIC NUMBER, Z

that it is necessary to apply to the Barkas ranges steadily increases

with increasing Z, reaching some 7% for U. However, it should be
remembered that these four measurements are all at different energies

and the corrections suggested by Fig. 2 do not truly represent solely

the Z dependence of the corrections.

4. Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported by NASA Grants
NGR 24-005-050 and NAG8-500 and by NSF Grant PHY-8405852.
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PHYSICAL MEANING OP THE MULTIPLICITIES OF EMITTED NUCLEONS
IN HADRON-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS

Strugalski Z.

Institute of Physics of the Warsaw Technical University
ul. Koszykowa 75
00-662 Warsaw, Poland

and

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, High Energy Lab.
Dubna, USSR

ABSTRACT

The analysis of experimental data on hadron-nucleus
collisions at energies from about 2 up to about 400
GeV was performed in order to discover a physical
meaning of the multiplicity of emitted nucleons. Sim
ple relations between the multiplicities and the
thickness of the nuclear matter layer involved in
collisions were obtained. -

I. Introduction

It is commonly known thatwhen atomic nuclei are bom-
bardedby high energy hadrons, with energies higher than
the pion production threshold, the emission of nucleons f-
rom the target nucleus, the particle production, and the
evaporation of nuclear fragments take place. The presence
of events in which intensive emission of nucleons and frag
ment evaporation appear without particle production leads
to the conolusion that the nucleon emission process can
proceed independently of the particle production, Strugal-
ski Z., Pluta J. (1974), Strugalski Z., Pawlak T., Pluta
(1982); the emitted nuclei are with kinetic energies from
about 20 up to about 400 MeV, in the emulsion technique the
nuclei are known as the so called g-track leaving partic -
klos.

In considerations about the nucleon emission, the
emission process can be treated separately, because the in
fluence on it by the particle production process is negli-
gible, Strugalski Z.(1984 a,b), and the fragment evapora -
tion is due to the target nucleus destruction in the nucle-
on emission process, Strugalski Z. (1984 c).

But, the emitted nucleons are constituents of the tar
get nucleus, and it is reasonable to expect that characte-
ristics of these nucleons should be connected with the pa
rameters of the target - with itssize and nucleon density
distribution in it. When the connections will be found, sim
ple physical meaning of the multiplicities of the emitted
nucleons, of the protons in particular, may be achieved.
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The subject matter in this paper is to present results
of our investigations in question.

2. _ethqd

The method of experimental investigations is based on
two facts: a) It is possible now to realize experiments, u-
sing heavy liquid chambers as 41>1 geometry detectors, in
which emitted protons aud produced pions of any electric
charge including zero are registered with the efficiency ne
ar to 100 %; additional suplementary information about the
target nuclei fragmentation can be obtained from emulsion
experiments. Characteristics of the outcomes in hadron-nuc-
leus collisions, such as multiplicities of produced or emit
ted particles, and momentum and angular spectra can be ob -
tained fully as well. This way, experimental data obtained
now are of such a sort as data which one can expect to ob -
tain in a total experiment, b) Now many aspects about the
nuclear matter distribution in atomic nuclei are so firmly
established that it has been possible to use them in order
to investigate other physical quantities, Elton LRB (1961).
It is possible, therefore, to estimate the number of nucle-
ons, or protons only, contained within any cylindrical volu
me centered on the hadron course in an atomic nucleus.

The method of investigation of the physical meaning of
the multiplicities of the emitted nucleons, or of the emit-
ted protons in particular, consists in comparison of the da
ta on nucleon multiplicity distribution, obtained in inves-
tigations of collisions of definite hadrons with definite
target nucleus, with data on distributions of the nucleon
numbers contained within some cylindrical volumes centered
on various possible hadron courses in the target nucleus$
the distributions are determined from the information about
the target nucleus size and nucleon density distribution in
it.

_. Experiment

In our investigations we have used the 26 and 180 lit-
re xenon bubble chambers, Kanarek T.I. et al. (1959), Kuz -
netsov E.V. et al. (1970). The first one was exposed to
2.34 GeV/c, 5 GeV/c, 9 GeV/c momentum pions from the synch-
rophasotron of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research at
Dubma. The second one was exposed to 3.5 GeV/c negatively
charged pions from the accelerator of the Institute of Ex -
perimental and Theoretical Physics in Moscow. Abou_ 20 000

" pion-xenon nucleus collision events were analysed, Strugal-
ski Z. et al. (1982, 1983). Additionally, compilations of
corresponding data obtained in emulsion experiments were
used, Andersson B. et al. (1978), Babecki J. and Nowak G.
(1978), Busza W. (1977), Gurtu A. et al. (1974), Otterlund
I. et al. (1978), Tsai-Cha et al. (1977).
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$. Results

It was found that the thicknesses of nuclear matter la
yers involved in had_on-nucleus collisions should be natura

lly and conveniently expressed in number of nucleons per so
me area S = _D_ _ 10 fm_, where D O is the diameter of
the nucleon; they can be expressed as well in protons/S, or
in neutrons/S. We use these units only later on.

The analysis of the experimental data, in the light of
the data on the target nuclei, leads to conclusions that:
I. The number n_ of protons ( or of the g-track leaving
particles ) emitted in a collision is a measure of the thic
kness _ in protons/S of the nuclear matter layer invol -
ved in the collision:

(I)

2. The mean number <n_ > of protons emitted in a sample
of the hadron-nucleus c_llisions equals the mean thickness

_ >in protcns/S of the nuclear matter layer involved in
the collisions:

3. At the incident hadron energy larger than a few GeV,

the mean number of protons ( np _ emitted in hadrcn-nuc-leus collisions is:

<Z>S ( I - exp(-(_>/<_t >) ) ( 3 )<np_=

where <_t _ in protons/S is the mean free path for in
teraction of the incident hadro_ with a nucleon in nucle

ar matter, _ = I/ _t_ , and _. _ is the cross-se
ction for the _adron-nucl_ any-type _lisicn.

More _information can be found in my previous works ,
Strugalski Z. (1984 a - c).

_. Remarks

From formula ( I ) it follows that the nucleon emis-
sion proceeds monotonically. But, this formula is accura-
te when the multiplicity of the emitted protons n is
not larger than DS, where D is in prctons/s the diameter
of the target nucleus. In some small number of collision

events, in no more than about 10 %, np > DS. The ap-
pearance of such values of n > DS is due to the pertur
bations in nucleon emission p_ocess, Strugalski Z. (1984b_

Formulas ( 1 ) - ( 3 ) were tested experimentally
within the incident hadron energy interval up to about
2000 GeV, where the nucleon emission intensities were un-
der studies. Nevertheless, we hope that the formulas are
valid through the total region of the projectile energies
above the pion production threshold.



We have investigated mainly the proton emission only,
but additional analysis, Strugalski Z. (1984), provided be
sults which incline us to think that formulas ( I ) - ( 3 )
are valid for both the nucleons together, and for the neu-
trons only, as well.
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HOW ARE PARTICLE PRODUCTION, NUCLEON EMISSION, AND
TARGET _RAGMENT EVAPORATION PROCESSES INTERRELATED

IN HASIRON-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS ?

Strugalski Z.

Institute of Physics of the Warsaw Technical University
ul. Koszykowa 75

00-662 Warsaw, Poland
and

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, High Energy Lab.
Dubma, USSR

ABSTRACT

Relations between particle production, nucleon
emission, and fragment evaporation processes
were searched for in hadron-nucleus collisions.
It has been stated that: 1. The nucleon emissi
on and target fragment evaporation proceed in-
dependently of the particle production proces_
2. Relation between multiplicities of the emit
ted protons and of the evaporated charged frag
ments is expressed by simple formula.

I. Introduction

When high energ_y hadroms - with energies larger than
t_e pion production threshold - collide with atomic nuclei,
nucleons are emitted always, target fragment evaporated, and
particles may be generated, as it has been stated experimen
tally.

The emission of nucleons with kinetic energies of abo-
ut 20 - 400 MeV, or ofthe so called g-track leaving partic-
les, and the evaporation of the target nucleus fragments
may occur without particle production. The question arises
therefore: "How are the particle production, nucleon emis -
sion, and target fragment evaporation processes interrela -
ted ?"

The answer to this question should be found experimen-
tally. In this paper, results obtained in our searches for
the relations in question are presented.

2..Method

In investigations we have used the 26 and 180 litre xe
non bubble chambers, KamArek T.I. et al. (1959), Kuznetsov
E.V. etal. (1970), exposed to pion beams from_the synchro-
phasotron of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research at Du
bma and from the accelerator of the Institute of Experimen-
tal and Theoretical Physics in Moscow.
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General information about pion-xenon nucleus collisi-
ons is contained in a set of Communications of the Joint
Institute for Nuclear Research at Dubna, Strugalski Z. et
al. (1982, 1983); we applied for the analysis in this work
the DST used in them. Additional appropriate information at
higher energies we have found in various emulsion works :
Andersson B. etal. (1978). Babecki J. and Nowak G. (1978),
Bannik B. P. etal. (1980), Gurtu A. etal. (1974), Meyer
H. et al. (1963), Otterlund I. et al. (1978), Tsai-Ch_ et
al. (1977), Winzelel H. (1965); the aceelerator data there
are up to 400 GeV of the incident hadron energy in the lab-
oratory system, some data from cosmic rays, Meyer H. et al.
(1963) are up to about 3 500 GeV.

The method of investigation is based on the fact tha_
at energies much larger than the pion production threshold
hadron-nucleus collision events occur in which in%ensive
emission of nucleons proceeds without particle production,
without pion production in particular. It consists in pro
paration of various characteristics of the emitted nucleons
- of the emitted protons in particular - in dependence on
the multiplicity n_ = O, I, 2, 3, ..- of produced pions of
any electric chargeV Clearly : I. We prepare firstly a set
of various dependences of the characteristics of the emit-
ted protons on the multiplicities n_ of produced pions ,
at 2 - 9 GeV/c momentum, and we discover _eneral features
of these dependences. It should be mentioned here that in
the xenon chambers we register practically all the emitted
protons and all the produced pions of .any electric charge.
2. Secondly, we compare available characteristics of the
proton emission process at higher energies, up to about
3 500 GeV, with corresponding characteristics in pion-xen-
on nucleus collisions at 2 - 9 GeV. Results of such a com-
parison allow to conclude about the behaviour of the nuc -
leon emission process with the incident hadron energy in -
crease, in other words - with increase of the multiplicity
of produced particles. 3. Thirdly, we investigate the de-
pendences of characteristics of the fragment evaporation

process on the multiplicity np of the emitted protons at
various hadron energy.

This way, the effects of the particle production pro-
cess on the nucleon emission and fragment evaporation pro-
cesses, and the relation between the nucleon emission pro-
cess and fragment evaporation process may be discovered.

3. Results

In result of the analysis of various charac%eristics
in question, Strugalski Z. (1984), it can be concluded
that:
a) The particle production process in hadron-nucleus col-
lisions does not effect on the nucleon emission process in
them at any energy of the incident hadron.
b) The evaporation process of the fragments from the
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target nuclei in hadron-nucleus collisions is not influen -

ced by the particle production process at any projectile e-
nergy.

The analysis in details of the sequence of the three
processes- particle production, nucleon emission, and tar-
get fragment evaporation allows to conclude that: Any had-
ton with energy higher than the pion production threshold
causes emission of nucleons with kinetic energies from abo-
ut 20 up to about 400 MeV from the target nucleus, in pas -
sing through it; the nucleon emission may, in many cases,
go in advance of the particle-producing collision of the in
cident hadron inside the target nucleus; the fragment evapo
ration process appears in result of the target nucleus dama
ge due to the nucleon emission; the multiplicity n of pro
tons emitted and the multiplicity _n_ of the charged frag-
ments evaporated are connected by simple formula

A-Z

< n_= 1.25( np + -Z- )

where A and Z are the mass and charge numbers of the target
nucleus, Strugalski Z. (1984).
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PARTICLE PRODUCTION PROCESS IN HADRON-NUCLEON COLLISIONS,
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ABSTRACT

Experimental study of the space-time development
of the particle production process in hadronic
collisions at its initial stage was performed.
_ssive target nuclei have been used as fine det
ectors of properties of the particle production

process development within time intervals smal -
ler than _0 -2 s and spatial distances smaller
than I0-l _ cm . In hadron-nucleon collisicns,iu
particular in nucleon-nucleon collisions, the pa
rticle production process goes through intermedi
ate objects in 2 --_ 2 type endoergic reaction_
The objects decay into commonly observed resonan
ces and particles.

I. Introduction

In searches for plausible mechanisms to explain the
particle production in hadron-nucleon collisions, in nuc-
leon-nucleon collisions in particular, characteristics of
the collision reaction products appeared after relatively
long time after the collision - not shorter than the life
times of resonances - are usually analysed. It cannot be
excluded a priori that the known particles and resonan -
ces are the decay products of some super-particle or su -
per-particles created firstly as well.

Now experimental information is needed, adequate and
of a new quality - relevant to the time intervals _g of
the most short-living particles known up to now, and wit-
bin the spacial distances z much smaller than _c _ ,
where _ accounts the Lorentz dilatation of the lifetime
in the laboratory.

° The short,nest decay times of the known resonances

are _ _ 10- _ s which corresponds to the smallest spa
cial d_stances z of some 10--3 cm in the laboratory,
when _I. So, the qualitatively new and adequate in -
formation which has to be used for elucidation of the
process in question should be obtained at the times
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_ 10-22 s within the spacial distances z _ 10-12 cm. The
se space distances and time intervals we shall call "short%
Experimental information about the particle production pro-
cess obtained at larger time intervals and spacial distan -
cos only my yield false ideas of the collision reaction pro
ducts and of the particle systematics in a whole as well.

The collision reaction products appeared in the inilti-
al stage - within the short time intervals and spacial dis-
tances - should interact with a surrounding medium and the
interaction must produce observable effects, if one would
study these products experimentally. The only tool availab-
le now to realize such experiments is to apply massive tar-
get nuclei as fine detectors, therefore, Strugalski Z.
(1980, 1981, 1982 a);

The subject matter in this paper is to present results
of our experimental study of the space-time development of
the particle production process in hadronic collisions at
its initial stage. In the study, our ownexperimental data
on pion-xenon nucleus collisions obtained at 2 - 9 GeV/c
momentum, Miller K. et a1.(1976), Pluta J. et al. (1976),
Okhrimenko L. etal. (1978), Strugalski Z. et al. (1974,
1981, 1982 a-c, 1983 a-g) and the wealth of experimental da
ta on hadron-nucleus, Bannik B.P. et al. (1980), Busza W.
(1975), Faessler M.A. et al. (1979) Gurtu A. et al. (1974
a and b), Otterlund I. etal. (19781, Tsai-Cha etal. (19771
and the data on hadron-nucleon collisions, _amino V. et al.
(1979), Goldschmidt-Clermont Y. (1973), collected in the
past by other physicists were used.

2.  ethod
The atomic nucleus used as the target in hadron-nucle

us collisions serves _s a fine detector. Its size rA can
be roughly up to about 10 fm, Elton L.R.B. (1961). The
basic physical process underlying the operation principle
of this fine detector is the emission of nucleons, Stru -
galski Z. (1983, 1984). Information in details about the
method can be found in one of my papers, Strugalski Z.
(1985).

]__Results

In result of the investigations performed, we can con
clude that:

I. In hadron-nucleus collisions, particles are produced
via some intermediate objects which decay after having left
the parent nucleus into usually observed resonances and par
ticles. We called these objects "generons".

2. It is reasonable to think that the particle produc-
tion in elementary hadron-nucleon collisions, in nucleon-
nucleon collisions in particular, goes through such inter -
mediate objects as well, in endoergic 2_2 type reaction;
the objects decay into commonly known resonances and partic
lea.
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It has been shown that the above presented mechanism
of the particle production process allows to derive formu-
las which in a convincing manner cau account for hadron-nu
cleus data in terms of our knowledge of hadron-nucleon da-
ta, Strugalski Z. (1982 b).

$. Remarks

The consequences of the picture of the particle pro -
ductlon process, presented above, were proved experimental
ly, Stru_alski Z. (1982 a), Sredniawa B. and Strugalska -
Gola E.(1983, 1984), in hadron-nucleus collisions within
incident hadron energy values from a few up to a few %hou-
sands GeV. Quantitative agreement of the predictions based
on the picture presented with corresponding experimental
data has been found.
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ABSTRACT

Hadrons with kinetic energies higher than the
pion production threshold lose their kinetic
energies monotonically in traversing atomic
nuclei, due to the strong interactions in nuc
lear matter. This phenomenon is a crude analo
gy to the energy loss of charged particles in
their passage throughmaterials. Experimental
evidence is presented.

I. Introduction

We have observed, in the 26 and 180 litre xenon bubble
chambers that GeV pions can be deflected or absorbed in nuc
lei without causing particle production, without causing pi
on production in particular, when are falling on layers of
nuclear matter thick enough, Strugalski Z. and Pluta J.
(1974), Strugalski Z., Pawlak T., and Pluta J. (1982); the
deflection or absorption is always accompanied by intensive
emission of nucleons with kinetic energies from about 20 to
about 400 MeV.

The energy and angular distributions of the protons in
such deflected and stopped events are the same, and they a-
re identical with the distributions of protons in collisio-
ns with particle production as well. It is remarkable and
leads to the opinion that it is reasonable to think that ha
drons lose their kinetic energies, in traversing nuclear
matter, by causing nucleon emission.

The subject matter in this paper is to present short -
ly our results of experimental investigations of degradati-
on of hadron energy through nuclei.

2. E_perimental Evidence

We found experimentally that the number n_T of emit -
ted nucleons which accompany_ the passage of a h_dron thro -
ugh a nucleus along a path _ fm equals the number of nuc-
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loons contained within the volume v = _D 2 _ fm3 centered
on _ in the target nucleus:

where < _ > nucleons/f_ 3 is mean density of nucleons in the
target nucleus along _ , Do is approximately as large as
the nucleon diameter, Strugalski Z. (1978,1979), Pluta J.
and Strugalski Z. (1985).

Relation ( I ) may be rewritten i a more convenient
form:

/-hs (2)

if the path length _ is expressed in nucleons per the area
S, and S = _Do; the number np of the emitted protons is:

Z *Afs ( 3 )

where _" is in protons per S, Z and A are the charge and
mass numbers of the target nucleus.

The simplest observable effects which provide crucial
evidence and support for formulas ( I ) - ( 3 ) are: a) At

! energies high enough, higher than a few GeV, the mean num -
ber < n > of emitted protons in the deflected events is con
stant a_d almost equals<A > S, where _ > is the mes_; thi
ckness of the target nucleus in protons/S, b) At some pro -
jectile energy, definite for a given incident hadron and a
given target nucleus, the distribution of multiplicities of
protons emitted in the stopped events is symmetrical and

its maximum lies at the multiplicity n as large as D S,
where D is the diameter of the target n_cleus in protons/_.
c) The probability of an appearance of the stopped events,
in collisions of a given hadron with a given nucleus, decre
ases with the increase of the incident hadron energy; at e-
nergies high enough, the stopped events do not appear at
all, only the deflected events present themselves in some
portion of the collision events, Struga&ski Z., Pawlak T. ,
Pluta J. (1984).

An analysis in details of the experimental facts led
to the conclusion that: A hadron of kinetic energy E_ lar-

- ger than the pion production threshold loses its kinetic e-

nergy in passing through nuclear matter; the fraction A Eh
of the energy lost on the path length _ nucleons/s is:

* nEh = 6h "'_ ( 4 )

where 6_ _eV/(nucleon/S) is the measurable coefficient

which dSpends on the hadron identity - for pions _ = _
_180 MeV/(nucleon/S), for protons _, = 6 _ 360 '_
MeV/(nucleon/S), Strugalski Z. (19_3).n P
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In support for this conclusion, some additional experi
mental facts of the crucial value may be adduced: a) The me
an number <n _ of emitted protons in the stopped events is
quantitativel_ predictable by simple relation

np =(Eh/ Eh), S ( 5 )

which is valid for such values of E. when (E_/6_) S _< DS
where D in nucleons/S is the targetnnucleus d_am@ter times
Z/A, Strugalski Z. (1983). b) The mean multiplicity<n > of
emitted protons is energy-dependent at the incident barren
energies E_ _< D E_, and the energy-dependence is predictab
le quantita$ively _f formulas ( 3 ) and ( 4 ) are used for
a given target nucleus and for a given incident hadron, St-
rugalski Z. (1984). c) Indirectly, the degradation of the
incident hadron energy manifests itself in observed degra -
dation of the kinetic energy and of the momenta of produced
pions with the increase of the nuclear mstter layer thick -
hess n_ = _ 3 the incident hadron of a given kinetic ene
rgy in_racted with, as it is shown in Pig..

Pig. Mean kinetic energy
_+ '** 1 <E_o> , mean longitudinal

<E_ _ _'_,'+,_,_ momentum < PT v o> , mean4_ , transverse m_ntum < P_r__

c 1 and mean cosine of the _zon'

+._ ..............._ emission angle _ cos @_. o>o _ '0_ of neutral pions produced

,_ _ -***,**,**. in pion-xenon nucleus colli-.. _9 sions at 3.5 GeV/c momen-
o.............5 ,o._. o 5 ,o ._p tum, in dependence on the
' ' ....... j multiplicity n of emitted

I_;_i+_ 1 _+*" _/° protons; the m_itiplicityn is connected with the
,o-_ n_clear matter layer thick-

, i..........'..... neSs _ the incident hadron

+ _ interacted with as: n ="A S,
_ where S = _'D_ _ 10 f_2 and

++ o ++ DO is the diameter of the

_0_ _+ _ ._ nucleon. D/< > are the nor-
_ malized dispersions of cor-

_,_.' responding quantities.,_ .+_ o.o.... _.... ,o_

.....""i ....'-I
o _...._....,0_ $ 3. Conclusions

o............... , o ...",_,',_..... that, in sudying hadron-nuc .
o _ ,0_ o _ ,o_ leus collisions, we have m-

et a phenomenon which may
be regarded as a crude analogy to the phenomenon_ consisting
in the energy loss of a charged particle in materials; simi
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larly, hadrons lose their energies in traversing nuclear
matter. But, the newly observed energy loss of hadrons is
due to the strong interactions of had_ ons with nuclear mat
ter.

In many cases, when particle-produclng reactions oc -
cur, the nucleon emission and therefore the incident had -
ton energy loss, due to this emission, is going in advance
of the particle-producing reaction; the incident hadron co
vers firstly some path in the target nucleus without parti
cle-producing reaction and then it causes this reaction in
the nucleus; in many cases it may happen on,the end of the
hadron path in the target nucleus.

The effects caused by the hadron energy loss are ob -
served clearly when the incident hadron energy is not lar-

ger than 6_ D, where E h is in GeV/(nucleons/S) and D in
nucleons/S _s the target nucleus diameter.
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ABSTRACT

Range-energy relations for hadrons in nuclear
matter exists, similarly to the range-energy
relations for charged particles in materials.

I. Introduction

When hadrons of GeV kinetic energies collide with a-
tomic nuclei massive enough, events occur in which incide-
nt hadron is stopped completely inside the target nucleus
without causing particle production - without pion produc-
tion in particular. The "stoppings" are always accompaui -
ed by intensive emission of nucleons with kinetic energy
from about 20 up to about 400 MeV, Strugalski Z., Pluta J.
(1974), Strugalski Z., Pawlak T., Pluta J. (1982). We sho-
wed experimentally that the mean number _ z_ of the emit
ted nucleons is a measure of the mean path _<7_>in nuclear
matter in nucleo_s/S on w_ich the incident hadrons are stop
ped, where S=_-D_ 10 fm _ and D o is the nucleon diameter,
Strugalski Z. (1978,1979,1984):

Similar relation can be written for the mean multipliciy
n _ of emitted protons only, usually observed in expe-

riments:

<np>
where Z and A are the charge and mass numbers of the tar -
get nucleus.

It is known as well, from our experiments, that the
mean number _ n > of protons emitted in the "stopped" even

ts decreases wi_h the incident hadron energy Eh decrea-se.

The question arises: Is the mean path_ /_>, in
nucleons/S, of the incident hadron in nuclear matter re -
lated definitely to its kinetic energy E_or not? The
answer to the question should be find prib_rily in experi
ments, and we would like to find it.
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2. Experimental Determination of the Range-Energy Relation

The method of determination of the relation between

the hadron range R_ and the incident hadren energy E
is simple - it consists in a determining of the mean m_l
tiplicities < n_T > or < n > in the "stopped" collisio n e-
vents of a defiflite hadro_ with a definite massive target

nucleus at various energies Eh. Such measurements have be-
en performed at two values of E_: E_= E_ = 2.12 GeV and

E_ = E_= 3.2 GeV, using pion-xe_on "*nucleus collisions.
P_r bo{h the values of Eh the ratio

6 Eh Eh= (3)

is practically the same: _ = _= 180 MeV/(nucleon/S).
• It @nables us to suppose tha_the relation exists

Eh = Rh _ h , (4)

where E_ is in MeV, _ is in nucleons/S, and _h is in
MeV/(nu_le ons/S ).

Using data on the "stopped" events in proton-AgBr
collisions, Sumbera M. and Vokal S. (1982), we determined

the quantity 6-h = _ = 360 MeV/(nucleon/S), for incident
protons. P

The results obtained are based only on a few experi-
mental points, at two values of E_for the pion-xenon nuc
leus collisions and on one value t_f E_ for the proton-
AgBr collisions. It would be not need_ess to test relati-
on ( 4 ) in some other way. We have done it. Namely, we
have made an expectation for the probability for the oc-
currence of the "stopped" events in dependence on the in-

cident hadron energy Eh in pion-xenon nucleus collisio-
ns at values of E. : 2.1, 3.2, 5, 9 GeV. Predictions are
based on the relation ( 4 ), they are in agreement with
corresponding experimental data, fig. ; more details con
cernlng the calculations one can find in one of my works,
Strugalski Z. (1983).

o.15 .... Fig. Probability P_ of the ap-..... pearance of t_e pion-xe-

non nucleus collision e-

- 010 { _-Xe vents in which incident- pion is stopped inside
the target nucleus, in
dependence on the inci-

. o05 dent pion momentum P_.
• - experimental data,

_ , ----- -calculations, u
0 0 ' 2 4 6 8 GeV sing formula ( 4 ) and

E_ data on the xenon nucle
us, Strugalski (1983).



_. Conclusions

In result of the measurements, we obtained that defi -
nite relation exists in nuclear matter between the hadron
range R_ and the kinetic energy E_ of this hadron. This
relatio_ is an analog to similar _ange-energy relation in
materials, for electrically charged particles.

Relation ( 4 ) , together with relations ( I ) and
( 2 ), allows to understand the energy-dependences of the
mean multiplicity of the emitted nucleons in hadron-nucleus
collisions at energies smaller than a few GeV, Strugalski
Z. (1984), Abdtu_akhimov E.O. et al. (1978).

Relation ( 4 ) helps to determine the hadron energy
loss in nuclear matter, from the energy-dependence of the
mean multiplicity _ n_ of emitted protons in any-type
hadron-nucleus collision reactions, as well, Strugalski Z.
(1985).
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ABSTRACT

We have observed, in the 180 litre xenon bubble
chamber, that when hadrcns with kinetic energy
higher than the pion production threshold fall
on a layer of nuclear matter - on an atomic nuc
leus in other words - in many cases they can
pass through it without causing particle produc
tion but they are deflected through some deflec
tion angles; if the energy is lower than a few
GeV and the nuclear matter layer is thick eno -
ugh, the hadrons can be stopped in it. The amo-
_ut of the deflection at a given incident hadron
energy varies with the way the hadron strikes
the atomic nucleus; the probability of the occur
rence of stopping depends on the incident hadr-
on identity and energy, and on the way the had-
ron passed through the nucleus, as well.

I. Introductio n

Almost 75 years ago H. Geiger and E. Marsden, two of
E. Rutherford students, directed a beam of alpha particles
onto a thin foil of gold. With a screen of fluorescent ma-
terial they then counted the number of particles scattered
at various angles as a result of encounters with the gold
atoms, Geiger H. and Marsden E. (1909). It was E. Ruther -
ford who supplied the interpretation of findings obtained
in the experiments; in the interpretation he had also int-
roduced a method whose importance is indiminished today,
Rutherford E. (1911).

I would like to communicate, in this paper, that now
" it is possible to perform similar experiments in which in-

stead of the metallic foil the "foil" of nuclear matter of

definite thickness will be used, and the projectiles emp -
- loyed will be the strongly interacting particles, pions or

protons for example, raised to high energy by an accelera-
tor.

In contrast to the Geiger-Marsden-Rutherford experi -
merits, where the scattered alpha particles have been obser
ved only, in the experiments with nuclear matter foils an
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e_ssion of nucleons from the "foil" is observed always and
three general kinds of events occur against the background
of this emission: a) Events in which the projectile is def-
lected only, without causing the particle production, Stru-
galski Z., Pluta J. (1974), Strugalski Z., Pawlak T., Pluta
J° (1982). b) Events in which incident hadron is stopped
completely without causing the particle production, Strugal
ski Z., Pluta J. (1974), Strugalski Z., Pawlak T., Pluta J.
(1982). c) Events in which particles are produced.

The emitted nucleons are of kinetic energy from about
20 up to about 400 MeV, as it has been seen experimentally,
Strugalski Z., Pawlak T., Pluta J. (1982).

2, A M_ssive Atomic Nucleus asL the "Foil" 0_ Nuclear Matter

Any of the atomic nuclei massive enough can be regar -
ded as the lens-shaped "foil" or "slab" of nuclear matter,
if the thickness _ (b) of the nuclear matter layer at any
distance b from the nucleus center is _easured in units
of number of nucleons per some area S fm _, like the Earth
atmosphere thickness is expressible usually in grams/cm2,
Strugalski Z. and Pawlak T. (1981).

Such a "slab" should be characterized generally by the
maximum thickness of the nuclear matter layer -_max, the
mean thickness <_ >, and the thickness _(b) at any distan-
ce b from the nucleus center; the values of these quantiti-
es for many nuclei can be found in one of our works, Stru-
galski Z. and Pawlak T. (1981).

Results of experimental studies of the nucleon emissi-
on process in hadron-nucleus collisions, Strugalski Z., Paw
lak T., Pluta J. (1982), prompt to us the procedure by whi-
ch we can determine the quantity _(b); it has been conclu-
ded that relation exists between the multiplicity of the

emitted nucleons n N and _(b) .expressed in nucleons
per S _ 10 fm_:

_(b).S = _ ( I )

Y_en the multiplicity n of the emitted protons is measu-
red only, _elation ( I )_should be rewritten:

z (I")
= np

where Z and A are th_ charge and mass numbers of the target
nucleus, and S = _D_ fm , and D O is the nucleon diamete_ .
Strugalski Z. (1985).

3. Experiment

Experimental information about pion deflection in its
passage throughnuclear matter was obtained by means of the
26 and 180 litre xenon bubble chambers, Kanarek T.I. et al.
(1959), Kusnetsov E.V. et al. (1970). The small chamber was
exposed to the p$on beam from the synchrophasotron of the
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research at Dubna, 2.34 GeV/c!
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the larger chamber was exposed to the beam of negatively
charged pions of 3.5 GeV/c momentum from the accelerator of
the Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics in
Moscow. The massive nucleus of the xenon 131 atom was used
as the nuclear matter slab, Strugalski Z., Pawlak T., Pluta
J. (1982).

_. Results

It has been found experimentally that: a) A definite
simple relation exists between the incident pion deflecti-

on angle @_ and the average multiplicity n_ of emitted
protons; in other words - a definite simple _elation exists
between the pion deflection angle @_ and the thickness
in protons/S of the nuclear matter layer traversed by this
pion. b) The mean value of the cosine of the pion deflecti
on angle, < cos@_ >, depends definitely and simply on the
number n_ of e_Litted protons; in other words, the deflec-
tion angl_ of the incident pion increases in a definite man
her wi_h increasing the thickness _ of the nuclear matter
layer traversed by the pion.

The analysis of experimental data, Strugalski Z.(1982),
leads to the recognition: a) The observed deflection angle
distribution is a result of two sorts of hadron deflections
in nuclear matter - one is due to a multiple scattering
from objects with the rest mass as large approximately as
the pion rest mass is, the second one is due to a single
scattering from massive objects with the rest mass as large
as the rest mass of the nucleon, b) The multiple scattering

may be described quantitatively by simple formula with a si
mple physical meaning, Strugalski Z. (1982):

< 0 >2 k (2 )
where < @_> is the mean deflection angle occurred on the
thickness _ nucleons/S,<__> is the mean deflection angle
occurred on the thickness _= I nucleon/S. Formula ( 2 )
is similar to the Rutherfords formula, Rutherford E.
(1911).

When the incident hadron energy is smaller than a few
GeV, events occur in which the hadron is stopped, Strugal-
ski Z., Pluta J. (1974), Strugalski Z., Pawlak T., Pluta &
(1982). In pion-xenon nucleus collisions, the "stopped" e-
vents occurwhen the incident pion energy is smaller than
about 4 GeV.

° Simple relation exists between the range R_ of the
hadron in nuclear matter and its kinetic energ_C Eh, Stru
galski Z. (1983):

Eh (3)
Rh = -_h

where R_ is in nucleons/S, E in GeV, _ is experimental
ly detei_n_ined coefficient inh GeV/(nucle_n/S) -for pions
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C_0.18 GeV/(nucleon/S) and for protons _h = E_3_ GeV/(nucleon/S). P

_. Conclusions

Hadron deflections and hadron stoppings were observed
experimentally. These phenomena are observed clearly at e-
nergies smaller than a few GeV. Many effects occur due to
these phenomena - energy dependence of the mean multipli -
city <n_>of the emitted nucleons, for example. At energi-
es high Snough these phenomena do not influence on the ob-
served outcomes in h-A collisions.

It should be noted that the energy spectra, the longi
tudinal and transverse momentum distributions of the emit-
ted nucleons do not depend on the hadron deflection angle,
at angles not larger than about 60 degrees; they are inde
pendent of the hadron range in nuclear matter as well.
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ABSTRACT

It is not obvious a priori that the cross-se6tion
for a process in hadron collislons with free nuc-

leons is the same as that for the proces_ in had-
ton collisions with nucleons inside a target nucle
us. The question arises: "What is the cross-secti
on for a process in a hadron collision with nucle
on inside the atomic nucleus ?". The answer to it
must be found in experiments. The mean free path
for particle-producing collisions of plons in nuc
lear matter is determined experiment&lly using pi
on-xenon nucleus collisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum.

Relation between the mean free path in _uestion_ i
in nucle_ns/fm = and the cross-section b_ in uni-
ts of fm_/nucleon for collisions of the _adron wi

th free nucleon is: _i = k / _i' where k = 3.00+ 0.26 .

I• Introduction

One of the main concepts which is useful in hadron-nuc
leus collision analysis is that of the mean free path _ ; it
always has a subscript denoting a particular process. Usu-

ally, the mean free_pat_ _ fm for a process is related to
the cross-section b- fm /nucleon for such a process in col-
lisions of the hadron with free nucleon as:

1

. where _ in nucleons/fm3 is the mean nucleon density in the
target nucleus along _. Relation ( I ) can be expressed as

I
(2)

when _ is in nucleons/fro2. It is convenient to express /_
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in units of nucleons/S where S = _-D 2 _ 10 fm 2 and D o is
the diameter of the nucleon.

The subject matter in thispaper is to determine expe irimentally the mean free path _ _ nucleons/S for the par
ticle-producing hadron-nucleon collisions in nuclear matter.

2. Method

Two experimental findings provide the basis for experi
mental determination of the hadron mean free path for the
particle-producing collisions in nuclear matter: a) The dis
covery of hadron-nucleus collisions in which incident had -
ron is stopped or deflected only in accompaniment by inten-
sive nucleon emission from the target nucleus without causi
ng the particle production; the emitted nucleons are with
kinetic energies from about 20 up to about 400 MeV, Strugal
ski Z. and Pluta J. (1974), Strugalski Z., Pawlak T., Pluta
J. (1982). b) The discovery of definite relation between
the intensity of the emitted nucleons and the thickness of
the nuclear matter layer involved in any-type collision e-
vents - when particles are produced or not, Strugalski Z.
(1984 a).

We can consider a sample of hadron-nucleus collisions
as a result of interaction of a beam of hadrons with a len-

se-shaped "slab" of nuclear matter, Strugalski Z. (1984 b).
In fact, in any collision event the target nucleus is dest-
royed, but in any of the collisions a hadron collides with
identical nucleus.

Let us consider a hadron flux I o incident on a layer
of nuclear matter of the thickness dt . The differential
intensity loss dl due to interactions is given by the re
lation dl = -lo_dt , and so I = loexp(-_t) = loexp(-t/_
The mean free path _ in_fm can be replaced by _ in nucle-
ons/S, where S _I0 fm2; the thickness t in fm can be
replaced by t in nucleons/S as well, and

I = Io exp(-t/_% ) ( 3 )

The thickness of the nuclear matter layer t in nuc-
leons/S, involved in any type collision, is given from the

relation between this thickness and the number np of theprotons emitted in the event, Strugalski Z. (1984 a), as:

z (4)
np= t.S'_ .

In measurements of the mean free path _ in nucleons/S
the quantity Io is simply the number of hadron-nucleus
collisions analysed, the quantity I equals the number of
events without causing an effect - the particle production,
for example; all the quantities Io, I, and t are measu-
rable ones. Then, _ can be estimated simply from relation
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(3).
For determination of the_ -s, the collision events

observed in the 26 and 180 litre xenon bubble chambers ,
Kanarek T.I. et al. (1959), Kuznetsov E.V. et al. (1970_
exposed to beams of pions were used.

_. Experiment

The smaller chamber was exposed to the positively
charged pions with 2.34 GeV/c momentum from the synchro-
phasotron of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research at
Dubna. The bigger chamber was exposed to negatively char
ged pions with 3.5 GeV/c momentum from the accelerator
of the Institute of Experimental and Theoretical Physics
in Moscow.

In photograph scanning, any-type collision events we
re selected, a total information about the outcome in any
of collisions was obtained, as it concerns the emitted nu
cleons and produced pions of any electric charge, includi
ng neutral pions, Strugalski Z., Pawlak T., Pluta J.
(1982), Strugalski Z. et al. (1983).

$. Results

We measured the mean free path _= in nucleons/S
for the particle-producing collisions, _d the mean free
path _ in nucleons/S for collisions without particle
production when the incident hadronswere deflected throu-
gh the deflection angles larger than @r _ 30 degrees, Stru
galski Z. (1983). We obtained for the particle-producing

mean free path _i = 12.4_1.7 nucleons/S and for the me-
an free path _ = 12.8±1.5 nucleons/S. A
A We found tha_ the formula for dtermination of _ from
_ taken from elementary hadron-nucleon collisions _hou-
ldAbe, instead of formula ( 2 ):

k

where _. and _ are in nucleons/S and S/nucleon cor -

respondi_gly, k = 13. o + 0.26

_. Conclusions

. The mean free path _ for particle-producing had -
ron collisions in nuclear mStter, determined by means of
formula ( 2 ), does not correspond to the mean free path
determined experimentally.

" This path_ , for particle-producing collisions,

and the path _d =, for the deflections through angles
larger than 30 degrees, are practically the same.
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But, the deflections through large angles are from
collisions of incident hadron with hard constituents of the
nucleons, Strugalski Z. (1982). The observed equality bet-
ween _ and _ _ may mean that particles are produced
when collisions occur with the hard constituent of the nuc-

leon'The inequality of values of the quantity _ evalua -
ted from formula ( 2 ) and determined experimentally using
the method presented above may be regarded as an appearance
of a nucleon structure in hadron-nucleus collisions, Struga
lski Z. (1984 c).
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ABSTRACT

Possibilities of observing abundances of @mesons and narrow
hadronic pairs, as results of QGPand Chiral transitions, are
considered for nucleus-nucleus interactions. Kinematical re-
quirements in forming close pairs are satisfied in K+K- decays
of S(975) and _(980) mesons with small PT, and @(1020) mesons
with large PT, and in _ decays of familiar resonance mesons
(p, m, At, ...) only in a partially restored chiral symmetry.
Gluon-gluon dominance in QGPcan enhance @meson production.
High hadronization rates of primordial resonance mesons which
form narrow hadronic pairs are not implausible. Past cosmic
ray evidences of anomalous @production and narrow pair
abundances are considered.

I. Introduction. First (or second) order phase transitions have been
demonstrated for Quark-Gluon-Plasma(_GP) and Chiral Symmetry Restoration
in various lattice QCDcalculations.! Phenomenological consequences of new
states of matter have been discussed rigorously in the past few years.
Some signatures which may discriminate new states from ordinary hadronic
processes are considered for on-going and future experimental investigations:
(i) direct photons and lepton-pairs; Z (ii) large average PT; _ (iii) rapid-
ity-azimuth fluctuations; _ (iv) strangeness production; 5 (v) "fade-out" of
resonance mass peaks, b

The first issue has been most quantitatively studied so far, but the re-
sults of calculations are found less prominent than initially expected. 7
The second item, large PT, has been attracting some critical attentions,
since there are some experimental indications in the JACEEcosmic ray data 8
and in S_pS data, 9 which can be discussed as influences of hydrodynamical
expansion I0 and .thermodynamical manifestation II of plasmas. The third issue
has been only naively conjectured,12 but some expectations are made on the
basis of super-cooling and deflagration. 13 The fourth issue, strangeness,
has been emphasized by several people,14 however, negative arguments against
its abundant production are also raised recently (based on large entropy
consumption in pions).15 The last issue, being least studied to date, seems
to be of particular interest, because it has been the only predicted diagno-
sis of Chiral transitions.

We examine other potential probes of new states of matter, considering
several anomalous symptoms uniquely shown for nucleus-nucleusinteractions
in the past cosmic ray experiments. First, the possibility of abundant @

- meson production in QGPis considered. Then, we shall study the possibility
of observing reduced-mass resonance mesons in partial chiral symmetry.

2. @Meson Abundance. Koshiba et al. 16 and Kim17 observed multiple Kaons
in nucleus-nucleus collision events in Brawley Stack emulsion. The former,
particularly, have shown that the observed Kaons are mostly due to @mesons
which are identified by an invariant-mass _tudy of two Kaons. This is,
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however, inconceivable at first glance, because strong suppression of qb
mesons has been established in elementary particle interactions. This
suppression is best understood by (I) its large mass (1,020 MeV/c2), (2)
small coupling constant of s-quark, and (3) Okubo-Zweig-lizuka (OZI) rule
for disconnected quark diagrams (small mixing of s_ with uO and dd).

These fundamental suppressions do not seem quite obvious in nucleus-
nucleus collisions for the following reasons: (I) large mass suppression in
the Boltzman factor may not be valid among different flavors; primordial s_
can be as many as uu and dd in QGP, as often stressed by Rafelski. 5 (2)
a small coupling constant is not unique for s-quark at high temperature as
QCDreduces strengths of l'ight quark couplings. Even if not, their intrin-
sic difference is small. (3) The OZI suppression is effective to q_ . q_
process, but it is absent for stronger (more rapid) gg . q_ process. In a
gluon-rich environments(QGP) s_ production is dominated by the latter.

The qb/_ ratio should be enhanced in QGPat least to the 1% level,
apart from well-known low values (< 0.I %). If we follow Rafelski's calcu-
lation of ss abundance in QGP, and separately apply the Boltzman factor to
strange particles, we get @/_ ratio upto 23 %. (The PT distribution of them
may be different as wel_L, if hydrodynamical flow of QGPis strong. A uni-
versal PT formula, dN/dPT _exp(-mT/To); To = 170 MeV, may not be valid in
universal CM system, but only in the rest system of the hydrodynamical front
plane.) Such a high qb/_ ratio, though possible, is not guaranteed only from
above considerations. Particularly, an alteration of the universal Boltzman
factor for different flavors remains too arbitrary.

On the other hand, the Koshiba data implies @/_ ratio 32 + 17 % in the
target fragmentation region. It is also interesting to note that K/_ ratios
for nucleus-nucleus and proton-nucleus events in the same data turned out

7et O._le e_p tht_ elpy.2r
to be 0.41 + 0.15 and 0.I _2r e v 1 This value is consistent
with the latest Rafelski s i a e bound given by McLerran.15
If we accept Kaon data of Koshiba et al., we are inevitably compelled to re-
consider the strangeness suppression.

The q_meson is an unique particle in the sense that it does not decay
(T -_ 20 fm/c) before leaving a "fireball", and its decay particles (K+K-)
remain closely associated with each other. In this regard, it is interesting
to note another cosmic ray data which showed pronounced narrow pairs in
nucleus-nucleus collisions.18,1 9 These data, if explained by @mesons,
require PT(qb) more than 1.5 GeV/c (for pairs with Ay < 0.2 and Aqb< 30o). 23
S and _ mesons make "too narrow" K+K- pairs (Ay, Aq__- 0). The required
high @(PT _>1.5 GeV/c)/_(all PT) ratio (~ several %) to account for all
the pair abundances is unacceptable by any means, which eliminates the
candidacy of high PT @mesons for the observed pairs. Nevertheless, as
discussed later, qbmesons and other familiar resonance mesons can make very
narrow hadronic pairs without high PT in partial chiral phase.

3. Mesons in Partial Chiral Symmetry _ Chiral Symmetry Restoration is
shown by many calculations to take place at almost the identical critical

temperature (Tch) as the deconfinement (QGP) transition (Tc). The conse-
quence of the chiral symmetry at high temperature is the reduction of reso-
nance masses. Chiral transition above Tch maynot alter the main scenario
of dynamical processes of nucleus-nucleus interactions, at least, that of
hydrodynamical expansion of QGP. Nonetheless, an influence on the hadroni-
zation process must be considered, because the hadronization process is at
the same time a process of dynamical symmetry breaking of chirality.

At temperature just below the QGPphase transition (T _ Tc) when early
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hadronization starts, chiral symmetry breaking is incomplete. The mass of
a resonance meson composed of u or d quarks is significantly light at high
temperature, while those of _'s and K's remain almost normal. Chiral coun-
terparts, for example, p((l-)-) and Ai((l+)+), have different masses, 770
and 1,270 MeV/C2, respectively in normal nuclear phase. Their mass differ-
ence vanishes above Tch. The mass formulae in the quark model gives a de-
gree of symmetry breaking as a function of the temperature: 20

m(T)/molT~Tch . 2.03{(Tch - T)/Tch}½, (I)

where mo represent_ the constituent quark mass (~ 300 MeV) Using a formula
given by Pisarski, _u we get p meson mass at different T. When Tch = 215
MeV and Tc = 207 MeV, for example, mp increases rapidly with decreasing T:

mp = 290 MeV (T = 206 MeV), 341 MeV (T = 205 MeV), .-. (2)

The decay Pmax values for p(T = 206, 205 MeV) . _ are only 63 MeV and 96
MeV, respectively, which can explain observed narrow pairs (dN/d(A@) for
Ay _ 0.2) satisfactorily without assuming high PT.23 Other resonance mesons
are similarly lighter than their ordinary values in normal nuclear phase.

The number of primordial q_ mesons can be evaluated by the combination
rate at unit space-time,

dN _ d3k'l d3k2

A z dt dx 3 = (1/2) f4m 2 sds.6(s - (k 1 + k2) 2) f(2_)31kl [ f(,2_)31k21

x {Cgfg(k_)fg(k2)q gg.q_(S) + Cqfq(kt)fq(k2)o q_.q_(S)}, (3)

where CQand Ca are determined by the number of degrees of freedom for
:" gluons _nd qua_ks, and _(s)'s are cross sections for gluons and quarks to

form a specific q_ state. The ratio of (q_) states frozen out in the tem-
perature intervals Tc - T and Tc - Tf can be estimated by

Tc d4
R(T) _ f_c dT.A(T)f_ d4x 6(T - T(x))/ fTf dT.A(T)f_ x 6(T - T(x))

{(Tc/T) G l}/{(Tc/Tf) _ - I}, (4)

where Tc > T > Tf, with Tf being a final temperature (Tf = To = 170 MeV).
When we consider R at T = 205 MeV, about 3 % of all final states are shared
by primordial mesons in the earliest chiral breaking phase. Though the
evaluation iscrude (neglecting many dynamical factors), it is interesting
to note that "chiral mesons" are not negligible in discussing the final
state pair correlation. A question still remains how _'s from chiral mesons
can survive during meson-meson final state interactions. We tentativelv
neglect this, as the decay width £ is proportional to {(Tc - T)/Tc}3/", 20
and the lifetime of "chiral p meson" is correspondingly long ( several fm/c).

Chiral symmetry does not affect s-quark mesons very much. Nevertheless,
a few times I0 MeV mass reduction is not unreasonable for @mesons. This

b permits primordial _ mesons decay into narrow K+K- pairs even with small PT-
The above discussions are highly speculative, as many\assumptions are

left unjustified. However, the hadronization mechanism fro]h QGP, particu-
larly from chiral symmetry, seems to have potential sources of narrow pairs.

4. Conclusions. The @meson abundance in nucleus-nucleus interactions
can be much higher (_/_ 2 1%) than that in proton-proton collisions (@/_
< 0.I %). The highest possible value in QGPmay be 23 %, though this is
too optimistic. Some cosmic ray data suggest much higher values (@/_ = 30
%) in a narrow target fragmentation region. It is too high for a plausible
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explanation without assuming some strangeness abundances in cosmic ray
heavy-ion events. Though inspiring, the observed data are limited to only
several events (E > l TeV/amu). Follow-up experiments are required to
consider new states of matter for them.

The hadronic narrow pairs might involve decay products of "chirally
symmetric primordial mesons" (bound state of qC_:cf. Cooper-pair, i.e.
phonon). However, the existing pair correlation data might be mostly
accounted by some unclarified experimental errors and by more conventional
mechanism such as the HBT effect.19 Further studies may be required for
confirming non-trivial pair abundances in the existing data. We do not
consider at present any direct relationship of the experimental data to the
above described scenario, though tempting, because both studies are still
very primitive. Experimentally,measurements of <PT> and invariant mass
of a pair (with identity of the particle species) are possible in the back-
ward hemisphere within nuclear emulsion techniques. If these data become
available, the study of pairs will be more interesting. However, pair
observations have some difficulties to deal with very high multiplicity/
high energy density events; too high a particle density obscures any mean-
ingful narrow-pair correlations. (Rapidity densities for the study of pair
abundances may be limited to, probably, dN/dy ~ lO0.) In this sense, light
nuclei collisions and/or intermediate impact parameter events at high energy
would best suit for observations, but with a risk to fall short of energy
densities for the phase change. Theoretical developments for early hadroni-
zation processes are important in confirming the suggested scenario of
(chiral transition . primordial "chiral mesons" . narrow hadronic pairs).

No definitive judgements for existing data are possible at this stage,
however, we conclude that these kinds of observations can be potential probes
of QGP and Chiral Symmetry Restoration when new states of matter are
actually realized in high energy nucleus-nucleuscollisions with moderate
rapidity densities.
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SU(2) x U(1) VACUUMAND THE CENTAUROEVENTS

D. Kazanas, V. K. Balasubrahmanyan and R. E. Streitmatter
NASA/Goddard Space Flight C/enter

Greenbelt, MD 20771_
USA

ABSTRACT

We propose that the "fireballs" invoked to explain the Centauro events
are bubbles of a metastable superdense state of nuclear matter, created
in high energy (E ~ 1015 eV) cosmic ray collisions at the top of the
atmosphere. If these bubbles are created with a Lorentz factory : I0 at
their CM frame, the objections against the origin of these events in
cosmic ray interactions are overcome. A relationship then between their
lifetime, T , and the threshold energy for bubble formation, E ,, is
derived. The minimum lifetime consistent with such an interp_encation

is T ~ I0 -B sec, while the E,h appears to be insensitive to the value
of • and always close to E+_~ 1015 eV. Finally it is speculated that
these bubbles might be mani_stations of the SU(2) x i_(I) false vacuum
excited in these collisions. The absence of _°'s in the Centauro events
is then explained by the decay modes of these excitations.

1. Introduction. The Centauro, events (Lattes et al. 1973) are high
+

energy : 1015-i cosmlc ray events detected in nuclear emulsion chambers
at high altitudes (> 4000 m)with characteristics which defy explanation
in terms of "standard" high energy cosmic ray col'lisions and subsequent
cascading of the produced particles. The characteristics which set these
events apart from the typical events expected at these energies (= 1015
eV) are the following:

a. They are observed deep in the atmosphere (: 500 g cm-2), only a few
hundred meters above the emulsion chamber detector.

b. They have very high multiplicity.
c. They have very large mean transverse momentum, <Pt >, 3-5 times

larger than that of a typical nuclear fragmentation interaction.
d. There is a deficiency of neutral pion production.d

Direct nuclear collisions fail to account for any of the above features,
especially for the observed rate, R = 10-2 m-2sr-lyr -I, since the
probability of penetration of strongly interacting parti_cles to such
depth is negligible. It was pointed out though, that most of the above
features (multiplicity, <Pt>), could be accounted for in terms of the
explosive decay of an unknown state of matter. Bjorken and McLerran

. (1979) postulate a new metastable form of quark matter, introducing a new
component in the cosmic ray spectrum, while Kinnunen and Rubbia (1981)
argue that these events cannot be due to high energy cosmic ray interact-
ions, thus in effect agreeing with the previous authors, lh the present

" note we accept the interpretation of the Centauro events as the explosive
decays of an unknown yet high energy particle deep in the atmosphere.
However, contrary to the previous treatments, we relate the Centauro flux
to the flux of high energy cosmic ray particles at the top of the atmos-
phere, thus avoiding the introduction of a new, unknown component in the
primary cosmic ray spectrum. Then, the requirement that Centauros are
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due to the explosive decay of a bubble of a metastable superdense nuclear
matter, produced in a high energy collision on the top of the atmosphere,
leads to a relation between the formation of such a metastable state and
to its lifetime. This is done in the next section.

2. The Centauro Event Rate. In relating the Centauro rate to that of
high energy cosmic ray interactions, we shall assume that a large frac-
tion of high energy cosmic rays have interacted within 50 g cm-2 from the
top of the atmosphere, which sets the interaction height to about 21 km.
Given that the Mt. Chacaltaya detector is at a depth ~ 500 g cm-2 or a
height of _ 6 km, the bubbles of metastable matter will have to traverse
a distance of about 15 km before they decay. We further assume that any
decay at a distance dL > I00 m from the detector does not classify as a
Centauro event, because the ensuing cascade will not have the charact-
eristics of a Centauro (i.e. closeness to the detector, few_°'s). Then
if TO is the lifetime of the bubble and YL its Lorentz factor in the
laboratory frame, the decay rate of bubbles as a function of time after
the interaction will be

N(t) = mT e't/YkTo (1)

or in terms of the distance d from the high energy interaction point,

N(d) = NT e-d/CYLTo (2)

Where NT is the rate of bubble production at the top of the atmosphere.
Then the differential rate with respect to the pathlength dl within which
decays are identifiable as Centauro events is

dECd)= 1 N(d)
dl CYLTo

and the Centauro event detection rate should be

dl NT e-d/cyLTo (3)R=

Solving this relation for the rate of events at the top of the

atmosphere, NT, one obtains

YLC To ed/CYLTo (4)NT = R dl

Since we expect the formation of bubbles to have a threshold energy Ei,
NT should be the integrated cosmic ray flux at the top of the atmosphere.
with E > Ei or "

NT n K Ei"1"7 Ei"1"7 m-2 S-1= = n 1.1 104 Sr-2 (5)

with Ei measured in GeV. The factor n denotes the fraction of these
events that produce bubbles of metastable nuclear matter, which we will
presently assume to be of the order of I (n -- I). If Mb is the mass
(rest energy) of the bubble and E*h its CM energy then its Lorentz factor
in the interaction CM frame will b_

f = E*b/mb
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Ei 1/2
Hence the Lorentz factor of the CM will be YCM = (2T) . Consequently

the Lorentz factor of the bubble in the laboratory frame, YL, will be

YL = Mb = YCM f + (Y • (f2-I)1/2 cosO*--f (_)I/2 (6)P

Substituting equations (5) and (6) into equation (4) and solving for Ei
we obtain the transcendental equation

Ei EiR 1/2
exp (d/c (___)1/2 f To)]-o.sg (7)Ei = [n_-d-l" (T) f to

where R = 10-2 m-2sr-lyr -I is the Centauro event rate, dl = I04 cm, d =
15 km = 1.5 x 106 cm, K is defined by equation (5), and mn has been taken
as I GeV. Substituting the numerical values equation (7)_reads

Ei = [¼ 5.68 x i_ 8 Ei I/2 f t o exp (7.07 l(]5/EiZ/2f to) ]-0"59- F (Ei, to)

Equation (Ta) can be solved
7 , , , graphically by plotting the curves

! ' ' ' /f y = Ei and y = F(Ei, Tn). The
-._ . results are shown in figure I

6 _-_ where the families of curves F(Ei,
// / _'/___._ Tn) are shown as a function of Ei

I I/ /__----_ w_th fT^ as a parameter. One can
_ I /// I . ,..,_.s-'--_ distinguish two major features:

I .,/{ / _ii'°.',o-U (i) For sufficiently small valuesTo • -
4_i'f_°o_;°-s- of the parameter fTo (<I0-8) no

_. l j ii Ii d i,_.iO-,S solution to equation (7a) exists.
: ?- _/" / / e f,o.lO"7 This means that for sufficiently

o/{ / / ff,o:iO"_'s smal1 bubble lifetimes (fT_ <10-8)
o'/ / / Cfro,lO-S not enough of them willVsurvive

/ / / deep enough in the atmosphere to
2! ,# _# , , account for the observed Centauro

4 _ e _ flux, (ii) For fT0 >10-8 there are
logEl(GeV) always two solut10ns to equation

(7a) since the curve y = Ei
Figure 1 intersects the curve y = F(Ei, to)

at two points. It is interesting to note that of these two solutions the
highest ones are always close to an energy E_ = 106 GeV for a wide range

of values of the paramter fTo, (10-6-10-8),'which corresponds to a CM
energy of-- 1 TeV.

One can of course assume that the increased penetration is due to the
smaller cross section of the"bubble". The difference is heights between
21 km (where presumably the metastable state forms) and 5 km where the

" fireball occurs and corresponds to ~ 500 g cm-2 or a cross section
> i0 times smaller than that of strong interactions. This corresponds
_o a linear dimension >3 times that of a proton and hence a Pt >3 times
that of strong interactions as indeed observed.

The assumption that the bubbles of the superdense metastable nuclear
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state are produced with a certain kinetic energy at the CM of the colli-
sion can actually sidestep the arguments of Kinnen and Rubia (1981)
against the origin of Centauros in high energy cosmic ray collisions.
The latter authors have concluded so by noting that the kinematics of the

Cenaturo event demand y = 104 and Mfireball = 200 GeV. Assuming further
(as they did) that all the primary energy goes into making the rest mass
energy of the fireball (i.e. y, =Y_M)' they derived from the latter

figures a primary energy E_ = y_.. _']' • _. = I017 eV. The flux of
cosmic rays at these energies is_ch _'(_D1aC_v_to account for the observed
Centauro rate. Eq. (6) however shows that if the bubble is created in
the CM frame with a Lorentz factor f = i0 then y, = 104 implies y 109

and hence a primary energy E. = 1015 which provides sufficient C_ux to
account for the observed rate, I

3. Discussion - Conclusions. The next question one is called to answer
_'s the nature of these "fireballs". (See Kazanas et ai.1984). We
consider the possibility of the SU(2)xU(1) vacuum as a means for
producing these "fireballs". At the restoration of the symmetry there is
a contribution to the energy density from the SU(2)xU(1) vacuum. The
total energy density, _, is then

= An4/3 + p

The first term is the energy density due to the quarks participating in
the collision (assumed to be cold) and the second term the energy density
of the vacuum. The pressure of the mixture can then be calculated using
the thermodynamic relation

dc 1 An4/3_
P = n_-_--c =-_ p .

One can now observe that for An4/3 : p (i.e. close to the phase transi-
tion point) the pressure of the mixture goes to zero and the medium
becomes unstable to bubble formation. It is assumed that at T = T the
two phases with <@> : 0 and <@>_ 0 coexist since the height o_ the

barrier between them is smaller than the thermal energy for T > T (Sher
and Flores 1983). Neglecting surface effects, the bubbles ar_ .nc pres-
sure equilibrium between the positive particle pressure and the negative
vacuum tension. The bubbles should therefore decay primarily into Higgs
particles. It has been suggested (Willey 1984) that the particle _(2.2)
_bs.erved in the decay J/_.y+_(2.2) might be the Higgs boson. Such an
identification would indeed fit the signatures of the Centauros. A_
100 GeV bubble/would decay into ~ 50 Higgs and subsequently into ~

100 KI_(C(2.2).I_Kdominantly). These K's would have Pt ~ 1 GeV and
would explain the absence of _°'s. Also only explosions close to the
detector would classify as Cenaturos since for dL>300 m the K's would
have a chance to decay into _°'s, and then into photons.
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HEAVY FLAVOURS PRODUCTION IN QUARK-GLUON PLASMA

FORMED IN HIGH ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS
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ABSTRACT

Results on compression and temperatures of
nuclear fireballs and on relative yield of
strange and charmed hadrons are given in this
paper. The results show that temperatures above
300 MeV and large compressions (_I0) are unlikely
achieved in average heavy ion collision. In
consequence thermal production of charm is low.
Strange particle production is, however, substan-
tial and indicates clear temperature - threshold
behaviour.

I. Introduction: Observation of QGP is one of the most
desired arguments in favour of correctness of our understan-
ding of strong interactions. Its formation needs a large
deposition of energy in large enough volume. The intera-
ctions of cosmic ray particles, primarily nuclei, offer the
unique opportunity of its detection.

One of the signatures of QGP formation is increased
rate of heavy flavours as compared to the hadronic systems
at the same temperature without QGP formation (I). The
role of charm may be also peculiar; we forsee charmed
quarks as a centers of hadronic buble formation in hot QGP
and as a stabilizing factor in cold multicharmed globs (2).
Both phenomena may lead to unusual events. Here we
present only some of our results. The full paper will be

. published elsewhere.

2. The model: Several arguments, based on experimental
observations (the transparency of nuclei being strongest

" one) and on results of relativistic of two fluid - hydro-
dynamics allows us to treat the beam nucleus (for
definitness we will work in the lab frame) as a penetra U
ting, shock-like discontinuity propagating with (almost)
velocity of light through the nuclear matter. In
equations of hydrodynamics its propagation is represented
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as a source term of energy, momentum and colour (but not
baryon number) transferred to the nuclear matter. These
equations allow us to find (with ass_ned equation of state

for nuclear matter) the heating curve i.e. temDerature T
and compreosion factor f{= nB/no, no = 0.17/fm_) behind
the front. Whenever T and f are in QGP sector of QGP-
hadron phase diagr_n we assume that, within the slice
1-2 fm behind the traversing beam nuclei thermalized QGP is
formed.

We tried several models of nuclear matter to get
equation of state, but finally our results represented here
are based on Walecka mean field model, Statistical boot-
strap model of point particles, and Hybrid model of free
N,A._- gas with phenomenological repulsion potential
fitted at low energies. The qualitatively the results for
all models are the same.

QGP is described by standard model of four fermions
(u,d,s, c - quarks) and eight bosons (massless gluons).
The paritition function with several sets of parameters
tried, has been calculated up to the lowest order of pertur-
bative expansion. The masses and coupling constm%t are
taken density and temperature depeDde_d with the running

momentum q = ( (2T) Z + ( /_.B/3)2 )_.

The evolution of QGP (its expansion and flow) is
governed by hydro-and thermodynamics. One of the strongest
constraints is given by baryon number conservation and
entropy production condition (I), (3): i.e. surface
hadronic deflagration of QGP at thermal and 6Hemical
@quilibrium is forbiden prior to the reversed phase transi-
tion QGP-Hadronic gas. In consequence all hadrons are
produced at transition temperature, which (for f_ 10) is
roughly 160-180 MeV and, as entropy production in deflagra-
tion is low, they preserve degrees of freedom of QGP close
to the transition.

3. Results: Our model gives a unique possibility to
relate T and f when equation of state is given. According
to the authors knowledge this result is unique and original
(4). In the approximations used the result for T(f) do not
depend on size of the neither beam not target nuclei. The
result for assumed (ud), (uds), (udsc) QGP is presented on
Fig. 1. °

The second result of our model which we wish to
present to the Conference is strangeness and charm
relative yield when QGP is formed in nuclear collision.
Due to high entropy per baryon m%d, in principle, unlimited
temperature as well as due to peculiar properties of QGP
evolution its presence offers more abundant production of
heavy flavours than any hadronic process without QGP.
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Due to the finite relaxation times the production of
heavy flavours at lower temperatures is damped by finite
life time of QGP. In consequence the production of
strangeness and charm displays a pronounced temperature-
threshold enhancements. For nuclear fireball created

according to the our scenario the strange particles start
to be copiously produced at T _ 240 MeV, (see Fig. 2)
whereas charmed particles have threshold at T _ 500 MeV.

Fig. I

,Temperature T
and coml)ression
factor (f) of

ud,_ nuclear fire-
T ball together

MeV _
, with phase

diagram for
Walecka (WAL),
Hybrid (HYB)
and stat.

_ Bootstrap (SB)
/ models of

/
/ hadronic gas.

_L/ T-f cu_ve for
/_e _ hadronic fire-
/ ball has been

/ _GP got for ud,
_a_ oK uds and udsc

flavours. WAL-
curve has been

_3_ _.Tz got when com-
pressed matter

_ _6 is assumed to
be Walecka
nuclear matter.

HAORONS K is "Kajantie
point". All
numbers refer

i _ _ _ _ _ _ a_,0 , _ F to energy per
baryon.

4. Conclusions: According to our model and within the
. approximations-done our results indicates:

(i) High temperatures in nuclear fireballs
are not likely to be common phenomen_

- at high energy interactions. Itis
relatively easy to heat nuclear fire-
ball up to T = 200 - 240 MeV.
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Fi. 2

R _ Ratio R of strangequarks and hadrons
' 6 _ _" yield v.s. ini.tial

/
temperature of

, nuclear fireball.
The threshold beha-
viour is seen only

2__ for strange hadron
I • _., .. yield but not for

/ _ _._0 nonstrange component.

y/_ For charmed particles

"_. :yield" similar thre-
shold is expected for
temperatures above

/v,-__/ ' , 500 MeV.

(ii) Nuclear fireball decays in a deflagration -
llke process at T = 160-180 MeV when almost
all hadrons are produced.

(iii) Heavy flavours are easily produced provided
relaxation time is shorter than ]ife time
of QGP droplet. Their production displays
threshold - like enhancement which may serve
as indicator of GGP-formation,

(iv) Energy transferred to heavy flavour component
is almost steady (_ 30%) fraction of total
energy.

(v) Charmed quarks and consequently charmed
articles are produced in very lpw amount
at T = 500 MeV nc/nB is _ 10-b).

*On leave of absence from University of Lodz, Poland. o
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RINGLIKE INELASTIC EVENTS

IN COSHIC RAYS AND ACCELERATORS

I.M.Dremin, A.M.Orlov, M.I.Tretyakova
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In cosmic rays 1-3 and in accelerators 4 there were ob-

served single inelastic processes with densely produced (azl-

muthaliy isotropic) groups of particles exhibitlng spikes in

the pseudorapidity plot of an individual event (i.e. ring-

llke events).

Theoretically the existence of such processes was

predicted 5 as a consequence of Cherenkov gluo_ radiation or,

more generally, of deconfinement radiation 6.

Nowadays some tens of such events have been accumulated

at 400 GaY 7 an at 150 TeV 8

Analyzing ringlike events in proton-nucleon interactions

at 400 GeV/c we show 7 that they exhibit striking irregula-

rity in the positions of pseudorapidityspikes' centers which

tend to lie mostly at 55,90 and 125 ° in cms. It implies ra-

ther small deoonfinement lengths of the order of some fermi.

We have chosen high-multiplicity events with noh _ 12

among all protoh-nucleon interactions at 400 GeV in the pho-

toemulsion experiment 9. There were 284events a_allable.

To select ringlike events we use some oriterla (for more

details see 7) which single out those events with dense

groups in the pseudorapidity plot containlngmore then 6

cha_ged particles within the unit pseudorapldity intelwal.

- In total 59 among 284 event have been chosen as ring-

like events what corresponds to 1 mb of their production

- CROSS section.

The very important feature of ringlike events is the

position of rings. The center of a ring should be in some

way close to the direction of the gluon emission in the

above treatment. We have determined the positions of the
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centers of rings in all 59 events. They are shown in Pig.1.

In Pig.2 we show the example of one ringlike event

(among 59 available).

_=90°
_aS"_0Q 55° @e,M.S,

d___ ' ' ' '_'_ '" ' ' '

' I'_0 = = 0°

2o _

,rl,Fl.... , , ,n,Fl, _'°a_°°

<_> ,, ,,_,_ ", ,
Pig. 1 The pseudorapidity

distribution of spikes' _ = -A _
centers.

Fig.2 The pseudorapidity distribution (a) and the pseudora-

pidity azimuthal plot (b) of a pN-event(O+O+18p) with a ring

of 9 charged particles (<_ > = 4.02, <a_ > = 0.066). Triangles

mark the particles, points correspond to other particles.

The most striking feature of _i8.1 is the irregularity

in appearance of rings *) and their tendency to rather large

cms angles (upper axis); "

The only reliable explanation is that the particles

within the rings are produced by some process the formation

length of which is rather short. Actually, the large emission

angles of Cherenkov gluon radiation were predicted 5 in 1979
,,, ,,,, _ _ :

*) The indirect confirmationto such irregularity can be

drawn from ISR-data 10 about two-particle rapidity correla-

tions (for more details see 7).
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as a conseguence of a thinness of hadronic targets. Later it
was shown b Lthat the deconfinement of quarks within hadrontc

targets can provide stronger effect at the same angles. The

maximum of forward (in cms) emission of gluon jets appears

at the laboratory angle

where _0 is an energy of a gluon Jet (i.e. of a group of

particles) and e is a formation length which should be

close to the deconfinement length. Let us remind that an

analogous value for protons usually increases_ with primary/___,

energy E of an emitting particle as G3"_ £ _ W'_(E/;_/
i.e. it must be very large at 400 GeV and correspondingly the

emission angle is small (of the order of m/E according to (1)).

The average number of emitted within the ring gluons

in an individual event is estimated 6 as about 3 at 400 GeV

and about 6 at 150 TeV. Therefore the rings could be totally

isotropic at 150 TeV while some azimuthal substructure may

be noticeable at 400 GeV. We have not investigated it in

de tail.
o

If the maxima at 55 and 125 shown in Pig. 1 are inter-

preted as ones due to gluon emission by deconfined quarks

then using (1) together with the obvious inequality

_ E one gets

The hadron momenta have not been measured 9 and there-

fore we can not estimate the value of OD in (I). However

reasonable assumptions about transverse momenta show that

" the gluon radiation length _ can not be much larger than,

say, 10 fm.

This conclusion is strikingly different from above

estimates for photon radiation length. It shows the funda-

mental difference between the electromagnetic and colour

currents, the last one being strongly confined within small

space regions. The formula (I) provides unique means to
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determine the extension of that region.

In conclusion, the ringlike events (i.e. events with high

density of secondary particles within a narrow pseudorapidity

interval) provide an unique possibility to define the length

of action of deconfined colour currents. The above investi-

gation shows that this length appears to be quite short (of

the order of the hadron size). They also could reveal such

important facts as the vector nature of gluons and the mac-

roscopic features of the quark-gluon medium (for example,

its refractivity). Further experimental work with higher

statistics is needed for detailed study of those problems.
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ABSTRACT

General phase space theorems are discussed for the

cases (A) with only energy conservation applied

and (B) with energy and momentum conservation

applied. It is shown that in the non-relativistic

limit for N particles there is a very close relation-

ship between the multiparticle phase space integral

in case B and that for case A and N-I particles.

i. Introduction. There are in physics many phenomena that can be

described as phase space effects. By this is meant effects that are

determined essentially by the number of states available to the system.

Examples may be found in equilibrium statistical mechanics and in the

evaluation of dynamical processes. In particular, the cross sections

and rates associated with processes initiated by binary collisions are

determined by the interaction that causes the process and also by the

number of final states associated with the various products or channels

for the reaction. Applications or examples of this kind of effect occur

in electronic and atomic processes, chemical kinetics, nuclear reactions,

and elementary particle processes. All of these processes can be repre-

sented as a reaction of the type

a + b---+ products (c + d + e +...) . (i)

In the c.m. frame and for given energy (E) available to the

outgoing particles, the total momentum-space volume available to these

particles is, with momentum and energy conservation imposed,

_(N) = f... f d 6(3)( E pj) 6 ( E E. - E). (2)j=l J j=l_' j=l J

This quantity, proportional to the number(_m_ available final states, is
fundamental and simple expressions for _ can be derived for small

N when the outgoing particles are non-relativistic (NR), extremely-

relativistic (ER), or even of general energy. When all are NR o_ ER

(or even a mixture), it is possible to derive expressions for _(N) for

general N , using various mathematical methods or tricks. One such

trick will be illustrated in this paper.

In the limit where one of the outgoing particles (say, particle

• N) has a larg_^_ass, its energy (_N2/2mN) is small and can be neglected.

Then, the 6_jJ function can be'eliminated by integrating over d3p N ,
and

N-I N-I

_(N) _ _(N-I) = f... f _ d3p 6( _ E - E); (3)

mN_g j-I _ j=l j
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that is, the heavy particle just plays the role of satisfying the momen-

tum-conservation restriction. The phase space integral (3), with only

the energy-conservation restriction applied is the one appearing in
statistical mechanics in the so-called microcanonical ensemble. It

_(N)turns out, however, that, in the NR limit, _ is very closely

related to _(N-I) for an arbitrary distribution of masses ml, m2,...,
mN; we shall demonstrate this in a simple way.

Before proceeding to consider the very special problem

mentioned just above, a few other introductory remarks should be made.

In _odern particle physics the use of the invariant pha_e space volume

_(N) is more common; this quantity is the same as _(N) except each

factor d3pi is divided by 2E. , yielding Lorentz-invariant factors;

the two 6_{_nctions are also combined to a single invariant 8(4) factor.

The factors % are certainly more convenient than _ in relativistic

calculations, but it is not clear which is actually more fundamental.

In a sense _ is, since it is proportional to the number of states. For

examples of the use of the invariant #-factors the book by Perl [i] may

be consulted; this work also gives references to earlier papers on the

general subject. A general survey is also given in a monograph [2] in

preparation by the author.

2. General Expressions: NR Limit. If we make the change of variable

,pj = (2Emj)i/2x3_. , (4)

thereby introducing dimensionless momentum variables x= , the integralJ
can be written in more convenient form. It is also convenient to intro-

duce dimensionless masses in terms of the total mass M :

2 M ; N
= _ E _j2 = i . (5)mj

j=l

Then, in the NR limit,

_(N) = (2M)B(N,I)/2 ( NE _.)3E3(N-I)/2-1 IN (5)
j=l J

where

N (3) N N 2
IN = i''" f _ dBx _ ( E v.x.) 6 ( E x. - i) (7)

j=l ....J j=l_'_J j=l_J

is a dimensionless integral. In terms of the variables ,xj and para-
meters _. , the phase space integral _ [eq. (3)] is

J

_(N) = (2M)3N/2( _ _ )3E3N/2-1 J (8)

j=l j N '

where

N N 2

JN = f''" f E d3x" 6 ( E x. - i) . (9)
j=l "J j=l-J

In the following section we shall outline the proof that
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IN = JN-I (I0)

This is, at first sight, a remarkable result that means, for example,

that IN is independent of the mass spectrum _I,_2,...,_N . The inte-

gral (9) for JN can be evaluated easily by a number of methods (see
[2] or almost any book on statistical mechanics):

JN = _3N/2F(3N/2) " (ii)

3. Theorem [eq. (I0)] on Phase Space Integrals. The theorem is easy to

prove for N=2 and 3, but it is of interest to prove it for general N .

This can be done by considering the indices J=l, 2, ..., N labelling

the particles as designating an N-dimensional space. With _ as a

unit vector along the jth axis of this space, the axes are _aken to be

orthogonal: g"_k = 6"k* In this space 0 = (vI,V2,...,gN) is a vec-
tor of unit length: 0_0 = 1 , because of (5). Also, in terms of

= _i'_2'''' '_N )' and

N

d3_ = _ d3x. = dXl...dXNdYl...dYNdZl...dz N (].2)
_ j=l "3

the integral (7) can be written

IN = /d38 6(_ 2 - 1)6(3)(0"8) (13)

But _._ is invariant to a rotation of the axes in the N-dimensional

space, as is _2 Essentially, such a rotation corresponds to a

relabelling of the particles. With this invariance, it is convenient to

choose an orientation such that the vector _ is along one axis such

that, say, 0 = (0,0,...,i) corresponding, physically, to the case

mN >> mj> N. The 6-function 6(3) 3is then simply 6(3)(XN) which can be
eliminate_ by integration over d xN . The resulting integral is then

just JN-I and the identity (i0) is obtained.

It is interesting how in this problem we make use of the mass

spectrum ml,m2,...,m N to prove a theorem and simplify a derivation.

In the ER limit we h_v_ no such device to employ and the evaluation of
the corresponding _ N is more complicated. However, the same trick

employed to prove the result (i0) can be used to derive results when we

have, say, N NR particles and N' ER particles. For more details, see

[2].
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ABSTRACT

In 1982 a hybrid electronic counter-emulsion chamber experiment was
flown on a balloon to study heavy nucleus interactions in the

20 to ZI00 GeV/AMU energy range. A gas Cerenkov counter, two solid
Cerenkov counters, and a proportional counter hodoscope gave the

-_rimary energy, the primary charge and the trajectory of the part-
{cles, respectively. Using the trajectory information cosmic ray

nuclei of Z>IO were found reliably and efficiently, and interaction
characteristics of the Fe group nuclei were measured in the chamber.

A plastic scintillator below the emulsion chamber responded to

showers resulting from interactions in the chamber and to non-
interacting nuclei. Data on the response of the counter have been

compared with simulations of hadronlc-electromagnetic cascades to
derive the average neutral energy fraction released by the heavy

interactions, and to predict the performance of this kind of counter

at higher energies. For the interacting events of highest produced
particle multlplici_y comparison between various simulations and the
shower counter signal have been made.

Q

I. The Instrument. The hybrid electronic counter-emulslon chamber

instru-m-ent_descrlbed I and some r_s_its of the interactions
studies are presented at this conference _'J. Information on the "
measurements of _rimary charge and energy with the electronic counters

is also presented 4. For the purpose of this paper the counters above the
emulsion chamber give a sample of heavy nuclei, carbon and_above, energy
of 22 GeV/AMU and above with charge known within Z±I and energy

differentially to 65 GeV/AMU and integrally above 65 GeV/AMU_ The data
available in this energy range contain 2,408 total particles. The
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relevant emulsion _hamber features are: Dimensions 50 cm x 50 cm x 21.5
cm ; 65 gm/cm _ thick; 7.0 total radiation lengths; 1.4 interaction
lengths thick for oxygen and 2.5 for Fe.

The burst scintillator was a 0.635 cm thick sheet o_ Ne 102
plastic, 57 cm x 57 cm, enclosed in a diffusion box viewed by two sets
of two 7.62 cm photomultiplier tubes. One set of two tubes covered the
pulse height range to 200 equivalent minimum ionizing particles (M1P).
The other set (using dynode pulses) covered therange to 6000 equivalent
MIP. The usable range of overlap included the fraction (_20%) of C to
Si nuclei which passed through the emulsion chamber and allowed in-

flight calibration. Figure 1 shows the pulse height Spectrum caused by
oxygen nuclei with the prominant non-interacting peak. The use of only
two photomultlpllers resulted in nonuniformity (_15%) which was mapped
with muons and checked with in-fllght callbratlon for use in

corrections. Because of the lateral spread of the show@rs in this
energy range this correction has some resldual error.

2. Simulations. A slmulatlon program was developed to predict _he

_owe_ _ i-nequivalent minimum ionizing particles _Z fragments) Z +

protons + charged plons + (electrons > 1 MeV)]. The slmulatlon program
is modular with options allowed for processes such as fragmentation,
plon generation, and electromagnetic cascade. Most shower counter

slmulatlons used a wounded nucleon model (WNM) with the average number

of wounded nucleons equal,to 0.3, an average Inelasticlty of 0.5, number
of plons from <N> = 2.3_/4 , plon energies from the CKP model, and plon

angles from a distribution with average PT = 300 MeV/C. The
electromagnetlc cascade was a llnearshower development function at the
correct angle based on Rossi-Grelsen but adjusted to later experimental
results 5.

3. Results. Figure 2 shows the data from the burst counter for
indivldual events with Z - 24 to 28. Also shown are results of

slmulations at 20 GeV/AMU and 60 GeV/AMU. These slmulatlons were done

by choosing, according to interaction length, a random location in the

chamber at an incident angle of 30". The results of repeated event

simulations match _we11 in average values the d&ta from Z _ 6 through 26
over the narrow energy range available to this experiment. Table I
shows the results of simulatlons up to 200 GeV/AMU and 6ata from •this
experiment. The results agreed with the average value of heavy nucleus
energy going into electromagnetlc cascades (0.12 for Fe),.whlch has been

used for energy estimation in passive, emulsion chamber experiments at
. higher energies.

TABLE I

Pulse' height and standard deviation for burst _dunter and
simulations. Burst slgnal is in range 21 to 25 and >55 GeV/AMU.
Simulatlons are average of 40 events.

E(GeV/n) 20 60 ..... 200

0 Burst 252 _ 190 604 _.468

O_ SIM 231 _ 132 640 ± 455 1554 _ 1200
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Fe Burst 951 e 333 2082 ± 856

Fe SIM 851 • 239 2130 • 934 5861 _ 2716

It is noted from Figure 2 that the events of highest produced par-

ticle multiplicity (as determined from the emulsions, see paper HEI.4-3

this conference) do not give exceptional burst counter signatures. Some

simulations of these events have been attempted, using as a starting

point the first interaction characteristics f_om the emulsions. One

method of simulation started with the primary angle, interaction

position, and number of wounded nucleons. The remainder of this
simulation was the same as the WNM simulation described above. Another

used the produced particle angular distribution llst (reduced by a

number of leading particles equal to the primary charge); and assumed a

plon transverse momentum distribution of average P 0 = 340 MeV/c andtn
conservation of isotopic spin. These simulation results for the five

highest multiplicity events generally exceeded the burst counter pulse

height by one to four standard deviations. An analysis of individual

event simulation results to varying parameters in the models is in

progress. For peripheral interactions, such simulations are more

obscured by subsequent fragment interactions which are not usually
measured in the chamber.

4. Discussion. The behavior of the burst counter described above and

the results of the simulations using the WNM compare well in average

values •and variance in the energy range of this experiment. Several

effects, including the loss of shower particles from the sides of the

scintillator, effect of shower lateral spread on uniformity corrections,

and knock-on electrons_cascading in the calorimeter have been estimated
but not modeled in detail.
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I. Introduction

Interest in studying ralativistic nucleus-nucleus intera-
ctions arises from the fact that they offer an opportunity
to probe nuclear matter at high density and temperature. It
is expected that under such extreme conditions a transition
from hadronic matter into quark-gluon plasma occurs and
that in the interactions of highly relativistic nuclei such
conditions are created Ill. Before energetic nuclei beams
will be available at new ion accelerators, cosmic rays re-
main a unique source of high energy heavy nuclei. JACEE-3
experiment was designed for study the colli_ions of heavy
cosmic ray nuciei with different nuclear targets at energies
beyond 20 GeV/nucleon.

2. Experimental method

JACCE-3 experiment was carried out using a combined
electronic counters and an emulsion chamber detector, which
was exposed to the cosmic rays on a balloon at an altitude
of 5 g/cm 2. The electronic counters were placed on the top
of a 50 x 50 cm _ emulsion chamber. The counter system measu- °
res the ener_gies (between 20 and 60 GeV/nucle0n), charges
(from Z=6) gnd determines trajectories of incident nuclei.
It registers also the burst energies released in the intera-
ctions. The emulsion chamber serves simultaneously as both
target and coordinate/ionization recorder. Details of the
apparatus are given in _2].

The charges of projectile fragments and emission angles
of all charged secondaries were measured in consecutive
layers of emulsion and/or CR-39 plates downstream the inte-
raction vertex. Charged particles in the forward cone were
detected in the emulsion chamber without ambiguity. For each
event the following multiplicities were determined:
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_F-number of multicharged projectile fragments [Z_/2);

_p- number _f released protons from incident nucleus,

N_=Z- _ ZF,6 , where Zp is the charge of primary nucleus;

_sf- Pnum_er of relativistic (_0.7) singly charged seconda-
ries emitted in the forward hemisphere:@-_@_, where_vz
corresponds to;[/_ in the center of mass of proton-pro-
ton collision;

_Imf=Nsf-Np, number of produced charged particles (mesons) ;

Nsp-number of spectator protons (see explanation below) ;

Npart=Np-Nsp, number of protons participating in the colli-
sion.

Spectator nucleons are not involved in the collision. The

number of spectator protonS,Nsp , can be determined for each
event by selecting from singly charged particles those ful-
filing a given emission angle criteria [3]. Among participa-

ted nucleons(NpartAeJ_)are wounded nucleons which interact in-
elasticaly in the target and nucleons which do not contribu-
te to the particle production but still participate in the
collision as the secondaries scatter off them. I_ is not
possible to distinguish experimentally between wounded pro-
tons and those originating from cascade processes, however

it is natural to assume that Np is related to the number
of wounded protons, art

3. Results

The analysis was performed @n an unbiased sample of heavy

primary (Zp>/22) interactions with three different targets:
light target=CHO,emulsion and lead. The detailed measurements

have been completed for 70 interactions with Ep& 60 GeV/n
out of 120 heavy nuclei recorded. Table I summarizes the in-
clusive data for interactions of "iron" group nuclei on dif-
ferent targets. Multiplicities and dispersions ar2 calcula-

ted for %he forWard cone only. The values of the Nmf/D ratio
are close to I independently of the target mass being consi-
stent with the predictions of the superposition models for
nucleus-nucleus interactions _4]. In Figs.la,b,c the inclusi-
ve pseudorapidity distributions obtained on different targets
are presented. The increased of the particle production on

. heavier targets in forward region is seen. In Table 2 we com-
oare our results with the data for proton collisions with the
same targets _5_. The p-nucleus data are taken in the same
angular region and are e_trapolated to the same primary ene-

rgy_Ep_. The ratio of the average multiplicity in nucleus-
nucleus collisions to the meanmultiplicity in p-nucleus
interactions can be compared to the_average number of woun-

ded nucleons in projectile nucleus_ Nwn, calculated from the

simple geometrical formula: _,, _p_A,/_A__ Within the limits
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of statistical errors these two quantities agree with each
other. Thus, we observe an extension of p-nucleus data to
nucleus-nucleus ones on the base of simple superposition of
independent collisions of nucleons from projectile nucleus.
If we select the events with different number of wounded

_ucleons than, we expect (basing on a superposition picture)
that the multiplicity in nucleus-nucleus collisions will de-
oend linearly on the number of wounded nucleons. Experimen-
tally it is only possible to do a selection according to the
number of oarticipa.ting nucleons, so the quantitative compa-
rison with model predictions is not possible. Qualitatively
we observe the increase of the multiplicity with increasing
number of participating nucleons (Fig.2), but this depende-
nce is much weaker than the one expected from superposition
of p-nucleus collisions. This discrepancy may be explained

by the fact that among Npart there are protons which do not
contribute efficiently to the particle production. On the

other hand we do not expect a dependence of Nmf on the num-
ber of spectator nucleons, unless the latter are not corre-
lated with participating nucleons. Only for events with a
total disintegration of primary nucleus into singly charged
:f_ra_ments such correlation exists. In Fig.3 the dependence
of N _ on the number of spectator nucleons is shown.

Fr_ the central rapidity densities we can estimate the
energy density created in the collision. Using the formula
_iven by _jorken [lJ and taking _=0.4 GeV/c we obtain mean
energy densities smaller than 0.5 GeV/fm 3. This is below the
critical value required for the phase transition [I]. For
the highest multiplicity events the energy density appro-
aches 1 GeV/fm _. The characteristics of these events will be
_resented separately at this conference.

4. Conclusions

The presented results from JACLE-3 experiment ( multiplici-
ties, N/D ratios, comparison with p-nucleus data) support the
hypothesis that nucleus-nucleus interactions can be consic_e-
red as a simple super_osition of independent p-nucleus colli-
sions. The similar conclusion was obtained from an analysis

of _Ne-emulsion interactions at primary momentum 4.1 A GeV/
c and with a high event statistics [6]. No evident signals
of phase transition have been observed, suggesting that the
detection of exotic phenc_mena requires a high statistics
experi_ _ts with a possibility to look for specific signatu-
res.
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Table I.

A-r wo. ot "

CHO 45 25.1 36 21.9t 3.0 1.09-+.19

Emulsion 10 25.0 28 28.9_-11.4 .80_+.36

Pb 15 24.8 34 41 .I__10.6 1 .00.*.32

Table 2

CliO 22.8_ 3.3 2.6t-0.2 8.8_-1.4 6.6

Em 29.8111.6 3.0_-0.3 9.9+-4.0 10.3

Pb 45.5_-12.3 3 .0-'0.45 15.2 -_4.7 18.3
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ABSTRACT
Fe nucleus interactions with per-nucleon energies 2{) to 80
GeV in JACEE-3 seem to suggest the existence of compression
and of collective flow in nuclear matter.

•1. _,_lniJ:aflm_llian

counter-emulsion hybrid chamoer in _ACEE-31) was flownb_ A

on a balloon at the ait'itude ( ._.4 g/cmT ) i'n 1982 with
objective of probing the heavy nuclear collisions above 20
GeV per nucleon. In the energy region, it is suggested
that nucleus-nucleus collisions provide dense .co]lision

comp lex t_ough compress ion and secondary particle
_production In the lower energy §_gion, an evidence
of c.olle_tive, flow has been reported . And algo, at

higher energy region, it h_ been argued that nucleus has
rather large stopping power In this paper, the high
n_ultiplicity characteristics of Fe-nucleus central collisions
with energies 20 to 60 GeV/nucleon will be presented,
This is considered to be rel'evant to compressibility and
collective flow of nuclear matter.

2. ila_ul±_ and Di_o.u_inn-_

In the energy region 20 to 60 GeV/nucleon, events induced
by nuclei with primary charge around Z-26 have been sampled

and analyzed selectively. In_usive characteristicE_ will be
described separately elsewhere Multiplicit_-(Nsh)' in"
forward cone is given by m_mber of secondary produced charged
tracks in forward hemisphere, Z Zi -_Zp , where Oh is half

8 i<Oh
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'_ 1t2
angle defined by tan 8h =2m/(m(m+Ec))

The scattering plot between multiplicity and incident
energy/nucleon is shown in Fig. 1. Average values of multi-
plicity in Fe-CHO collisions are represented by crosses.

These values are consistent with factor,' 8.8 times of average-
forward multiplicities in proton-proton collisions as
presented by a dotted curve in the figure.

The high multiplicity events of Fe,nucleus collisions are
summarized in Table 1.

Tab I e 1 "
List of High Multiplicity Events

Event Nsh Ec Zp Mode Non-sp _ dN/dy aF

< CHO Target >
#6- 869 101 55. Fe 128ch+3He 37 40. 0.9
#5- 393 60 45. Cr 108ch+ He+Be 33 35. 1.3
#1-1214 57 28. Fe 104ch+ He 41 40., 1.2
#5-1834 55 37. Cr 87ch+2He 37 _ 35. 1.8
#6-1596 51 51. Fe 90ch+2He 41 25. 1.0
#7-1357 51 46. Ti 73ch+2He 37 _35. 1.1
#2- 191 46 40. Fe 84ch+5He 24 30. 1.2
#5-1215 40 22. Fe 75ch. He , 43 25. 1.2
#7-1689 36 55. Fe 56ch+ He+N+Li 17 25. 1.3
#6-1114 36 30. Cr 58ch+ He 30 25. 1.9
#6-1409 35 58. Fe 59ch+2He+O 15 25. 1.3
#5- 607 34 22. Fe 57ch+ He+B 2_ 25. 2.0
#6- 141 34 22. Fe 62ch+3He 44 25. 1.5
#4- 876 34 35. Fe 66ch+ Be 37 20. 1.0
#6- 733 35 30. Cr 62ch+2He+Li 28 20.
#2- 497 30 38. Ti 53ch+3He 26 _5. 1.0

< Pb Target >
#7- 642 134 41. Ti 267ch 48 125. 2.0
#8- 378 105 33. Fe 160ch 54 100. 2.0
#1-1542 93 51. Fe 123ch+ He 43 50. 1.3
#6-1927 82 24. Fe 164ch 56 60. 1.8
#4-2006 52 25. Cr 90ch+3He+Li 30 50. 2.0
#I- 308 41 , 34, Fe 68ch+3He 28 25. 1.3
#4- 400 36 48. Cr 56ch+5He 15 2'0. 1.3

< AgBr Ta'fget >
#4- 749 150 26. Ti 265ch 48 95. 1.8

#8-1063 38 23. Fe 77ch+ He+Si 38 25_ 1.8
#1-1004 39 27. Fe 7_ch+ He+C 24 25. 1.4

Notes : Ec:primary energy(GeV/nucleon), Zp:incident charge
Non-sp:number of non-spectator nucleons

dN/dy:max of rapidity density, aF:slope of F-plot;
F/(l-F)= (tan (O))

In Fig. 2, - pseudo-rapidity distributions of Ti( 41 GeV/

nucleon )/Pb and Ti(. 26 GeV/nucleon )/Em are shown. In _e
figure, curves are calculations of multi-chain model(MCM)

,Both events have more tracks in the central region in
comparison with the model calculation. The forward

multiplicity (Nsh) of these events are 134 and 150,
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respectively, which are three standard deviation from average
value. The maximum heights of pseudo-rapidity densities
are 125 and 95, respectively. These values are comparable

with the maximum)height, in high multiplicity events above TeV
/nucleon region

In the :iron coll ision_ with CHO-target, number of
spectator protons was obtained by comsecutively adding all
relativistic Singly charged tracks starting with the most

forward until mean value of tan 0i coinc_i_des with
that of evapolation formula of Coldhaber _" boosted by
projectile velocity ( evapolation temperature was assumed as
10 MeV ). Number of non-spectator projectile protons (
which may or may not be 'wounded' ) are defined by Zp (
projectile charge)-XZf( fragment )-Nsp( number of spectator
protons ). The number of non-spectator nucleon (Non-sp) is
estimated by ( Zp - ZZf - Nsp ) x Ap/Zp, where Ap is mass
number of projectile. The distribution of the non-spectator

nucleon number(Non-sp) is shown in Fig. 3. 9)The curve in the
figure is a calculation of Glauber's model Thus, we
find a lump of events (12 events) in the region 25 < Non-sp <
56. We can define such events as central collisions. Six

events of them have more tracks at the central region in
comparison wi'th multi-chain model assuming head on collision.

This feature may be inz_.resting in connection with the
stopping power problem

One of them, event Fe(55 GeV/nucleon)/CHO has very large
multiplicity and dipole type azimuthal distribution as
shown in Fig. 4. And also the slope of F-plot in this event
is 0.9. The existence of such event is considered to be
suggestive for collectiveness of nucleus-nucleus collision in
the energy region. However, high multiplicity events Ti( 41
GeV/nucleon )/Pb and Ti( 26 GeV/nucleon )/Era show isotropical
distributions of azimuthal angles and their slopes of F-plot
are 2. 0 and 1. 8, respectively.
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1. Introduction

At an extreme condition of high pressure, constituents of hadron,

quark and qluon, are expected to be deconfined and then transit into a

plasma phase(Quark-Gluon-Plasma). Such an extreme condition can be

realized through high density hadronic matter and at present, we have no

means other than to observe signals from such state through high energy
heavy ion collision[7].

The Japanese-American Cooperative Emulsion Experiment( JACEE ) have

been investigating high energy nuclear interactions of cosmic ray nuclei

by mean of balloon-borne emulsion chamber. Current exposure parameters

are listed on Table I. Analysis of last two experiments( JACEE4 and JACEE5

) are still in progress. The quasi-inclusive

characteristics of nucleus-nucleus collisions Flight Altitude Time Area

above TeV/n region obtained by first three (g/cm 2) (hrs)(m 2 )

experiments and some anomalous phenomena

_Qbserved in our experiment had been already JACEEO 8.0 29.0 0.20

reported[l,2]. We present here, a result of JACEEI 3.7 26.5 0.80

semi-inclusive_analysis of sample set of JACEE2 4.0 29.6 0.80

central collision events, concerning to (JACEE3 5.0 39.0 0.25)

multiplicity, rapidity fluctuation for JACEE4 4.5 56.0 0.80

extremely high multiplicity events and JACEE5 5.0 15.0 0.80
correlation between transverse momentum and

estimated energy density. Table 1. Exposure Parameter

2. Method

The emulsion chamber have primary, target, space and calorimeter

*) Address for correspondence: Institute for Cosmic Ray Research,

University of Tokyo, 3-2-1, Midori-cho, Tanashi-shi, Tokyo 188, JAPAN
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sections. The primary section contains emulsion layers of high and low
sensitivity(Fugi ET7B and ET-6B), coated 0.150-0.200 mm thick on both

side of 0.800 mm acrylic base, and CR-39, where primary charge is

measured by grain counting, delta ray counting on emulsion and etched

pitch rate in CR-39, errors contained in charge measurement being O.2e,
O.5e and le, respectively. The target section contains sandwich of 2.0 mm

thick acryl plate and thin (0.050 - 0.075 mm ) doubly coated emulsion

plates to follow secondary tracks from nuclear collision, thick emulsion

plates are also placed in this section for measurement of heavy fragment

charge, the spacer of honeycomb is located at the downstream thereof to
separate secondary particle. The calorimeter contains 1.0 - 2.5 mm thick

lead plates, X-ray films and thin emulsion plates, where gamma ray, most

of all from T°, makes electron cascade shower which is visible on X-ray

films for high energy event. The shower energy is measured by electron

counting method for the most of events which shower cores are separated

enough for electron counting, error in energy measurement for shower core

being 22%. Emission angle Of charged particle is measured by track

position on emulsion plates. Relative error in angle measurement is less

than 0.I in unit of pseudo-rapidity. Transverse momentum of shower core

is obtained from the energy and an angle measured from energy weighted

center of shower cores. The average transverse momentum of an event is

estimated by fitting of the distribution assuming exponential function.

The above procedure with energy measurement overestimates average Pt by

3-7% in average depending on observed gamma ray multiplicity. In

addition to this, one should note that, in exclusive analysis, event to

event fluctuation may be larger than the above error. As an estimation of

Pt of T ° from observed gamma ray Pty, <2Pty> is used for conventionally,
which procedure, from kinematic reason, overestimates 43%, 5% and 0.9 %

for _0 Pt 100, 300 and 700 MeV/c, respectively, and average Pt of pion
in the concerning energy region is known to be over 340 MeV/c[4]. For the

case that shower cores overlap with each other in the most forward region
depending on vertex location in the calorimeter, the transverse momentum

of secondary _0 is estimated from shower transition in forward restricted

angular region, since profile of such superposed shower is determined by

both angular and energy/Pt distribution of the secondary. Some events in

calorimeter permit measurement with each core separated at large angular

region probably due to their very high transverse momenta. In such case,

Pt of shower core should be regarded as that of _0 For the primary

energy estimation, the mean Castagnoli method as well as total radiated
cascade energy ZEy are used.

3. Results

Tables 2-a and 2-b Event Type E0 Nch 2PrY pt_0(cone) dn/dn[nc #

shows seven high (TeVl,) (_Vlc) (_Vlc)
....+300

multiplicity events of Ns Ca + Ph 1.5 _u_u50 0.95±0.31 0.55±0.05 258±12 A88

greater than 400 and of two sl + Ag/Br 4.1 i010±30 0.55±0.05183±10 _3

events of light nucleus with Ca + C i00. 760±30 0.525±0.04 81±i0 G00

Carbon target events. Three
Si + Pb 4. 780 not yet not yet B02

events in Table 2-a were
Ca + Pb 0.5 670±40 not yet 142±8.4 H60

already reported, where
Ca + Pb 1.8 457 2._0.i 100±16 D27

observed multiplicity can be
interpreted within Ar + Pb 1.0 416 i._0.2 134±8 C27

calculation ofMulti-Chain- Table 2-a. High multiplicity events( Nch > 400 ) in JACEE

ModeI(MCM)[3]. And also, all
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observed multiplicity in

Table 2-a are still within Event Type E 0 Neh 2P_ dn/dBlnc Nch(MCM) D

prediction at impact parameter Li + C 15. 217 0.76±0.08 37.5±4.3 154 37

b=O fro,( maximum predictable He + C 20. 156 0.62±0.08 26.5±3.6 122 30

multiplicity is not necessary
Table 2-b. Unit same as Table 2-a. 6 and 7-th column

realized at b=O fm for heavy are model calculation by MCM at b-0 fm.

nuclei, A > 16, depending on

nuclear density distribution),
however events in Table 2-b are out of MCM calculation.

The averaged transverse momentum of listed events, which are

considered to be central collision, exhibit extremely high Pt values

comparing to interpolation value from CERN ISR and SPS collider

experiments[4].

We now estimate energy density of event, for which we use that was

proposed by Bjorken[5], as in the following.

e E / <Pt> 2 + m_ 2 "dn/dn]n c • 1.5/V,

where dn/dnJn c is a pseudo-rapidity density of charged particle at CMS

system, V being an interaction volume for which we choose V=C Amin 2/3,

C=2_. Amin is the minimum of Aproj and Atarget. In the case of heavy

fragment(s) existing in the secondary, mass number reduction is applied

for Aproj. Fig. 1 shows scatter diagram between estimated energy density

and Pt for which we used 2<Pty> for the most case, which procedure

does not significant influence on the result as previously mentioned, for

the events apparently giving 7 ° Pt, measured values are used as
themselves.

At present, pseudo-rapidity fluctuation analysis had been performed

for two high multiplicity events( GO and G3 ), wherein multiplicity and

its dispersion in windows of width 6 on pseudo-rapidity are estimated

from Independent Emission Model(IEM) of pure statistical assumption and

from MCM, respectively. Results is that both of event are favor for IEM

but for MCM, due to the observed fluctuation is not so large comparing to

MCM, events GO and G3 deviating 3o from MCM and within Io and 1.4o from

IEM, respectively.

Azimuthal angle 14 I ' ' I ' i_-----
distribution of four events

from high multiplicity 12

events(A88, GO, G3 and H66) ,JACEEheavy
aJACEE p.C(lO~100 T_)

are also analyzed by 10 * p_=540 GeV
Fourier transformation " "

method• Similar analysis 908
had been already proposed _ ' " " "m_L.S.

by F•Takagi on pseudo- _ .. "
rapidity distribution[6] v 0.6 • " . _ •• • •D

According to this analysis, . . ._ = _%.._,..._
three events (A88, G3 and 0A ....._" .

H60) exhibit dipole " ' = ".D

structure, which 02 e" "

probability is expected to -
I , i I I , '

be one event among several 0 01 to _0
ten to several hundred energydenslty((GeWf_)

events assuming independent

Fig.1 Correlation between energy density and Pt.
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emission of secondary, while event G3 is almost isotropic in azimuth.

4. Discussions and summary

As shown in Fig.l, the average transverse momentum seems to grow

rapidly over the energy density around 2 GeV/fm . Multiple scattering

effect for possible interpretation for this correlation does not describe

qualitatively. If the observed correlation is attributed to phase

transition of QGP, the observed characteristic energy density is

consistent with the predicted critical value for deconfinement of quark

and qluon at temperature around 200 MeV[7]. Though there still exists

ambiguity in quantitative estimation for energy density such as volume

estimation, the observed correlation characteristics might not change

substantially.

From the view point of multiplicity, MCM gives fairly good

estimation for high multiplicity events, however there still exist the

events above maximum prediction of MCM. In the lower energy region of 20-

60 GeV/n, there also observed extremely high multiplicity events from

minimum bias sample of Fe group primary[8]. Because of a freedom of

impact parameter, event to event analysis for multiplicity in nucleus-
nucleus collision can not result in fruitful conclusion. However, this

kind of analysis not only is a test for assumed conventional picture but

also gives a key to reveal a mechanism which determines a final state of
nuclear collision.

The present fluctuation analysis requires more statistics to get

constructive conclusion. The current result indicates that angular

distribution on pseudo-rapidity as well as on azimuth can not be

interpreted by simple superposition of nucleus-nucleus collisions for

some high multiplicity events.

While the present fluctuation analysis is related to many particles

correlation in final state, few particles correlation analysis of charged

particle is also possible from our data sample. Detail analysis and

discussions on this regard from a short range pair correlation is

presented in this conference[9].

Although there exists still theoretical ambiguity in final state

estimation from QGP, it seems that we might come close to QGP signal.
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ABSTRACT

In a number of high energy (_ i TeV/amu) nucleus,nucleus
collisions observed in JACEE emulsion chambers, non-random
spatial association of produced charged particles, mostly
hadronic pairs, are observed. Similar narrow pairs are
observed in about i00 events at much low energy (20 - 60
GeV/amu) Analysis shows that 30 - 50 % of Pair abundances
are understood by the Hambury.Brown-Twiss effect, and the
remainder seems to require other explanations.

i. Introduction. Frequent association of produced particles in pairs
have been noticed in measurements of charged particle angular distributions
in nucleus-nucleus collisions. Several high energy events manifested
significant abundances in JACEE emulsion chambers. Statistical analy-
ses of larger samples(106 events) at lower energy (20 - 60 GeV/amu) also
indicate non-trivial pair abundances.

From the viewpoint of independent superposition models it is not un-
natural to expect weaker particle correlations in nucleus-nucleus colli-
sions than those in proton-proton collisions, as long as no space-time
structures and no coherent mechanism are considered. Observed pair data
does not seem to support an idea of statistical obscuration of correlations. "

Recent development in QCD lattice calculations I and experimental
studies of high multiplicity/high energy density phenomenaZ encourage
searches for signatures of Quark-Gluon-Plasma, a new state of matter.
Central or quasi-central collisions are most promising to realize the
required high density for QGPtransitions, while peripheral collisions are
least likely to contain possible QGPsignals. Inclusive s_udies of colli-
sions are generally governed by a large fluctuation of impact parameter

which only enhances3Peripheral phenomena, and are very insensitive to theinteraction models. Unlike these insensitive parameters (<N> and <N>/D),
an exclusive character of pair abundances may not be much obscured even in
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an inclusive analysis. We examine in this paper whether there are any
non-trivial abundances of narrow hadronic pairs in both individual and
inclusive nucleus,nucleus interactions•

2. Methods• The charged tracks emanating from the first collision ver-
tices are measured for individual events• The psuedo-rapidity (n) and
azimuth angle (@) of a track are given by spatial coordinatesmeasured at
many emulsion layers downstream the vertex. Secondary interaction
tracks and early y. e+e" conversions,are removed from the track data as
much as possible. (Fine triangulation of tracks allows this elimination
of contaminationswhose origins are located at more than 50 - 150 _m down-
stream the first vertex, depending on n and vertex depth.) Obvious nuclear
fragments (including spectator protons) are also excluded from the data.

All charged tracks thus defined are used for obtaining the following
three different measures of pair correlation.

No. of pairs (An _ _, A_ _ _) (1)
[MeasureI] P(_ _, 8) z No. of all charged tracks (Nch)

[Measure II] W(_z _ An < _2) _ /_2 dN d(An) (2)- _ d(An)d(A_)

dN R2 coshIan)2- cos(A@)2, or
[Measure III] S(all) _ d--_z-, with _ { (An) + (a@) (3)

Measure I is useful in the analysis of individual events, and Measure II
enhances narrow pairs. Measure III convolves the correlation of the ra-
pidity with that of azimuth angle over the entire available n - @ space.

g

Byes: N_*: Muaber of PaLrs Eve._ Hame; Humbar of Pa_ro Event H_............__e_Number of
Zp(TeVln). ZT Zp(ToVln) + ZT ZP(TeV/n) + _ Pa£rm

* Nob + (Hf) J • 5° 10° 150 . H©h+ (Hf) J • 50 t0° 150 . Heh + (Hf) I • 50 10° 15°

3. Results An exam- A-,, _T, _ _ ,-_,_ _TA,_ _, _O _-., DATA._ ,_• I_'( 3 ) + C DG.I 13 Y3-T-._) + C BO.I 3 5 8 9"-C I ) + C DO.I 24 39 55

ple, event (G12), shows ..o_. BG,II8 12 16 .72:h. EG.II5 7 9 .150eh+(S_ ..II27 4, _

A-S2: • _TA _ DATA_ 15 _-20: _A }7 60ndant pai i its _5
22s--{_6)o_.CDa.zl_z_abu rs n .,,o_ ,o.., , , oL.c '_'B_.II 7 11' 1_ - • _.II 272O

forward rapidity regio '-_: _'A'_ _' " D-,_ _ATA5_. . o._: _TA_ _ ,_* BO.II 8 13 18 ,1_9_110):h _.1I 25 37 50 6(3_) ch. Bg.lI_'I 1 & 6

Fi�s la and ib show its ,--: DATA,_. . ,-_,o_ DATA_0,'5,5°o.,_: _T,,_,: ,_
linear target diagram and ""°_ ,o,,,,_ ,, ._oo.. ,o,,_ ,, ,, ... ,,

_TA 3_ A' 65 G-l: DATA l_ 27 38 G-Z0_: DATA 13 2; 32
eudo rapidity distri _,_)+_ ,_., _ _o _-(_).o ,o., ,_ ,, .-_,)+o _., ,o . .ps - - + 117 oh, EG.IZ 12 le 2_ * 101 eh. S°.II 13 19 26 +176(100)+(2a*) _.ZI 15 22 31

h£&h*necE_ TeV/n) _d _d_ _lC_pltc£t_ _70 Hch • 2_0).bution, respectively. ._., "=_"o"............... _ _"• hcksro_d ei_*_ (_.1 _d _,lI) mre w£_houc _d vLth oh* HBTI_ecc. (P_el_/nsry)

It is interesting to ,,.o...,o..o_..,..... ,......o, ....,.... _,_.,,..,
note that these pairs in this event seem to form a "ring'_ structure in ra-
pidities as well as a "jet" structure in the azimuth plane. (This event also
contains two "direct e+e" pairs" [me+e- being _.I00 and 300 MeV] in the
same forward rapidity region.) Measure I is used for individual event analy-

_,

. __ F___. lb

_lrs

BIAS_ _Irs *
(e*) _lrs *

...... _ _.___-_.,' • o,

"I 2 4 6 _ 7 _ _ 10

H - 745_m
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ses at high energy (2 1 TeV/amu). Table. I gives P(< 0.2, 15O)x Nch for
15 events (1532 tracks) with backgr_d expected from random coincidence
of two particles(BG I) and that includes the HBT effect(BG II) The data
show significant excess above background levels for several events. (Four
events(B22, D2, F250, G20) show anomalous pair excess, while the other II
events give P(s 0.2, 15o , - BG II) = 6.9 %.

For low energy events the statistics (106 events for N_ _ 2; 3,695
tracks from 20 - 60 Ge_amu Fe + C, AgBr and Pb reactions) is sufficient
that both Measure II and III are taken for all samples. W(O _ An _ 0.I)
and W(O.1 _ An _ 0.2) distributions as a function of A@are given in Figs.
2a and 2b, respectively. Since W = dN/d(A@) is constant for a random back-
ground (shown in Fig. 2 by dotted lines), a signal of pair correlation is
apparent in the region

A@< 30o. ':In \jj

The same signals ,, : o._ 7o ,, : o.2
can be seen in the in- In n
clusive Measure III as _5o

well, though the S/N  ULnnnn- -{L nnlnn
ratio is obviously re- _L...._._..x_l,_J[_]___ d,

duced in dN/dR2 as a 3_ -- - ____ii_!ii},_.!!!result of inclusion of 150i¢___i_8__30_16_ 60

large population at A_
> 0.2. In Figs. 3a
and 3b, the purely ,........... ,....., .....,..... ,, .....,.....,.....,.....,.....j.....

6_ _ 12_ 1B@ o° 6_ a_ 12@ 18_random (n, _) back- _,G_, n_
ground is a flat distri-
bution (dotted lines), while a random distribution in @ only is evaluated
by a Monte Carlo method; using real n and randomly reassigned @values:
(dashed-dot lines). The remainder in Figs. 3a and 3b indicates that
there are non-trivial rapidity- and azimuth-correlations.

12- R2 _ AI 12- R2 _ A2
Data : cosh(An) -cos(A@) Data : (An) 2 + (A@)2

10 _ I0

__- dN
8": 8

6 : i l i , I I s . J _ i . . , i , i l i •

0 0.1 0.2 AI0.3 0.4 o.s 0 0.1 0.2 A20.3 o.h o.s

Fig. 3 a. dN/dR2 (R2 _ A1) Fig. 3b. dN/dR2 (R2 _ A2)

4. Discussions. Results presented above indicate a significant non-
trivial correlation of short range nature. To evaluate the magnitude of
signals we introduce a trial source of a hypothetical parent meson (X)
decaying in two pions (or Kaons) with very small Q-values (_ 100 MeV).
Non-random signals (P(Data)-P(BG I)) are estimated for elev#n high ener-
gy events (An _ 0.2, A@_ 15°), and low energy events for (An _ 0.I, A@

30o ) and (An s 0.2, _ _ 30o ) in terms of x/x _ 10.2 %, 8.2 % and 13.9 %,
respectively.

Let's discuss non-random backgrounds. First, Dalitz pairs in o +
ye+e - decay(branching ratio: 1.2 %) can be contained in above x/_ ratios.
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However, this accounts for only 1.2 x (_o/(_+ + _.)) = 0.6 %. Next, some
early conversions of y-rays can contaminate the data. As mentioned earlier,
our track identificationis not efficient for eliminating them within 150_m
from the vertex, we expect this contamination upto (150/344,000)= 0.04 %.
Even when we fully include proposed internal bremsstrahlungsources4 in
addition to _o .XX photons, they are not able to contribute more than 0.2
%. Thus, electron backgrounds from both internal and external conversions
do not account for more than 0.8 %. Other experimental errors possibly in-
herent in measurements are not critically examined at present.

The Hambury-Brown and Twiss effect,5 the fourth order quantum inter-
ference of Bose-Einstein particles, may possibly explain some of the obser-
vation, since this effect is of very short range nature for nucleus-nucleus

collisions: d_d_2d2u d_ d_ __2(_2-C E _0 / ( d_1 d_2) = 1 + exp( - ). (4)
The hadron source in nucleus-nucleus collisions is considered to be ex-
panded to the size larger than the colliding nuclear volume, and its known6
radius 3 - 4 fm gives the effective momentum difference lq] < I00 MeV.
This is sufficiently small that _+_+ and _-_- form narrow pairs (mostly in
Aq < O.l region). The HBT estimate by eq.(4) and flat q distributions gives
P(HBT) = 2 x 0.5 x n/2C2 x aB/(2_{In s - yo})/(n/2) = 3 ~ 7 % at A@ < 30o.
(Note that this approximation depends on the event multiplicity and effective
rapidity range.) An enhanced measure W(O _ Aq % .l) would contain 0.5 x
fWb.g.d(A@) HBT pairs, where the range of the integral must cover A@ upto .5x
tan-_(lO0 MeV/<PT>) = 30o. It is noticed that the observed pair correlation
increased for Aq _ 0.2 (see Fig. 2b), while the HBT particles should not.
This, with the analysis in _, favors consideration of some hypothetical
parent particles (X).

Freier and Waddington7 showed similar pair abundances in 2900 tracks
obtained from much lower energy (_ 7.5 GeV/amu) collisions. We estimated
P(O 5 An _ .I) = 255/2900 = 8.8 %. For this result similar to our low
energy data (20 - 60 GeV/amu), an HBT estimate explains about 67 pairs,
which, with 20 Dalitz pairs, accounts for 35 % of all extracted abundances.

In conclusion, about 30 ~ 50 % of non-random signals can be attributed
to the HBT effect from a large nuclear volume (3 ~ 4 fm). Nevertheless,
there seem to remain some "unexplained signals" of narrow hadronic pairs.
The net signals for "X" (not attributable to known backgrounds) in the
present analysis become X/_ . ~ 7 %; 3.5 % and 6.3 %, for three groups
defined previously. A particular group of events at high energies that had
the enormous X/_ _atio(~30 %) are by no means reconciled in the present anal-
ysis. All these results might require further examinations of systematic
errors and background estimates before seriously considering (X) sources.

Further experimental and theoretical analyses of hadronic pairs seem to
be interesting, not only because unexplained abundances still exist, but

- also because some exclusive characteristics of QGP, and particularly Chiral
phase transitions, can be considered in the narrow pair phenomena. °

References: I._ J.Polonyi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 53, 644(1984). 2. T.H.
Burnett et aI.(JACEE), Phys Rev. Lett. 50, 2062C1983). 3. T.H.Burnett et
aI.(JACEE), AIP 123, 723(1984). 4. J.D.Bj--orkenand L.McLerran, Phys. Rev.
D31, 63(1985). 5. R.Hambury Brown and R.O.Twiss, Nature, 17___77,27(1956).-
_. W.A.Zajc et al., LBL-12652, 350(1981); D. Beavis et al., Phys. Rev. C27,
910(1983). 7. P.S.Freier and C.J.Waddington,AIP 49, 87(1979). 8. Y.
Takahashi and P.B.Eby, this conference HE 1.3-13.
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Abstract

We report here on three multiply charged primary
cosmic ray interactions with carbon nuclei, in which the
number of materialized electron pairs within a distance

of about 0.3 conversion length is larger than predicted
from isospin considerations. These are the most

energetic (Z E > 4 TeV) of the low multiplicity (< 15
tracks) events_observed in the JACEE-2 emulsion chamber.

1. Introduction.

The Japanese-American Cooperative Emulsion Experiment (JACEE)

employs balloon-borne emulsion chambers to study the energy spectra,
charge composition, and nuclear interactions of ultrahigh energy cosmic
rays. Following exposure and processing, the emulsion plates are

distributed to the participating laboratories for detailed scanning,
tracing, and subsequent measurements using optical microscopes.

Preliminary analysis is carried out on the data collected in the
individual laboratories before it is combined with data from the other

laboratories in the JACEE data bank. Comparisons among the datasets

from the various laboratories are used to control the overall quality of
the data.

The data presented herein were collected in the plates of the
JACEE-2(second in the JACEE series of annual balloon flights) emulsion
chamber. , The unusual nature of the

events was discovered during a study of the techniques used for

determining the transverse momenta of high energy gamma rays emanating
from a primary vertex in the target section of the emulsion chamber.
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The JACEE-2 chamber consisted of a target section upstream of a

thin calorimeter, which was used to measure the energies of cascades
initiated by energetic gamma rays. The target was comprised of

approximately 50 layers of double-sided emulsion plates (50 micron
emulsion films on both sides of an 800 micron acrylic base plate)

interleaved with 2 mm thick acrylic sheets. The calorimeter, which was
a multilayer sandwich of lead sheets, x-ray films, and emulsion plates,
had a vertical thickness of about 7 c.1.

Except for high multiplicity events, individual tracks of hadrons

and leptons can be resolved near the vertex and then followed plate-to-
plate to the calorimeter section. Consequently, cascades developing in
the calorimeter can be correlated with tracks from the vertex.

2. Results.

The cones defined by the tracks of energetic charged particles from

low multiplicity (< 15 tracks) interactions were scanned for possible
evidence that cascading had begun in the target section of the emulsion
chamber, i.e., upstream of the calorimeter. In this report we discuss

the observations on the three most energetic (EEy > 4 TeV) events in the

sample. Using standard nomenclature the three events are of the types:

+

He + C + 2p + 9_- ++2Y Event F0358
N + C + 3a + p ++87- + 3Y Event F0312
He + C + 2p + 8_- + 4y Event F0214

where C represents the material of the acrylic target plates.

The detailed characteristics of the events are presented in

Table 1. A total of 9 electron pairs were found near the interaction
vertices. This is more than twice the number expected from photon
conversions, assuming that the number of emitted photons in the volume

scanned for pairs is equal to the number of charged pions emitted in
that volume •

The pseudo-rapidity distributions of the produced hadrons in the

forward cone are given in Fig. l, which also shows the pseudo-rapidities
of proton fragments, p, from the interactions and the photons, Y,
producing the observed electron pairs. Proton fragments from the

p lr pg"
F0358 *-I T I] I ta I II

,,_,_ p
F0312 -'-'Hll I f I _ 1(i i I I .

r _ pr p f

,, F0214 _ , _ , IT I , II II ,!1 _ , li , , __

-11.0 -10.0 -9.0 -8D -7.0 -6.0 -5.0

]n tg 8/2

Fig. i. Pseudo-rapidity distributions of produced

particles, proton fragments, and gamma rays.
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projectile were assumed to have the smallest emission angles among the

charged particle tracks.

Figure 2 Shows the dependence of the number of photons converted

into electron pairs as a function of distance z from the interaction

vertex. The solid line represents the number of materialized gamma

rays, N , producing electron pairs inside the scanned volume while the
dashed line shows the number of pairs expected in that volume from

i sos pin cons ide rat ions.

" 7Y
I

I I I I

0 01 02 O3 O4 O_

z [c.l.]

Fig. 2. Number of gamma rays producing electron pairs
as a function of distance from the vertex.

3. Discussion.

The largest excess of pairs was observed in the most energetic

event (E ~ 60 TeV), in which 4 photons materialized within a distance

of 0.i c?l. Three of the pairs were found in a very narrow cone of

0.0001 radians. The pairs evolved to 18 electrons in a distance of

0.4 c.1. and to 30 electrons in 0.5 c.l. A comparison with the results

of cascade theory (Table i, Col. 6) indicates that the materialization

of one photon in the vicinity of the vertex is unlikely to produce the

fast developing cascade. The observed pairs are most likely first

generation and not fluctuations in the cascade development.

A characteristic feature of all the observed pairs is their narrow

collimation, which suggests that the_were emitted by the fragmenting
projectile. Internal bremsstrahlung ' from the deceleration of charged

particles (or quarks) may e_plain the observed excess of pairs, since at
projectile energies E > lO± eV the Doppler shift could raise the energy

of soft photons above the _0.5 GeV detection threshold. At the present

stage, however, fluctuations in production of pairs can not be ruled

out, and larger statistics are needed to give a quantitative description

of these anomalous pairs.
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Table I. Characteristics of the interactions.

Event Eo(TeV) Pair z(c.l.) ne ne+ ne*

F0358 24.0 l 0.04
2 0.2B 4 2.1

F0312 24.6 I 0.05
2 0.24 4 1.2

F0214 60.0 i 0.01 2

2 0.02 4
3 0.06 6
4 0.08 8 i.l

........036 ...........
0.55 30 6

0.73 30 9

Table Captions

Eo - primary energy estimated from the neutral component (ZE) and
inelasticity coefficient k = 0.5 .... Y

,J

z - distance to point of conversion (in conversion units).

ne - number of electrons at given z.

+
ne - number of electrons predicted from the probability of pair

conversion, based on isospin considerations.

ne* - number of cascade theory electrons with energie_w > 0.5 GeV
produced by an electron pair of energy Wo = 5 TeV _j. The cascade
energy Wo is estimated from the longitudinal development of the
cascade downstream in the calorimeter.
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I. Intre_luction

The collisions of high energy nuclei ar_e likely to be
the subject of intense experimental investigation in the
near future. In this paper we present the results on multi-
ple meson production in forward cone in inelastic intera-
ctions of _2 Ne nuclei in emulsion at a primary momentum
4.1 GeV/c per nucleon. The detailed characteristics of pa-
rticle production and the fragmentation processes in colli-
sions of _ Ne nuclei in emulsion will be described in _1_ .

2. Experimental procedure

Stacks of BR-2 photographic emulsions were exposed to a
4.1 A GeV/c neon beam at the synchrophasotron of Joint
Institute of Nuclear Research in Dubna. The intensity of the
exoosure was 10 _ particles/cm _. In along the track scanning
10,OOO neon interactions were found in emulsion. The de-
tailed measurements (emission angles of all charged secon-
daries as well as charges of projectile fragments)for about
_900 inelastic interactions have been cqmpleted. The present
oaoer is devoted to the study of fast(_Ib.7)particle pro-
duction in the forward hemisphere. We define a forward hemi-

sohere in the center of mass of proton-_roton collision at
the same primary momentum: @forward _ 90cms,pp. We restrict
ourselves to the analysis of forward particle production
since in this hemisphere we can define experimentally the
number of oroduced mesons. In a backward hemisphere it is
not possible to separate produced mesons (both fast and slow)
from a proton fragments of target nucleus. The presented
investigation was carried out on a sample of 2031 inelastic
interactions. For each event the following multiplicities
were determined:

NF- number of multicharged projectile fragments (Z_/2) ; *
N - number of orotons released from 22Ne, can be evaluated

P from the c_arge balance between primary charge and sum

of charges of heavier fragments: Np = I0- _:;
number of all relativistic ( _0._ . 7 ) singly _eharged

Nsf" tracks emitted zn forward hemzsphere;
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Nmf= Nsf- Np , number of produced mesons in forward cone;

Nsp- number of spectator protons (see explanation below) ;

Npart = Np - Nsp , number of protons participating in the

collision. (_Not all nucleons released from incident nucleus -Np)
participate in the collision. Part of them remains specta-

tor_. Spectator protons (Nsp) were identified by momentum
measurements and from the angular distribution of singly
charged secondary particles [2_. Thus,we can obtain the

• • . • • ° °

number of protons partlclpatlng in the colhs_on .
The data presented in this paper are averaged over all

emulsion components and over different impact parameters
and are investigated in dependence of the number of partici-
pating nucleons from projectile nucleus only.

3. Results

The data on inclusive forward multiplicities are summa-
rized in the Table. The errors quoted in the _able and in
Figures include statistical uncertainties only.

In Figure I we present the in- _Multiplicity Average
clusive distribution of produced

mesons. Distribution is peaked at NF, z_3 .42±.01

small multiplicities due to the " NF Z= 2 .84*-.02low primary energy per nucleon ' ,
with a very long tail of large N 5.63±.08
multiplicities, which contribute P .....
to a large value of the disper- Nsp I .89+..03

sion. The ratio: Npart 3.74Z.08

_mf/D = 1.06Z.03. Nmf 3.76"-.08 _
Different superpositions models .....
[3] predict for this ratio a value close to I for inclusive
nucleus-nucleus data (data averaged over all impact parame-
ters and over all wounded nucleons ) . The measured value is
consistent with these predictions.

It is interesting to study the characteristi4s of forward
particle production in dependence of the number of partici-
pating protons from incident nucleus. In Fig.2 we show the

distributions of Nmf for interactions with different values

@) Among participating nucleons there are wounded nucleons
which interact inelastically in the target and produce se-
condaries as well as nucleons which undergo the elastic
scatterings on wounded nucleons and other secondaries. It is

, not possible to separate experimentally wounded _cleons
from those originated in second generation _rocesses. It is
natural to assume that particiPating nucleons are related
to the wounded ones.
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of Noart. With increasing Npart (more central collisions 1
the distributions shift towards the larger multiplicities
and change the shape. The dependence of the moments of

these distributions on Npart are shown in Figs.3a,b. One
can observe that both average multiplicity and dispersion

increase with increasing Nar t. If we assume a simple su-
oerposition of independent elementary processes, we expect

that the ratio _mf/D Z will be independent of Noart. Qualita-

_Lvely such an independence is observed for NPart_ 2 and is
illustrated in Figure 4.

We have separated from the released protons of 22Ne pro-
jectile the spectator ones. Spectator protons are not affe-
cted by the collision and we do not expect the strong depen-
dence of the average number of produced mesons on the num-
ber of spectator protons unless the N is not correlated

sp
with the number of participating protons. A strong correla-

tion between Nsp and Npart occurs only for events with a to-
tal desintegration of primary nucleus into singly charged

fragments : _Noart = 10 - Nsp. In other cases the spectator
part of the incident nucleus may evaporate as protons as
well as alpha particles and heavier fragments. The observed

very weak dependence of Nmf on Nsp is shown in Figure 5.
4. Conclusions

The presented data on the multiplicities of mesons produ-
ced in forward cone and on the dependence of the production
process on the number of participating nucleons from prima-
ry nucleus can be qualitatively explained by the hypothesis
that a simple superposition of elementary collisions descri-
bes the interaction between nuclei. However it should be
mentioned that some other characteristics of nucleus-nucleus
collisions (collective behaviour cascade processes in the
target fragmentation region etc.') can not be described by

such a simple model [1,4_ .
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INTERACTIONS AT ENERGIES ABOVE 1 TEV/NUCLEON
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Abstract. Two anomalous interactions of cosmic

ray nuclei with photoemulsion nuclei are consi-
dered within the framework of the nuclear pioni-
zation model. It is shown that _he observed

regularities of nuclear collisions at the given
energy range are satisfactorily reproduced by
the model.

The observation and determination of the number of the

characteristics of the two heavy ion collisions at energies

of _ TeV/nucleon (Si+Ag) and of flO0 TeV/ nucleon (Ca+C),[q]

allow to examine roughly the notions of the mechanism of

nuclear interactions at the given energy range. The most

interesting features of these events are follows. The mean

transverse momentum<PT> _ of _ -mesons produced is signi-

ficantly higher than that for pp-collisions at approximately

the same energies of ISR[2] and of SPS[3_ (see Table 1 ) .

High multiplicity of secondaries and low number of h-tracks

do not agree within the existing classification scheme of

events according to which the number of nonrelativistic pro-

ducts of target disintegration in the central collisions

should be large.

In this report we analyse the possibility of an inter-

pretation of_such events within the framework of the nuclear

pionization model [4+6].

According to this model an interaction of relativistic

nuclei occurs through the stages of bhe formation, develop-

ment and decay of the three intermediate systems : the cent-

ral pioniza_ion cluster and two baryon ones formed by lead-

ing components of interacting nucleons. Later a similar sche-
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me was used as the base of the model [7]. The numbers of in-

teracting nucleons of the projectile, NI, and target, N 2 ,

are determined for a fixed impact parameter b from the for-

 {ere x2=x -b,72=7, 2),P £s
the Fermi distribution of the nucleon density in a nucleus.

It was pointed out [8] that the existence of the channel of

the total compound-system formation in nucleon-nucleon in-

teractions [9,10] leads to the fact that the part of the in-

teracting nucleons .inA-A collisions turns out to be captu-

red into the central pionization cluster. The numbers of

such nucleons, N_ and N_, are also determined in terms of

(I) with ot =I/3+I/_. The numbers of nucleons entered the

•baryon clusters can be found from the equations :
! H !

I (2)-N I N2=N2-N 2

In the system where the nuclei collide with equal spe-

eds the energies, masses and momenta of the baryon clusters

are defined by the expressions :

E" .,,._<_>)_p_+_ _1_ ,, ,, ,,. ,,_ ,,2_mm.] , P -=Lh j (3)
In (3) <_Y =0.3 is a part of a baryon cluster nucleon momen-

tum spent on the central cluster production. _K_-0.2 GeV is

an average kinetic energy of the nucleon in a baryon clus-

ter rest system.

Taking into account the conservation laws one can de-

termine the energy, momentum and mass of the central clus-

" " "-}' M (E 2 P 2_/2 (@)
ter Ec= EI+E2-EI-E2 Pc = Pq+P2-PI-P2 c=" c- c" '

* where EI and E 2 are the energies of the interacting parts

of the nuclei before their collision.

" The thermodynamical model [zb.6,8] is used to describe

the decay of the clusters. The pionization cluster decay

temperature is determined from the equation of the energe-

tic balance with an account of _ -,K -, jo-,_o -mesons, nuc-

leons and antinucleons among the secondaries. The decay
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volume is defined by formula from [lfl]

Here R is the initial size of the central cluster
o

Lorentz compressed in longitudinal direction (_ is the Lo-

rentz-factor of the motion of a nucleus in the equal speed

system). The parame.ter Ro is taken to be equal to the radius

of the smaller colliding nucleus for the central collisions.

T_ =q.2 GeV'fm/c [12] is the hadronization time of the

quark-gluon plasma forming the cluster matter. The value

_>/q takes into account the possible increase of rg_ in nu-
coflis_s "

clea_n comparison with hadronic ones [13]. According to

[14] the contribution of longitudinal collective motion in

cluster is taken into account in the energetic balance. The

results of the calculation of the multiplicity and average

transverse momentum < PT_q for $ -mesons from the consi-

derpd events are given in the Table q.
Table 1.

I Eo, I Nch I <PT>_ GeV/cI I I '

I TeVI I Iiexper.Itheo IIISR, iIsps,,I exper, itheor, r.

si+AgBr _ 1010 835 0.550 0.3_0
±3o _+.qo.0 o. ,_.002

Ca+C JO0 _60 0.700 0.708 O.@2@
+30 597 _+.050 + .OOq

* - data from Ref.[2]

** - data from Ref.[3]

For the second event the energy, t_ansverse momentum

and pseudorapidity restrictions for photons have been acco-

unted in the same way as in the experiment[q]. All calcula-

tions were carried out for _ =3. The relativistic particle

pseudorapidity distributions for these two events are shown

in the Figs. 1. and 2. (histogram (experiment[l]), curves

( this model )) •

Taking into account that fact that the considerable

fluctuations are possible in these unique events one can

conclude_that the nuclear pionization model satisfactorily
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reproduces the observed regularities of nuclear interactions

at the given energy range.

d_ 2oo

-4 -3 -2 -I o i 2 3 _ -_ -_ -_ -2 -I 0 l 2 3 4 s
_'tG._, pseudorap_ditY1_ FIG.2. PseucloPapiclitV q_

FIG.I. The C_S pseudorapidity distribution of charged
particles in the Si+AgBr event.

FIG.2. The CMS pseudorapidity distribution of charged
particles in the Ca+C event.
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Abstract. Dependence of meson multiplicity on energy for 1486 cosmic
ray nucleus-emulsion nucleus interactions is examined. Comparison is

made to predictions of the Multi-Chain Model.

1. Introduction. In the near future, relativistic heavy ion

accelerators will for the first time probe energies larger than 4

GeV/amu with heavy nuclei. Cosmic rays are currently the only available
"beam" at such energies. To date little data has appeared which
utilizes the cosmic rays in an unbiased manner to measure the meson

multiplicity as a function of energy. This work presents data on the

multiplicity per interacting projectile proton up to i00 GeV/amu.

2. Description of Data. Nuclear emulsions were exposed on three balloon
flights: two each at cutoff energies E > 1.7 GeV/amu (over Texas) and
one at E > 7.5 GeV/amu (over India). 1486 events have been completely
analyzed, including angle measurements of mesons, protons, alphas and

heavier projectile fragments. Projectile charge ranged from Z = 6 to
30, with average Z = 13.5. The number of charged mesons produced in

one interaction is defined by charge conservation:

- Zp -n = ns ( Z Zi)

where n is the number of singly-charged particles with ionization < 1.4

_ is projectile charge, and Z denotes projectile fragments with
' i

mi_ 2.p Identified lower energy mesons are also included. Error in

determining n LLis less than one per event. Angle measurements, used to

determlne energy of the primary, have an estimated error of 0.I °. The
number of wounded (inelastically interacting) projectile protons Q_ is
estimated on an event-by-event basis, utilizing the fact that in man_ of

the events projectile and central regions of the pseudorapidity

histograms are well separated. Target diagrams, i.e., cross-sections of
the secondary beam I000 _ downstream from the interactions, are also
used. While this method of determining Q_ is clearly approximate, it is

justified by the fact that rough agreemen_ is obtained with Glauber-type
calculations of <Q >.

Data taken f_om emulsions exposed to the 1.75 GeV/amu SSMn beam at
the Bevalac were also Used both to calibrate the energy determination

and to supplement the n _ data.
It should be emphasized that all of the data was taken in an

unbiased manner so as to detect all inelastic interactions. Defining

the latter as those collisions in which the projectile charge is

changed, it can be said that essentially all of the inelastic
interactions in "along-the-track" scanning were found and measured. Due
to time considerations many of the events with zero meson multiplicity

were not completely analyzed for angles of nuclear fragments, most of
which were in the lower energy (Texas) part of the data. A correction
factor based on events that were completely measured has been applied to
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correct for this. Thus the measured values should represent the true

meson multiplicity for inelastic interactions.
The energy per nucleon of the primary cosmic ray nucleus is

measured by utilizing the angular distribution of all charged
secondaries. Several methods are employed, all of which depend on the

relative constancy of the transverse momentum. One method uses wounded
protons and mesons, as suggested by Varyukhin et al. I The primary

momentum per nucleon is given by

n + Qp I
(_ f_<P_>_+ _z fo<p_> ) _ E sin

Qp i %
Pprim(GeV/amu) = Qp

where n +(Q ) is the number of charged mesons (wounded projectile
protons)If±inp an event, f (f_) is the relative number fraction, and the
factor 3/2(A/Z) accounts"fo_ _°s (neutrons). z The factor I/Q_ _s used

because all of the momentum of the wounded protons and mesons _fter the

interaction must arise form the Q_ wounded protons. For the first try

at computing P . , values of <pz> _easured at accelerator e_ergies were

used, viz.: _m>_ = 235 (320) MeV/c for the Texas (India) data set; 3

<p _ >Q = 575 Mev/c _ for both data sets. The resultant energy

distribution was then compared to the known cosmic ray energy spectrum,

N(>E) _ E-I"_ (E = total energy/amu). The values of <p__> are
subsequently modified by a suitable factor so that agreement with the

known spectrum is as close as possible. This facto_ is 0.76 for the
Texas data set and 1.20 for the India data set. Primary energy is also

measured using the spectator particles, i.e., protons and alphas. This
is detailed in a separate paper, s The energies obtained by these two

separate methods are simply averaged. The resultant energy distribution

is considered to order the events in energy. For a comparison of the
result to the cosmic ray energy spectrum, see Ref. 5. The fit to the

high energy part of the spectrum is fairly good, but at the low end
there are too manY (_25%) events below the known cutoffs. A Monte Carlo

simulation was performed assuming a Gaussian in energy with _ _ 0.5 E,
as seen in the Mn beam data. The result implies that many of the events
below the cutoff may_be due to the inherent spread in the memsurement.

However, when consolidating the data by binning the particles in energy,

this does not matter, as long as the ordering in energy is'correct.
(For this reason also the precise values of <p_> used are relatively

unimportant.) The average energy of each bin is calculated uslng the
number of events in the bin and the known energy spectrum.

J

3. Model. Comparison is made to the Multi-Chain Model (MCM) as
formulated by Sumiyoshi, 6 which is essentially an independent particle

picture utilizing Glauber theQry concepts. _ Input to MCM is the

inelastic p-p cross-section oInel and the p-p total charged multiplicity
<n > . Colliding nucleon_ p are connected by chains which exchange

ch Dp
energy. Equipartio_ of energy among chains is required. Cascade

effects are roughly included by adding 1 to <n .> for all collisions
but the first for each wounded nucleon. Since _eP_odel predicts meson

plus wounded proton multiplicity, in the model <n .>/<Q > - 1 should ben

compared to the data. The model is not claime_ to b_ valid below lO
GeV/amu. 8
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4. _esults. Meson multiplicity per interacting projectile proton

<n_+>/<Q,> as a function of energy is shown in Fig. 1 Also shown is-- 55 r
the Mn-emulsion value at 1.69 GeV/amu. The experimental number of

wounded projectile protons <Qp> is also included on the plot. It is
seen that <n +>/<Q_> varies wlth energy approximately as E°'7 above 4
GeV/amu. The _ta sgem to follow the trend of the MCM prediction. Both
the cosmic ray data and the Mn beam point fall below the Ar-KCI data of

Sandoval et al. 9 For the cosmic ray data, this may partly be due to an

overestimate of the number of wounded protons <Qp> at this energy (see
Fig. i). However, for the Mn case, this is not true since <Qp>(expt) =
5.2 while <Qp>(Glauber) = 5.0. According to Glauber theory <QD> is only

a weak function of energy, viz. < 3% variation from 2-100 GeV/_mu. <Qp>
(Glauber) = 3.1 for the average cosmic ray projectile on emulsion while

<Qp> (expt) = 3.3 integrated over energy.
To show the spread in the100 I I

data, Fig. 2 gives a scatter

INDIA plot of the 482 events from the
India flight (E > 7.5, E =

', , .' , '

...... 19.6, median E = 11.8 GeV/amu).

10 - . .... i',",',,,,/'

, ,,:.,':',:, :.', ,
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<Q---'_" ,. ,,,,:,,..,.....:, . .
, .'.,,'i'::,:i::,/'7.1i,i.', Fig. 2. Scatter plot of meson

: .':'" multiplicity per wounded
1 " ' ..........

. projectile proton vs. energy for

: India flight data.
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Table 1 shows the projectile charge dependence of the multiplicity

per wounded projectile proton integrated over energy. Higher Z appears

to give lower <n ±>/<Qp>. This can only partly be accounted f_r by the

fluctuation in _p>_ as shown in Table I. As an aside, note that the
value of <n +>/<Q_> for high Z (z 20, Z = 23.3) in the lowest energy
cosmic ray bi_-is v_ry close to t_e value for the Mn beam (Z = 25), both
showing internal consistency of the results and lending credibility to

the cosmic ray energy determination.

Table I. <n±>/<Qp> vs. Projectile Chargea

Projectile <QP>

Flight Z Events Expt Glauber <n+>/<Qp>p

Texas 6-9 412 2.2 ± 0.i 2.22 2.9 ± 0.3

(E>I.7 GeV/amu) 10-19 508 3.7 ± 0.2 3.13 1.9 ± 0.2
20-26 332 4.4 ± 0.3 4.53 1.5 ± 0.2

India 6-9 141 2.4 ± 0.2 2.24 5.5 ± 0.7

(E>7.5 GeV/amu) 10-19 236 2.8 ± 0.2 3.17 5.7 ± 0.7
20-26 142 5.5 ± 0.5 4.58 3.8 ± 0.6

aValues are corrected for unmeasured zero meson events.

5. Conclusion. For the first time a systematic unbiased study has been

made of the meson multiplicity in relativistic heavy ion collisons from

2 to i00 GeV/amu. Multiplicity per wounded proton rises roughly as
E°'7 at E > 4 GeV/amu. Heavier projectiles show a somewhat lower

multiplicity per wounded projectile proton than lighter ones do. The

data roughly follows the Multi-Chain Model prediction.
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INCLUSIVE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF _ AND Li FRAGMENTS PRODUCED
IN THE Fe-C AND Fe-Pb COLLISIONS AT 1.88 GeV/u*

C. 0. Kim and S. N. Kim

Department of Physics, Korea University, Seoul 132, Korea
and

I. K. Chae and D. H. Kim

Department of Physics, Sookmyung Women's University
Seoul 140, Korea

ABSTRACT

The LS (laboratory system) emission angles
@ for 2188 _ and 298 Li fragments, produced
inclusively in relativistic Fe-C and Fe-Pb
collisions, have been measured in reference
t__ooincident Fe-ion beam tracks n-earby in
nuclear emulsion. An empirical differential
frequency formula,

dN(cot @)= exp (a + b cot @)d(cot @) (i)

is obtained with the constant b _ -0.026 at
1.88 GeV/u, which seems to be independent on
the kinds of target nucleus as well as on the

kinds of projectile fragments. Equation (1)
supports the conventional Kaplon's formula, •
which has been a convenient tool for estimat-
ing the unknown primary energy of cosmic-ray
primaries;

(<92>)½ = _/u _p, (2)

with 3 --0.056, where u _'p is the primary
energy in GeV/nucleon. Also, the significance
of Eq. (1) is discussed.

i. Introduction. When nuclear interactions produced by high-
energy singly-charged hadrons in nuclear emulsion ("stars")
are observed in the LS, very slow fragments of the constituent
nuclei (Ag, Br, C, N, 0, H) of--_clear emulsion can be readily
distinguished from relativistic shower particles. Neverthe-
less, it is usually difficult to identify these nonrelativis-
tic fragments, mainly due to their high ionization and short
track lengths. Now, owing to recent development in accelera-

ting heav_ ions, the "heavy.evaporation fragments" in the
projectil_ rest system (ALS, anti-laboratory system) can be
observed as 'relativistic particles' in the LS. Particularly,
the relativistic _ and Li fragments are identified with ease
in nuclear emulsion just by simple inspection through an opti-
cal microscope, since the former have about four times the
grain density of minimum-ionizing tracks, and the latter about

nine times. This very technique of identifying _ _ragmentshas been _sed by some recent angular measurements.
.
Research supported partly by Korea Science and Engineering
Foundation (KOSEF) (1984-87).
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2. Experimental Setup and Method.
==n_ The specific arrangements of the

_mO _t__ experiment to the Pe-ion beam of=== 1.88 GeV/u at the Lawrence Berkeley
T -E_,_o_2_,o_o.o4(o_)ss'°°k Bevalac are illustrated in Fig. 1

Turgel
The 3 mm-thick target was made of

_oosh.,,j.---7 either carbon or lead. The detector(3 m_ Pb,C)
B

==_ _ of fragments and incident Fe ions is
B_m_ _,_om----_ an emulsion stack (made of lO0 Fuji

_ ET7_ pellicles of sheet size, 2 x
_oo_g....d lO X 0.04 cm3) and is either placedManilor Pelllcle

just behind the target plate ("S-
stacks") or 15 cm away from the back

Fig. 1. Experimental of the target plate ("L-stacks") in
Setup. downstream. The shorter edges of

pellicles were exposed 'horizontally' to the Fe-ion beam with
a track density of about 5 x 103 ions/cm2.

Because of large distortion present up to _ 500 _m from
the entrance edges of pellicles, d and Li fragments were pick-
ed usually at _ 500 _m from the edges, and angular measure-
ments were typicall#performed at _ 1 mm downstream from the
entrance edges. Special attention was given not to miss such

and Li fragments as were produced with large @. In order to
avoid the effect due to the distortion inherent in the proces-
sed emulsion plate, the LS emission angles @ were measured by
use of the reference-track method,3 i. e., always i_nnreference
to nearby Fe-ion beam tracks, which had the angular deviation
o-_ 2.3 _ 0.3 and 3.7 _ 0.3 mrad., respectively, for the pelli-
cles behind the carbon and lead targets at the site of angular
measurements.

3. Experimental Results. As shown in Fig. 2, the differen-
tial frequency dN(@) versus @ Qvacant circles for Fe-C colli-
sions and filled circles for Fe-Pb collisions) resemble close-
ly those of Ref. 2. The two plots in the above for each of
S-stacks and L-stacks shown separately and the combined data
are shown in the lowest in Fig. 2. There seem to be tenden-
cies of more population of _ fragments in the extreme angular
regions of @ _ lOo and of @ _i o for Fe-C collisions than for
Fe-Pb collisions. The results of fitting the an_ular data of
@ _ 3° with the Gaussian regression function (X27DF, lO - 30)
and those of @ 5° with the exponential regression function
(%2/DF, 1 -- 2) are also indicated as the curves and equations
in the figure.

The root-mean-suare angles of fragments (Li fragments)
(_@27)_, for @ _ 5° , as advocated in Ref. l, are 0.037 _ 0.02
and 0.038 + O.O1 (0.032 ± 0.02 and 0.035 _ O.O1), respectively,
for Fe-C an-d Fe-Pb collisions, which correspond to _ - 0.057

" and 0.067 (0.056 and 0.062) in Eq. (2).
But, we find it most reasonable and revealing to plot the

differential frequency dN(cot @) versus, as shown in Fig. 3
(a) for Fe-C collisions and (b) for the Fe-Pb collisions. In
the figures the filled circles represent the angular data from
2188 _ fragments, and the vacant circles those from 298 Li
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frgaments. Since no s_a-

tistically significant io(
differences between the

angular data of S-stacks
and those of L-stacks
were detected, only the i(
combined data are shown
in the figure. For the
least-square fit, we used l
the regression function, m

W

dN(cot @) =
exp (a + b cot @)d(cot @) _

(i)
with reasonable fits to 6 Io
most of the angular data,
as seen from the best fit- W

ted values of a and b and @
_2/DF, separately, for Fe- _ I-EXP{(-OJ2±O,O4)e.(2_C
C and Fe-Pb collisions in < EXP{(-Q2±O,I)@-1-(5,2±O,2))
Table I. In Figs 3, the m" O

straight lines in the fig- _ " _ COMBINED .....
w IOO

ures and the dotted lines _ £e-'_EXP((_O,6±O,I)O2.1.(LGiO, Z)O+(&6±O,I)) .
in the inserts show the _ _-UEXP((_O,7_O,i)e2+(i,e±q2)@+(5,5±O,2):

best-fitted curves. For ___the interval of cot @ = O- io
20, the amplified version
of dN(cot @) versus d(cot@)
with one-tenth the interval liEXPCeOJ4_o.o3)e+(_2._o.2)[FJff-__&

inshownthe asmainthe figuresinserts,aresharp i EXP((_0,2 4± &O4)e.+ (3,9 ± 1,2)) I I- I___1_
fall-offs of dN(cot @) for o, .... i ..... a .... f .... -_1_
cot @ _ 4 can be seen. But 'o. 5 Jo _5 20

-- EMISSION ANGLES e OF _IN DEGREES
those portions of d and Li
fragments, with extremely Fig. 2
small and large @, which
deviates apprecially from the general trends represented by
Eq. (1) constitute only several percents.

Table I. The fitted values of a and b of Eq. (1) from the
angular data of _ fragments (and of Li fragments
inside the brackets).

# of _ fragments =
Target # from S-stacks + a b _2/Dp "

# from L-stacks

1103 = 408 + 695 6.3 + 0.05 0.0248 + 0.0009 21/9
Carbon (138 = 35 + 103) (.4.4 _ O.1) (0.029 ,-0.003 ) _6/5)

1085 = 408 • 677 6.3 + 0.04 0.0265 + 0.0009 27/10
(160 = 62 + 98) (4.4 _ O.1) (0.030 +_--0.003 ) (ll/5
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4. Discussion and Conclusion. ' . ' ' E _' ............. 1
From the Lorentz transforma- ,ooo CA,BO,TARGET_....._.__

thetiOnALSOf,cot@from the LS to _ ._ lo__u_._ _;_

where we used the fact that [ "_, LT_,,_t__ _ <<Op (4) ,,, .100 200 300

from the observation of D.E. cote

Greiner et al.4 as well as our Fig. 3 (a)
experience with the heavy eva-
poration prongs produced in

high-energy jets in nuclear _ .................. _.__. _....
emulsion. Thus, we obtain the ,ooo LEAoTAAGET Ii_'_........

.... ;-i-e°deot<ormu ,,.
dN(1/_ sin O) _ (_/b) x ! _k_ .o_ ....... _ f :1

exp (a+_/_ sin_) x _ ,oo_"+_ I, _-"_ ....d(1/ _ sin _), t5)
' ......i_ '

<i"with a L°rentz-invariant c°ns- 'i°tant, kz-- _p #p b. (6) _.,,._,_.'_.,,. ,. i
In fact, Eq. (i) along with Eq. ' ,oo 2oo _oo
(6) is in accord with the Kap- cote
lon':s formula, Eq. (2), by find- Fig. 3 (b)
ing the median angle through
integration of Eq. tl), as

cot @½ = In 2/Ibl = (ln 2) (_'p_p)/l_ZI. t7)

This method gives the value of _ = 0.06 - 0.07 in Eq. (2).
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EXPERI_NT"PA_"-III. COPLANAR E_ISSION QF HIGH
ENERGY _-QUANTA AT INTERACTION C_ HADRONS WITH
NUCLEI OF AIR ATOMS AT ENERGIES AB0_ 107 GE_

Collaboration of the Experiment ,Pamir, *

ABSTRACT
At a systematic analysis of large )_-families_ de-

tected in X-ray-emulsion chambers_ cases of multicore
halos have been observed_ and among them five events
in which the halo is divided into three o_ four sepa-
rate cores with their alignment observed in the target

diagram (coplanarlty oZ axes of corresponding electron-
photon cascades). The halo alignment (tendency to the
straight line) leads to the azimuthal asymmetry
.thrust,). The analysis of lateral and momentum dis-
ributicns of particles in these families shows that

they also have ,,_h_ust,,that correlates with the di-
rection of the halo core alignment.

1. Introduction
Recently halos - diffuse zones of darkening on X-ray

films in the central part of large _-families -are in-
tensively studied in the framework of experiment "Pamir"
/1,6/. while scanning on mlcrodensltometers, five standard
levels of electron number density (excess zOVer the back-
ground) in the range A_ = 0.015-0.16 _m" are used. The

area _i bounded by the corresponding isodense t and the to-
tal number of electrons Ni confined at this area_ have been
determined for each level /2)3/. _or quantitative evalua-
t_s a family with halo is defined as the family in which
(13the number of electrons N. on the third level of obser-

vation (aN= 0.04_ "2) satisfies the condition /V3_/_J_J ,
where _ _Jis the calculated number of electrons for _he
same level_of observation in electron photon cascades _EPCJ
from above threshold _ • particles o__the family; (2) the
area _1 ram,(3) the number of above threshold particles
providing the first two conditions a_e fulfiled is > I.

Analysis of the halo on the third level of observation
has shown that its basic characteristics (spatial distribu-

tion of energy density, axial symmetry, values A/_ ,toS_ima_ndtheir dependence on the depth in the chamber 3 allow
terpret most of them as a certain stage of the EPC develop-
ment from the _-e particle that has been formed with a
large value of the _eymman variable ( _ _ 0.1_ /2/.

Thus_ the presence of halo indicates the production of
high energy _-e particles in atmospheric cascades.

PUll list o_ authors see in HE 1.2-12.The authors of this
paper arealso T.L.Asatiani,L.E.Genima (Yerevan Physical
Institute) and G.T.Zataepin (Institute for Nuclear Resear-
ches, Moscow).
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By the densitometric scanning of _ 80 q-families

with _E_>/250 TeV 36 events with h_lo have been detec-
ted, and in 15 of them several halos (2 _) are observed
_multicore or multiple halos). Each component or core was
considered as a beparate halo, if the above conditions were
satisfied, the number of electrons in it was not less than
5_ of /Y3 , and the distance between the cores exceeded that
between the neighboring density level isodenses. In three-
and four-core events a qu_silinear alignment of halo cores
is observed, i.e. coplanarity of axes of corresponding

/2,5/.
In the present report we continue investigating the

nature of halo, structure of multioore halo, their align-
ment as well as correlations of the y-family particles
alignment with that of halo.

2. Structure of _lo on upper density _eve_s
t-level_

of the halo structure on highe_r ( _h =0.08
and 0.16The_'stud_)shows that the rratiosA/_,--_/A/_ and A/_//#_
fluctuate not much which should be the case with EPC_ ahd
that large (1.5 order) fluctuations of the size of halo at
the given energy of families _E F occur at all levels.

In _ig.1 the correlation field of points (_/$; , So')
for separate halo axes is shown. Crosses denote the results
for high energy EPC according to calculations /4/. _mall

fluctuations ratios and
proximity of the experimen-
tal mean value to the cal-

culated one support the
interpretation of halo as

e_,_._..,_..,_,_u a definite stage of EPC de-
.w,_,,._,_,.a_,o,_ • velopment induced byhigh energy quantum.

a.- • • In the upper part of
• " " Fig• .1 there are events with

I AA •

• ,,," " • large halos which apparent-'_ i'.t.. • " •' ly begin to differ essen-• • •a •

• • tially from .electromagne-

. ._.. _ tic. ones at the large de-_'_ * "" pths of the chamber.

, Fig_l

3- "Thrust" of halos and _-quanta

, Densitograms of events with multicore halos and their
characteristics are presented in Pig,2a and Table 1_ res-
pectively. Each core of such halos may be considered as an
event of generation of 2_-e particle at a high altitude.
Thus nuclear-electromagnetic cascades (NEC) are detected
when several such particles are produced. Densitograms
show ,an obvious tendency of halo components to be arranged
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on the target diagram along one line i.e.coplanarity of
axes of corresponding EPC(alignment_. As a quantitative
measure of the alignment may serve the angle formed by li-
nes that connect the second in number A/J_'''_halo core with
the first one and all the others. The estimate_ based on
experimental values of these angles _shews that the probabi-
lity of a random imitation of the observed coplanarity im
all five events makes _ 10 -'€ .

The alignment of multloore halos leads to asymmetry in
the distribution of transverse momenta - .thrust.. As a

quantitative dimension of .thrust" of halos or particles in
families serves the value T =_'. I_,'_ _/,/_/_,'_ _#,_lwhere
_i_=l_i_i_/(Ei+Ex) _ Ei,_ _ are the_energies of i-th
and k-th core of the halo or particle_ respectively; _ _i_
is the difference of azimuthal angles
and distances in the plane of traget _,_o_ ___,-_
diagram between appropriate objects. _,,_o_ z_o_,_ "
(The value T _ by its physical meaning _,,f _,o_ _
is close to thrust used in analysis _ 8, _ _,_
of collisions at high energies). Va-
lues of T_ are plotted in table 2 for
halo cores and above-threshold_-e
psrtlcles of the family with # =
=£_,/_£_ 0.0_. It is seen from table
tha_°th_ .thrust. of _-quanta
in families correlates with that of .. '
halos in events with multiple halos. ,_ _ ,

As far as most low energy _-quiz Fig. 2b
ta come from low altitudes_this cot-
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Table 1. Data on multicore halos

275 2350 10.3 46, 25, 20 525,67, 230
14.7

• 7.5
259 506 11.4 76, 12, 6 92, 80, 98 5.6

3678 1638 11._ 67 17 6 56/_, 248, 120 5.316. ' '

....... 7.2 ................
2127 1720 10.4 80_ 6, 5,8 375,21,121,141 4.2

Table 2. Mean ,,thrust, of _-quanta and halo axes

Number of axes 0 1 2 3 4

Number of events 38 10 10 4 1

_ean ,,thrust,,

of halo axes 4.4±1.2 4.2
Mean ,,thrust,

in E-e partic- 1.4+0. 24")1.15+0. 2"96.1+2 2.8+0.6 5.2
les with

4f'90.04 _.8_.0.4 3.0 ±0.4 6./_±1.9 3.1+0.6 5.2

*) Zor the arbltrarily chosen direction

relation shows that along with the generatlom of E-e par-
ticles whose ,,thrust,,is established by halo, at high al-
tltmdes other particles (hadrons?) are also generated with
',thrust,,that provide the conservation of the direction of
,,thrust,,in the further development of NEC in atmosphere.

The ,thrust,, of _uanta occurs not onl_ in events
with multicare halos but is observed also (T'm 5) in some
families without or with one halo. Examples of target dis-

* grams of such events are presented in Fig. 2b for _-e par-
ticles with /r_ 0.04.
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THE EFFECT OF THE RELATIVE I_UCLEAR SIZE ON THE NUCLEUS-

NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS

I.N.Erofeeva, V.S._lurzin, S.Yu.Sivokloxov and L.N.Smirnova

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,
Moscow II9899, USSR

Abstract. The experimental data on the interactions of light
nuclei (d, He 4, CI2) at the momentum 4.2 GeV/c A with the
carbon nuclei were taken in the 2-m propane bubble chamber.
The distributions in the number of interacting nucleons, the
spectra of protons, the mean energies of secondary pions and
protons, the mean fractions of energy transferred to the pi-
on and nucleon components are presented. The results of in-
vestigation of the mechanism of nucleus-nucleus interactions
can be used to calculate the nuclear cascades in the atmos-
phere.

Experimental Data

We analyze 2400 dC, II60 He4C I2 and I800 CI2c I2 events
detected in the 2-m propane chamber at the momentum of pro-
jectile nuclei Pc = _.2 GeV/c.A. The momenta of all protons
and nuclear fragments with P I50 _eV/c and charged _ma-
sons wlth P_ • 70 _eV/c have been meast_ed. All negatively
charged particles were regarded as _"-mesons (the admix-
ture of other species _ I%). The event was identified as an
interaction on carbon if one_ of the following coz_Litions was
satisfied /I/: a) n+-n_•(_A_+I); b) _o>I; c) n_O;
d)n_> 2; e) n_ is odd for tN_ dC event_. ZA_ _s _he inci-
dent nucleus cha_ge, no is the number of slow (with P< 750
MeV/c) protons, n_p is-the number of backward emitted pro-
tons in the lab-system, n± is the number of charged partic-
les in the event. Using these criteria we selected 70 to 80%
of inelastic interactions on the carbon nucleus. The remain-
der events were statistically separated taking into account
the known cross sections on a proton and carbon /2/ and the
detection efficiency.

The spectra of protons are obtained by the subtraction
of the _'-meson spectrum from the spectrum of all positive
particles. The spectra of _ and T_-mesons were assumed to
be identical because of the isotopic symmetry of colliding
nuclei.

The Number of Interacting Nucleons

The distribution P(_ ) in the number of i_teracting nu-
cleons of the projectile nucleus in dC and He_C±m-interac -
tions was obtained on the basis of the data on the number

of stripping particles and on the multiplicity of _--me-
sons in the events with a different total charge of the
stripping particles. The stripping particles are thos_ ones
with momentum P> 3 GeV/c and emlssion angle @ < _o. The
production in the interaction of a nucleon of the projecti-
le nucleus is assumed to be independent of the other nucle-
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on's interactions. The use of additional data on the multi-

plicity of _P'-mesons in pO and tiC-interactions /3/ enabled
us to obtain six equations with unknown P(9 )(_ = I...@)
for He4C interactions /@/. The obtained probabilities P(_ )
of the interaotion of 9 nucleons of the projectile nucleus
fox dC and He_C interactions are given in Table I together.
with the prediction_ of the multiscattering model (_S_) /5/-
P(1) and P(@) in He*C-interactions are in disagreement with
the MSM results.

Table I
The interaction probabilities P(_ ) of _ nucleons of the
projectile nucleus A_

A3At _P(19 )/ P(I) ....P(2) P(3) P(,@)

ac 0.6s_o.o_0.3230.04 - - 1.32+-0.08

0.2 0.060.33:0.150.20+-0.I30.23+-o.052 , 2.o/5/ 0._ 0.25 0.I9 0.I2 2.00

Table 2
The mean characteristics of dC, EeOC and OC-interactions

d C EeOC 00
+

<_-> 0.6I + 0.03 I.OO + 0.04 I.SI _ 0.05
<]__> GeV 0.62 _ 0.02 0.64 + 0.02 0.6_ _ 0.02
<_-_ 2.7 _ O.I 3.9 ++ O.I 5°2 _ 0.2
<T_)r GeV 0.67 _ 0.06 0.80 _ 0.06 I.II _ 0.06
6_- GeV 0.38 _ 0.02 O.6_ O.03 0.97 _ 0.0@.Q.v o.2 ;- o.2 5o7 o.3.+

Z _.3 _ o.2 8.1 _ o.5 I_.5 - o.5
To _e_ _._ _ 0.2 8.I _ 0.2 I2.9
_ 0.26 0.02 0.2z_ 0°02 0.23 +

&R 0.7_ ¥- 0.07 0.76 { 0.07 0.9I ; 0.020.09

The Partial Coefficients of Inelasticity of Pions and
Nucleons

Table 2 lists the mean multiplicities and energies <]_.>
of U_'-mesons, the multiplicities and kinetic energies <T_

of protons and also the mean energy of all _'-mesons _-"
and protons _p in an event.

Assuming that the mean multiplicities and energies of
all species of _-mesons and nucleons are equal ( <m_-_ =

= <r_ , <_y>= <F_> )we can determine the total energy
of all secondaries. _g_ = 2 _ + _g_z-. This value must co-
incide with the initial kineti_ energ_ of interacting nuc-

' leons TO = 3.37 < _>A_ (GeV) to within the energy of par-
ticles Below the detec-tion threshold. For CC-interactions

the magnitude _ O>OG = 3.83 was taken from ref./3/. Table
2 presents also the _artial coefficients of inelasticity

' for pions @_ = 56"_'/T_ and protons _ = 2_/To .
The fraction of energy transferred to _-mesons is consi-
dered to be the same for all reactions in question. It is
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much lower than the value of o_ for the nucleonic interac-
tions at the energies • 20 GeV /6/.

The Momenttun Spectra of Protons

The momentum spectra of protons in dC, He4C and CC-in-
teractions in the lab-system are presented in fig.I. The
spectra are normalyzed to the mean number of protons in an
event. Approximation of the spectra by the function exp(-_F))
at P = I-3 G_V/c gives the following value_ of the parame-
ter _ : 0.62-0.04 for dC, 0.49m0.05 for He_C and 0.29z0.03
for CC-interactions. At the momenta > 3 GeV/c the spectra

temd to steepen slightly, which is well seen in the case of
CC interactions, yet, they are everywhere well outside the
value Pc = 4.2 GeV/c. If in dC-collisions the part of the
plot P> Pc is due to the errors in measuring of the partic-
les momenta and to the cumulative particles contribution
the increased yield of fragments with Z=I in this part in
He4C and CC-interactions requires an additional mechanism.
The interacting many-nucleon fragments of the projectile

nuclei with P> Pc can contribute to the high-momentum part
of the spectrtml in these interactions.

The mean momenta of protons in dC, He4C and CC-inter-
actions are plotted in fig.2 versus the ratio of atomic
weights of the colliding nuclei _/_. The mean value of
_P_> increases by a factor of 1.5 in the transition of _
fro_ d to C, approaching the estimated value of the mean
momentum of a proton in pp-collisions at 4.2 GeV/c. This im-
plies that the cascade becomes less important inside the
carbon nucleus for secondary nucleons in He_C and CC-inter-
actions. This effect is seemingly present in any collisions
of the nuclei with comparable sizes.

C onclusi ons

The chief results are the following: I) the distribu-
tion in the number of interacting nucleons of the He _ nuc-
leus in the carbon nucleus is nearly u_form which is in
contradiction to the I_ results /5/; 2) the partial coef-
ficients of inelasticity for pions and nucleons are actual-
ly the same for dC, He_C and CC-interactions; 3) the momen-
tum spectra of protons and the mean values of their momenta
are different for each type of interactions. The experimen-
tal results permit us to infer the presence of many-nucleon
fragments in the spectrum of interacting particles and the
minor role of cascade in the interactions of nuclei with
identical atomic weights.
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Abstract

The results are presented for the systematic measurement of

showers in the first carbon chamber of Japan-USSR joint experiment
at Pamir. The intensity and the energy distribution of

electromagnetic particles, of hadrons and of families are in good
agreement with the results of other mountain experiment if we take
into consideration the relative error in energy estimation.

I. Introduction.

Japan-USSR joint emulsion chamber experiment at Pamir plateau (4370m)
has been continuing since 1981. The purpose of the experiment is a
test for the future large scale emulsion chamber experiment to observe
nuclear interaction at the energy region of 1016 _ 1017 eV and is also

to work as a interface among different emulsion chamber experiment of

mountain altitude. In Table 1 we show the exposure list of joint
chambers. The chamber 'Pamir-l' is for the energy calibration and it
is found that upto the shower energy _20 TeV there are no appreciable

difference of energy determination between in Soviet group and in
Japanese group[l]. The present paper gives the results of systematic
measurement of the first joint carbon chamber 'Pamir-2'.

2. Carbon chamber 'Pamir-2'.

The carbon chamber designed to observe hadron and gamma families

consists of three parts, that is, r-block of 6 cmPb, H-block of 5 cmPb
and carbon layer of 60 cm thick between the two. The effective
thickness of the chamber is about 1.5 _ geo.. Fig.l shows the basic

structure of the carbon chamber. Two types of Japanese (SAKURA N-type

and FUJI #100-type) and Soviet (PT6M-type and PTCS-type) X-ray films are
used as sensitive materials. About half, _33 m2, of the chamber 'Pamir-

2' has been systematically analysed[2].

*) On leave from UNICAMP, IFGW, Sao Paulo, Brasil
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Table I. Exposure list of joint chamber at Pamir (4370m)

chamber lree(a 2) period (days) type sensitive, layers remarks

Poair-I 11.2 253 flat 7 cmPb 3 • 3*
81/82 Oct,'81 _ June'82 (calibration) _ [ i ]

72.0 415 carbon chamber : s I *' in r-blockPnnir-2 Juno'92 _ Aug.'83 • * in H-block
82/83 present paper

6.0 343 flat 6 cmPb 2 s. 3"
aug.'82_July'83 (calibration)

90.0 carbon _aeber 2s 2: in r-block
Pnair-3 350 2_ 2 in H'block ,

83/84 July'83 _ July'84 under analysis
4,.0 flat 7 caPb 5 s 5"

(cnlibretlon)

Pnair-3' _ I00 0ct.'83 % carbon chamber 2 in r-block under exposure
a3/80 2 in H-block

Psntr-4 _ 17 Aug.'H4 _ thick lead under exposure
04/85 50 caPb

•) number of sensitive layers of Soviet films.
3. Energy estimation.

Here we describe the procedure of Japanese group[2]. The detail

procedure of Soviet group is described in Ref.[l,4]. The darkness of
shower spot on X-ray films are measured by microphotometerNith square
slit of 200x200 _m 2. In this joint chamber, we have only two layers

of Japanese X-ray films in each part of the chamber, r-block and H-
block. Then we must estimate shower energy by using spot darkness on

two layers of X-ray films except for the case that showers penetrate

both r-block and H-block. The two different methods are applied. One
(Method-I) is to use the following semi-empirical formt_la[2],

Do°= Smax(D1rJD_)-_ , B=0.812-0.70tan2e
E = i0" (SO _rv_e/0.54)l.234

where D_and Dl0rare darkness of a shower spot at 4 cmPb and 5 cmPb in
F-block and Dmax is larger one between the two. 0 is zenith angle of

shower direction. For the showers(hadrons) observed in H-block, D_and

Dlr0 are replaced with D_ and DH, where D# and DH are darkness of a
shower at 3 cmPb and 4 cmPb in H-block. The other (Method-II, [3]) is to

estimate the shower maximum by fitting experimental points, only two
points except for penetrating showers, with calculated shower transition
curve. Above two methods were applied to the individual simulated
cascade showers of _gamma-ray primaries[5] and it is found _that the

average value has expected one though the relative error, AE/E, is

rather large (20 m30_). When the shower energy increases, _ 50 Tee,
Method-I gives underestimation (by %20_) of the energy. The common
shower spots are measured by Japanese group and by Sovief_ group.

Fig.2 shows a correlation diagram on the energy of showers estimated by
Soviet group and by Japanese group. As is seen in the figure there are
no appreciable difference of energy estimation between the two.

4. Energy spectrum of (e,y), of hadrons and of families.

EnergT spectrum of (e,y) Fig.4 shows integral energy speQtrum of

showers found in F-block. The spectra are expressed by the power
" function above energy 5 Tee. The Method-I gives steeper energy

spectrum because of the underestimation of shower energy in high energy
region. The straight line in the figure is a power function with index
2.0. Showers in r-block are mixture of electromagnetic showers and
those from nuclear interaction of hadrons in r-block. About 20_ of
showers in r-block are considered as hadronic origin.

Energy spectrum of hadrons The visible energy spectrum of hadrons
/

i
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constructed by showers observed in H-block is shown in Fig.3 by cross
mark. The spectrum is also expressed by the power function with index
2.0 above energy 5TeV. The detection probability of hadrons in H-block
is _ 33_. The spot darkness in H-block of hadronic showers becomes

smaller because showers spread over during passage through the carbon
layer, and then the visible energy is underestimated (by _20Z). The
flux of hadrons arriving at the chamber, indicated by broken line in the
figure, is obtained by applying above two corrections. The relative

ratio of intensity, Ih/Ie, ¥, at the visible energy greater than 10 TeY,
between hadrons and electromagnetic particles is about 2.

Energy specrrum of gamma-families Fig.5 shows integral energy
spectrum of gamma-ray families. The spectrum is again well expressed
by the power function with index 1.3, above total observed energy _ 20
TeV.

5. Comparison with the other experiment.
The relative error, AE/E, in energy estimation affects the power

index and the flux value of the energy spectrum. Suppose that the
relative error in energy estimation has Gaussian type distribution with
energy dependent dispersion o = v 0 (E/TeV) _ and spectrum is power type,
then the ratio between the observed intensity, I, and the true one, I ,
is given by I(>E)/I0(>E ) =1 + e E 2_. In the present experiment we have

.0_0" 12 and 6_0.19. Then we get st 0.15 under the assumption that power
index of spectrum is 2.0. At the energy E=10TeV, observed intensity
is considered _30_ higher than the true one according to the above
formula. The true intensity of (e,y) is obtained by applying
corrections for contamination of hadrons (20_) and for the effect of
relative error in energy estimation (30_) to the observed intensity
shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 6 shows the altitude dependence of the vertical
flux of (e,Y) with energy greater than 10 TeY. As is seen in the
figure, all experimental points are distributed around the expected

exponential attenuation with Aat t _ 120 gr/cm 2. Thus we can conclude
that there are no appreciable systematic difference of energy estimation
between in the present experiment and in the other mountain experiments.

6. Discussions.

The relative error in energy estimation, by using two layers of X-ray
films in the carbon chamber, is rather large, especially in high energy
region. However, the vertical flux and the power index of spectra of
electromagnetic particles, of hadrons and of families obtained in
present measurement are not inconsistent with those of the other
mountain experiment.

Aknowledgement. The collaboration experiment is financially
supported in part by Grant-in-Aid from the Ministry of Education and •
Waseda University, in Japan.
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Abstract

The energy s_ectra of atmospheric cosmic rays at Mr.
Kanbala (520 g/cm-) are measured with emulsion chambers
The power-indeces of the spectra are values of about 2.0
for both gamma-rays and hadrons. Those fluxes are
consistent with the ones expected from the model of
primary cosmic rays,with heavy nuclei of high content in
the energy around I0_a eV.

I. Introduction
The China-Japan Cooperative Emulsion Chamber Experiment is

continued with a large-area exposure at r_It.Kanbala2 Tibet in China
(5500 m above sea level, atmospheric depth 520 g/cm ), in order to
observe big families with energy over I000 TeV. Details of

character'istics of those famiIies are discussed in another pap_}(I),
by concerning with primary cosmic rays in the energy around I0 eV
or more. Also, uncorrelated particles of atmospheric cosmic rays.
such as gamma-rays (hereafter. these mean high energy photons and
electrons) and hadrons, are observed in a lower energy region with
the same emulsion chambers. The intensities of those particles as
well as:_he members of families are presented in this paper'.

2. Experimental procedure
The emulsion chamber used in the Mr. Kanbala experiment

consists of photosensitive materials and metal plates, piled up
alternately. Several sorts of X-ray film withdifferent sensitivity
are generally used as the photosensitivematerials, such as type-N
(Sakura). type-Ill (Tianjin). type-lO0 (Fuji), Gongyuan (Shantou)
and tylYe-5F(Shanghai).

Two kinds of metal are used at Mr. Kanbala, as listed in
Table I. One is the lead emulsion chamber (Pb-EC), as genre'ally
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used ill mountain Table I. Exposure list at Mt. Kanbala.
experiments. Another is ..........................................................
the irob one (Fe-EC) Series Date Exposure Materlal Thlckness

(m y) (c,u.I
which is exposed to ..........................................................
observe efficiently KO Sep, 1980-Sep. 1981 a.7 Pb 14

11.0 Pb 30
hadron components. In KI Sep.1981-Sep.1982 1.0 Pb 14
this paper, the results 49.0 Pb 28
are presented given from K2 Oct.1982-May 1984 143.0 Pb 1439.1 Fe 29
the Fe-ECs as well as the g3 May1983-May1984 6.3 Pb 14
Pb-ECs whose preliminary 31.1 Fe 29

K4 May 1984-MaY 1985 85.0 Pb 14
data are shown in the 58.o Fe 29
previous paper(2}. -..............................................-..........

The showers Droduc:edby high enerqy particles are observed as
the series of shower spots on X-ray films over several layers and
tile energy of each shower is estimated by measuring optical density
of those spots. Details of the method for" the Pb-EC are found in
the previuos paper(2). For the analysis of the Fe-EC. the similar
manner is applied. For the purpose of enerqy determination of
_hower's in the Fe-EC. massive simulations have been made (m the
cascade showers developin9 in iron.

-h
..." ..

3. Results -,,..y _

In order to cjet the lo .{_(.,

intensities of atmospheric ,4 \,_+
cosmic rays, a part of the _ __..., :...
emulsion chambers of thick a. _k ,,_ _-t-o ,; ,\,, .......
type (28 - 30 c.u. thick) , /-xT_?[--aa_-/-.... __a_
has been analysed with _ ' / _ " _---I=-4----I--_--T-i/f--_.--_,.., I I I _-_

I /% _', "'._:_L_ _'1

careful sc'anninq 2 for the \ ;/\ --F\,

exposure of 7.0 in2 y in the l?,, \ -1-_,+,
Pb-EC and 6.0 m y in the

Fe-EC. \ I,
the observed showers i s
displayed in Fig. 1. The I\

distribution of a deep l x

region qives tlS the 0.z 7

|
attenuation lengt2h of

hadrons indi cat ins 42. t) c.u. , ,
in lead and 13.5 c.u. in o lo 2o
i ton. Those va l ties c.u.

corresPOlld to the coIlisio/l Flq. I. Startln_J point distribution of showers In the
length of 28.0 C,U. in lead emulsion chamber of thick type. Tim upper and lower

and 9.0 c,tl. in iron, both crosses represent the number of detected showers with
energy above 3 TeV for the Pb-EC and above 5 TeV for

of which are consistent with the Fe-EC. respectively. The dashed and solid curves

the values expected fl'olll the are expected from gamma-rays and hadrons, respectively.

respective interaction cross section. By takin9 the attenuation
into account, the detection probabilities of hadrons are determined
to be 39 % in the Pb-EC and 78 % ill the Fe-EC. A statistical
seParation of gamma-raYs and hadrons has been performed by us Jl}g
those detection probabil ities(2). (3).

Tile resulting vertical energy spectra at _t. Kanbala are shown
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in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for the showers initiated by gamma-rays and
hadrons, respectively. Both results given from tim Pb-ECs and the
Fe-ECs are consistent with eacll other. Those power indices and
fluxes are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Spectra of atmospheric cosmic rays at Mr. Kanbala.

Spectral index Intensity a_ 5 TeV
(in s st)

0-6
gamma-rays 2.00_+0.08 (2.8-0.2)X 10_6showers induced by hadrons 2.03+--0.08 (6.0+--0.6)X1

10 -5 10-5 _

0 tO

% '0% ,, \,_,.

),o
lO- o; \i,

I I I

1_0 i00 10 i00
TeV TeV

Fig. 2. Integral energy spectrum of vertical Fig. 3. Illlegral energy spectrum of showers
gamma-raYs at Mr. Kanbala. The open and Induced by badrons at l_It. Kanbala. The open
solid circles represent the results given a|_d solid circles rep|'esent the results given
from the Pb-EC and tile Fe-EC, respectively, from the Pb-gC and the Fe-EC, re.'_pectlvely.
'rile dashed line is tile best flt. The solid The dashed line Is tile best flt. Tile solid
curve Is expected by the assumptions curve Is expected by tile assumptions
mentioned tn tile text. mentioned In the text.

4. Discussions
There is no serious difference between both spectra derived

from the Pb-EC and the Fe-EC. This indicates that on the
experimental method and procedure, such as shower detection and
energy determination, no systematic error is recognized for the Fe-
EC. This gives a fundamental supporting factor for the reliability
of the family data detected in the Fe-ECs(l).

According to tim results of families, as described in another
paper(l) and others(4),(5), the primary CO._IIIJcrays do not indicate
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16
proton dominant in the energy around 10 eV. It seems that the

high energy interaction, the Feynman scaling is not appreciably

broken in the fragmentation region of particle production andEOt_..
collision cross section 2 of hadrons in air ginCreases ascorresponding to tim In s dependence. In Fi . 2 and Fig. 3 are
displayed the results calculated with almost the same assumption as
the above mentioned. Those spectra of atmospheric cosmic rays are
genetically related to the primary co._mic-ray spectrum of a proton
equivalent in which tile primary cosmic-ray nuclei are broken up into
nucleons. Those spectra, therefore, do not much sensitive to the
composition of primary cosmic rays. It i._. however, interesting to
indicate in these figures that the atmospheric cosmic ray spectra
may be also interpreted by the same assumption in a sligt_tly lower
energy region.

On the atmospheric _0-5
cosmic rays, the spectral
measurements have been_ --1_$-.-
performed with emulsion

chambers of a similar _ 0-_

type at Mt2 Fuji (3750 m._E . _{_ _,.

650 g/cm )(3).(61 and _ {__other mountain altitudes z0-_
(7).(8).(9). Tile Present
results are compared with Q K c ? F

, _ _ _, _ ,_,those intensi ties in'" 400 500 600 700
Fig. 4. Tile comparison g/cm 2

shows tile attenuation Fig. 4. Comparison of intensities of atmospheric

lengtil also to be cosmic rays at mountain altitudes. The open and solid
circles represent the fluxes of gamma-ray and showers

consistent with t.he induced by hadrons, respectively, with the energy above
assumption mentioned 5 TeV; the pre_ent results (1<) and the results at Mt.

above. FuJI 2 1650 g/cm_)(6) (FI, at the Pamir _lateau (594
g/cm )(7) (P), at I4t. Chacaltayao(540 g/cm')(8) (C) and
at the Qomolangma root (455 g/cm_)(9) (Q). The curves

Acknowledgements represent the expected attenuat Ion.
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The energy spectra of high energy gamma-rays and hadrons were

obtained by the emulsion chamber with 40 c.u. thickness at Mt.Fuji
(3750m). These results are compared with the Monte Carlo calculation

based on the same model which is used in a family analysis. Our data

are compatible with the model of heavy-enrichedprimary and scaling in
the fragmentation regio_

i_ Introduction.

The energy spectra of both gamma-rays and hadrons at high energies
have been measured withthe large-scaleemulsion chambers at Mt. Fuji

(3750 m, 650g/cm2)l), 2). The present scale of Fuji experiment is

possible to cover the energy range of 2-'100 TeV both for gamma-rays
and hadrons with a sufficient statistics.

These spectra are known to be very sensitive to the proton compo-
nent in the primary and also well reflect the particle production
spectra in the fragmentation region, increasing cross sections.

This problem has been frequently discussed by many authors, mainly
based on the analytical calculation with some approximations.

In this report, we present new spectra of uncorrelated gan_a-rays
and hadrons observed with the emulsion chamber(FH) of 40 c.u. thick-

ness and compare this with the Monte Carlo simulation made with the
same model used in the family analysis.

2. Experiment

In the Mt.Fuji experiments, two types of emulsion chambers have

been exposed, i.e., one is of thin-type, With the total thickness less
than i0 c.u. and the other of thick-type. The total exposure amounts
to about i000 m2.y. Among this, the chamber FH, exposed for two years
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from 1982 to 1984, has high quality for detecting both gan_na-rays and
hadrons. The detection efficiency of hadrons is estimated to be 60 %.

The X-ray films were inserted at every 2 c.u. from 4 to 40 c.u.. In

the depth shallower than i0 c.u., two kinds of films with a different

sensitivity (Sakura-N and Fuji-#100) were used.
The energy of each shower is estimated by comparing the transition

of shower spots in the x-ray films extending over several layers with
the theoretical one (note that the energy of hadron is that released

as the electro-magnetic component in the chamber). The separation of

gamma-rays and hadrons is made statistically referring to the starting

point of showers observed in the chamber. That is, if the showers
start in the depth less than 6 c.u., except ones with successive

interactions, then they are regarded as gamma-rays (including elec-

trons and positrons) and others as hadrons.
As discussed already in the previous paper 2), the Landau-

Pomeranchuk effect becomes dominant at high energies over several 10

TeV. Showers become more penetrative at higher energies so that some
of gamma-rays are misidentified as hadrons in the usual statistical
method mentioned above. In our data processing, this problem is

adequately taken into account.

3. Monte Carlo simulation. _ • Grigorov etoL
,o-' • _ JACEE

The Monte Carlo simulation __ __
has been done to get some

conclusive results from our _ -.-,0,_........._VH_._."_"_.FE'_'_
experimental data. The mo- _ ............ .. ..
del adopted here is the same .. -. ._

one as used in the family ! ,o-,--__L "'%"'_"
analysis 3). That is, the sca- _z ---___.

ling in the fragmentation re- ""_'--.-._.

gion, increasing cross sec- l i .....I"-.. j
tion as Eou'u4 and the heavy ,o, ,o, ,o, ,o,
enriched primary are assumed _v_<_

in the calculation. In the Fig. i.
other papers, it has been

shown that the scaling is not

appreciably broken in the
fragmentation region and the P_

/_,, FH =
heavy enriched primary can / \_. 10

well explain the family phe- '_ _,! zo

nomena which are the products _.j_;_-_-- -_-
- of nuclear interactions in l0z _ _ _i____ _

air by primary particles at "_ / I_

energies over 1015eV. It > !i ......'.' :... '. :" ' \t II I0examine whether the same model _ • : : \

can also reproduce the energy 10 [\J

', spectra of uncorrelatedandhadrons _i,,_:i:_,'_2::::_!i!_;.!_i_iii_:_::.il}:i...:::/gamma-rays or .: .:_:,_/:..:.o.._.'_::
not, since these are concer- 0 Io 20 30

ned in the wide energy _t(c.u )
range of primaries from seve-

ral TeV to about 1016 eV. In Fig. 2.
Fig. 1 is shown the primary
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spectrum assumed in this calculation. A special feature of this

spectrum is that the proton component becomes steeper (change of

spectral index : 1.7->2.0) at around 1014 eV, lower than the knee (

3x10 ±b eV) appeared in the total spec_rt_n. This proton spectrum is
not inconsistent with the JACEE data =J, though statistics is still
insufficient.

4. Results.

In Fig. 2, we show the starting point (At) distribution of showers

with energy higher than 4 TeV, observed in the FH-chamber. The curves

are the expectation of attenuation of high energy showers in the

chamber calculated by the Monte Carlo method. In this calculation,

the collision mean free path of hadrons is assumed to be 28 c.u. in

lead. This data is used for obtaining the absolute vertical fluxes of

gan_na-rays and hadrons.

The energy spectrum of gamma-rays and hadrons, obtained with the

chamber FH, is shown in Fig. 3 and 4, with the one presented at

Bangalore Conference 2). As discussed in the previous paper 2), we

revised the energy of showers by using a new energy-determination

method. This change was made by a statistical way using a simple

relation of E_ew=l.3 x Eold, i.e., old energy is increased by 30 %.
On the other _and, the energy of each shower observed in the FH-

chamber is determined individually by use of a new transition curve.

A good agreement of both data means that the previous method is with

considerable justification.
The absolute fluxes at 5 TeV and spectral indices are listed in

Table 1 for gan_na-rays and hadrons.

\

-I0 .\ o EXPERIMENT

_0 _ o EXPERIMENT ','k ', FH

_'_,, * FH '_,"e
', -I0 _,_
_,' -_2.oo:_o.o5_ _I0 %

-11 _o_ ,ET t./) ",,, _(2.0+0.1 )

U
_-:ll

"_¢ u10 q\
in

-12 _\ "'h-. _\

o- £

\

I

I , | i I _ _ .,, i I I I " _ | , ' -

10 10 2 10 10 2

E_ (TeV) Eh( TeV )

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
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Table 1

Spectral index Flux value at 5 TeV

( cm-2sec-lsr -1 )

gamma-rays 2.00 + 0.05 ( 1.1 + 0.i ) x i0-10
hadrons 2.0 + 0.i ( 2.1 + 0.i ) x 10-10

5. Discussions.

We compare our data with the Monte Carlo result (dotted curve) in

Fig. 3 and 4. As noticed from these figures, a slight difference may
be found between the data and the calculation. But, this is not

serious problem if we consider the uncertainty involving in the assum-
ption of primary composition. Of course strong scaling break in the

fragmentation region is compatible with proton dominant primary at

least up to about 1015 eV. However, there is little hope for this

possibility, because the primary energy responsible for generating
these particles is not so high compared with the energy of CERN SPS
collider where the strong scaling break has not been observed.

Our conclusion is that the model of scaling and heavy enriched
primary can well explain both of uncorrelated particle spectra and
family phenomena which are originated by the primary particles ran-

ging from several TeV to about 1016 eV. The implication is that the
fraction of primary proton decreases with increasing energy and reaches
about 20 % at energies around 1015 eV. The proton spectrum should

become steeper at least at around 1014 eV. This is very interesting
result when we consider the problem of acceleration and confinement of
high energy cosaic rays in our galaxy.
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ON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF EMULSION CHAMBER

FAMILY EVENTS PRODUCED IN LOW HEIGHTS

Jing Gu -ru, Jing Cai-liu, Zhu Qing-qi_ Ding Lin-kai

Institute of High Energy Physics, Academia Sinica

P.O.Box 918, Beijing, China

1. Introduction.

The uncertainty of the primary cosmic ray composition
at lO '+-lO _6eV is well known to make the study of the

nuclear interaction mechanism more difficult. Experimentally
considering, if one can identify effectively the family

events which are produced in low heights, then an event
sample induced by primary protons might be able to be
separated. It is undoubtedly very meaningful. In this
paper we simulate the family events under the condition of
mcuntain emulsion chamber experiments with a reasonable

model. The aim is to search for the dependence of some

experimentally observable quantities to the interaction

height.

2. Method.

The model used is: proton incidence, total inelastic
cross section rising with energies (0_ r TM ), Feynman_0

scaling in fragmentation region holding and mean transverse

momentum increasing with energies (_Pt>_E_ "°_ ). The
electromagnetic cascade and the multiple Coulomb scattering

are also treated by Monte-Carlo method. Because the stress
point is on the study of the qualitative charaters of the

production height dependence on the transverse distribution
O_ family events, the mudel used may be a suitable one.

The observation height is assumed at Mt. Kanbala (520

g/cm 2). The incident axis is taken uniformly on 40x50 cm z

X-ray film_ and the particle outside this area are ignored.

Hadron showers are recorded by the same method as experiment
with chamber thickness of 28 c.u. Pb. The criteria of a

family are _(Ey+E_ ¥_) (-_E)I> 30 TeV, ny>_ 4 and nh>_ 0 (all
symbols are in the common meaning). 546 family events with
_E >_lO0 TeV are analysed.

c

The (R> and (ER> of a group of testing events with
(Pt>=330 MeV/c are shown in Table 1 to compare with

M.Shibata's results (in parentheses) using model PRS _0. Th_
difference between them may be reasonable owing to the
different observation levels. For families with _E_ lO0 TeV

(Em;_ =4 TeV), we have (_>=2.75 cm which is close to the
experimental value 2.5 cm __ .
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Table 1 (R> and <ER> of family events

E (TeV) 30-50 50-100 100-200 200-500

_> (cm) 3.20 3.45 2.82 2.43
<3.31 <3.11 (2.5) <2.3)

(ER> (TeV.cm) 12.5 14.1 12.2 10.7
(13.6) <13.7) (i1.71 (10.6)

3. Average interaction times_ mean interaction height
and purity.

The average interaction times, N_n_ , for all observed
particles of each family event is calculated. In Fig.1 is

shown the NL_ distribution with mean value 3.74. The

tOO Fig. 1

"

_ °° ° °

J'_ '_ 'J *It

_o _ _::_,"_:',..:'..
L _'_.Z"f ",:_ _ _':." .:"

'_ 2 _?= "" _""'"" " : "

20 ,_ Fig.2 .... """ " "' " " • "4 6 8 I_o ' 36o ' 56o,_
Ni.t Hts_

relation between NL.{ and the first interaction height, H_St

is seen in Fig.2. It is obvious that the events having both

single interaction only and low interaction height are very
rare.

For each event with multi-time interactions_ imagine
that there exists a main interaction. We devide the 520

g/cm 2 atmosphere into 21 layers with step 25 g/cm 2. Define
the layer in which the produced particles contributes the
most fraction of family energy _E as the main interaction

layer and the corresponding height as main interaction

height (Hma_n). The fraction mentioned above is defined as

purity of the family (abbreviate as p hereafter).

The distribution of main interaction height is rather

flat, slight favorable to lower height (or larger Hm_m)
(see Fig.3). It is noticed that the events with larger
Hm_inare not always very pure (Fig.4). The low-height event

which we are interested in, of caurse, should those with
lower main interaction heights and high purities.

R and ER.

The analysis shows that (R> and {ER> of family events

are significantly dependent on HI_ (Fig.5): events with
larger (R) and (ER) have smaller H_t , events with larger
H_ have smaller _R) and _ER_ but incorrect inversely. As
to the dependence of _R> and _ER> on Hm_;n, it is insensi-
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Fig,3 HiSt" (real line) and Fig.4 Purity vs. Hm_in
Hm_ln (dotted line) distribution

tire (Fig,6).

The rejuvenation treatment(3)j or taking R as the dis-
tance to event axis, or taking (R> as the energy weighted

mean R, all induce the (R) and {ER) with the same qualitative
characters as shown in Fig.5 and 6.

"Decascading" treatment with full efficiency gives weak
dependence of (R> on Hma;_ (fig.7). Besides, _ER>, mean

energy (<Ey)) and maximum energy (E_ _) of _-rays of a family
event show the same tendency as _R>. But at the other hand

_-ray number of a family, ny, shows opposite tendency, In

0

10 10 '
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Fig.5 Fig.6

Fig.8 is shown the dependence of {Ey) on Hm_;n • When we
analyse the relation between the composite quantity C_JR){Ey)

E_X/ny _ and Hm_., (Fig.9), it is seen that some low height
events are condensed near C=O. Taking a C value cut (say
C=5), the event sample selected will be dominant for low-
height events.
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For the families not treated by decascading procedurep

the composite quantity AWn{/({R>'<ER).<Ey)'E_ _ ) can also be
used to separate the the concerned events. For example,
there are 28 events satisfing the conditions A¢0.05 and ¢R>

<3 cm, among which 12 have H_,_> 450 g/cm , 7 events have
both H_, > 450 g/cm and p>0.7o Considering the whole events

satisfing these two condi

•' . tions are not very rich (Fig.

_120 " 4)_ this method may be use-
_: . . ful.

_>80 "' : ""
..... The condition _ER><IO

_ " " "" TeVocm and (Ey>>12 TeV can[aJ • . . . ." . .

_40 ..... " ." - ". • also separate about one half

= ,", ,,_.,....._.:,.._..,_ ._._,: events having H_m > 450 g/cm
I00 300 500 and p>O.8•

Hma_n(5/cm2)
Summary.

Fig•9 Due mainly to the multi-
interactions in thick atmos-

phere target above the mountain emulsion chamber, the depen-

dence of the observable quantities of family events on the
main interaction height Hm_:n is strongly smearing° However,

weak dependence on Hm_;n still exists in (R>, _ER>, <Ey>, ny
and etc. A small sample with low-height and high purity
is not impossible to be separated by suitable composing and

cutting of these quantities.
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HADRON INTENSITY AND ENERGY SPECTRUM

AT @380 m ABOVE LEVEL

Cananov S.D., Chadrany_n EoKh., Khizanishvili L_A.,

Ladaria N.K., Roinishvili NoN.

Institute of Physisc, Academy of Sciences of the

Georgian SSR, Tbilisi, USSR

The flux value of hadrens with E_)_ 5 TeV, where

is the energy transferred into electromagnetic compo-

nent is presented. It is shown that the energy spectrum

slope _ of hadrons with Ek _ 20 TeV is equal to 1.9.

The present work is based on the experimental data

obtained by means of "Pamir" carbon X-ray chamber. _1_ con-

tains the detailed description of detectors's arrangement.

Two sets of experimental data are used,

The first of them represents the result of exposure

of "Pamir 77-78" chamber ST = 60 m2 x 11 months. The lead

thickness t in hadron block is equal to 10 c.u. For each

spot coordinates, zenith and azimuthal angles and darkness

have been measured. Hadrons with zenith angle e_20 ° have

been used only.

The second set of the experimental data is composed

by selection of spots with darkness _o.6, measured by

aperture of the radius _ = l@O_m, that approximately cor-

responds to E_T'_25TeV. On the total area S = @71 m2 had-
(.

tons with zenith angles 8_20 ° have been selected in the

chambers with lead thickness in hadron t = 8

In all used chambers carbon layer was 60 cm thick.

Connection between E+ and _ spectra is given in

the _2) (here E-+ is an energy estimated by means of the

dependence E(D) for e+e--pair, the so-called "e+e--pair

curves", and E_ _ is an energy in fact transferred into
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electromagnetic component) :

According to [2] , in the case of r = 1gO_I, if E+
will be esimated by "e+e--pair cuzves" for to + & t, where

to is the lead thickness in chamber and &t is equal to

2 c.u., the parameters will take the following values: B =

O, L_=O.

Hence, to obtain the correct estimate of E_) one can

use curves for lead thickness t = 12 c.u. in the first set

of experimental data and t = 10 c.u. in the second ane.

Both sets of data are presented in Table 1.

Table I

, i , . ,

No of Area N(E_ 7 TeV) N'E_'),k >_ 30 TeV) N(E_
set (m2) _100 TeV)

, , i i , i i , i . i

q 60 _22 24 " -

2 _7q - 197 29

, i J i i l i i ii,. i

The value of vertical intensity of hadron flux is cal-

culated by well-known formula:

i m,2
I°(>E_)=STo6_ _(e.)_ (2)

where N is number of hadrons with E_ ) greater than the

threshold; S is chamber area! T = 2.7.907 s exposume time;

co = 0.55 is the probability of hadron interaction ib C-

chamber; _(_):_-co_%_8o is the angular factor, which con-

verts hadrons intensity for e <eo to the global one withJ o
eo = 90 (m' is the exponent of angular distribution of had-

tons, _egistered in hadron block); (m @ 2)/23T is c_nver-

ring factor from global intensity to the vertical one. Here

m is the exponent of angular distzibution for hadrons

falling on the chamber. According to [1] , m = H/_ _ 2 =

8 -+3. Here H = 600_/cm 2 is a_mospheric depth, _ = 90 +

300_/cm 2 is the attenuation length for protons.
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The experimental value of m', obtained by formula

(m'+2)/r__'+,3)--<.Gos_2 (3)
where _cos e_ = 0.92 + 0.O1 is the average cosinus of ze-

nith angle is equal to m = 9,5 -+1.5, that is in a satis-

factory agreement with results of _onte-Carlo simulations

for m = 8.

Thus, vertical intesity values obtained from experimen-

tal sets turned out to be in a good agreement with each

other

T._,(.E_>-5TeN) (.27±0,_.) td *° -_s"= . • _m _r"_ (_)

Io._-__$OT_V) (0.2 l), ¢_"s" st-' (5)
The slopes of energy spectra are in a good agreement

also. In Fig.q the concluding E_ _ spectrum with the slope

1.9 + O.q is presented (here after the statistical errors

are only given).

For chambers under investigation the value of effective

coefficient Kef f = E+-/Ek: (here E k is the energy of inci-

dent hadron) is given in _3_ • At E+ = 5 TeV Keff it is

equal to 0.25. As energy E+ = 5 TeV turns into E = 20 TeT,

and since the value E+ = 5 TeV corresponds to E = 7 TeV:

_o(E__,¥ %V)=Io(E_,_zO_¢,;)

E_'' ' _ El")t _.J" Io(>
,i0-9

- t

. , • 1.00_'_-10 20 50



Thus, we can obtain energy spectrum of hadrons in the

interval 20 + 300 Te¥:

r- - (_,elo 0

: _ _- \_7 _ s- sr (6)
In Table 2 the comparison with data from different

installations is given. Each value of hadron flux intensity

is calculated for Pamir altitude (Ho = 600_/cm 2) and ener-

gy E _)_ 5TeV.
Table 2.

Experiment lo(E_ 5 TaV) (c_'z_"sc"') The slope

Fudji[_] (3.2-+0.2)• 10-q° 2.0-+O.1
Canbala [5_ (2.9 -+O.q) • 10-10 q.85 + O.q

"Pamir" Pb
chamber [11 (1.9 -+0._) " 10-qO 1,96 + O,1

This work (2.7 + O.q) • 10-10 q.9 -+O.q
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Some characteristic cosmic ray events and an attempt
at their explanation

S. Bhattacharyya
Physical and Earth Science Division
Indian Statistical Institute

Calcutta-700035,
India

Some cosmic ray events with very large multi[_li-
cities and very high transverse momenta have recently been
reported in balloon-borne emulsion chamber ex_riments.
The explanation for these events by the standard approaches
has become a bit problematical. We have attempted here to
understand and interpret them in the light of a dynamical
model of multihadron production phenomena with power-law
nature of average multiplicity and automatic scale-breaking
derived in the model.

i. I_ntrod_u_c_t__o_n_

In the recent past some cosmic ra# events with very
high multiplicities and large average transverse momenta
have been observed in a balloon-borne emulsion chamber

experiment(l) in the collisions between Si-Ag_ nuclei.
The charged multiplicity range is 750 ,,- 1000 and the range
of the average transverse momentum lies between 550-700
_[ev/c and the observed event number is two. The rising
behaviour of the average transverse momentum with ener_v
is also confirmed by the CERN 2_ oollider experiments._)
But the CERN PP colllder results, it is believed, set an

upper limit (<_>_$) to the nature of growth of multi-
plicity which cannot accommodate such high multiplicity
events. Herein lies the problem.

.There has in recent times been a lot of theoretical
studies(J) in understanding these events which are just
flukes. We would llke to apply here a model for o_oduction
of secondaries by BANDYOPADHYAY and BHATTACHARYYA_4-) in
order to see whether such events can be explained with the
help of the expressions we arrive at from the viewpoint of
this model.

2. The_model and the method.

We will put our model for nucleon-nucleon reactions
into use here for nucleus-nucleus collisions on the assump-
tion that all nucleus-nucleus collisions c_l be treated
with the basic dynamics of nucleon-nucleon interactions and
taking into account an A-dependence term into final
calculation in a somewhat hand-inserted manner, at least
for the.present.
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According to the present model, nucleons are
thought to be composed of pions and spectators so far as
strong interactions are concerned and all hadronic
collisions thus boil down to pion-pion interactions.
The interactions proceed in a sequential chain through
some _-LD-_U exchanges with emission of free secondary
pions-at each vertex on both sides of the horizontal _._
chain giving rise %o the spray-like nature of emission
of the secondaries (and thus contributing to some form
of 'jettiness'). The chain ends as soon as both the
mediating and final @ meson is absorbed by the pions
in the target. Kaons are oroduced from the decay of
the virtual _o mesons which are generated through _0
couplin$ and the secondary bar vons-antibaryons (non- --
leading) are the products the decays of pions arising
out of the sequential _60_Y chains as prescribed in

• b ,-- ° ¢_

tile plon product_.Thls model glve_ a unified descrip-

tion for production of both low and large PT secondaries,
an explanation for the leading particle effect and
accounts for the by-now established <<universality>>
of all hadron-involved interactions as well as of e+e -
annhilations.

. Theoretical Results

By applying the Feynman diagram techniques and
some standard high energy assumptions the following
expressions, very crucial for our cosmic ray physics

purpose, were derived _ _#+_ ]

with @lt';P _-_ <ld.,l;+_p = <,ld4t 0 _ °33 ,.9% _ _)

pj>_ g
_ and the inclusive crosssection for the N production

is just the mea_ of inclusive (secondary) _ + and

] _T-orosssections.
The expression for the average transverse momentum of
any type of particle C is defined by

- - --#)
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Using the above definition and making use of the expres-
sions (1-2) deduced by our dynamical model we finally
arrive at

TI_^ _ ' 1 "_i._ expressior_ (.2, with inco_poration of a maximum
(actually _ A_ ) dependence can account for the observed
range of mu_ltiplicity events and the expression (5) gives
their average transverse momenta in the expected limit.
_y the number of such events is limited to two only could
probablx _e explained in terms of phase transitional proba-
bilityV_a) occurring in the structure of hadrons ; the
pion clusters in the strong interaction domain might
exhibit further structures leading to a change in the
nature of interactions at such high energies. This aspect
is now under study. Side by side, the explicit nalure of
A dependence is also being looked into°

4. D_i_soussion and Conclusions

_ir brief study shows that the problem might not be
linked up with the validity or violation of the KN0 scal-
ing(3) or be connected with the unknown heavies as propo-
sed by Sukuyama and Watanbe(_) _ome further comments are
in order here " (i) it is seen and suppled here that
"<p_> increases gradually with ener_r and this increase
is _ssociated events oorresponaing to average multi oil-
cities - not with events.h_gher than average multiplicity"
as was arg_,ed by Halzen, t_J (ii) our m_ltiplicity patte_'n
follows power law (although th@ rate is a bit larger here)
as advocated by Naraki.(6] This inevitably leads to the
violation of both Feynman and KN0 scaling as argued and/o_
observed by many authors.(7,8) But the fair agreement
that we claim here might be proven wrong by the uncerta-

inties in the correctness of the measurement of the(aver-9)age transverse momentum as pointed out by Hagedorn.

We would like to emphasise here a few_2oints. Unless
the experimental results from t_e _ermilab PP collider at
higher energies than the CERN I_ collider are to hand no
one can and should put a queit_s to the power law nature
- whatever its magnitude fir less than unity - of average
multiplicity practically on the basis of quasi empirical
type of QCD predictions. QCD has many intrinsic loop-
holes(10) even in its philosophy of confinement, the very
kernel of the theory. Th_s we hope our model might have
had a modest prospect in future studies vis-a-vis this
QCD state and the so far illusive(ll) (experimental)
behaviour of the quarks.
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NO_TF ADDED : In getting the order of magnitude of the
multiplicity and the average transverse momentum we make
use here of the relation S = 2 i N. E where i--_umber
of nucleons involved in each collision and the othe_
letters have their usual significances. It is seen that
in order to have a good fit one has to take here t_30 .
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The Nucleon Intensity in the Atmosphere and the Pt
Distribution

A. Liland
N-9785 Veidnesklubben

Norway

ABSTRACT

The diffusion equation for cosmic ray nucleons in the

atmosphere has been solved analytically, taking into
account the transverse momentum distribution of nucleons

produced in nucleon-air nucleus collisions. The effect of
the transverse momentum distribution increases thenucleon

intensity at large zenith angles and low energies.

I. Introduction

The intensity of cosmic ray nucleons in the atmosphere, due

to cosmic ray primary protons, can be expressed by (I)

N(E,x) = C E -(Y +I) e-X/l (I)
P

where N(E,x=0) = C E-(¥+1)• is the primary proton spectrum,
x the atmospheric depth and X the diffusion length for
nucleons in the atmosphere. This solution is obtained by

the assumption that the secondary nucleons are moving in the
same direction as their parent nucleons. It can be used for

deriving the intensities of cosmic ray mesons in the
atmosphere and muons at sea-level (I) because the energies
of interest here are high such that the average transverse
momentum of secondary nucleons <p > is very small comparedt

to the energy E of the nucleon, <p_> << E. If <pt > is no
longer much smaller than E, as is the case, for instance, for

16w energy cosmic rays in the upper part of the atmosphere,

equation (1) will give too low nucleon intensity at large
zenith angles 0, as we shall see below.

2. The Atmospheric Depth
From the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (197_) (_) we obtain the

atmospheric depth at sea-level and zenith angle 0°, .I
x = 1035.6 g/cm 2. We approximate the Standard Atmosphere byo
an exponential atmosphere and obtain for the atmospheric

depth at hight Z (km) above sea-level x = x exp(-Z/H)_
H = 6.95 km. The error is less than 12% for°x < I g/cm _

compared to the Standard Atmosphere. For an inclined

direction, 0O < 0 < 90 °, we obtain for the atmospheric depth _

Xmax(@) , at sea-level, __

Po is the density of air at sea-level
R is the radius of the earth, 6366 km.
The error, due to approximations, is less than 5%.
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From the figure we obtain:

cos(_) = cos(0) cos(_) + sin(G) sin_) Cos(_)

will be given by E_ later on \
I
I e

and is small so that we can take _9\ I

We introduce the reduced zenith

angle _,

J which is the local zenith angle

approximately half the total atmospheric

depth Xma x (0) .

Let x be the atmospheric depth at hight Z

above sea-level and zenith angle 0. Thenthe. _ __

atmospheric depth x at hight Z and zenith

angle _ is given by (_ _o= t. )

7+

_@_ o. o4o_ 6)< _.o

3. The Diffusion Equation
Let the differential production cross section for nucleon

production by nucleons have the following transverse momentum
distribution

'_" _ Q. _-: Cd','_'_ .

where Pu is the longitudinal momentum and p_ is the trans-
verse momentum of the produced nucleons. Wi£h _= _ we then

obtain for cosmic ray nucleons _ _./___E_ p4

" with GNN = _ _C6,_-;64) Ca_ _ 4 2
0

We use the generation method and obtain the diffusion equat-
ion for the first generation nucleon

t_4) _ _ _/k

_I _N = 84 g/cm 2 is the inter-. _ 6 Z/5_ _ _ (U_ " action length for nucleons,
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The analytic solution is

Y

E_ --0,2_ _-

The solution for the m'th generation nucleon has the form

_

If we define an average for gm,n' for instance:

(E,&O) =

we can sum over m and write an approximate solution for the

nucleon intensity in the atmosphere

___; - _,,,,,('_- G.. _c_,>,,o))

,,x

_ (E,_,_2 > f and A/ (E,X¢_) is increasing with

increasing _/ _J_i> and zenith angle 8.

If the differential production cross section is _ _

we obtain for the first generation nucleon

2_' % 4.
and we see that this flatter trans verse momentum
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distribution gives a greater effect.

4. Discussion and conclusion

_(E,x,e) is the solution of the 3 - dimentional diffusion

equation for nucieons in the atmosphere and N(E,x) the 1-

dimentional solution as given above. The figure shows,as an

example, the ratio _(E.x,@)/N(E,x) at 30 km above s_a-level
(x(@ = 0°) = 12.4 g/cm 2) for @ = 90° • x = 350 g/cm _ as a
function of energy E°

A
N

N

-3

- 2

- I

5 10 15 20 E _eV_
l J I I

IF-

We see that below 10 GeV the ratio _/N i9. increasing rapidely
with decreasing energy. This is because N_N is a function of

E-2 as we see from the solution for _ above.

In the case of _ _ _.- _ _J- , we obtain approximately

the same curve, but with the energy a factor 2 higher and
the rapide increase is between 20 GeV and 10 GeV. We see that
the effect of the transverse momentum distribution is not

only a function of the average transverse momentum <pt >, but
depends also on the shape of the transverse momentum
distribution.
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ENERGY SPECTRA OF PROTON AND NUCLEI OF PRIMARY

COSMIC RAYS IN ENERGY REGION > 10 Te¥/PARTICLE

Mandritskaya K.V. ,Sazhina G.P. ,Sokolskaya N.V.,

Varkovitskaya A.Ya. ,Zamchalova E.A. ,Zatsepin V.I.

(Moscow University Balloon Emulsion Experiment-MUBEE )

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,

Moscow 1119899, USSR.

To investigate the chemical composition of primary

cosmic rays, several emulsion chambers were exposed at a

10.8 g/cm 2 depth in the stratosphere. Each chamber has the

area of O.92_0.46 m2 and the depth of 14 c.u. The exposure

time of chambers processed by now is 260 hours.The detecting

layers were X-ray films and nuclear emulsions, which allowed

to measure an energy of cascade and a type of primary par-

ticle. Previous results and technique were described in/1,_

Result_____s.The obtained results are listed in Table I.

All cascades were derided into six groups, according to the

type of a primary. He and Z denote here the cascades produ-

ced in a chamber by He nuclei and nuclei with Z_3. SH de-

notes the cascades produced in the chamber cover, these

cascades were observed as a shower in the emulsion layer

Just below the cover. A fraction of cascades was induced

by secondaries generated in the residual atmosphere (A-

cascades). The cascades observed as groups of two or more
@

members with the same zenith and azimuth angles are called

Ap cascades. The events belonging to none of the above nu-
merated types were attributed to p-cascades. This group

consists of proton cascades w_th a small addition of single

A-cascades. A small number of cascades were failure to iden-

tify due to technique causes (?-cascades). The third line

in Table 1 lists the value of exposure factor <_L_q >-_

were S is the chamber area, l__ is the solid angle, _ is

the efficiency of registration of given-type particles in
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a chamber, _ being the coefficient of intensity attenuation
in the residual atmosphere, T - exposure time. The angular

intervals for which the processing was made also presented

here. Table I.

_,m_y p He Z _3 ,5"// A ,o
e° 25-6o[/o- 2: 5- olm- 2 z
G.T _/_ 6g.5 5o ?0.5 r_ _s e3H ,)7 5!

m ahrar VHJf _3

_,i.6J92 39 58 68 60 39

;,2 170 55 _i 4_I z_9 23
>2.5 tt5 23 30 30 _0 t5
>3 o°0 ,9,,° tg 2.5 27 50 25 3zt 36 ,_0 /0 t7

__.:,4 #3 55 t3 t/-I 25 27 t5 22 25 2i" 5 6
Wf:,5"26 5i iO II IZ I] II 12 i8 ig i #
_I0 6 9 6 6 5 4 6 6 5 3 I
;,20 t 2 ¢ t 2 2
;,#0 i t

In Fig.1 the data for p, He and Z - cascades are shown

along with the expected dependencies calculated for a pri-

mary composition model implying all spectra can.be de_crlb-

ed by power-low dependences of the form L] = 6o7 E-J-J
were E is the particle energy in TeV, and the values of

parameters L_ivand _j for varlous groups are given below:
Group p He M H VH

E.oj, rn-2_r.-t, sr "'I 240 90 75 107 67

_j I.7 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7
These parameters were chosen when analysing experimental

" data obtained in /4-7/.

The expecte_ number of cascades with energy>E was

- calculated by the foz_mzla: /'/j (" ,>_) =- L] (_>E (EL))'(' _'n _'_,_

where _ =1.25 is the factor allowing for overestimation
-_ of the measured intensity due to fluctuations. A relation-

ship between the measured energy _ and the total particle

energy regarding fluctuations of the interacting nucleons

number, fluctuations of _ and diversity of a nucleon cas-
cade from an electromagnetic one has been considered in

/¢,3/.
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Pig.1 shows a good agreement between the observed and ex-

pected spectra of He and Z-cascades and the difference bet-

ween the observed and expected p-cascade spectrum being

small at low energies and rapidly increasing with energy.

1_ ! _ As note above, p-cascades inc-

:o.. p lude some fraction of single
°°@ °o

,_ A-cascades. To estimate this

-_,. i I fraction we performed simulati-100 "-. ons,which results are shown in

_, , - Fig.1. The simulation was made

_OOi " by the program /8/, where inte-

o°° AF raction was assumed to quasi-

2°°1,_° bfoo" " scaling type, and a superpositi-

_oo I on model was used for nucleus-
_2_1 nucleus interaction. The expec-

100_, T, _ ¢ ted number of single A-cascades
is shown in Fig.la by dashed

_Oilz_____3 line, the _lack circles denotingd the corrected spectrum of proton, cascades. Thus made correction

t 2 ¢ _ 2, _o 6,_v is not quite reliable that fol-

lows from Fig. Ib, where the expected and observed numbers

of Ap-cascades are shown (solid line and open circles). The

observed number of Ap-cascades can be seen to somewhat
exceed the calculated number. It must be note that the num-

ber of AF-cascades is the strongly fluctuating magnitude.
For instance, if one of 31 observed families is exclude from

the AF-cascades, the calculated and observed (black circles)

spectra would coincide. However, it is desirable to have a

reliable experimental identification procedure, that is our

aim in the nearest future. _

Biscussion. Fig.2 summarizes the data available on the

p and He-components. One can see that there is a discrepancy
e

between our and JACEE proton data. Unfortunatly, JACEE spec-

trum in various energy ranges was obtained over different

exposures, that makes it difficult to analyse the
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origin of discrepancy.

a$ _ Pig.2. The different1_ I T . I '_' I ....itial energy spectra

. of protons and He

tl] _jp ...... __ _ , 4' .__ at the atm;ospheric; . _ : boundary •

.,, X - /7/

- 191
; -"_ tllOf O_ 1 10 =E,r,,/,,,,,t.O- /10/, l]- /11/

e,o -present work.

Furthermore the steepening of the proton spectrum

measured in our experiment shows that the proton spectrum

problem in the range 1012 - 1014 eV is still unsolved and

requies further explorations. The proton spectrum being

steep in the range 1012- 1014 eV and the normal amount of

protons being present at E F IO15 eV may indicate the exis-

tence of two proton components of different origin /2/.
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SCALING VIOLATION IN FRAGMENTATION REGION AT

ENERGIES ABOVE 1015 EV BASED ON THE DATA ON

COSMIC RAY HADRON COMPONENT

"Pamir" Collaboration

The ratio of intensity of energetic hadrons, having

no visible accompaniment, to the total flux of hadrons of

the same energy at @380m above sea level is given. The ra-

tio is much more than expected for scaling model with pro-

ton primaries. This result could not be explained by com-

plex chemical composition of primary cosmic ray and indi-

cates the scaling violation in fragmentation region.

I. Experimental procedure , A special search of high

energy hadrons in thick carbon type X-ray chambers _I_ was

made for investigation of hadron fraction having no accom-

paniment. 5 most energetic spots were selected in each X-

ray sheet having 0.5 m2 area. For them energy E_ was deter-

mined by means of darkness dependence on E for e+e--pair.

Then energy transferred by hadrons into electromagnetic

component E_ _ was estimated using method described in t2] •

F0r this procedure effective coefficient Kef f = _ /_
0.35 _2_ . Only hadrons having E_ __ 25 TeV (we call them

leaders) are including in the following analysis. The scan-

ning efficiency for such hadrons is very good, since their

average number of them is approximately I per I m2 and be-

forehand selected one was 10 times higher.

A search of hadron accompaniment for each leader was

made on the same X-ray sheet in a circle with R = 30 cm. _.

Energy threshold for accompaniying particles was E_ =3 Te_

Total area treated by the described method was 615 m2,

608 leaders were found and among them332 were single one .

•Note that here single hadron means that it has no visible
accompaniment. Only part of them are primaries which did
not interact in the atmosphere.
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2. Results. Energy dependence of single hadron frac-

tion C_/k)&is shown in Fig.1. Up to _k _ 100 TeV it is

0.6gxp

g-rood

oz

! I I g • i

j,

20 50 _OO 200 .500Eh T'ev

rather weak. The average value for E_)_ 25 TeV _]_)_k =

0.55 + 0.03. Sign ch-marks the value_s/_determlned

for the given type of chambers. To estimate the correspon-

ding value for incident hadrons one needs to take into ac-

count interaction probability in the chamber and restore to-

tal energy of leaSers and accompaniying particles._

Correction for interaction probability (co_ 0,6) was

made in the following way. It was supposed that multipli-

city distribution of accompaniying hadrons is (n + I)-_ .

" Constant _ was found from experimental value (kd_)_ =

=_C_+_)-_C_,(_-cO)___ = 0.55 + 0.03. It turns out to be 0(

I .6 -+0.1._¢". L)-_<

To check hypothesis about _ distribution experimen-

tal distribution Nm of accompanying particle multiplicity
_t was compared with expected at _ = 1.6_
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The experimental and expected distribution were in good

agreement. This was the argument for estimation of incident

single hadron fraction as _s/_ = I/ _, (n + I)-_ = 0._5 -+0.05.
0

It was mentioned that effective coefficient connected

total energy of a hadron E__ with measured E_ _ is equal to_

0.35. Therefore investigated energy (E_)) interval of

leaders corresponds to E_ interval (60 - qOO)TeV, and thre-

shold energy of accompanying hadrons is approximately

(10 + 15) TeVo

3. Comparison with the calculation. Results of the

scaling type S-model [3] for proton primaries simulation

are shown in Fig.1 by open circles. Interaction probability

in the chamber, size of X-ray sheet and KV distribu-

tion (_ = 0.17, G = 0.12 for nucleons, and E_ = 0.23,

6 = O.13 fpr pions has been taken into accounted in cal-

culations .)

As it is seen, experimental value (_s/_)_k up to

E_ ) = 100 TeV is essentially larger than simulated one.

Two methodical effects have to be analysed before fi-

nal conclusions. The first is possible systematical error

in E _) . No exact correspondence of E__ in the experiment

and simulation could lead to false disagreement between them

due to (hs/h)_k dependence on E__) . But Fig.1 shows that

overstimation of E__} in the experiment has to be too large

to explain observed discrepancy.
IR

The second effect is the influence of bad correspon-

dence between energy threashold of accompanying particles

in the experiment and calculation. It turns out that change

of E_ ) from 3 TeV to 7 TeV in the simulation increases

Ck_/_)_k from 0.30 + 0 02 to 0.36 + O.02 only. The experimen-

tal situation looks rather interesting. Integral spectrum of

accompanying particles is shown in Fig.2, It has exponential

form without any threshold effect up to 2 TeV. About 33% of

particles has E_ ) less than 7 TeV. But they practically do

not influence on _/_)& value. While one changes threshold

energy from 3 to 7 TeV it increases only by 0.01. This is
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because most of

_-c_,2 the low energy

particles are in

groups of accom-

panying hadrons

3_0 with multiplicity

more than I or

200 even 2.

4. C0nclision$.

_00 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' , , a. The experimen-

2 4 6 8 E # TeV _6 tal data on singleh
hadron fraction

are in disagreement with S-model prediction.

b. This disagreement could not be explained by experi-

mentalinaccuracy.

c. As it is shown in [@] , an account for interaction

cross-section increase leads to the decrease of (hs/h)c_ ,

i.e. to the increase of contradiction between the experiment

and the model.

d. An account for complex chemical composition of pri-

mary cosmic ray leads to the same effect. This was shown in

a small set of simulation for Fe primaries.

Thus an agreement between experimental data and calcu-

lation can be found only in the frame of models with scaling

violation in the fragmentation region, in which either num-

ber of secondaries with large X is essentially less or (and)

inelasticity coefficient is significantly larger than in

- scaling type models°
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CONI_ECTION B_WEEN VARIATIONS OF THE AT_OSPHERE TE_v_ERATURE
PROFILE AND VARImTIONS OF THE MESON COMPONENT INTENSITY

Ya.L.Blokh, S.I.Rogovaya

Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radio

Wave Propagation, USSR Academy of Sciences, I_2092 Troitsk,

Moscow Region, USSR

The influence of temperature effects on intensity va-

riations of the cosmic ray meson cor_ponent are now studied

in detail. The intensity variations caused by temperature

variations are known to have the form /I/

I oW    sities of ooo fiot  t .
These coefficients were calculated by Dorman /I/ for a wide

energy spectrum. Miyazaki and Wada /2/ were the first to

consider the possibility to solve the problem inverse to (I)

- to Dredict variations of the atmosphere temperature from

intensity variations of the meson component measured on the

Earth. With this purpose they proposed a model simple at

first glance, in which the temperature variations for each

isobaric level were determined linearly from the intensity

variations of the meson component registered by several gro-
und-base devices

L

Here A T is temperature variation of j-th isobaric level.

I is intensity variation of the i-th device. The coeffi-

_eients Aij were found by the method of least squeres. The
number of di_iees is as a rule limited to i _ 3.

The present paper is aimed at establishing connection

between the temperature variation 2S T and the intensity va-

riationA I by using the temperature coefficient density

technique developed by Dorman. To this end we divide the at-

mosphere into some number of isobaric levels n _ let in-

side each level the temperature variations be constant in

magnitude, although vary in time. Then the relation (I) can
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be reduced to the form

where _i+, _ I_'(±_ - .}--4_-- /4_i ATj , (3)

"{]
Since the temperature coefficient densities are known for

a large number of devices, the coefficients Aij can be ob-
tained in any set. And if we choose the number of devices

equal to the number of isobaric levels, the system of equa-

tions (3)-(@) can be solved exactly relative to the tempe-

rature variations [

L

The relation (5) resembles by its form the model (2) used

by Japaneese authors, but the coefficients Bij are easily
expressed through the temperature coefficient densities

--d

BLj--kcj {6)
To realize how much devices are actually needed on the

Earth for predicting the temperature variation of the at-

mosphere profile with a reasonable accuracy, we have carri-

ed out concrete calculations for IO isobaric levels and IO

devices. As the components we have taken: II - mesona re-
gistered by a cubical telescope with a IO-cm leed absorber.

12 - mesons observed by ionization chamber at the see level.

13 - mesons underground at a depth of 25 rowe. I_ - slow

. mesons of energy 200-350 MeV. 15-Iio are mesons observed,
respectively, underground at a depth of 55 nwe, at the see

level with Cose= 0.2, at the see level with Cos@= O.6, an-e,

derground at a depth of 55 rowewith Cos@ =O._, at a depth

of 25 mwe with Cos8 = 0.8, at a depth of 55 rowewith Cos_=

0.6. Table I presents the values of the coefficients Bij
calculated for IO isobaric levels in atmosphere from 0 to
IO00 rob.
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Table I

Values of the coefficients Bij

n

0.872 0.577 -0.I63 0.789 0.058 -0.026 -0.345 0.596 -1.096

-4.742 -,_°.8760.68 -2.I74-9.I9I 0.075 0.834 0.295 4.33

-64._J-43.40 iI.2I -45.08 6.453 1.365 I8.60 1.207 72.59

60.I8 74.7425.20153.3 2.2II-3.665-68.83-3.998-I69.3

-I2.2I I5.37-6.08846.2I -I.584-0.599-20.06-0.4353.55

I7.8I 41.9V 4.689 88.88 7.458-2.I98-42.69-I.44 -3V.69

-35.02-85.67I3.07 -254.9-6.845 5.37'7I28.I 3.809I18.7

58.95 36.82-8.23 40.74-I.642-I.237-I8.02-I.26I-SV.75

-0.553 -0.55I 0.I99-I.767 -0.023 1.555-0.399 1.026 I.I69

-24.86-13.IG3.013 13.56 1.298-!.I05-I5.28 0.353 20.44

We have varied the set of initial elements of the cosmic

ray meson component. The calculation has shown that the mat-

rix of the coefficients Bi4 is rather sensitive to theiru

choice. Moreover, the analysis of the results shows that if

for the calculations of the atmospheric temperature varia-

tions the model (2) is used, the number of meson components,

essentially exceeding 3, should be taken into account.
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ABSTRACT

Non-screen type X-ray films have been used in emulsion chamber

experiments to detect high energyshowers in cosmic rays. Ranges of the

detection threshold is from about I to 2 TeV as depending on the exposure
conditions• In order to improve this threshold, we have tested different

,itypes of X-ray films and sheets i.e. high sensitive screen type X-ray
films ( Fuji GS-RXO ) and luminescence sheets ( Fuji 'Imaging Plate').
For these, the threshold of the shower detection is found to be about 200

GeV, which is much lower than that of non-screen type X-ray films. These
films are useful to detect showers in the medium energy range, a few
hundred GeV, of the cosmic ray electrons I)

I. Introduction.

In emulsion chamber experiments, the detection of high energy
electron showers is usually carried out by naked eye scanning on X-ray

films. This reduces a lot of labour for microscope scanning of high
energy showers. The detection threshold, if we use non-screen type films
such as the Sakura N-type, is about I to 2 TeV as depending on the

- exposure conditions. In order to improve this threshold, we tested other

types of X-ray films and sheets i.e. the screen type X-ray films ( Fuji
G8-RXO ), and the luminescence sheets ( Fuji "Imaging Plate').

These photographic materials have been irradiated to the INS

electron synchrotron beams to obtain the characteristic curves for the

particle densities2) . The net optical density,Dn, of the RXO at the
electron density of I06/cm2 has been confirmed to be about I0 times
higher than that of the N-type. This result suggests that %he detection

threshold for GS-RXO is by a factor of I0 less than that of _ttype. For
'Imaging Plate', the computer-aided laser beam scanning was performed for
the measurements of Dn 3)

These films and sheets have been also tested to detect electron

showers in the emulsion chamber exposed at balloon altitude. By track
counting of the observed showers in nuclear emulsions, the detection

threshold of G8-RXO has been found to be around 200 GeV, which is
consistent with results of the accelerator experiment.
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2. CharacteristicCurve of X-Ray Films and 'ImagingPlate'.
Several types of X-ray films ( Sakura N type, Fuji #200 type and

G8-RXO ) and 'Imaging Plate' have been irradiated vertically to the 760
MeV electron beams. The setup of these materials is shown in F_gure I.
The electron beam densities in this irradiation are covering from
6.7x 10_ to 2.7x I06 /cm2 at the center of the beams.

#
41 23456 7

]B:IE I--
IFAIIIIIII I.w....., _ 1 G8 - RXOI [/A i i iiiii

!N!!!!H!I 2 Imaging Plate.......... 3 #200

...........I_'21;IIIIII -- _ 5 ET- 7B (emulsion)

BEAM "_"""' zcm 6 Colour Filmi Y/Ji i iiiii

;_;_:;;;;;; 7 Instont Film
I I_/AII IIIII
I I_111 IIIII
I I'_iJl IIIII
I_lll IIIII

IFA:ll,I)
JBIlU,L

Fig.] Setup of photographic materials.

The development times were 15 min., 20 min. and 25 min. for N-type
and #200, and 10 min., 12 min., and 15 min. for RXO respectively, under
the condition that Konidol developer was used at 20°C. After the
development, the optical densities,D, on the films were measured with the
microphotometer with the slit size of 200× 200 llm2 . The electron
..densitieswere determined by the track counting in the emulsion plates.
Figure 2 shows examples of the beam profiles on these films.

',;a YJ

B .
"W

Iv-rgee NO.ZOO /lXO /.e .
Fig.2 Beam profiles on different types of film_ are s_own for
comparison. Each black spot at the same relative position on
a film corresponds to the same intensity of beam.
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The characteristic curves for these films and sheets are shown in

Figure 3. The data on N-type and #200 are those for the development time

of 15 min. The Dn's of N-type and _00 increase with development times,
but the ratio of sensitivities of #200 to N-type remains constant,

keeping the value of _ 2.5. The DR of RXO, however, does not change with

the development time. As shown in Figure 8, the characteristic curve for
RXO shows a non-linear dependence on the electron density. This is due to
the characteristics of the screen type X-ray films. As to ".Imaging

Plate', the characteristic curve is derived after the comPuter
processing. We can chose the most appropriate condition which is suitable

for detecting the electron shower.

i J I ' ' ' I i i I i i

..f

/ ,

01 / ./ /" •  :2oo

, I I I , I i i I , ,

105 106 107
,,o( /cm 2)

Fig.3 Characteristic curves of different types of films.

3. Discussion.

From the characteristic curves, we observe that the ratios of the

sensitivities from N-type via, #200 and G8-PJ(O to 'Imaging Plate' are of
, 1:2.5:8:80 at the Dn of 0.1. This seems to indicate that the ratios of

the detection threshold of electron showers are of 1:0.4:0.13:0.013 with

respect to the foregoing ratios.

In actual case, however, the threshold is determined not only by
sensitivity of the film, but also the signal to noise ratio of D, the

noise in which is produced by the background tracks and chemical fogs.
Fluctuations of the D due to background tracks depend on the number of

grains developed by these tracks, and depend on the sensitivities and
grain sizes of the films. Grain size in non-screen type X-ray films are
larger than that in screen type X-ray films. The average area of grains

in N-type and RXO are 16.5 _m2 and 4.8 _m2 respectively.
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The sensitivity of each grain in N-type is high, and almost of all
grains are developed when thin tracks penetrate through the grains. The

sensitivity remains almost unchanged even for slow protons or electrons
contained in the background tracks This is the reason why non-screen
type X-ray films have been used in the shower detection for long exposure

experiment.
The screen type X-ray films have quite different characteristics.

The sensitivity is almost proportional to the ionization loss of the

penetrating particles. Thus screen type X-ray films and 'Imaging Plate'
could be thought as the most effective in detecting showers for short

exposure experiment such as the balloon's. Referring to these fact, we
exposed the emulsion chamber with GS-RXO and 'Imaging Plate' at balloon

altitude in September, 1984. The experiment was to observe the cosmic ray
electrons at medium energy range of a few hundred GeV.

The detection threshold in this exposure has been made clear to be
around 200 GeV. Detailed analysis has also been made for the fluctuations
of the background D, and confirmed the detection threshold energy is

around 200 GeV for this exposure by considering the signal to noise ratio
of D. "Imaging Plate' is much more sensitive than RXO, but as seen from
the signal to noise ratio consideration, the threshold energy in this

experiment is a little lower than the RXO's. We are now trying to find
the most favorable condition for the computer-aided process of 'Imaging

Plate' to get a lower threshold for the detection of electron showers.
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ABSTRACT

The A-jet families of the Brazil-Japan
Collaboration on Chacaltaya Emulsion

Chamber Experiments are analyzed by the
study of jets which are reconstructed
by a grouping procedure. It is

demonstrated that large-EsR, events are
characterized not only by-s_all number
of jets and two-jet like asymmetric

shape, i.e. the binocular events, but
also by the other type. This type has

a larger number of jets and more sym-

metrical shape in the Pt plane.

INTRODUCTION

Event shape is examined by using the following two

quantities_
a) energy-weighted distance from the center of a

family of reconstructed jet, _](TeVcm),

b) symmetry coeffici_n_/i/ of jet, bj, as defined

bj= (_EjiYJ_)min./(SEjiXj_)max.

The symmetry coefficient measures azimuthal symmetry, which
will have a value of 0 for the case of in-line event and of

i for the completely symmetrical azimuthal distribution.

All the quantities with a letter of J are obtained after a
grouping procedure to reoonstruct jets. The energy weighted
distance used is defined as X..=R..E.E./(E.+E.) and the cut-

off value X =25 ±eVcm as usual)2/, i 3 For this
grouping procedure cascades with E_2 TeV are used, y-ray ane

- hadronic components are treated equally and energies of
hadronic cascades are used without correction of Ky.

" RESULT

To grasp gross features of the A-jet families, are
used all the 218 A-jet families including hadron-rich and

exotic events. After the jet-grouping, 215 events have more

than one jet. Then EjRj and the symmetry coefficient are
calculated for each event.

We can see from Fig.l that EjR. distribution has a
peak at around 20 TeVcm and a very long _ail over 300 TeVcm.

On the other hand the bj distribution is almost flat with a

sharp peak at around bi=0. This sharp peak should includethe contributions of the binocular events/3/ and some excess
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of the experlmental^can be seen at bj near to i, comparing
with the tendency of the Monte-Carlo simulation/i/. While

we can see the correlation between bj and E_T _ exists, the
dependence of b_ on Ej---R_is shown clearly i_ _ Fig.2, in
which b_ distriSutions _re given se__narately for three

intervals of E--_. As increasin___TR J the fraction of bj=0
is rising. It_m_ans that large E_R_ zs realized by two-]et
like events, i.e. binocular-type _v_nts. We note that

inspite of the very rapid decreasing of the fraction towards

larger b_'s there exist non-zero experimental data at bs

near to _ even at the highest-Ej---Rj group. _
The correlation between number of jet Nj and k-_

as "_iven in Fi _ 3 shows that lar er _R_'s are sh_red by u u

less number of 3ets. That is large E_R_ reglon is oceupled
by binocular-type events. And also sSm_ events are found to

have very large Nj even at the highest-EjRj group.

It may be concluded that there exist those A-jet

families which have large and comparable EjR. with the
binocular events, but which contain many jet_ so as to give

rise to very symmetrical azimuthal distribution. The

reconstructed jets with the use of the cut-off value X =25
TeVcm seem to have a jet-size less than the actual si_e of

th____etwo clumps, because the Nj distribution of the group

EjRj_80 TeVcm has a rather broad peak between 2 and i0.
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Search for Anomalous C-jets

in Chacaltaya Emulsion Chamber Experiment
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Abstract

A search for anomalous C-jets is made in Chacaltaya emul-
sion chamber No.17 exposed by Brasil-Japan collaboration.
Up to date, measurement of 150 C-jets ( nuclear interactions

occured in the target layer in the chamber itself ) with to-

tal visible energy greater than 5 TeV was completed. They
are recorded in area of ii m 2 , corresponding to 17.1 m2-year
exposure.

Among them, 7events has no pinaught and two events are pe-
culiar in that 3 showers out of 4 show abnormal cascade de-

velopment. Especially, two of them show remarkable charac-

ters indicating that they are coming from exotic interactions
in the target layer. We present here some illustrations of
these events and short discussions on the threshold of this
type of events.

i. Introduction.

After the discovery of exotic interactions such as Chiron,
Centauro and so on, among cosmic-ray induced nuclear interac-

tions by Brasil-Japan collaboration of Chacaltaya emulsion
chamber experiment, there has been studied extensively about
the detailed structure of these events through the observa-
ion of atmospheric interactions. /i/ But there are no re-
ports so far that these types of events are found in CERN SPS

experiment at energy region around 200 TeV in lab. system

nearly equal to C-jet energy region. As to the multi-pion o
production phenomena, we can see good agreement between the

two. /2/ It is therefore urgent question what is the threshold

energy of these events. Recently, the systematic survey of
C-jets is carried out on chamber No.19 ( abbreviated as CHI9 w

hereafter ) partly to answer this question. And it is found

that there exist some exotic events with ZE(Y) ( sum of all
visible energies ) greater than 5 TeV. Present work is made

to improve the statistics of exotic events in target interac-
tions to give better understandings of the problem of exotic
events.

2. Experimental Procedure.

C-jets recorded in the two-storeyed emulsion chamber No.17

exposed on the top ofMt. Chacaltaya are measured and partly re-
analysed. Detailed description of the structure of the emulsion

chamber and the method of observation is found elsewhere./2/,/3/
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3 Result.

Up to date, 150 C-jets are accumlated from 55 blocks in
CHI7 corresponding 17.1 m2.year of exposure. In Fig.l we
present ZE7 spectrum with the straight line power of which

is -1.7. Fig.2 is the distribution of invariant masses of

every possible pair of gamma rays from 78 newly measured
events. The peak of pinaught is clearly seen which assures
the accuracy of energy measurement. Fig.3 is the scattered
diagram of observed showers of 120 events with multiplicity

greater than 4. These figures show that the present meas-
urement of C-jets is carried out without Severe systematic
errors.

Among 150 events, there are 7 pinaught-less events, i.e.,
there is no pair of showers whose invariant mass falls into
pinaught region ( i00 - 170 MeV ). In addition, two events

show peculiar behavior indicating that constituent showers
of these events are not simple gamma-ray originated showers.
In table 1 these 9 events are summarized.

Among them, two-prong events with invariant mass about
4 or 5 hudreds of MeV can be interpreted as the result of

fluctuation of normal multiple meson production. The re-

maining events are highly probable candidtes of non-pion
interactions. Two events are illustrated here in detail.

One is the event 17-151-3, which consists of 4 showers with

energy 2.6, 1.3, 1.5 and 1.3 TeV, respectively. Careful
search for another lower energy showers were in vain. In-
variant masses are shown in Fig.4 with target map of the
event. Numerical values in blackets are energies of
showers. The constituent showers in this event have no

partner to make up pinaught. Further, shower No.l and 2
are not observed in 3 c.u. layer and shower No.2 shows ab-

normal development of track numbers in transition as well
as shower No.4. Therefore, only No.3 can be considered as

gamma-ray shower. In addition, transverse momenta of these
showers are very large compared with the average ones _ 200

MeV. Sum of transverse momenta, pT(7 ) , of the four is
. 2.0 GeV/c which gives 500 MeV/c as the average.

The other event 17-135-A is also shown in Fig.5 ,

as in the same way in the former event. Shower No,l has
• multi-core structure from 4 c.u. layer down to the last

layer 12 c.u. peculiar to Pb-jet in the lower chamber ( local
nuclear interaction in the lower chamber ). No.2 has two

maxima in transition of track numbers. No.4 has only 12
tracks within the circle with radius 25 _m at 5c.u. and then

develops and attenuate abruptly. No.3 has also double maxima in
transistin, but rather smooth fittin_ to the calculated curve

can be made. _Conse_uentlyonlvNo.3 can be interpreted as gamma

_ay originated shower as in the former event. As well as
the event 17-151-3, transverse momentum of showers in this

event as as large as 0.38 GeV/c on the average which value
of transverse momentum is close to that of Mini-Centauro

event observed by atmospheric interactions.
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4. DiScussions.

Preliminary comparison with Momte-Carlo simulation tells

us that above two events can not be seen in the artificial
events so far which reproduce well the over-all feature of

multiple meson production phenomena observed in C-jets.

It is highly probable that several events found by the pre-
sent analysis are coming from the same origin as the exotic

events found in the atmospheric interactions. Frequency of
these anomalous events is the same as in the result of the

analysis of CHI9 as a first approximation, several percent
of the whole events.

If we assume that gamma-ray inelasticity of these showers
are usual one ( average is about 1/4 _ 1/3 ) and all showers
are from the local nuclear interactions in the lower chamber

itself, average energy of parent partiles producing these
events is estimated as about 100 TeV which is within the

limit of accelerator experiment. This seems to be a con-

tradiction, which might be a fringe of the secrets of the
nature.
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Table i. List of Events

Event name No. of ZE (Y) Remarks

showers (TeV)
L.,

8.00 Non pinauqht •17-89-2 5 ! __

17-93-2 3 i 7.32 Non _inaught

17-116-3 2 6.90 Non pinauqht, 560 MeV

17-122-14 2 5.55 Non pinauqht, 519 MeV

17-140-C 2 5.60 Non pinaught, 559 MeV

17-144-24 2 • 6.9 Non pinaught, > 484 MeV

One shower is pb-jjt lower (At=8:3),

17-151-3 4 6.70 Non pinaught, See text

17-135-A 4 5.65 See text, at most one gamma ray ........

17-135-B I 4 7.26 At most one gamma ray
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Exotic Interactions among C-jets and Pb-jets

Brasil-Japan Emulsion Chamber Collaboration

ABSTRACT

Systematic survey of C-jets and Pb-jets is carried out on

the part of Chacaltaya Emulsion Chamber No.19 amounting to

an exposure of 28.8 m2yr. 198 C-jets with two or more con-

stituent shower cores and with EE > 5 TeV are adopted and-
analysed. It is sho_ that the adopted events make up an

unbiased sample of C-jets for EEy_ 7 TeV. Among the adopt-
ed e_ents, 16 are found to be pinaught-less. Fluctuation

of ordinary multi-pion production can account for only a

small fraction of them. Mini-Centauro interaction gives

the most natural explanation for the eight pinaught-less C-

jets with three or more constituent shower core. Out of

the eight double-cored pinaught-less events, three are found

to have visible invariant masses > 1.8 GeV/c , which strong-

ly reminds us of the event "Castor-Pollux", the first clear

example of a Geminion interaction.

In addition, three Pb-jets-10wer are found to be composed of

double cores whose respective visible transverse momenta are

greater than 0.5 GeV/c, suggesting that they are of Geminion

origin or chiron origin.

The energies of the parent particles are estimated to be i00
to 200 TeV for all the above-mentioned three kinds of events.

Discussions are made on the implications of this energy

estimate and of the frequency of observed exotic events.

i. Introduction.

In mountain emulsion chamber experiments, several types of exotic nu-

clear interactions have been found among A-jets, i.e., nuclear interactions

occurring in the atmosphere above the chamber/i/2/. The decisive charact-
eristics common to all these exotic interactions are follows:

(i) they produce secondary particles with unusually large transverse mo-
menta.

(ii) they are "pinaught-sterile", i.e., they produce pratically no pinaught.

Some of the above-mentioned exotic interactions were expected to occur

at the CERN _-p collider, but the search met with no success.

The present work is the report on a least biased systematic survey of •

the local nuclear interactions occuring within the emulsion chamber, aiming

at making a guess on the threshold energy for the exotic interactions.

2. Experimental Procedure. •

C-Jets and Pb-jets-lower recorded in the two-storeyed Chacaltaya Emul-

sion Chamber No.19 are detected and analysed. The chamber consists of the

upper chamber(area 44m 2, thickness 6cmPb), nuclear interaction producer

(area 44m 2, thickness 23 cm asphalt), air gap(l. Sm) and the lower chamber

(area 33m 2, thickness 7cmPb). C-jets and Pb-jets-lower are the local nu-

clear interactions occuring in the producer and in the lower chamber, res-

pectively. The chamber contains nuclear plates and N-type X-ray films under
l.Scm, 2cm, 2.5cm, 3cm, 4cm and 6cm of Pb. It was exposed for 667 days to

cosmic rays at Chacaltaya(540 gr/cm2). It is worth remarking that all the

nuclear plates maintained excellent and uniform level of sensitivity even

after this long exposure. 16m 2 of the lower chamber has been used in the
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present work, which amounts to the exposure 28.8 m2yr.

Scanning of C-jets and Pb-jets-lower are made in the same way as the

previous works, and so is the energy measurement of their constituent
showers/4/.

An electron shower satisfying one of the following criteria is iden-

tified as of a hadronic origin:

(i) It becomes observable only in greater depths, typically under at

least 6 c.u.

(ii) The change with depth of electron number deviates significantly

from that of a pure electron-photon cascade shower.

(iii) Clear multi-core structure is observed and traced at two or more

successive layers.

3. Quality of Experimental Data

215 C-jets with n _ 2 are found, where n denotes the number of con-
stituent showers. Out of them 198 have visible energy EE 2 5 TeV, of

which 155 are isolated and 43 are accompanied by y-hadron families (i.e.,

bundle of parallel y-rays and hadrons). These 198 events are adopted and

used for analysis.

The 145 C-jets with n _ 2 and EE_ _ 7 TeV yield quite consistent and

reasonable results for EEy-distributlon, the zenith angle distribution
and the vertical flux. This shows that the event detection has been made

in the way free from any serious biases.
As for constituent showers, the detection efficiency turns out to be

nearly uniform down to Ey =0.2 to 0.3 and up to r= 1.5 to 2.0 mm. Also
the invariant mass distribution of all possible y-ray pairs has quite a re-

asonable shape. This shows, firstly, that the present experimental method

is free from any serious systematic errors and, secondly, that the over-

whelming part of the C-jets in the present experiment are due to ordinary

multi-hadron production.

4. Morphology of Pinaught-less C-jets

Eight events with n=2 and another eight with nz3 are found to be "pi-

naught-less", i.e., every pair out of the constituent showers either has

visible invariant mass M(ij) > 200 MeV/c , or contains at least one identi-

fied Pb-jet-lower.

As EEy of all the above 16 events are rather small( < 30 TeV), the
question arises whether they are accounted for as the fluctuation tail of

, usual C-jets. In order to answer the question, simulation C-jets are con-

structed and compared with experiment. 200 Mirim-type C-jets (scaling

multi-pion production via H-quanta) and 200 Acu-type C-jets (scale-break-

ing multi-hadron production via SH-quanta) are constructed. The rest mass-

" es of an H-quantum and an SH-quantum are assumed to be 2.3 GeV/c 2 and 18

GeV/c _ , respectively. For simplicity, SH-quanta are assumed to decay ex-

clusively into pions in the present simulation.

Fig. | shows the EI/E 2 vs. n plot of the observed and the simulated

pinaught-less events, where E l and E 2 stand for the highest and the second

highest, respectively, energies of the constituent showers.

Firstly one observes that the simulation produce only n=2 and n=3

events, while about one-third of the observed events have n_ 4.

Secondly, only two Mirim-type C_jets (one double-cored and the other

triple-cored), out of the 18 simulated pinaught-less events, are observed

to reproduce the experiment. The remaining 16 yield EI/E 2 far too large
to be reconciled with experiment.
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The conclusion is that a minor part

of pinaught-less C-jets might represent I_ E,/_
the fluctuation tail of Mirim-type ordi-

nary C-jets, but that the main part is • :ObHMd
0 : Simu_tl_(Mlrlm)

of genuinely different origin, x x: , (A_u_

5. Nature of nZ3 Pinaught-less C-jets

Fig. 2 shows the superposed integ-

ral pT(Y)-distribution of the constitu- _
ent showers of the eight pinaught-less _ °

C-jets with n_3, where PT(Y) denotes the o
observed part of the shower transverse

momentum with respect to the respective I°t
energy-weighted center of each event.

Also shown in the figure by a solid line
is the same distribution of Event Cen- " "

tauro I. Both agree well with each other _ "

, giving too i _' " " "
2 3 & 5 6 7 8 g

<pT(y)> = 0.35 ± 0.05 GeV/c, n

which, at the same time, coincides with Fig. i. EI/E 2 vs. n plotthat of Mini-Centauro interactions.

Fig. 3 shows the superposed fractional energy distribution of the con-

stituent showers of the same eight events in an integral form. It fits

well with an exponential form, and extrapolation down to zero energy gives

<m> = 6 ± 1 /event,

as the average observed multiplicity of cores.
Now let us assume that the events are due to bundle of non-rapid-

gamma-decaying hadrons having the same nuclear mean free path as nucleons.
Then the correction for escaping hadrons gives

<m0> = 18 ± 3

as the average multiplicity of hadrons produced in the parent interaction.

Again this is in good agreement with

<m0> = 15 to 20

N

I_ I_-

O

IC 10

l , , i l u l w , l f !

0 ._ ' 1'_ _0 O.t O2 03 0.4 O.5 O.6 O? 0.8

P(].]') f

Fig. 2. Integral pT(y) - Fig. 3. Fractional energy distri-
distribution. Uution in the integral form.
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of the Mini-Centauro interaction.

In view of the above results for <pT(y)> and <m0> , the Mini-Centauro
interaction seems to be the most natural explanation of the pinaught-less

C-jets with n_3.

Now the average energy of the parent particle responsible to these

C-jets, <E0> , is estimated by <E0> =<EEh(Y) /(<K><f><k >), where <Eh(y)> is
the average observed energy sum of the hadron bundle, _K> the average ine-

lasticity at a Mini-Centauro interaction, <f> the energy fraction of the

released energy given to the detected hadrons, and <_> the average frac-
tion of the energy released to y-rays at a successive interaction in Pb.

Assumption <K> _1/2, <f> = 1/3 to i, <_>=i/5 to 1/4 yields

<E0 > = i00 to 400 TeV.

6. Double-cored Pinausht-less c-jets.

out of the eight double-cored pinaught-less C-jets, three has strik-

ing features. The constituent shower-core pairs yield quite large visible

invariant masses, M(I-2): 3.3 GeV/c 2, 1.85 GeV/c 2 and 2.9 GeV/c2. They

strongly remind us of the Geminions, whose first clear example is the "Cas-

tor-Pollux" with M(I-2)=5.8 GeV/c 2. The event with M(I-2)=3.3 GeV/c2 has

still another striking feature. Its constituent showers originate from a

point in the air gap, indicating a decay of some unknown matter.

Now, the assumption that the constituent showers are dueto ordinary

hadrons gives an estimate <E0> = i00 to 200 TeV. The remaining five events
have M(I-2) falling between 0.2 GeV/c 2 and 1.0 GeV/c 2, and can be explained

either as the fluctuation of Mini-Centauros or as that of Mirim-type C-jets.

7. Pb-jets-lower with Hish-pT Double Cores.

Three Pb-jets-lower are found to be composed of two shower cores whose

l_utual opening angles are large enough to be measured. Their M(1-2) are 3.3

GeV/c 2, 2.77 GeV/c 2 and i.i GeV/c 2. They again strongly remind us of Gemi-

nions. Here also the "ordinary hadron assumption" gives an estimate

<E0> _ i00 TeV.

8. Summary and Discussions.

i) A least-biased systematic study of C-jets is made in Chacaltaya Emulsion

Chamber No.19. It is found out that 5-10 % of the C-jets with E_5 TeV are
genuine exotic events. This corresponds to an estimated incident frequency

of _ 1 exotic-interactable particle per m2yr at Chacaltaya.

, 2) Average energy of the parent particles responsible to the above exotic

events are estimated to be i00 to 200 TeV, irrespective of types.

3) If a nuclear collision of ordinary hadrons can produce an exotic interac-

tion directly, either the versioned-up CERN SPS Collider or the coming FNAL

" TEVATRON must produce one.

4) On the other hand, if we assume that only the secondary particles from a

chiron interaction can produce exotic interactions/3/, the upper bound of

the threshold energy for chiton production will be estimated, from flux

consideration, as E0 _ 1016 eV.
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X-RAY FILM CHAMBER WITH CARBON TARGET

OF TIEN-SHAN COMPLEX ARRAY

K.V.Cherdyntseva, A.P.Ohubenko, A.G.Dubovy,

N.P.Kratikova, N._.Nesterova, S.I.Nikolsky,

N.M.NikolskaJa, E.I.Tukish, N.G.Vildanov,

T.I.Yakovleva

P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute

Moscow, USSR

The experiment was carried out at Tien-Shan
highmountain station. X-ray films were exposed_
inside the ionization calorimeter under 74g/cm =

of carbon and 5 cm o_ lead. The X-ray film
chamber area is 36 m. To perform more reliable

time selection of events in this experimentmoving X ray films have been used. 50% of events,
in which we succeeded to determine incidence
time, were identified with corresponding EAS.
For such events the size spectrum of associated

EAS wasderived. Two methods of energy measure-
ment uslngX_ray films (E_) and ionization ca-
lorimeter(Ej_) have been compared. We obtained
that E_/E_ =O.95. In this work the plot is
presentedto illustrate energy transfer from
selected hadron to electromagnetic component.
We find cascades with high energy release into
electromagnetic component and in which the
hadron component is practically absent.

The experiment was carried out at Tien-Shan hihgmo-
untain station /I/. The complex array included the big ioni-

zation calorimeter (BIC), the scintillation set for the size
shower (Ne) determination with N_ 5.10 , the centralAhodo-
scope for the size shower determination with Ne< 5.10 _, the
chronotron for the arrival angles detecting of EAS etc. The
big ionization calorimeter consists of the _9 rows of ioni-
zation chambers, it_ thickness is 1040 g/cm =. The area of
calorimeter is 36 m _. The dead time of recording system of
EAS data including calorimeter data was 17.5%. The BIC
const_ction with the X-ray film chamber (X-chamber) is
shown in Fig.1. Time selection of the events found in the_
X-chamber was performed. For this purpose the upper layer
of the X-ray film was moved on several centimetres along the
lower layer and a special time mar_k was put on the upper
layer. When an electromagnetic ca_ade (EMC) crosses the both
layers of the X-ray film, it marks them. Putting then to-
gether @he two dark spots formed by the same EMC we can find
the upper layer shift value along the lower layer. The inci-
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dence time was determined by

'_" C _ ;_ _/crn_-_" _1 _ the shift value. The accuracy
////////////j_2.Scm, Pb of incidence time determination

_.OOOOOOOOOOOOO_rcm nL is several days in our experi-

'_/_,,tlh_o. ry day the ionization

......._ _f_fboo OOOOOOO _ .......calorimeter was stopped for
_///f////////_d2.Scm, Pb several hours for the purpose

S of the maintenance and checks.

9_2.5_/cm_,Pb To correlate the running timeof X-chamber and ionization
46 rowa oJ ionization calorimeter EMO were not re-

chc_mber'_ corded on the X-ray films when
calorimeter stopped running.
That has been made as follows.

1,2,3-the ionization As one can see in Pig. 1 the
chambers rubber cylinders were placed

@-upper moving layer of under the X-ray films. They
_ X-ray films had been pumped up to some
-lower moveless layer of surplus pressure, that caused
X-ray films the close contact between X-

ray films and the lead plates.
Pig.1.Construction of BIC If the cN.linders were notwith X-ray films

(side view), pumped up, air clearance was
formed between the X-ray films
and the lead. The EMC electrons

are dispersed in the clearance and the marks did not arise.
The ionization calorimeter and the X-chamber run to-

gether fo_ 2600 hours. The handled area of the X-ray films
is 18.8 m . We have determined incidence time at 300 events
which have been found in the X-chamber. 50% of these events
have been combined with corresponding EAS. Some results of
15C-event analysis are presented in this paper.

The X-ray films have been handled by the method used in
the Pamir experiment /2/. The energy of EMC has been deter-
mined by means of theoretical curves calcucated for primary
photon /3/.

The EAS size4(Ne) was obtained by scintillation counter
o data for Ne_5.10 . The size of small EAS was determined by

hodoscope data according to the following expression

Ne= 103 K(e)in{ n--_--h
4-.oo x n-mJ '

" where Go-the hodoscope channel area, K(e)-a coefficient de-
pending on the arrival angle of EAS, _ - the total number
of channals, m-the number of fired channals. \

The ionization calorimeter data have been handled as
follows. The jet corresponding to the event found in the X-

chamber have been separated in the ionization calorimeter.
For these jets the energy Eje £ and the energy Eje_transferred
into first electromagnetic peak have been calculated.

Two methods of the EMC energy measurement usin_ the X-

ray films (Ex_) and using ionization calorimeter (Ej_) have
been compared. For this purpose the hadron jets satisfying
the following criteria have been selected:
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1.The ionization in the first row

chambers is less than that in the
H| second row chambers of the calori-

r -- meter. This condition selects the
events with a small contribution
to the ionization from the cas-
cades caused by low energy par-
ticles of EAS.

5. 2.The energy, transferred into the
first electromagnetic peak is

about half part of the Jet total

energy. This condition allows us

_-- to escape the influence of-the se-condary interaction in the lead
o , . , _ on the determination of the EM

04 O_ J2 1.6 Ex;/E_et peak energy.3.The shape of experimental electro-

Fig.2. magnetic peak is close to that of
calculating curve" for primary
photon /4/. There are no obvious

secondary interactions.
The 23 events satisfying these conditions have been sg-

letted. The ratio of the energy determined by X_-chamber (E_)
to the energy determined by the calorimeter (Ej_) is pre-
sented in Fig.2. The mean value of this ratio is 0.95.
According to these data one can say that there is quite good
agreement of these two methods of the energy measurement.

The shower size spectrum of associated EAS was derived
on the basis of the obtained data. Similar distribution has
been obtained in the work

mountain /5/. Comparlslon
of the results is pre- • •
sented in Fig.3. The
shower size of our expe-

the simulation for Mixed

primary mass composition

and differs from the No , .
rikura experimental re- ! _ , , _ __ a

sult. AO= _0 s iO4 A0s t06 AO_ _/e -
_, Flg.4 shows the

E]e _ -E e% plot for our A-EE;,. >/lOTeY, nrH >/1,Norikura/5/
cb]a_oin _d events. We find ---simulation,S _'mpl±es a scaling

16 cascades with high . model /5/
energy release into elec e-_E_ _/ 1OTeY, n_x >/ 1,our experi-
tromagnetic component ment
and in which the hadron
component is practically Flg.3.Normalized integral size
absent, that is E_ spectru m of showers cpmbined
Out of them 8 events _Jae_ with _,H-families (_.E_IOTeV).
equal EMC energies de-
termined by means of both
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E_e the X-ray film and thet, ' " /' ionization calorimeter
TeV / (Table I) that is in

/ oo •
/ .: these events the hadron

//.. " energy is transferred

//.:. most likely into one
Aoo ,_ .." or two electromagnetic

/ particles mainly. To
//,,,,_',,; make the definite con-

/.._. . . clusion it is necessary
/.. :,_* to estimate the proba-

/._..._" bility of such events
AO z_'.--.:." . in similar experiments._..:'..• .

e _ e,e
A_J • • eo •

/ •

/ •

/ •
/

/

4 , i

i J.o leo Eje_,TeV

Pig.4.
Table I.

No. ZE_,TeV. Ej,_,Te¥ Ejet,TeV n_x Ne

1 8.4 9.8 10.4 1 1.6 104
2 83.3 87.2 91.7 2 6.3 10_
3 8.1 4.7 4.9 1 2.9 10 _
4 6.4 7.1 8.1 2 unkno
5 9.8 10.9 11,3 2 4-4 10_
6 9.2 4.3 4.4 1 1.8 105
7 5.5 6.3 6.5 1 3.7 104
8 2.9 3.3 3.4 1 1.8 104
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SCALING VIOLATION IN HADRON-NUCLEUS

INTERACTION

Yu.G.Verbetski, L.P,Garsevanishvili, D.M.Kotlya-
revski, N.KoLadaria, NoGoTatalashvili, P.V.Tso -
maya, N.I.Sherer, Yu.M.Shabel'ski, G.Z.Stemanetyan

Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of the
Georgian SSR, Tbilisi, USSR

Summary. The scaling violation within the pionization re-
gion in the energy range of o.2 - 2.0 TeV is shown on the
basis of the analysis of angular characteristics in the in-
teractions of the cosmic radiation hadrons with the nuclei

of various substances (CH2, A1, Cu, Pb).

The investigation of multiple processes in hadren-nuc-
leus interactions allows to obtain the information on the
space-time structure of strong interactions.

It is rather paradoxical, but at present, the so called
soft processes of particle generation makind the overwhel-
ming contribution to the inelastic interaction cross-section,
remain the most obscure.

The most natural method to the understanding of the struc
ture of such interactions is the investigation of hadron-
-nucleus interactions at high energies using nuclei of va-
rious atomic numbers A.

The experimental data presented in this work have been
obtained at Chikovani Tskhra-Tskaro Station at the height
of 2500 m above the sea level by means of the instalation
consisting of the magnetic spark spectrometer and the ioni-
zation calorimeter /q /.

• .The targets of A1, CH_, Cu! Pb with the _hickness of
0.1A int. were exposed, dome _nteresting results have been
obtained in the energy region of O,q + 5.0 TeV using the
data of several thousand of events. °

Here the results of the investigation of interactions
with the energy above 0.9 TeV are presented. The selected
events have been generated, mainly, by primary protons which
have had passed through the atmosphere without any interacti-
ons° That condition has been achieved by means of selection
of showers without of other particles accompanying ( _c_¢_
o.31__ 161.

The aim of the present investigation is to reveal the
dominating mechanism of the secondary particle generation.

In the present paper the e_perimental data are analyzed with

respect to the variable _c ._ • _ _ O_n_is the projection of the s ondarg_y_r_l/_ esc_p_h le
the photography plane.

The experimental data have been corrected for the effi-
ciency of secondary particle recording in wide-gap spark
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chambers (dependin_ on the track direction with respect to
the electric field) and for the conversion of _ -quanta
due to _o -meson decay /7,_, The resolution of the appa-
tus does not allow us to make some definite conclusions on

the particles generated within the angle interval narrower
than O.1 ° (i.e. at _i_ 6.5). The experimental distributions
given in Fig.1 take into account the corrections over the
whole rapidity region excluding (0° . 0.1 °) where the uncer-
tainty in the estimations may be significant.

The experimental distributions have been compared with
the predictions of additive quark model /9/. According to
the latter, the component interact independently with the
cross-section equal to I/3 of nucleon-nucleon one, while the
generated objects do not interact within the nucleus. In
addition, the comparison has been made with the active lea-
der model, according to which the leading object interacts
with nucleons, while the newly-generated particles do not
interact in the nucleus: as it follows from Fig.l, a consi-
derable discrepancy with the experimental data takes place.
To achieve the agreement of theoretical predictions with the
experimental data, one may: assume 1) a significant viola-
tion of scaling laws within the fragmentation region or a
significant decrease of the cross-section of secondary inte-
ractions of the leading object (quarks, diquarks) with the
nucleons in the nucleus; and 2) take into account the cas-
cade of particles generated in the nucleus, which is, appa-
rently, growing with increasing E. Table and Fig.2 present
the data on the extent of the scaling violation increasing
with the growth of A within the pionization region in hadron-
-hadron and hadron-nucleus interactions.

I I I I i --

dn____h Fig.1 Inclusive dist_bu-
CH_ AL tions over _ of secon-

& _ d_' <E°>=II00GeV < E°>=I60QG_ dary particles in hadron-
6_ <ns_=14'3 <n_>_Q4 -hadron interactions. The

- histogram corresponds to
the corrected data (see

___, .\\ - the text). Dotted line -

_-_ _\ _ -L, + \\ the active leader model.

2 _ L_._\I z_ _+ \_ Crosses-additive quark
J#_. _ +_ L+ model with the shifts ino._ , i . distribution due to the

Cu <E_=ISQOGeV errors in the determina-tion of the primary patti-
O- _go>=i_00@V <n.>=28_ cle direction, introduced

6 <n_>=_L3 r_\ P_ by means of Monte-Carlo

;+ i J , d
0 £ 4 6 O _ 4 6 _'
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2@0 Table

Reaction _ _s in the interval _a = 2

in the vicinity ........of q'= 4 _ _A _ ('_'_)
0.2 TeV 2.0 TeV

i , m,,, , i , ii i

pH 2.8 -+0.I 4.o + 0.I 1.42 + o.o8

pCH 2 3.9 _-0.3 5.4 ! 0.6 1.38 + 0.28

pH 4.2 + o.4 8.1 + 1.0 1;93 +-o.42

pc 4.0 + 0.4 10.3+-1.1 2.58 + 0.53

_b 4.8 +-0.5 12.1 +-1.2 2.52 +-0.51
i

, I , l l

// /
iiii j,. _..CH,

5 _!iI _ "_ I Fig.2 The multiplicity

_-- .-.-.-._-.---Ha of the charge_ particles._ _a_ within the central
"'" _'= 4.0 - 1.0 region "

of the distribution over

I I I I I

o,l o,z q@ l,O P.,O 5,0 E.,Tev
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FEW-PARTICI_S GENERATION CHANNELS IN

INELASTIC HADRON-NUCLEAR I_ERACTIONS

AT ENERGY _ 400 GeV

Tsomaya P.V.

Institute of Physics, Academy of Scienses of

the Georgian SSR, Tbilisi, USSR

Abstract. On the basis of experimental data obtained at

"Tskh_a-Tskaro" installation we investigate the behaviour

of the few-particles generation channels in interaction of

hadrons with nuclei of CH2, A1, Cu and Pb at mean energy
400 GeV. The values of coherent prodiction cross-sections

_coh at the investigated nuclei are given. A dependence

of coherent and noncoherent events is investigated. The

obtained results are compared with the simulations on addi-

tive quark model (AQ_).

The presented data were found experimentally on G.Chi-

kovani mountain cosmic rays station "Tskhra-Tskaro" (atmo-

sphere depch _ 760 g/cm2)°

The installation consists of magnetic spark spectrometer

and ionizational calorimeter /I/. We've got and analyseal

about three thousands of hadron nuclear interactions in

CH2, A1, Cu and Pb targets.

The incoming hadrons flux consisted of 2'_%of pions and

73% of nucleons /I/. To estimate the multiplicity interval

ns where the contribution of coherent events was the most
essential the angular distribution for various intervals

were tested by means of dispersional analysis using F-cri-

terion /2/° Such analysis is possible due to more narrow

angular distribution of coherent generation particles events

comparing with the rest ones. We found that multiplicity

interval is equal to: ns = 3 + 5. On the other intervals

ns the coherent generation event contribution was less than
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5%. We must note here that because of different methodical

effects the events was ns( 3 were not taken into conside-
ration /II.

The most simple and generally accepted criterian of

coherent production on nuclei processes selection was the

criterion /3/:

snO; A¢3
where CY_ is the angle of produced particle.

This criterion is necessary because of the small im-

pulse value transferred to the nucleus target in these pro-

cesses. The most of multiplicity production events fit this

condition as the secondary events distribution becomes more

narrow with the increase of primary energy. That's why this

background should be taken into account. It can be evalu-

ated starting of com the fact that up to the mean multipli-

city the hadron in nucleus interacts only with a nucleon.

This can be seen from Fig.1 where we give a probability of

fixed multiplicity production ns on the nucleus as a func-
tion of the same probability in pp-interaction. We see that

up to < ns_ this function doesn't depend on atomic number
and is equal to _ I. That's why the events, concerning the

investigations with only one nucleon which satisfies this

criterion were subtracted.

For this we used the data on pp-interaction at energy

of 400 GeV/@/ .

- The selection results are given in the Table where we

also give a full statistics of the observed events.

. Table

Nucleus A full number A number of A number _c0h'of interactions coherent of ninco- _b
events herent (ns=3+5)

events

c_2 589 26 95 9 _ 2
A1 680 27 77 16 _ 3

Cu 1173 50 110 33 ! 5

Pb @57 11 41 40 ! 12
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With the help of experimental data for ns _ 315] the re-

ceived values of _ coh(ns = 3 + 5) were restored to the
full ones and compared with theoretical simulation on addl-

tive quark model results ] 6_ . This comparison is diven in

Fig.2. We see that AQ_ describes light intermediat nuclei

rather well and _ coh isn't in accordenee with simulation
On Figo3 we've plotted the noncoherent events (witch

ns = 5 . 5) depenedevce on atomic number. The curve corres-
ponds to AI/3 parametrisation. Such a dependence suggests

a particle production at the nucleus edge. It can be seen

from Fig. that this suggestion is true for light and _nter-

mediate nuclei.

The behaviour on Pb nucleus for coherent and,noncohe-

rent processes, evidently, is the consequence of the fact

that "passive" quark states on hea_y nuclei introduced into

AQM manage to transform into active ones. This reduces co-

herent probability and respectively increases_ noncoherent

events probabily.
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THE _iODEL OF INDEPENDENT PARTICLES

EMISSION IN THE _ULTIPARTICLE

PRODUCTION THEORY

V.V.Uchaikin, V.A.Litvinov

Altai State University, Barnaul, USSR

ABSTRACT

It is shown, that it is possible to

obtain the degree dependence of ave-

rage multiplicity from energy, KNO-

scaling and the effect of leading ,

taking into account the law of energy

preservation.

The following model of multiple process is offered for

discussion. Particles are born independently of each other

from some distribution /(E), but a chance set of E_., E,

turns into realization of the multiple process only under

the condition, that the sum
n

=_Ei
will fall into the small interval Ago about g o (primary

energy). The density of distribution }(E)is assumed to be in-

dependent of Eo •

The distribution of the thus obtained events on multi-

plicity n will be:

P, = Prob{5,_aEol/7_Prob{5_EA£o} = f,,(Eo)/Z _,,(Eo), (I) .
where n .

f,, (E) = .JlE), t(E )* ...* _(S_J
I'!

is fold single particle distributions. From the theory of

probabilities it is known that if the second distribution

#(E)moment exists, then the sum _, is distributed according

to the normal law:

I ( (E-hE) _[
/.('E)"" -2V3"_-_6expI- 2"'_"_ j . . --*oo, (2)
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where
co

= JE/(E_aE, _2= jE:t(E)clE E:'.
o 0

It is clear from here that the maximum of distribution

falls on
"_.... Eo/E- (3)

and the relative distribution width is

n/_ -.- (61g)E-'12 (4_
Thus, in this case we have the linear increase of the

average multiplicity and the decrease of relative fluctuation

according to the Poisson's law - both are inconsistent with

the character of multiple processes.

Another case is discussed in the theory of probability

too" when no second and even first moments of distribution

f(E) exist [1_2 ] .

If that satisfies the condition

/ HE'>dE'--. aE "_ E-- co _ E_O,2) (5_p Y
E

then instead of (2) there is a tendency to the stable law

with the index _ and parameter # = I (for positive random
values)

Prob( S--"-A.<x } t)
_n P

here

s,,= [otanJ
and An is determined by the index _ . _or _ > i the first mo-

" ment exists and can be used for centering consequence A.--nE/B.j

for _ = I A n _- fn n and for _ < ! A. = 0 [3 ].
. Using this result for each of these cases, we obtain:

,x = t: F_t.nFL"-Eo , ,_nl_ --- [ tn _] -_, (7t

a < t" _ ... Eo_ , ,_r_/f_ -" const¢,o. (8)

_rom here it is clear, that at _6(_.2), when only the

second moment doesn't exist n is proportional Eo , although

the relative fluctuations decrease at a slower rate; at ==
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when the first moment ceases to exist, the linear dependence

(E@) is violated and the decrease of fluctuations is

slow, untill finally at =<I the dependence of multiplicity

from E acquires a degree character (with index 6 ), and the

alsSribution width of quant£ty ( n/_ ) stops to change with

the increase of energy. Thus, at _< I we find the characteris-

tic features of the multiple processes.

At _=I/2, the analytical form of density of the stable
law is

9(x,_,i)= G'(_,_,I)= x e

leading to one of the known approximation KNO-distribution

_(z)= -_-e

and the average multiplicity _ _ r _/2 which doesn't disagree_O'

the experiment (if Eo means the energy of the particles in

the center-of-mass system).

For more detailed study of the given model, a Monte-
Carlo simulation was carried out with the distribution func-

tion:
-_-i

f(E)= {_E E_ t0 , E < |,

= tl4, 112, 1, Z, 4.

Results are shown in fig. l-3. Besides the confirmation

of the above theoretical conclusions (3-8), it is clear from

these calculation, that at_<_ there exists a particle sep_ra-

.,t_by energy, which carries away about a half all the

energy of the_born particles (effect of leading), and the

distribution along the variable z =n/_ has the typical form

of KN0 distribution and doesn't depend from primary energy

(KN0-scaling). This circumstance, in particular, may be used

for the working out of the simple algorithm for simulation

the act of m_Itipartical production by Monte-Carlo method in

calculations of extensive air showers and perhaps, is of in-

terest to the theory of multiparticle production.
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THE MULTIPLICITY AND T_ SP'ECT}_ OF SECONDARIES
CORRELATED WITIi T}_ LEADING PARTICLE E_ERGY

N .A.Kruglov, A .S.Proskuryakov,
L.I.Sarycheva and L.N.Smirnova

Institute of Nuclear Physics, _oscow State University,
Moscow Ii9899, USSR

Abstract. The spectra of leading particles of different na-
ture in pp-collisions at E o - 33 GeV are obtained. The mul-
tiplicities and _he spectra of secondaries_ _', g 4-me-
sons, y-quanta, A and _ -hyperons and protons for different
leading particle energy ranges are determined.

The interactions in which the leading particle conser-
ves a great fraction of the initial energy are essential
for the development of nuclear cascades in the atmosphere.
The leading particles form a deeply propagating part of the
cosmic rays. The accompaniment of these particles is deter-
mined by the peculiarities of the lo_inelasticity interac-
tions. Besides, the events with a leading particle are re-
liably identified in the cosmic-ray detectors.

The main information on the multiple production of par-
ticles obtained from accelerators, is averaged over all ty-
pes of events. This paper reports the multiplicities of
_-, _, R_, A and N -particles, the partial coefficients of
inelasticity and the spectra of particles in p_-interacti-
ons at Eo = 33 GeV in the lab.system that are correlated
with the origin and energy of the leading particle.

The experimental conditions

The experimental material consists of 200 thousands of
inelastic interactions of antiprotons with the momentum
32 GeV/c observed in the liquid hydrogen Mirabel_ bubble
chamber. The large dimensions of the chamber provided high
detection efficiency of photons, K#-mesons and A/_ _by_
perons. We use the events where all charged tracks are mea-
sured.

For the particles with the momentum Plab _ 1.2 GeV/c
the protons were discriminated from the _ -mesons by com-
paring track ionization. Neutrons and antineutrons are the
only unobservable species in the chamber. Their mean cha-
racteristics are restored proceeding from the condition of
energy balance /I/. In the present paper all inelastic in-
teractions are analyzed in the system of an incident anti-
proton which will be mark in following as lab-system. This
choice of system enabled us to establish the nature of a
leading particle with the fraction of initial energy

_lead = E/E o _ 0.@.
Classification of events

The particle carrying away the maximum, as compared
with other particles, fraction of energy in the lab.system
in a_ event is assumed to be the leading particle. When
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the total energy of unobservable neutral particles exceeds
the energy of the leading particle, a neutral system X ° is
regarded to be the leader. Table I presents the cross sec-
tions of the events with the leading particle of different
nature in different ranges of _lead"

Table I
The cross sections of the2icked out classes of interactions

_,_

1,eader ..... leading em_rgy ranges 24 lead .....

0.4 - 0.6 0.6 - 0.8 0.8 - 1.0

2 e8 3 + 0.03 3.55 + 0.I5+ 0.03 3.43
z.23¥ 0.02 0.23 ¥ o.ol 0.015_ 0.002

" 0.59 _ 0.0I 0.084 _ 0.005 0.007 _ 0.002
_o 7.46 0.04 6 78- . . - 0.03 4._.9 , 0.9.3

50 3
+

0'03 0.07 _ 0.02i+ 0.04 0.24

_f O.09 O.OI7 O.OI5 0.00# - O.00_

@

0.I5
o.o9 o.02 o.007-T.- ,..... - .,0.0o5 ......

pF
¢C_(S2¢'_)= 45.6 +-0.3 mS._i. = 37.2 +-0.5m8. _o.,,.,,=
= 30.7 +-0.5 rn8/2/.

The events with the leader p ,Y[., _- and ZZle_d _ 0.4
make up I2 mb, i.e. (32 z 0,4)% of the inelastic pp-cr_oss
section. The events wit_ the leaders A , Y, K__ (= K° + K °)
at rile_ d _ 0.4 with the cross section 1.04 _-O.II mb are
observe_.

The total energy of the particles attending the charged
and neutral leader is presented in units of ze =E E_/E o in
fig.I. It is seen that the taking account of(Z41ead)in the
events with the charged leader permitted the complete re-
covery of the interaction energy. The measured fraction of
energy of the attending particles in the events with the
leader _.o is higher as compared with the events with the
P and2m-leader. In this case according to the selection
criteria a fraction of energy of the neutral leader X ° is
carried by photons and the mean value of this energy is me-
asured in the chamber for each group of evemts. The unobser-
vable energy is carried away by an outgoing neutron. The

. mean fraction of this energy is indicated in fig.I. Conse-
quently, the class of events with the leader _,ocontains
mainly the events with a leading neutron. The groups with
_lead (Z°) _ 0.6 correspond to the events with ZZ_ead(_)

" _ 0.#, since the mean value of _in these events _s _ 0.2.
The events with the leader A'°and _lead _ 0.6 are conside-

red in what follows as two groups of events with a leading
neutron: < z4 > - 0.78 ± O.O_ and 0.50 ± O.0_ , The

lead - _cross sectlons of the events with a leadino proton and neu-
tron with _ lead _ 0.4 are actually the same. This means
that the leader in (68.8 +-0.5)% of the nonannihilation
pp-interactions is a nucleon with _lead _O-_-

In fig.I there is no evidence for a fast neutron in the
events with the _m-leader and we therefore conclude that
these events are mainly due to the p_-annihilation. The
cross sections of the events are in accord with this con-
clusion.
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Experimental Results

The spectrum of leading protons is uniform within _lead
= 0.5 -' 0.9 /2/. The spectra of leading _* and K_-mesons
with _ lead_0.5 decrease with increasing _lead and are

described by the function Aex p (-B _aa) wi_h the parame-
ters B_.= I2._ + 0.9 and B_-= I2.6 __ O.K. To the spectrum
of leading A with _lead _ 0.5 there corresponds the para-
meter B^ = 8.I ± 0.3.

The total Nultiplicity of the particles attending the
leading p, n, _., _-, _ is shown in fig.2a. The right sca-
le shows the ratio of the observed multiplicity to the es-
timated total multiplicity < _- L > for pp-interac-
tions at 32 GeV/c /3/. It is seen that at 7_lead close to
0.5 the multiplicity reaches the mean value.

• 2

. . ., o ' '8 ;sue,./0 !5 _G 'S_&_ 4. :_ . _ _.o
Fig.T. A fraction of Fig.2. Total multiplicity. (a) and mul-

,. tl_e measured energy tiplicity of the attending particles
in'the events with of species _ (b) for different lea-
different leaders ders

The multiplicity of _* and K_-mesons and photons at-

tending the leading nucleon is shown in fig.2b. The total
multiolioity of 2z -mesons is similar in the events with a
leading proton and "neutron". The vaSue of < _r_ proves
to be higher for a leading "neutron" which can be connected
with the identification procedure used.

The mean fraction of energy carried away by the attend-
ing _+ , _-, K _, Y is shown in fig.3. The mean fraction of
energy per _. and y is the same whether the leader is a
proton or a "neutron". The total fraction of energy carried
away by these particles is plotted in fig.4 versus _lead
of a proton and "neutron".

The spectra of the attending particles ame rather com-
plex and concentrated in the region of low z4 for high alead"
The parameters of the function describing these spectra are
listed in table 2.

In the events with a leading proton a great_ fraction of
the "invisible" energy carried away by the photons. In this

case _Ey_ =o-_E_-_EK_.mzand the spectrum of photons
can be obtained from the variable m4y = Ey/XEy used in the
cosmic rays. The spectra _@/_u_ are p_e_nted'in fig. 5
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for the events with a leading proton at _ead>0.8 and
Ztlead = 0.4 + 0.8.

Table 2

Parametrization of the spectra of the particles attending
the leading protons and "_eutrons" by the function _¢ =

_H exp (- _¢ _ - a2 7ga)
.... _ype o£ a ...........

leader Z/lead secondary N BI B2

,. .... _a_ticles ..............

o.4-o.6h _* -i.oo_o.oi-5.5?-0.322._o.6
0.027+-0.01# 34.3 -2.6 -9.0_13.6

p 0.6-0.8 3r. -1,31_0.06 -II.0_1,3 41 :; 2
_r- -I.85_0.0Z i-7.9I_0.08 32.5::0.4

O.027_Q.QI41 _4.I -2.5 -28 ::IO
@ • T O •0.8-I0 x, -0.2110,oi31 o; .9 -I5 6_:_,4

#r" -2.62z0.0I 10.8 -0.2 -6.71.4
-I.157-o.o5_2.5+1.8 58.Y6.3

o.6-o.8 _. -z.25_o.o2-I_.9_o,454.8_:o.7
X o m_:o.50 _- -1.20_0.05-2.3_I.1 59.8::2.5

*o.o_ _ -2._I+0.02 -20.2_I,3 i 8_._;8.4

(.._b"_ ._,m)=0.980"8-I'0 ....2T'0_* -1.98_0.0I-2"66_0"01.....-20.IZ1.064. 010.1287179 "_1"7.8"0"9
........ -*o.o.{ _ -2.3 _-0.I .17.2Z4.3 83.4_ "8._+
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AN01v_ALOUSLY HIGH _JLTIPLICITY

COSMIC RAY INTERACTIONS.

I. Ya. Chasnikov, Yu. A.Eremenko, D. T._adigozhin,

T.Kh.Sadykov, V.G.Voinov

HE_PI of Kazakh Academy of Sciences, Alma-Ata, USSR

Six events with the number of secondaries ranging
from 250 to several thousands have been registered by
means of the installation consisting of a thin graphite
target above and under which were _laced ohotolayers
followed by the usual lead X-ray film and emulsion
chambers. Data concerning the number of secondaries and
their angular distribution are given. A comparison of
the varlance of the angular distribution with that ob-
tained at accelerator energies is made.

It was olann_d to create the experimental installation

described in paper _I] at cosmic ray station (3340 m above

sea level) of HEPI of Kazakh Academy of Sciences. The alte-

red version of such full-automatic installation has been

created in I984 [2] . It consists of a reolaceable target,

the X-ray film and emulsion chambers (XREC) and of the ioni-

zation calorimeter (total absorber soectrometer) with the

area being equal to 44 m 2. While this installation was out-

ting into the ooeration an experiment using XREC consisting

of the graphite target of 5 cm thickness above and under

which were olaced ohotolayers followed by the layer of lead

of 3 cm thickness and by other ohotopackets was in progress.

Each ohotooacket contained two sheets of bilateral X-ray

film RT-6 and one sheet of nuclear emulsion R-2T. The aim

of the experiment was the searching of high multiplicity

cosmic ray interactions the existence of which was indirect- °

ly confirmed by extensive air showers (EAS) data analysis

(see, for instance, _3] ). The idea of this experiment has

been proposed in [4] , where, in oarticular, the ground for

the choice of a target thickness has been made.

The total exoosure time and the area of the installation

are equal to 83.8 m 2 year. Under the target we have registe-

red 6 dark soots which could not be explained by trivial
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reasons: mechanical action on the X-ray films or electriza-

tion Drocesses. The fact that the spots are formed by char-

ged relativistic Darticles is confirmed by the examination

of nuclear emulsion under a microscooe. One does not able

to find by the naked eye any dark spots on the X-ray film

placed above the target. This means, that if there exists

some microstructure of EAS, the particle density will be

less than 200 particles per I mm 2. At present only the pho-

tomaterial placed under the target has been treated utterly.

The scanning of X-ray films was performed by means of

laser beam of 20 microns in diameter on the special instal-

lation created at HEPI of Kazakh Academy of Sciences [5 ] .

The calibration of readings (calculation of darkness den-

sity and charged Darticles density) was made by control

X-ray film which were obtained by fixed flux of charged

particles from a radioactive source, by dark spots from

electromagnetic cascades with known darkness density, and

also by direct comparison of readings with the number of

particles registered in nuclear emulsion. Some characteris-

tics of the events found are given in the table.

Table.

I 2 3. 4 _ 6

;2_O 750 3800 IOAO 2500 950

0.#-+.08 0.525.08 0.48_+.06 0.5I-_.07 0.35+_.06 0.55+_.07

" The number of particles in the s_ots was evaluated by the

dependence of their number N(gR) in a circle of radius R

- on the value of R (Fig.I). The variance of the angular dis-

tribution has been found as follows. If H is the height

from the generation point to the observation level, Ri - is

the distance of i-th particle from the centre of gravity of

all secondaries, then Ri/H tgei, where ei is the emission

angle of i-th Darticle in the laboratory system, and log_--

= log tan @i+log H distribution is actually the angular

distribution of secondary particles in log tan ei coordi-

nates displaced for the given event by the constant value
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log H (Fig.2).
If the registered dark s_ots are actually the result of ine-

lastic interactions, then one can evaluate the lowest limit

for _rimary energy. Considering the secondaries as pious and

assuming that the coefficient of inelasticity is equal to

unit as well as that transverse and longitudinal momenta in

CMS are equal, we get Eo rain-800 Tev, if PI=0.4 GeV/c.

Fig.3 shows the dependence of the variance 6 of the angular

distribution on primary energies according to the data of[6].

The value of the variance of the summarized angular dis-

tribution for all six events is also shown. Fig.# gives the

dependence of 6 on the multiplicity of secondaries n.at 200a

GeV a_d at more high energy. One can see, that 6 -values do

not depend within experimental errors on the multiplicity of

secondaries, but they are systematically lower than those at

our energies. W_ emphasize once again that if the observed

dark spots in X-ray film are produced by inelastic interac-

tions in the target, then these events not only confirm the

existence of high multiplicity inelastic interactions, but

also show that the variance of the angular distribution of

secondaries can be essentially changed at superhigh primary

energy.

The analysis of such events will of course be continued.
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TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION OF _[° IN THE FRAGMENTATION

REGION OF SUPER HIGH ENERGY INTERACTIONS

Ran, J.R., Kuang, _.H., Huo, A.X., Lu, S.L., Su. S., Wang, Y.X.,
Xue, Y._. Institute of _iigh Energy Physics, Academia Sinica,
China

Wang, C.R., He, M., zhang, N.J., Cao, P.Y., Li, J.Y.
Shandong university ,China

Wang, S.Z.
Zhengzhou University, Chins

Bai, G.Z., Liu, Z.H., Li, G.J., Gang, Q.X.

Chongqing Architecture College, China
Zhou, W.D., He, R.D.

Yunnan University, China

The lateral distribution of r-familige observed by emulsion

chamber is sensitive to test transverse momentum of high energy

interaction. But most part r-families are succesive interation's

resuts, so it is necessary to analyse the propagation of r-ray

in atmosphere. A r-ray with energy Er and transverse momentum Pt

is producted at the altitude h above the observation level (Fig.l).

After cascade, the to_al observation energy reduce to Eob, the

Ptr =--HREr-= R Eob' ( i _Er ). The arerage valne <h Eoh_>Erhas been

calculated by Monte-Carlo simulation, Fig 2 give the relation

between <h Eo___b_b}and h. From h=l.5km to 3Okra and difference Er,
Er

the <h "_ob> approximately is a constant, <h E__°_b__>._l.Vkm.From
Er Er

here, the transeverse momentum of _o

Pt_°'_2Ptr_2R Eob/l.7km. < 1 >

In the cmulsion chamber experiment, Eob can be estimated by

decascade method. There are 30 r-familes observed by Ganbala

emulsion Chamber with total observation energy T.Er>_lOOTev and

lateral spread <ER> >I15Tev.cm selected. The val_e XiJ= Ei_ Rij

.<2.5Tev.cm is used to decasecade, the value R is measmed from

energy een_er, then the Pt_o distribution have been estimated

by use relation<l>, In order to _est this method, a group of

Monte-Carlo simulation r-families are used to compare with
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experimental data by same treatment.Fig 3 shows both dist_'ibu-

tions are consistent and consistent with a result of another

analysis 2 ,but they have some difference with the Pt distribu-

tion of the model dn o<e-+_.It means the relation_1>is adPd
approximate average,but Fig 3 shows only few Ii_are with large

Pt value,the mean value <Pt2--O.46+_0.3 in the E_lO'Se, v and _>2.5
regeon.

t_ , lot
\

\
\

_0 Te_

iO _ '_ _,, '_,

\

Eef erenc e

[I] Jing et _.,This volume

" [2] Huo et al.,Journal of Wuhan University, 1983,p.45
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STUDY OF HADRON BUNDLES OBSERVED IN CHACALTAYA

TWO-STORY EMULSION CHAMBER

AOKI,H.
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH LAB.

WASEDA UNIV.
17, KIKUICHO, SHINJUKU-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN

1.INTRODUCTION
The existence of hadron-rich families associated with

few gamma-ray emission named Centauro and Mini-Centauro
(I)

phenomena was reported by Brasil-Japan collaboration.
Since,it is important to make clear whether these are produced
by the special type of interaction different from the ordinary

pion multiple production ort2oot,a_, number of studies have
been made by various authors.

We have already presented the result of the systematic

study of hadron bundl_),_ detected by Chacaltaya emulsion
chamber No.15,17 and 18.

In this paper the experimental results are compared
with simulation calculation based on ordinary multiple pion
production model.

2.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

We analyzed 172 blocks of the lower detector' of each
two-story emulsion chamber No.15,17 and 18.

Through the general scanning of X-ray films in the lower

detector, we select parallel incident showers which pass

through the upper chamber as hadron bundles, since such
showers detected in lower chamber are originated by hadronic
interactions in the chamber itself.

We studied core structure of showers in nuclear emulsion

plates under microscope for all the detected X-ray film
dark spots, and classify them into the following categories,

(1) Pb-jet-upper with diffuse core structure, (2) C-jet with
clean multi-core structure and (3) Pb-jet-lower with single
collimated core structure.

We observed 90 hadron bundles in the present analysis.

Among these hadron bundles, the following special events
are included which were identified as Centauro I and IV,
Mini-Centauro(7 events),and hadron-rich families(2 events).

Energies of showers are estimated by track-counting

method for C-jets and by micro-photometry measurement for
the others. The detection threshold energy was estimated
around 2.0 TeV.

3.SIMULATION CALCULATION FOR HADRON BUNDLES.
In order to study hadron bundle phenomena originated

from ordinary multiple pion production, a simulation calcula-
tion was carried out, based on the scaling model for nuclear
interactions_ &)

Two kinds of primary particles are assumed for the con-
trast, (a) proton primary and (b) iron nucleus, respectively.

In both cases, the energyBspectrum of primary particles is
assumed to be F(AEo)_Eo and the power index B is given
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as 1.8 in integral form. The minimum energy of primary parti-

cle in the caluculation, Emin, is chosen as 500 TeV for proton
primary and i000 TeV for iron nucleus. The structure and

geometry of Chacaltaya chamber is taken into account exactly.
The unit of detection for hadron bundles _is taken to be the

size of one block of chamber 40cm×5Ocm. In order to adjust

to the experimental conditions, the family center is randomely
moved inside the size of one unit block. 76 hadron bundles

(N. >2, E_ TeV) are obtained from 600 proton primaries and36nfrom iron primary.

4.COMPARISON

Fig.l shows the differential distribution_ of observed

multi plicity,N h, for all hadron bundles ( 90 events ).
Simulation results (76 events) are shown by the dotted line
in the same figure.

Fig.2 shows the differential distribution of <EhR>,and
simulation results are shown by the dotted line in tNe same

figure.._, '_
Fig.3 shows scattering plots of <E_'R> v.s. Nh,where

• is simulation data based on proton 1,primarg, X based
on iron primary, _ is Centauro events, 0 is Mini-Centauro
events, _ is hadron-rich families and Q is the other
observed events.

5.CONCLUSION.

As is seen in Fig.l, both hadr_n multiplicity
distribution, obtained from the present observation and the
simulation calculation, show almost the same distribution
in the range O<N. <8. It means that hadron bundles of such
smaller multiplicities are considered to be originated from
successive interactions of surviving nucleon with the nature
of multiple production during passing through the atmosphere.
One cannot find, however, larger multiplicity hadron bundles,

Nh!9, in the simulation data.

Especially, Centauro I ( N, =27 ), Centauro IV ( Nh=13
) seems to be far beyond the f_uctuation which is expected

from the ordinary, pion multiple production originated from
. proton Primary.

Fig.2 shows similar tendency between the <E_._>

distribution obtained from the present observation and _he
simulation calculation in the range 0.80<__R> <6.7xrD TeV. cm

- . ,_ne cannot find,however, smaller <_R_ hadron bundles,
<_R> < 0 80 Tev cm, in the simulation da_

n ° ,°

The comparlson of scattering plots of <_IR> v.s_ Nh
between the experimental results and the simulation data,
based on proton and iron primary, shown in Fig.3 give the

same conclusion. They are in the similar tendency._for the
events with Nh!13
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Penetrative nature of high energy showers
observed in Chacaltaya Bmulsion chamber

Y.Funayama and M.Tamada

Science and Engineering Research Laboratory,
Waseda University, Tokyo 162, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

It is shown that about thirty percent of single core
showers with EC_ > 10 TeV , which have been observed in the air

families with _EE_)> I00 TeV , have stronger penetrating power
than that expected from electromagnetic showers (e,_). On the
other hand, their starting points of cascades in the chamber
are found to be as shallow as those of (e,_) components.
Then, we can consider that those showers are very collimated
bundles of hadron and (e,_) component. Otherwise, we must
accept that the collision mean free path of those showers in
the chamber is shorter than that of hadron with geometrical
value.

1. Introduction

Chacaltaya experiment has reported the existence of mini-cluster,
which has been observed as the daughter product of the exotic
interaction, such as Chiron[l] and Geminion[2]. This is the shower
bundle observed as nallowly collimated cluster structure and looks like

an early stage of (e,7) cascade showers in the upper chamber. But, we
can identify at least one hadron in it, and then we must consider that

this is the collimated bundle of hadrons and electromagnetic showers.
On the other hand, we have often observed a number of showers in

these families penetrating strongly through the whole chamber, although
they are found to start at the shallower depth in lead of the upper
chamber, o

Here, we discuss the characteristics of those penetrating
showers with E(1)>IO TeV, observed as single core structure in the upper
chamber. ._

4

2. Experimental apparatus and method

2.-I chamber

Chacaltaya E.C. no.19 has two storey structure and consists of four
parts, the upper chamber of 6 cm thick in lead, the target layer of 23
cm pitch, the air gap of 158 cm and the lower chamber of 8.4 cm thick in
lead. _oth the upper and the lower chamber are multi-layered
sandwiches of lead plates and photo-sensitive materials ( nuclear
emulsion plates and X-ray films ).

2.-2 selection of families

We here select 19 air families with_E(_)> I00 TeV, which have been
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obtained by the systematic study of Chacaltaya E.C. no.19 ( Japan part,
_30 m2.yr ). They have at least two showers which are detected both
in the upper chamber and in the lower chamber.

2.-3 measurement of showers
In the present analysis, we pick up only single core showers with

penetrative nature. Here, the penetrating shower means that it has at
least two layers where its spot darkness on X-ray films is greater than
0.I in the lower chamber. The spot darkness is measured by
microphatometer with 200 _m x 200_m square slit. The energy of shower
with maximum darkness 0.1 is about I TeV, and it is the threshold energy
obtained by X-ray film. We call showers as ' single core showers '
which accompany no showers within 1 mm around them. The energy

measurement of each shower is also carried out by the track-counting
method on nuclear emulsion plates.

3. Results

3.-1 (e,_)-like behaviour of penetrating showers
Fig.l is the integral energy distribution of observed single core

showers (O) and those with penetration (e). That of simulated gamma-

rays is also shown in the same figure. (--; all showers,- ....; with
penetration). Statistics of calculations is about I0 times larger than
that of observed showers. Here, we consider the only showers with

E_ > I0 TeV, because the penetration probability of gamma-ray with

E% < I0 TeV is found to be negligible small by the same calculations.

Fig.l Integralenergy distrlbution

i I ' ....' I '
o Fig.2 Starting point distribution of cascade

O' Wooerved ehc_ero ( ,|I ) in the chamber _I)
10 2 - o o. observed ,h_wer, ( with pemstrttlo, )T for penetratlng showers rot0 TeV_ eimuleted le_a-reye ( ell )

.....i.i..l.t_,--._...(.ith...tr°..) . . , _ ....
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4-,,, .... ,o
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Simulation calculation is constructed by T.Shibata et.al.[3] The

exact structure of E.C. no.19, L.P.M. ef_ct _d spacing ef_ct are
t_en into accost. Fig 2. is t_ starting point distribution of
c_ca_s in the _ber only for penetrating sheers with E(7)> 10 TeV
(--; experiment, ..... ; simulated gamma-ray). We c_ see from these

fibres that the _served showers with EC_)> 10 TeV sh_ the (e,_)-like
behaviour on the penetration pr_ility _d the starting point of
c_c_es.

3.-2 hadron-like behaviour of penetrating sheers

In or_r to investi_te the penetrating power of showers, we define

the qu_tity ni at the i-th layer in the l_er chamber, _d introduce
_n i as foll_s_ (Fig. 3 )

_n i =_( log D i - log<D> i ) / log

D i denotes the observed spot _ness on X-ray films at the i-th
layer in t_ lower chamber. For each sh_er, we fit the _served spot
dar_ess in the upper chamber to the tr_sition curve, using the least
square meted. Here, t_ tr_sition curve is const_cted by t_
simulated (e,_) cascade sheers of electron pair origins in the chamber

without air gap of 158 cm. <D> i _d _is the average darkness _d its
one st_dard deviation at the i-th layer in the l_er chamber,
respectively, estimated from the _ove fitted curve. _ me_s summing
up of the qu_tity n i only for the layers in the l_er chamber where t_

spot _r_ess Di is greater th_ 0.1. We _s_e ni = 0 if Di < <D>i.
Then, it is considered that the showers with larger_n i have long tails

with strongly penetrative nature.

| " 5,|_ IleW
_1 . I.i k_bJ

I : :'

._ Fig.4 _n[, distribution of penetrating showers

• .v. I I I

0.I

1 --observed showers

+IJ' Chamber depth ( C.U. ) _ _ ...... simulated g_a-raysi

;0 []see -
Fig.3 Procedure of calculating_n i

We get < D' >t and o at _ _E_S>10TeVthe i-th layer in th_ lower

chamber from the fitted __ _

curve and calculate Z n I` _ 5
i d

whe re, ' Z

n i- 0 ( at D_< 0.I
' or Dt < D >i )

n i= ( logDi-log< D >t )

/ Zog oi . 0 5 10 15 20
i ( otherwlse )

( se'e text. ) E n l, lower
In this case,

nl'n2=n6=n7"n8", 0

n3"0.40, n4=0.55, n5=0.66

then, E n i- 1.61
i
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_rn i distribution is shown in Fig.4 (--;experiment, ......;simulated
gamma-rays). That for simulated gamma-rays is obtained by applying the

same method. We can expect that the showers with larger_En i have the
new shower cores in the lower chamber, which make this quantity bigger.
Thus, the showers, which were identified to have these new cores in the

lower chamber under the microscopic observation, are shown by the
[_marks.

As is seen from this figure, about one half of observed penetrating

showers with E(_)> I0 TeV, that is, about thirty percent of observed
single core showers with this energy region, have long tails of cascade

developments in the lower chamber, which cannot be explained by the
fluctuation of (e,_) showers.

4. Conclusion and Discussion

About 30 _ of single core showers with E (_)> I0 TeV, which have been

observed in the families with_EE_)> I00 TeV detected by Chacaltaya
E.C. no.19, start at the shallower depth in the upper chamber like (e,_)

components, but they penetrate strongly into the lower chamber like
hadron components. This suggests that they consist of very collimated
a gamma-ray and a hadron, the distance between the two is

< 100 _m_200_m. That is, the gamma-ray starts cascade development in
the upper chamber and the hadron interacts in the target layer, so that
they look like just continuing single core shower, because there is an

_uncertainty of about 100 _m_200_m in the geometrical position when we
identify the showers observed in the lower chamber with the continuation

of the shower in the upper chamber. Then, when the hadron happen to
interact in the upper chamber, we might recognize those showers as mini-
clusters. Otherwise, from the argument on the detection probability
of hadrons in the chamber, the collision mean free path of these showers
is about one third of that of hadron with geometrical value [4].
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Anomalous correlation between hadron and electromagnetic
particles in hadron and gemma-ray femilies

M. T&MADA

Science and Engineering Research Laboratory,Waseda
University, Tokyo 162, JAPAN

Abstract

Correlations between hadrons and electromagnetic particles are

studied in the hadron-gamma families observed in Chacaltaya emulsion
chamber experiment. It is found that there exist a number of hadrons
which associate electromagnetic showers in extraordinarily close
vicinity. The probability to have such large number of hadrons
associat ing electromagnet ic showers, expected from background
calculation, is found to be negligibly small, _I0-5 , and it means
there exists anomalous correlation between hadrons and electromagnetic
particles in the characteristic spread of atmospheric electromagnetic
cascade.

I. Introduction.

Through the analysis on the structure of hadron and galsa-ray
families, especially of the families with ha&con-rich nature, we have
noticed that there were a number of showers which penetrate through the
hole chamber, the upper and the lower chamber. The core structure seen
in the lower chamber tells us that considerable number of those
penetrating showers are not simply pure electromagnetic cascades but
are coming from nuclear interaction of hadrons in the chamber, that is,
they are hadronic origin. [1] [3] During studying on the core

-_tructure of those penetrating showers, we found some of showers which
are considered as hadronic origin have separate multi-core structure in
the upper chamber, not single core structure. That is, there exist
hadron and electromagnetic showers which are located extraordinarily
close each other, in the extreme case the relative distance between the

two is _ 30 _ m. Here we show how closely a hadron accompanies

electromagnetic showers in its neighbourhood in the high energy hadron
and gamma-ray families observed in Chacaltaya chamber no.19.

2. Experimental procedure.

Chacaltaya chamber no. 19 The Chacaltaya chamber no.19 has two-
storey structure with air-gap, that is, the upper chamber of 6 cmPb

thick, target layer of 23 cm pitch, air-gap of 1.5 m and the lower
chamber of 8.4 cmPb thick. The special character of the chamber "
no. 19 different from the other chamber is that in all'the area of the

upper chamber nuclear emulsion plates together with X-ray films are
inserted under 3, 4 and 6 cm lead plates. Then we can study very
precisely on the core structure of showers, with accuracy of 10 _m,
observed in the upper chamber as well as in the lower chamber.

The energy of each shower is estimated by track-c_unting method.
Photometric measurement is also applied for high-energy showers.

Selection of the events Among the events observed in the chamber
no. 19 we pick up only the events which have at least one identified
hadron and pass through the whole chamber, in order to get enough
information on hadron component. In the Japanese part ( _30 m2year
, a half of the total area) of the chamber no. 19, we found 19 events
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with l_Otal observed energy greater than 100 TeV, incident energy
Eo_10 eV, which satisfy the above criteria. The detection threshold
energy is put to 2 TeV.

Identification of hadrons The showers in the lower chamber are
those from local nuclear interactions in the target layer (C-jet with
clean multi-core structure), those from local nuclear interactions in
the lower chamber (Pb-jet-lower with clean single-core structure) and
tails of showers from the upper chamber (with diffuse core structure).
Thus almost all showers observed in the lower chamber are hadronic
origin. The showers observed in the upper chamber are mixture of
electromagnetic showers from the atmosphere and those from local
nuclear interactions in the upper chamber itself (Pb-jet-upper).
Among showers observed in the upper chamber, we consider the showers as
hadrons when the showers can be seen only after 8 cascade unit of
emulsion plate, that is, no electron shower track can be seen at the
expected place of emulsion plate at 6 cascade unit, and/or when the
showers continue to the lower chamber and new core can be seen in the
lower chamber. The above procedure for identification of
hadrons in the upper chamber can not pick up all hadrons interacted in
the upper chamber, 20 %30_ of them are left unidentified.

3. Results.

Here we study how closely hadrons accompany electromagnetic
showers in their neighbourhood by comparing with background calculation
where only azimuthal angle _ of observed hadrons are randomly chosen
in the observed families. Fig. la shows a distribution of relative

distance, Rmin, between a hadron and its nearest neighbouring shower,
and Fig.lb shows a distribution of energy-weighted relative distance,

Xmin, between a hadron and a shower nearest neighbouring in Xij-space

for the events of Chacaltaya chamber no. 19. Xij is defined by
Xij= J EiE j ×Rjj where EL and Ej are visible energy of hadrons and of
electromagnetic showers and Rij is relative distance between the two.
The distributions are compared _¢ith background calculation. As is

seen in the figures, there exists a bump above the background
distribution both in small Ruin region, l_in < 400 _m and in smu11
Xmin region, Xmin < 2 GeV.m. Figs.2a and 2b are the same
distributions shown above in logR and in logX scale but here hadrons
are divided into four parts depending on their distance Rh measured

from energy-weighted center of a fomily. The background
. distribution in small l_in and in small X_in becomes negligibly small

when distance Rh of hadrons becomes larger, in contrast to that in the
experimental data there still exist hadrons which accampany a shower in
very smaU Ruin and Xmin even when I_ is large. There exist two

" hadrons which accompany a shower in l_ain less than 160 _ m and in Xmin
less than 0.6 GeV.m for the case of Rh 5 cn where no hadrons are

expected to accompany a shower in such smull l_in and Xmin region from
the background calculation. The probability, p, that a hadron
accompanies a shower at (energy-weighted) relative distance less than
_in or Xnin is given by the background calculations. Then the

probability On that at least n ha&cons accompany a shower at (energy-
weighted) relative distance less than Ruin or _iu is given by a
binomial formula,

nh
r(i nh-r= Y nhCr p -p) (i)Qn r=n

here nh is the total number of observed ha&cons. The observed number
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of hadrons which accompany a shower in small Rmin or Xmin is very large
compared with background distributions and the probability that such
large number of hadrous accompany a shower in such small Rmin or Xmin
is negligibly small, for example, we have 21 hadrons which accompany a
shower in Rmin less than 400 _m and 19 hadrons which accompany a shower
in Xmin less than 2 GeV.m. The probability that these two cases
are realized , expected from background calculation, is % 8.3×10 -7 and
%2.1× 10 -5 respectively. Thus we can conclude that there exist
hadrons which accompany electromagnetic showers extraordinarily close
to them, and such closeness in relative distance Rmin and in energy-
weighted relative distance Xmin can not be reproduced simply by chance.

4. Discussions.
Those hadron and accompanied electromagnetic showers form isolated

cluster of collimated showers, mini-cluster[2] [3]. Then one may
say that those cluster of showers are due to nuclear interaction at low
altitude. However, if we interpret those clusters of showers as
products of atmospheric nuclear interaction of normal type, < Pt >_350
MeV/c, the interaction height of them always gives very small value,
around several to several ten meters above the chamber. We can
estimate the number of hadrons arriving at the chamber by the observed
number of C-jet and Pb-jet-lower under the assumption of a collision
mean free path of hadrons. Then we can estimate the number of
atmospheric interactions at low altitude, H 50 m above the chamber
for example. Table 2 shows a summary of the above argument for
hadrons with visible energy, Kh(Y) ,greater than 10 TeV. Almost all
of shower clusters have their energy greater than 10 TeV. The
estimated number of atmospheric interactions should be compared with
the number of hadrons which accompany electromagnetic showers in the
close vicinity of them. As one can see in the Table, the number of
atmospheric interactions at such low altitude is very small compared
with those hadrons unless we assume very short collision mean free path,

_1/5 _eo., of hadrons. The effect of the zinc roof of %lmm thick
(_0.01 _eo) which is located 3m above the chamber is also negligible.
Thus if we assume that those mini-clusters are due to nuclear
interaction in the atmosphere, the interactionpoint should be much
higher and the average transverse momentum of produced particles should
be much smaller ( _I0 times smaller) than normal one. In many of
mini-clusters, a hadron carries a large portion of energy of a cluster.
This fact indicates that a hadron is a core of a cluster and *
electromagnetic showers are accompanied by unknown mechanism.
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no. of hadrons number of "single hadrons" arriving number of hsdrons expected

with _inin:_ 400 from C-jet and Pb-jet-lower
/z m Pb-j et-upper C-jet Pb-j et-lower

identified Z 8co. 1/22, geo. ]/3Z geo. I/SA geo.

21 12 8 I 23± 7 21± 7 24± 8 41+14
(I. o± o.3) (i. 8+ o. s) (3. 2__.I. I) (9. s± s, 2)

Figures in parenthesis are estimated number of atmospheric interactions at the
heiohts less than 50 m above the chamber.
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I. Introduction

Brasil-Japan Collaboration has been studying the cosmic

ray interactions in the energy region 1013 - 1017 eV by
means of emulsion chambers exposed at Chacaltaya, 5220 m

above sea-level, Bolivia[I]. The recent chambers hav_ a two-
storied structure, and the events which are observed_oth

chambers have given us important informations on the pheno-
mena. For example, the first Centauro event was detected as

a small shower at the bottom of the upper chamber and as a
big fraction of energy deposit in the lower chamber, which

indicated a high contribution of hadronic showers[l].

We are almost finishing the complete analysis of the
events of atmospheric interactions with such continuation for

the Rio part of the 19th chamber. In this paper, we describe
some results of the events with continuation in the rather

low energy region which are often eliminated in the discuss-
ion only because of their low energy.

\ Fig. 1 The integral distri\ -1.3
100_ # xx _ \ _(ZE) butions of total visible

x_\ energy. (x) for all the
x\ events and (.) for the eve

-×\. nts with continuation.

IX x

• • K=6

^10 1 s

d

= H
\\ 0 , , I , , , , x ,0 I000

• eventswithconiinuotion I <£'_R*> GeV.m

I _" I Fiq.2 The histogram ofI i , i b , <E_R*>, where K=6 GeV.m is
10 lo0 used for decascading.

Z E TeV
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CH19 S56 136A
I I I I i I I I I I I I

CH19S56 136A

I cm 1.0 ._.._..i;....._..,
c(_.2) ....._ ' "'.,

OO e'" "
S(9.4) D(1,1) A .:/

• e :,

A(19.0) ."
1.0 _"

Fig. 3 The target diagram _ S "..........
of CH19 $56 I36 A. The , .."" o '...

and energy of each _ . ""._..name

core is shown. _ 1.o ..

lFig.4 The transition of
darkness D with slit dia- _ c

.-"........"'.D. •
meter 225 _ for 4 cores in _ ....• ••
S56 I36 A. The fitting ..." """..
curves are also shown. 1.0- :" • '" -

2. Experiment D
The 19th chamber is

two-storied, and for the

whole upper and lower 0.1 .o...." '...
I | I I I I I I I I I

chambers, nuclear emulsion 0 4 6 8 10 12 3 4 5 6 8 10 12
plates were inserted in Upper Chamber Lair Ch. (C.U.)
sandwiches of lead plates

together with X-ray films. The exposure time was 677 days.
The upper chamber has total area of 44.2 m 2 and the lower

chamber 32.4 m 2 . They are formed by unit blocks of dimension

40 x 50 cm2; in Rio de Janeiro have been analyzed 59 blocks
of the upper chamber and 48 blocks of the lower chamber.

We must observe at least two penetrative shower cores

in both the upper and the lower chambers, in order to deter-
mine the relative geometrical position of all the showers in

" both chambers. We have observed 21 events with such continua-

tion. Fig.1 shows the integral distributions of the total

energy visible in the form of. electro-magnetic cascade
, showers for all the events and for the events with continua-

tion. We notice _h_t the distribution for all the events

obeys o_( Z E ) -..o, which is consistent with the previous
measurements [I].

Fig.2 shows the distribution of average energy-weighted
lateral spread, <E'R*>, for the 21 events, where the so-
called decascading constant K = 6 GeV.m was chosen [2]. We

usually have a larger interest in the region of large ER,
but in the following we describe three events in the small
ER region.

3. Results

We have two events with continuation in the interval of
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CH19 S56 136B
CH19 $56 [36 B , . , , , ' ' , . . ' '

1.0- -
I cm

I

2a,b _"e"'°'t .....i' 9
• (16.0) _ ...'"' "" ",

• _ _'II ""

I (10.1) _ 1.0 - ._... -

o 2 a+b ._.. ......

Fig.5 The target diagram _ •"..... ".....
of CH19 $56 I36 B _ ."• C

'.

Fig.6 The transition of D _ 0.1 ...._"_'".......

for 2 spots in $56 I36 B. •

I I I I I I I I I i i I

<E'R*} less than 100 GeV.m. 0 4 6 8 10 12 34 56 8 10 12

The names of the events Upper Chamber Lower Ch, (C.U.)
are CH19 $56 I36 A and CH

19 $56 I36 B; it is a coincidence that these two events were

observed in the same blocks•

CH19 $56 I36 A Fig.3 shows the target diagram of this

event• The event consists of only four shower spots with the

total visible energy 33.7 TeV. Fig.4 shows the transition of

darkness D on the N-type X-ray films for the four spots of

the event• The slit size is 225 _ in diameter. The depth of

lead is indicated by the cascade unit of each chamber.

#A starts to be observed at the very deep layer, 8 cu

on the emulsion plate and 10 cu on the X-ray film, as a

sharply collimated shower core. #B starts to be observed at
8 cu and we can not find any track on the corresponding

position at 6 cu. #C starts to be observed at 12 cu. #D is
observed only in the lower chamber as a diffused small shower•

Down to 6 cu in the upper chamber, this event does not

appear for detection, and the cores B, A, C and D start to

appear, one by one, to form the event.

We can identify all the four cores as hadronic because

of their deep penetration• This event is lacking in electro- "

magnetic components at the entrance of the chamber within
the limit of detection threshold (-I TeV).

CH19 $56 I36 B Fig.5 shows the target diagram of this

event. The event consists of two spots (#I and #2) with the

total visible energy 26.1TeV. #2 consists of two constitu-

ent cores (a and b) with the very short mutual distance 33

Both the two spots continue into the lower chamber.

Fig.6 shows the transition of spot darkness on the N-

type X-ray films• #I starts to appear at 12 cu in the upper
chamber as a collimated core and in the lower chamber as

multi-cores. #2 starts to be observed at 6 cu and the

spacing effect of air-gap between the upper and the lower
chambers is clearly seen in Fig.6.

We can identify #I as a hadronic core, but we can not

judge whether #2 contains hadronic nature.
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CH19 $83 #200 This event is observed

only in the upper chamber. Fig.7 shows CH19 583 @200
the target diagram of this event• The
event consists of two spots (#I and #2) _cm

with the total visible energy -30 TeV.

#I consists of two constituent cores (a • la,b
and b) with the mutual distance 175 _/. (~27)

Fig.8 shows the transition of 2(> 2)
electron number counted on the nuclear

emulsion plates in the area 78 x 78 _m 2. Fig.7 The target
#la appears as a normal shower, but

#Ib starts to appear at 8 cu and grows diagram of $83#200.

up remarkably down to 12 cu. #2 is CH19 S83 _200
observed only at 12 cu in the upper ....

chambe r. 103

We can identify #1a and #2 as _::.
hadronic cores. We can not judge #Ib as ...........:_
a hadronic core. _ la ......

i'

4 Discussions _ ; •
• 102 ' "We have encountered interesting _ / ..."

(exotic) events in the high energy reg _ .. 2
ion, ZE > 80- 100 TeV [I ,3] . But as z ."

shown in the previous section, we can
pick up some events with an impressive Ib :
character even in the lower energy
region I0 , , , :', , ," 2 4 6 8 10 12

In the energy interval, 25- 35 TeV, Upper Ch. (C.U.)
we have analyzed 18 events, among which

3 events showed a hadron-rich nature. Fig.8 The transition
If we use the power fit of (7. E) -1.3 in of electron number

Fig.l, these 3 events are in the un- inside the counting

biased sample of ~40 events in that area 78 x 78 )_m2.
energy interval.

More details on the events with continuation will be

presented at the Conference.
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I. Introduction

We have observed a high energy event of a bundle of

electrons, _rays and hadronic _ rays in an air shower core.
This bundle were detected with an emulsion chamber with

thickness of 15 cm lead installed in the central part of SYS

air shower array at Mt. Chacaltaya. The size of air shower

accompanying the bundle is 1.5 x 10_ and the age parameter is
determined 0.17 from the steepness of the lateral structure.

This air shower is estimated to be initiated with a proton

with energy around 1017 to I018 eV at a altitude of around 100
gcm "_ above Mt. Chacaltaya. We have dtermined lateral distri-
butions of the electromagnetic component (for simplicity, we

call this component as gamma ray) with energy above 2 TeV and
also the hadronic component of energy above 6 TeV of this air

shower core respectively. These lateral distributions may

also ones at the very early stage of air shower development.
We have also studied so-called E_Rr, E_ R, distribution.

Here E$, E_ are the energy of each gamma ray and hadronic

ray respectively. P_, R_ are the radial distance from the
center of the bundle of these particles. As well known, we
can determine the transverse momentum from the product of

energy and distance of a particle (ER) divided with a produc-
tion height (H).

Since particles in the bundle are produced with process
of the development of the nuclear cascade, we can not know

the primary energy of each interaction in the cascade which
produces these particles. In order to know the primary energy *

dependence of transverse momentum, we study the average
products of energy and distance ( <ER_ ) for various average

energies of secondary particle ( < E_ ).

2. Lateral distribution of gamma rays and hadrons
Centers of the bundle are determined from the energy

weighted mean of positions of gamma rays and hadrons respec-
tively. The deviation between two centers is only less than
I mm and both are in agreement.

Lateral distributions of gamma rays and hadrons are
shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 for two different threshold

energies. The slopes of these distributions are in agreement.
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Distributions are represented by the power law of the form

r "_ . The exponent (n) is about 1.8 for gamma rays and about
1.9 for hadrons.

3. ER distributions

ER is the parameter which reflect the transverse

momentum of that particle. Fig.3 and Fig.4 show ER distri-

bution for gamma rays and hadrons respectively. The_distri-

butions for hadrons with energy more than 10 TeV is flatter

than others untill higher ER values.

The relation between the averages, < ER> and < E_, are

I0; '# lO_

o z teveE,<S tev o z t[v-_EY<s t_v

• Io,(v&E_
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Fig.3. ER distribution Fig.4. ER distribution
of gammarays, of hadrons.
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Fig.5. Relation between the average Fig.6. Relation between the average
of ER and E of gammarays, of ER and E of hadrons.

shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 for gamma rays and hadrons. The

average <ER> increase with increasing the mean energy <E>.
This tendency is remarkable for high energy hadrons. This

tendency is found in ER distributions of gamma rays and
hadronic gamma rays of events Andromeda and M.A._. These

events are the most high energy events among five families of
the highest energy range, ZE_ > 1000 TeV observed by Chaca-

Itaya Emulsion Chamber Experiment of Brasil-Japan Collabo-
ration.')

4. Energy dependence of transverse momentum

Transverse momentum is determined from ER divided by
production height. In the air shower, hadrons are not
produced in a single interaction, but individual interactions
at different stages in a nuclear cascade of air shower

development. Radial distance R, however, corresponds to
radial deviation caused by final interaction in which that

particle is produced. Therefore, we can estimate PT with

these R and an estimated most probable production height
above the observation level. In the present case, we use 80
gcm "z which is consistent to a height estimated from

calculations of air shower development. We estimated PT with

PT=(E_ x 3 x R)/H for hadron and PT=(Er x 2 x R)/H for gamma
ray. Facter 3 comes from the charge symmetry in hadron

interaction and facter 2 from two gamma decay of a neutral

pion. Result are shown in Fig.7. In the figure, we show also

data obtained from CERN experiments2] In order to compare the
accelerator results with present results, interaction energy
in the laboratory system transfered from colliding particle

energy is divided with the average multiplicity of secondary
particles3_ Two points obtained from ISR and PP Collider are

connected with a dashed line. The present results are on the

extrapolation of this line. In spite of uncertainty of air
shower experiments, these data seem to be in good agreement.

In the higher energy region, P7 increase much largely apart
from the extrapolation of the energy dependence of lower
energy region.

This figure shows that PT increase with the power law of
the average energy of shower particle of the form E" of the
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Fig.7. Relation between <Pt_.
and shower particle <E>.

exponent n=0.06. However, in the extremely high energy
region, the exponent increase to n=0.44.

In model calculations on the nuclear cascade of energy
around 1019 eV, high energy hadrons can not be produced by

secondary pion after passing through 80 gcm -_. Consequently,
hadrons with energy more than 100 TeV may be produced in
fragmentation region of nucleon interaction.

We can conclude that this remarkable increase of PT for
hadrons above 100 TeV with increasing average hadron energy

may be a noteworthy characteristics of the energy dependence
of transverse momentum especially in the fragmentation

region.
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ABSTRACT

We reprot size distributions of air showers accompanied
with bundle of high energy gamma rays and/or large size
bursts under emulsion chambers, in order to study the

composition of primary cosmic rays and also characteristics
of high energy nuclear interaction.

Air showers initiated by particles with a large cross

section of interaction may develop from narrow region of the

atomosphere near the top. Consequently, fluctuations of sizes
of air showers are not so large.

On the contrary, starting levels of air showers by
particles with smaller cross section fluctuate in wider
region of the atomosphere. Air showers of extremely small

size accompanied with bundle of gamma rays may be ones
initiated by protons at lower level after penetrating deep
atomosphere without interaction. In such cases, the air
shower size distribution may be flatter than privious case.

We have determined the relative size distribution

.according to the total energy of bundle of gamma rays and
the total burst size observed under 15 cm lead absorber.

These results are discussed on the point of view mentioned
above.
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ABSTRACT

The experimental data of EAS accompanied by gamma-families,

with total energy greater than i0 TeV, obtained at Mt.

Norikura, were compared with a Monte Carlo simulation with

a rising cross section proportional to E 0"0_ for the p-air
inelastic cross section. It is found that the absolute

intensity of size spectrum of such EAS is strongly affected

by the primary protons intensity at 1015~1016 eV region and

the experimental size spectrum agrees with the simulated

spectra for the p-poor (<15%) primary composition better

than the p-rich (230%) one.

I. Introduction

The longitudinal development of EAS cores, especially at its early

stages, depends on the collision mean free path and/or mass number of

primary cosmic-ray particle in the atmosphere. The penetrated protons

through the upper atmosphere without collisions or with a few semi-

elastic collisions, even though their primary energies are a little low,

are more advantageous to yield gamma-families at high mountains than the
survival nucleons with normal fraction of energy in the normal EAS

development. The inverse power form of the primary energy spectrum

hastens this tendency. On the other hand, primary heavy nuclei are

quite disadvantage6us to generate gamma-families at mountain altitudes,

• because their primary energies are rapidly splitted into a lot of

particles in the upper atmosphere due to their short mean free path and

the plenty of initial constituent nucleons. Then, the observation of
EAS accompanied by gamma-families with total energy greater than a

certain value in an appropriate size range at mountain altitudes is

nearly equivalent to observe EAS initiated by primary protons preferen-

tially.

The combined EAS with gamma-families, which were obtained by the

cooperative experiment between the EX chamber and the EAS array at Mt.

Norikura (738 gcm-2), were compared with the simulation with respect to

the shape of size spectrum once at Bangalore (Nakatsuka et al., 1983).

After that, the experimental data were reanalysed and a few combined

events were added. The summary of the new results is presented in this

Conference (HE-3.3-11). On the other hand, the simulation calculation

was thoroughly renewed by employing the rising cross section, zenith

angle distribution of incident particles and by extending the Monte Carlo
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calculation to lower energy than 2000 '.

the former calculation by three
orders. The results of new

simulation are fairly different - 1000

from the old one due to those C-]

changes, especially due to the - 700 AKENO..[--_j..%-f-

_- o.o7_;--_- "'_'_ _'_'Jl L_J
last procedure described above. _? 500 SPS E_ . _ J

Then, we must abandon the former _= __
conclu sions repor ted at

Bangalore and the new results 300 t__--'-- _'
are presented here. SR yl_ol:

200 .....

2. Assumptions and procedures 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
in the simulation Loglo(E/eV)

First, the models about the Fig. 1 Energy dependence of p-air inelastic

hadronic interactions are sum- cross section. _p accelerator data by ISR
and SPS are transformed to p-alr cross sect-

marized. The inelastic cross ion. The solid curve with 6%0.04 is assumed

section of p-air collision has in the simulation. YTGE means the calculation

an energy dependence of a form by Yodh et al. (Yodh et al., 1983).

E _ instead of the constant cross section o(p-air)--300 mb in the old

model of simulation (Kasahara et ai.,1979). When the energy dependence

of _p cross section is expressed by E 6, that of p-A cross section (A:

mass number) is roughly given by =(2E_-I+AI/3)2/(I+2AI/3+A2/3) by a
simple consideration that the increaese of nuclear radius is due to

swelling of only surface nucleons. This function is approximated by o(p-

air) =E_'again. For instance, the values 6=0.073 ~ 0.ii representing the

_p cross section from ISR data up to SPS data (Matthiae et al., 1983) are

converted to the values 6r=0.044 ~ 0.068 for p-air collisions. In this

paper we use a moderate rising cross section 81=0.04 as shown in Fig. i.

The multiplicity of secondary particles satisfies the KNO scaling in all

energy region but the mean multiplicity depends on collision energy in

the form a+blns+cln2s with a=0.88, b=0.44 and c=0.i18 as shown in Fig. 2,

which is nearly equivalent to the old one. The inelasticity distribution

is not changed from the old one. The rapidity distribution of secondary

particles keeps nearly the form (l-x) 4/x as in the scaling model although

the cross section of QCD large PT jets is added to the normal cross
section in the new simulation. The calculation was done by the full

Monte Carlo method until the energy of each shower particle becomes lower

than 1 GeV. Hadronic jets in the iron EX chamber were simulated for the *

high energy hadrons arrived at the

chamber and those which released 1o0 , . /

electromagnetic energy greater than 80 _

3 TeV in the chamber were joined

into gamma-families. We picked up 60 F/_

only the simulated showers accom- +_
panied by a gamma-family with _ 40

total cascade energy ZEy H>I0 TeV,• , . . 20

ny,H_>2 for Emln=3 TeV, involvlng _ SPS
hadron initiated cascades, at the 0 ISR .....
level of Mt. Norikura in accordance 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

with the experimental conditions. Log10(E/eV)

And, the total number of shower Fig. 2 Energy dependence of mean charged

particles (Ne) of them is calculated multiplicity. The solid curve is employed

by connecting the one dimensional in the simulation.
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cascade function to each shower 10TM

particles generated by the full Ass_,_Total

Monte Carlo method. The lO'7_.._ _ (a)

contribution of hadrons with _._+_tT. _ i_ _

energies less than 1 GeV is

neglected. The conversion 1016
factor, i.e., primary energy

per maximum EAS size is about

1.5 ~ 1.7 GeV/particle for the 101_ ..... Ryanel: al
normal EAS with sizes from 5x ....ju,,usson
105~107 in this simulation.

Second, the models about %. 10') , ,, ,, , !

the energy spectrum of primary _ |_.... (b)

cosmic rays are described. _ | ...........total
The experimental data are • I°17"-'_---_ ...."-".......-_

briefly summarized in Fig. 3 _ __,._. "'--

(a). The total energy spectrum - I#6__VH .... _'"'-

curve which is smoothly _ 1014 ,,, VH, ---

connect ins the Grigorov's data > IoIS ___

(Grigorov et al., 1972) and the
air shower data at Akeno (Nagano -

et al., 1983). In this simula-

tion are assumed two extreme

mod el s abou t the pr imar y lOTM______ _._._._._._-_Otal (C)

icomposition, especially about _,'"the fraction of iron nuclei.

One is the p-rich spectrum as 101___Tl_..z _-.

shown in Fig. 3 (b), where the VH........... __ _

fraction of iron nuclei is very

small. Another one is the p- 1°15

poor spectrum as shown in Fig.

3 (c), where iron nuclei are 1014
extremely abundant. The frac- 12 13 14 1'5 1'6 1'7 18

tions of proton, helium and toglo(Eo/eV)
iron are tabulated at several

Fig. 3 Differential energy spectrum of primary

energies in Table i. The flat cosmic rays.
distribution of zenith angle (a); summaryof experimental data. Some

with which the primary par- points are converted from integral form by
Juliusson's way (Juliusson, 1975).

ticles rush into the atmosphere (b); p-rich primary spectrumassumed in the
is adopted instead of the simulation.

vertical incidence. (c); p-poor primary spectrum assumed in the
simulation.

3. Results of calculation

The primary spectrum is cut at Table 1

1015 eV as its lower end in the Energy (eV) i0I_ 1015 _i016 i0I?

calculation. This primary energy P J 31.8 % 34.3 % 32.8 % 28.6 %

is corresponding to a mean shower p-rich He ] 17.3 15.7 12.2 10.7

size--6xlO ° at the shower maximum. Fe 8.9 3.7 2.3 1.9

Because EAS accompanied by such P 25.4 14.8 i0.0 8.1

.ejgamma-families we concern are p-poor 13.1 8.0 5.6 4.6

generally at stages beforethe shower Fe 30.0 45.5 58.5 61.4

maximum and their sizes have a narrower correlation with primary energies

than the general EAS, the size spectrum of them is surely free from the
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bias due to the cutoff at the lower end of

the primary spectrum for the size region Ne

ZI06 at the observation level. Then, the

comparison with the experimental size z
LM

spectrum is done in this size region. >

The number of primary particles sampled "' __

" ",_ _9"=7.0
is 480 for the p-rich spectrum and 561 for O

the p-poor spectrum. Out of them the number ¢ _ [

of EAS accompanied by gamma-families with _ 1o _--_-- 7._o-ZEy,H_>IO TeV, ny,H>__2for Emit=3 TeV is 45
events for the p-rich spectrum and 25 events z
for the p-poor one. The zenith angle distri-

bution of these EAS are shown in Fig. 4 for

the two cases of assumed primary spectrum. 1 .....
Both of them are represented by the theoreti- 0 o.4 0.8 1.2

cal curve with Xo/Aatt=7.0 , which is consis- tan@

tent with the experimental data (Mitsumune Fig. 4 Zenith angle distribution
et al, 1985). The integral size spectra of of simulated events with gamma-

those EAS accompanied by gamma-families are families. Open circlesare for
the p-rich spectrum and open

shown by step lines in Fig. 5. From this
squares for the p-poor one.

figure we can see that the experimental data

agree with the p-poor primary spectrum 10I° (cm-lsec-lsr-1)

but not with the p-rich one. _ " ...... '_.general'EAS
4. Conclusions _ [ _.. '\

Using the moderate rising cross __ l--_-_...._._1_section proportional to E 0.04 for p-air 1041

collision in the simulation calculation, ,_, [expeg-ent_N___.rich

the experimental size spectrum of EAS D_ '[ p.poo_,Ti_'_*_

accompanied by gamma-famlies with EEy,H> .J [ _i0 TeV, ny H>2 for Emit=3 TeV agrees with O10-12_- , ' a

the'_slmulated result in the P-P°°r (<15%)_ r13 ] If\\ I

case better than in the p-rich (A30%)
case.

10- / , , "
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ABSTRACT

Gamma-families with total energy greater than i0 TeV, found

in the EX chamber which was cooperated with the EAS array at

Mt. Norikura, were combined with EAS triggered by big bursts.

The absolute intensity of the size spectrum of these combined

EAS was compared with that of general EAS obtained by AS

trigger. EAS with sizes greater than 2x106 were always

accompanied by gamma-families with 7E_ =>i0 TeV, n_ u>_2 andy, J._-- y zz

Emin=3 TeV, although the rate of EAS accompaning suck gamma-

familyies decreases rapidly as their sizes decrease.

i. Introduction

The results of the cooperative experiment of the 20 m 2 iron EX

(emulsion and/or X-ray film) chamber and the EAS array at Mt. Norikura

(738 gcm -2) were reported once at Bangalore (Nakatsuka et al., 1983).

Thereafter, the reanalysis of combination between gamma-families and EAS
was done and a few new combined events were obtained. And, some of the

old data were revised, especially the EAS size Ne and age parameter s were

renewed by taking account of the transition effect of the materials over

the scintillation counters and of the plastic scintillator itself for EAS

density measurement. The data of general EAS obtained by the AS trigger

in the same period of this experiment were analysed. In this report the

EAS combined with gamma-families of total energy greater than i0 TeV is

compared with the general EAS thus obtained with respect to the absolute

intensities of EAS size spectrum.

2. Experiment

The experimental apparatus was described before (Yamamoto et al.,

1981). The EAS data were taken by two kind of triggers. One was a burst

trigger under the 14 r.l. thick EX chamber when any one of 72 burst

scintillation counters responded to bursts greater than about 2000

particles per detector of 0.25 m 2 unit area. These EAS events with big

bursts were provided for the analysis of combination with gamma-families.

Another one was an AS trigger by four sets of four-fold coincidence of the
nearest four out of the central nine non-covered scintillation counters.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Map of EAS axis locations.

(a): the EAS combined with gamma-families of EEv __>i0 TeV. Two

small rectangles indicate the EX chambers (I0-_ "i each) and a big

one is the spark area (9x6 m2).

(b): the general EAS with Nea2xl06. Only the events hit the area

within r=5 m were used for the analysis.

The period of the experiment was 302.5 days and the live time of recording

system of EAS data was 292.2 days (95.7 %). The total number of EAS

recorded by the burst trigger in this period was about 12000 events and

the number of EAS obtained by the AS trigger was about 6000 events during

about 240 days. The arrival angles of EAS, which are necessary for

combining them with gamma-families and for deducing absolute intensity of

EAS size spectrum, were detected by four sets of spark chambers. The

live time of spark chamber system was a little higher than 80 %.

3. Selection of events

53 gamma-families with total energy ZEy,H>_IO TeV and nT, H>_2 for
Emin=3 TeV were found in our EX chamber and 44 events out of them were

combined with EAS triggered by big bursts. The rate of combination was

83 %. Nine gamma-families were not combined with EAS. This is mainly

due to the lack of arrival angle data of EAS because of dead time of the

spark chamber system. The data of these 44 combined events were used for

deducing the absolute intensity of EAS with big gamma-families assuming
that the residual nine unknown EAS have the same size distribution as the

combined events. The EAS size Ne and age parameter s were determined by

fitting the experimental shower particle density to the NKG lateral

function with the Moliere unit ii0 m, where the shower axis was put on the

location of the gamma-family whose map was given in Fig. 1 (a). On the

other hand, about 4200 EAS recorded during the last 170 days by the AS

trigger were served for the size spectrum of general EAS. The axis

locations of the general EAS whose axes hit the area within radius r=7 m

from the array center are shown in Fig. 1 (b) for Ne_2xl06. But, only the

EAS whose axes hit the area of r<_5 m were employed for the analysis here.

4. Results
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Using the experimental
result about the transition

effect of EAS shower particle 1.2
density by thin materials
(Saito et al., 1983) the w

corrections were made on the _O.8 __._ o--_ ._o_.___o oraw values of Ne and s for == o

the response excesses of 3 cm "< 0.4 o

thick plastic scintillator w
and also for the transition < ......

effect due to the roof and 0103 104 105 106 107 10s

ceiling materials for indoor EAS SIZE Ne
counters and due to the

counter box material for all Fig. 2 Ne-s correlation for

counters. As a result, the the combined EAS with gamma-

age parameter s was increased families with EE%H_I0 TeV
by the amount of 0.18 ~ 0.16 (scatter plot and crosses)
and the shower size Ne was and for the general EAS with

multiplied by a factor 0.65 ~ sizes Ne_2xl06 (open diamonds).

1.16 depending on the raw
values of s from 0.4 to 1.2.

The Ne-s scatter plot of the combined events after the correction is shown

in Fig. 2. In this figure are also shown the Ne-dependences of average

age parameters for combined events (crosses) and for the general EAS (open

d lamond s).

In order to get the vertical intensity of size spectrum of EAS it is

necessary to know the zenith angle distribution of them. In Fig. 3 (a)
are shown the distributions for the combined EAS with gamma-familles of

EEy u>10 TeV (closed circles) and for the general EAS with Ne__2xl06 (open
clr['_es). It is natural that the zenith angle distribution of the

combined EAS is steeper than the general EAS but almost same as the gamma-

families shown in Fig. 3 (b). Using the values of a factor xo/Aatt in the

102 102

I-- = °
-- Z Z

# '"

u. _
0 0

_ ul w
m

Z Z

0 024 0[8 1;2 0 0.4 0.8 1.2

ZENITH ANGLE (tane) ZENITH ANGLE(tane)

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Zenith angle distributions.

(a): the general EAS with Ne>_2xlO 6 (open squares) and the combined

EAS with gamma-familles with EEy, HZlO TeV (closed circles).

(b): all gamma-families with EEy,H>_IO TeV, ny,H_>2 and Emin=3 TeV.
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theoretical zenith angle distribu- 10_I0tion fitted to the experimental ........

data, we can easily get vertical _ ._
O OOoo

intensity of EAS size spectrum as _u -=_ .,_I.85

shown in Fig. 4. The spectrum of _,_10_11 , ; _

the general EAS, marked by open

squares in this figure, is consid- _ _

ered to be free from detection bias _> T '_[I

in the size region Ne>_2xlO 6 _ 10"1_ _'%1.Closed circles and open triangles
indicate the combined EAS with z

EE_,H_>I0 TeV and >20 TeV, respec- ,,
tively. It is concluded from this _"D

figure that the EAS with Ne>_bxl06 _ 10_1_
are always associated with gamma- rn

families with lEy H >I0 TeV at the <

altitude of Mt. _orikura (Xo=738 ' " 10 6 ' ' ' 10 7 10 8
gcm-2). This is consistent with

the fact seen in Fig. 2 that both SHOWER SIZE

the average values of s agree each Fig. 4 Integral size spectra for

other for Ne!5xl06 between the the general EAS (open squares)

general EAS and the combined EAS and the combined EAS with gamma-

with gamma-familles with 7.Ey,H_I0 families of lEv H.>10 TeV (closed

TeV. Also, the figure 4 suggests circles) and of' EE¥,H->20 TeV
that the EAS with Ne_>107 are always (open triangles).

accompanied by gamma-families with

EEv __>20 TeV at the same altitude.

The'se results are important to study the absolute intensity of energy

spectrum of the primary protons in the energy region Eo=I015~I017 eV.

5. Conclusions

EAS with sizes greater than about 5xl06 are always accompnied by

gamma-families with ZE.,H>I0 TeV, ny,H_,2 for Emin=3 TeV at the altitude of
Mr. Norikura. This size at Mr. Norikura is nearly equivalent to the

primary proton's energy 1016 eV. The size of EAS which are always

accompanied by gamma-families with ZEy,l_.>20 TeV seems to be greater than
about 107 . Then, if the gamma-families with higher cutoff energy are

observed together with EAS, the data will provide an available key to get

the absolute intensity of the primary proton's spectrum up to 1017 eV.
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I. Introduction. Information on the fragmentation region in super high
energy hadronic interactions can be obtained through the observations of

_-ray families produced by cosmic rays. J-ray families with _E_)I000 TeV
are receiving increasing interests in emulsion chamber experiments.

There exist some complications caused by the superposition of nuclear
and electromagnetic cascades and the uncertainty in the nature of the

primary particles. These complications usually make the conclusions

drawn from various interesting phenomena observed in family events not
so definite. Here we describe an interesting family event KO El9, which
is likely to have suffered only very slight disturbances. It was found

in Mt. Kambala emulsion chamber experiment. The production height of the
event is determinedto be H=(70+30)m and some conclusions are given.
II. Experiment. The event K0 El9 was found in 14.8 m2 of emulsion

chamber (thickness 14 c.u.) exposed on Mt. Kambala during 1980.9-1981.9.
The photosensitive materials of the emulsion chamber consist of X- ray
films of Sakura N type and Fuji I00 type and nuclear emulsion plates
of ET7C type. On the N type x-ray films, the central part of the event
is completely blackened, forming a halo. The visible energies of the

event are determined independently on the three kinds of photosensitive
plates and crosschecked, yielding a consistent result.

The optical density distributions in the halo part are determined
on all layers of N type films. P;om the variation of the density distri-

butions on consecutive layers, we can determine the electron number
densities n% and obtain the total n_nber of electrons N and their total

track length Z on the basis of the approximation B, thus giving the
visible energy of the halo (i) ZE_=I200 TeV. Every shower in the central
part of the event are clearly separated from each other on the 100 type

x-ray films and the ET7C type nuclear emulsion plates (Fig.l). On the I00
type films, we can make accruate measurements of the positions and
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optical densities, shower by shower, using the Mitaka-Hamamatzu automatic
microphotometer. From the darkness-energy relation with Landau effect

correction, we can determine the total visible energy(2), yielding
ZE_= 1300 TeV (Emln=2 TeV). On the ET7C emulsion plates, the electron

track counting method is used for the energy determination of the majo-
rity of showers except those of very high energies, for which the photo-
metric method is applied. The resultant visible energy is _E_= 1537
TeV (EmTa =1.5 TeV), which is somewhat higher due to the lower threshold
in the energy determination.

"e ,.

p

ri_,1 ,_- .. • .'.
.l

,'°

With the photometer system used, x and y distances can be measured

accurate to about 1 _m and shower centers (points of maximum optical
density) can be determined with a small aperture.

III. General Features of KO El9. The general statistical characteristics

of the event are listed in Table I, where N_ is the nt_nber of _-rays
(E_ I>3 TeV)and R the distance from the energy center of the event to the

center of a shower. For families produced not too high above the dete-

ctor, the electromagnetic cascades are usually not fully developed and
thus <ER > will be small and < E_ > large, while the energy spect_xn
will be exponential in form. This is the case for KO El9, as can be

seen from Table I and Fig.2. Fig.3 shows the ER-R correlations of the

showers in the event, points within the dashed circle representing those
in the central part. It is this portion which is the least disturbed

during the development and can provide interesting information about

the super high energy hadronic interactions. [ _......._--_- 7,

lN

z ]
. I , I0° ' "/

• ." //" JI
• r ,: • /

i" !t
_01 10"1 .. /.. • ._..._,

.1 -1 ' '
10( 5 10 15 20 25 30 _0° 101

E(TeV) ER(_eV,cm)

Fig.2 Fig.3
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Table I. Statistical characteristics of KO El9

N_(E>/3TeV) L ZE_(TeV) J <E;)(TeV) L (R>(cm) I<ER)(TeV'crn)1311083 8.3 0.39 3.23

IV.Production Height and Pseudorapidity Distribution. The exponential

energy spectrum, the very low value of <ER> and the relatively high

value of <E_) show some evidences of the small production height H of

the main part of KO El9. For an accurate determination of H, a triangu-

lation method is used. Among showers with E_ -_ i0 TeV and penetrating
through the whole thickness, 14 c.u., of the chamber, choose those with

favorable measuring conditions. Take a pair of such showers i,j and
K D K+ rJl.

determine the separations between them, R_] and _._j , on the k-th and
the (k+m)-th layers respectively. Repeat the same for every pair. Then

the production height H can be calculated from

H = (m_H_R4Kj) / _,j(R_) -Ri.))

where /%H is the distance between two consecutive x-ray film layers. In

our actual measurements, k=l, m=5 and AH=l.3cm. The result is H=(70

+30)m. As a rough check of this result, we make a mass distribution

obtained from the coupling of the above showers pair by pair, where

we take m{_ =R_j E2_q-_/H, with H=70m. This is compared with a simulation
calculation shown in Fig.4. There are two peaks at m43 =150 MeV and

500 MeV in the experimental distribution, corresponding to the masses of

_Oan d _o respectively, and thus confirming the result from triangulation.

With H=70 m, calculate the pseudorapidity _ =-In tan(8/2) where 8
is the emmision angle of a secondary particle. The distribution of _ is

shown in Fig.5. There is a hump near_=12, which may be attributed to

the showers in the cores of the central part. The magnitude of the

plateau is roughly aN/_g=40, a value about four times as large as that

of the scaling extrapolation of accelerator results. The energy depen-

dence of _N/_ is shown in Fig.6, indicating a more rapid increase
in _N/_ above 1016 eV.
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Fig.5

Taking H=70 m, the p£ distribution in the family is shown in Fig.7,

where "o" represent data of KO El9 (Emi_=4 TeV) and "+" come from C-jets

(Emla=0.5 TeV) In the p_<800 MeV/c region, the p{ distribution of

KO El9 is consistent with that of C-jets and both of them take the

exponential form e-sP_ . The central portion of the family will be treated
in (5).
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A COSMIC RAY SUPER HIGH ENERGY MULTICORE FAMILY EVENT (II)
STRUCTURE AND FRA6MENTATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JETS

China-Japan Emulsion Chamber Collaboration*

I. Introduction. Quarks and gluons are not directly observable, but may
be displayed through fragmentation in the form of hadronic jets, the

evidence of which was first revealed in cosmic ray interactions before
the advent of the modern theory of strong interactions. Experimental

results from ISR(1) and SPPS collider rendered the jet phenomena more
confident and definite. All the properties of jets observed up to now at

ISR and SPPS collider are in agreement with the prediction9 of QCD(2-4).
In order to make further test of QCD in still higher energy regions,

detailed study of super high energy jet events in cosmic rays is very
desirable. The event KO El9 observed in Mt. Kambala emulsion chamber

is an interesting event for such study. The general features of KO El9

is described in (5). Its total visible energy is _E_=1537 TeV(EmI_=I.5
TeV) and production height H= (70_+30)m, with a hadron as'_its primary

particle. Besides about forty small clusters, there are five super high
energy cores or jets, one lying near the center of the eve_nt while the

other four surrounding it, having incident directions making small
angles (about 5°-6o in CMS) with that of the primary particle. Detailed

analysis is done on the emulsion plates inserted in the chamber, making
full use of their fine granularity, superior in detecting and analyzing
jet events, especially their substructures.

II. Jets and jetty event. By jet we generally mean a bundle of fairly
collimated hadrons in the final states of high energy interactions. It
can also be considered as a cluster of particles in the pseudorapidity-
azinn/th (_-_) space. We adopt a procedure for the jet clusterization

similar to that in accelerator experiments as follows. Assign an energy
vector to every shower (track), directed from the vertex of the event to

the point of recording. Find out the largest of these vectors and

compute the quantities d of other ones relative to the largest in _-9
space, where d=J(_) z + (_9)z . Add all energy vectors with d_-l.0to the

largest one vectorially, we then obtain a jet. Next find out the largest
vector among the remaining ones and repeat the above procedure to get

another jet, etc. A transverse energy threshold is taken, w_ich may be
10-60 GeV. For the four outer jets in KO El9, the minimum F_=I0 GeV and
the maximum d=0.82-i.0, corresponding to5O=38°_44 ° and 8=4.8°_6.1 °.

Adopt _(E_e_ ),/_E_-_70% as a criterion for the so-called jetty events,
conforming to the convention in accelerator experiments. In 6ur case,

o the total energy of the four outer jets is 756 TeV and corresponds a
fraction of 76% of the total visible energy 994 TeV(Emm=4TeV) . If the
energy of the central jet is also included, the fraction will increase to
79%. Therefore we may consider KO El9 as a jetty event. The charac-

teristics of jetty events are closely related to the production and
fragmentation behaviors of jets.

III. Structures and fra_nentation characteristics of jets. The transverse

momentum Pt of a jet can be obtained by vector additio_ of the p%'s of
all its constituent particles. If the jet particles are assumed to

be _'s, then the Pt of the four outer jets are 12.77,11.42,6.81 and 8.63
GeV/c. Fig.l gives the vector diagram of these jets. The sphericity

of a jet is defined as S_ = 3(_j_)_ / 2(_j% ) , where j_ is the momentum
* For full list°_authors, see HE 3.4-1, this conference.
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of the i-th particle and Jt£ is its transvers component relative to the

axis of the n-th jet. For an event with n jets, the total sphericity is
the sum over all jets. The total sphericity of KO El9 is S=0.0074 and

the total neutral transverse energy E% =148 GeV, which are compared with

accelerator results qualitatively in Fig.2, showing no inconsistency

j.j-_(J .... _ 0.61.

'_, ' ,'I-" " _ • 0.3 _

¥, L'_'' "'' °;'_!'_,- \Z'3; 0._ [[ ( $)I' _(__)I 4_( _ KOE19

0.1 i
o ....

-_ Et(Gev)

Fig. 2
Fig. I

in its trend. The distribution of 8_ , the angle between the particle
momentum and the jet axis in CMS, is shown in Fig.3 for the four outer
jets. The peak value of 8_ for KO E!9 lies near 0.5 °, consistent with

the most probable values 7° and 2° in ISR and SPPS collider energy
regions, respectively. Take H=70m, <Jzw> =0.04 GeV/c, corresponding to
<j¢>=0.08 GeV/c, smaller than the average from p_ collider.

The fragmentation variable is a useful quantity in jet analysis.

It is defined as z=2E,y/3(ZE¢)_, representing the fraction of the compo-
nent of shower energy along the jet axis in total visible jet energy.

The factor 2/3 takes account of the fact that the secondary particles
are mainly _-rays, coming from the decay of _L°'s. The distribution of

z is called the fragmentation function of jet.- D(z)=(I/N@)dN=_ /dz.
Fig.4 gives the fra_nentation function of the five jets in KO El9, Which

5
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Z

is in the exponential form Exp(-Bz), with B=27.4. Data from ISR and

FNAL are also included for comparison. In the ISR range, ABCS Collabo-

ration gave an exponential D(z ) for small z, with B"--7,while CCOR Colla-
boration obtained B-_5.3 at lower energies. FNAL(9) obtained B_4.6,
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using jets with Pt lower than ABCS Collaboration. As noted in (7),

when the energy of the scattered parton increases, the number of fragmen-

tations increseases also, resulting in a decrease in z and an increase

in the slope. KO El9 is a super high energy event and the value of

B should be correspondingly larger. By integration of the jet fragmenta-

tion function, we can obtain the charged particle multiplicity in the

jet. For the five jets of KO El9, <Nc_)_18, <Ej8_-_95 GeV in CMS.
A comparison between KO El9 and accelerator results(10) is shown in

Fig.5. There is an evident increase in Nch in KO El9.

IV. Con_arison with QCD calculations at TeV energies. It is shown in

the phenomenological QCD study of the properties of the jets produced

in hadronic collisions in _-s = i0 TeV range(ll), that hadronic jets

are mixtures of quark jets and gluon jets and that 50% of the energy

of quark jets is carried by particles with z=0.06 while the corresponding

value for gluon jets is z=0.025. From KO El9 data, 50% of the jet

energy is carried by particles with z=0.045, in reasonable agreement

with the above estimation. The particle multiplicity of jets as a

function of jet energy is shown in Fig.6(ll). The value of <Nc_)is
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Fig. 5 Fig. 6

about 18 and lies between the theoretical values for quark and gluon

jets. The fractions of the n_m_0ers and energies of jet particles outside

the jet cone in KO El9 are also close to the theoretical results. The

high p% Monte Carlo events generated by the ISAJET program are shown
to have core structures. This is also the case for the four outer jets

in KO El9. Fig.7 gives the jet ntm_er distribution reconstructed from

I10q

I101'_9

5 10 15 20

nj_t

the ?eV range Monte Carlo events by means of the clusterization tect_i-
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que, where the solid line represents events with E% > i0 GeV and the

dotted line those with E_ _ i00 GeV. For the four outer jets in KO El9,
E%_ I0 GeV, N_e_ = 4, lying within the theoreticlal prediction. From the
above analysis, it can be seen that the characteristics of KO El9 are in

agreement or not inconsistent with the predictions of the phenomenolo-
gical QCD. Further analysis and confirmation require more events.
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OBSERVATION OF SUPER HIGH ENERGY BIG FAMILY

WITH LARGE SCALE Fe EMULSION CHAFFERS

China-Japan Emulsion Chamber Collaboration*

I. Introduction. L_ order to get higher efficiencies for detecting

hadrons and to make technical improvements in the chamber structure,
the Mt. Kambala Emulsion Chamber Collaboration constructed 57 m 2 of Fe

chamber, with thickness 29 c.u.(ic.u.=17.6 mm Fe), using 300 tons of Fe

plates and made the first exposure from Sept., 1982 to May, 1984. The

photosensitive layers consist of x-ray films of Sakura N type, Fuji No.
i00 type and Tianjin III type, some of them contain also emulsion plates

of Fuji ET7B type. They are inserted between the Fe plates at every

2 c.u., beginning at 5 c.u. from the chamber top. In a number of blocks,

3 mm spacings are provided at every 2 c.u. of Fe plates to facilitate

the replacement of photosensitive layers, without disassembling the

chamber. On the bottom of the chamber Fe plates of thickness 9 mm are

placed in order to shield the chamber from the radioactivities of the

ground. An event, numbered K2 58 of visible energy ZE_ = 7345 TeV was
found in this exposure. It is the event with the highest energy obtained

in Mt. Kambala emulsion chambers up to now. No obvious halo is seen in

the event and all the showers are clearly separated and easy to measure.

A brief report of the preliminary results is given here.
II. General characteristics of the event. There are 566 showers with

visible energies greater than 3 TeV, distributed as shown in Fig.l. It

is evident that the event is a single core family. On the map of the

event, 161 high energy showers of total visible energy ZE_ = 4228 Tev
are concentrated within a circle of radius 8 r_n, therefore it is not

necessary to carry out clusterization of the showers. Fig.2 is the

optical density distribution contours of K2 58, obtained by the automatic

photometer NGD-17XI7, with optical aperture 300x300 m 2 .
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Various statistical averages are given in the table I, where _ t is

the depth of the starting point of a shower. The various averages
remain unchanged when at is taken either as _- 4 c.u. or as -_ 6 c.u..

The data in the last row of the table I are the corresponding quantities
• For full list"authors, see HE 3.4-1, this conference.
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for events with visible energies _Ef x i000 TeV obtained in earlier
exposures at Mt. Kambala (2). Both results agree well.

Table I. Statistical Averages for Bi_ Families (E_m. = 4 TeV)

t N R ER E EEvent
(c.u.) (cm) (TeV.cm) (TeV) (TeV)
4 417 2,02 19.9 15.1 6300K2 58
6 455 2.04 19.9 14'.9 6800

Mean for 6 134 1.94 16.3 11.7 15305 Events

III. Energy spectrum and ER distribution. Shower energy spectra and ER

distributions taken with different values of _t are shown in Fig.3. The
shape of the energy spectrum remains almost unchanged as the value of _t
is varied. It is nearly of the form N(>E)o_E"_ , where _=1.2. All the
energy spectra of showers in circles with different radii R and centered
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at the center of energy of the event are in power form (Fig.4). Furthe-
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more, the energy spectrum of showers with E_ -_i0 TeV remains almost the
same when R has increased to 8 ram. These indicate that the production

height of the event is so high that both the central and the peripheral
parts of the event have already undergone sufficient electromagnetic
processes. In the R < 12 mm region, are concentrated a large nt_nber of

showers of energies in the interval 3-10 TeV, making the optical densi-
ties in their neighborhood greatly exceeding those of the background and

rendering the showers with lower energies obscure ( see the triangular
blank region A in Fig.5 ). From the energy spectrum N( >E)o_E- -f_at

E_ -_ i0 TeV, it is estimated that there should be about 180 showers with
E_ _- 3 TeV in the blank region A, with a corresponding total energy

_E/A = 808 TeV.
Fig.6 gives the energy spectrum for showers with _t = 6 c.u.,

corresponding to the energy spectrum of a part of the Pb-jets in Pb
chambers. The result is the same as that in Fig.3.

Thick Fe chambers are more effective than Pb chambers in the detec-

tion of hadrons, but the method for disciminating Fe-jets and /-rays
(electrons) remains to be further explored. Criteria based on the
difference in at are unfavorable but considerations about the consecutive

interactions of hadrons in Fe may be more adequate. Fig.7 gives an

example of the transition curve in Fe of a high energy shower, with
At N 0. It is seen that the trend of the shower development distinctly

deviates from the transition curve of the showers produced by J-rays
(electrons), corrected for the L-M effect (3). However, this is appli-

cable only to high energy showers but is difficult for low energy ones.
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A Halo Event Created at 200 m above

the Chacaltaya Emulsion Chamber

N.M.Amato, N.Arata (CBPF, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brasil) and

R.H.C. Maldonado (UFF, Niteroi, RJ, Brasil)

I. Introduction

We present the results of analysis on a cosmic-ray induced nuclear

event with the total visible energy -1300 TeV which is characterized by

the central (halo) part of a strong energy concentration and the outer

part of a large lateral spread. The event (named as P06) was detected in

the 18th two-storied emulsion chamber exposed at Chacaltaya by Brasil-

Japan Collaboration. As the nuclear emulsion plates were inserted at

every layer of the concerned blocks in the upper and the lower chambers

together with RR- and N-type X-ray films, we can study the details of
the event.

Some results on P06 have already been reported [I] based on the

general measurement of opacity on N-type X-ray films: (I) the total

energy of halo is ~1000 TeV; (2) the shower transition reaches its maxi-

mum at ~16 cu; and (3) the radius of halo is 6.5 mm (at the level of 106
electrons/cm2). The results in more details will be described here.

2. Results

Fig.1 shows the target diagram of P06, where we notice a large late

ral spread of the event and richness in hadrons in the outer region.* -

Fig.2 shows the contour map of opacity (D=.2, .3, .4, .6, .8 and I.)

for the central part of halo on RR-type X-ray film at 14 cu in the upper

chamber with slit diameter 113 _, together with the high energy shower
cores (E >10 TeV). A clear asymmetry is seen in both distributions of D

and shower cores. Notice that it also holds for both _-rays and hadrons.

Fig.3 shows the distributions of opacity in the upper and the lower

c_ambers, where the measurement was made along the straight line on the

film passing through the two hadronic cores (#40 and _58) which can be

well recognized in both chambers because of their strong and sharp pene!
ration. We notice that the halo part contains at least two peaks.

40 _ sD(100xlO0p m2)

..t" _

x "'" x 0.5 ._ "
X ,_.

.4.
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Fig.2 Contour map of Fig.3 Distributions of

opacity of RR-type X- opacity on RR-type X-

5cm ray film at 14 cu and ray film at 14 cu in

shower cores: _-rays the _per chamber(Sup)

(e: >20 TeV, • :10-20 and on N-type X-ray
Fig. 1 Target diagram of TeV) and hadrons (+). film at 4 cu in the

P06. J-rays (o) and The cores (_40 and _ lower chamber (Inf).
identified hadrons (x). 58) are indicated.
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upper (Sup) and the lower (Inf) chambers. 4(b) Variation of R12 at 8, 10,
12 and 14 cu in the upper chamber and at 3, 4 and 5 cu in the lower
chamber. The best fitted straight line is also shown.

Fig.4-a shows the results of measurement on the relative distance,
R12, between _40 and _58 on the nuclear emulsion plates which was done

repeatedly after some blank days enough long to forget the previous meas

urement. Fig.4-b shows the average values of R12 at 7 layers together
with the best fitted straight line given by the least-square method which

corresponds to the interaction height H=208 + 2_ m. The value of_2 is
rather large, 16.4 for the 7 points, of which-4 points in the upper cham
ber share 98% of the total; we could not resolve the fluctuation seen in

the upper chamber. If we use the average value of 4 points, H= 177 + I_

m; if we take only the point at 10 cu, H= 263 + 71__. In the following, _
we take 208 m as the vertical height above the chimber which corresponds
to Ho~ 250 m after the correction on zenith angle (35°).

Fig.5 shows the diagram of energy, E, and distance, R, for all the
shower cores observed in P06, where R is measured from the energy-weighted
center of shower cores which are located inside the halo radius, 6.5 ram.

The dashed line stands for the fit to the averages in the central region,
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Fig.6 (a) Histogram of log10R , (b) energy-flow and (e) energy-weighted

lateral distance ER-flow in log10 R , for _-rays and hadrons in P06,
and for all the shower cores in the event $112.
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tion. All the f-rays(*) All the f-rays (0) and for _-rays in the halo

and _-rays in the halo _-ray inside the halo of P06, and those for

radius (o) in P06. radius (o) in P06. other 5 events [3].

<ER> = 8 GeV m which corresponds to PT = 32 MeV/c under H• = 250 m. In the

central region, the correlation between E and R shows some constancy of

ER (or pT ) but the behavior in the outer region is quite different.
Fig.6 (a-c) show the flows of number, energy and energy-weighted

lateral spread in the space of log10 R , respectively. The q-rays and the
hadrons are shown separately. Also shown for the comparison are the

results of the event $112 which is classified as Guacu-type meson produ_

tion characterized by the large PT and the high multiplicity [2]. As the

total energy (878 TeV) and the interaction height (~250 m) of $112 are

nearly equal to those of halo part of P06, we can compare the two events

with each other without any normalization. We notice that P06 contains a

strong concentration of particles and energy in the small angular region

as a clear peak of halo (75% of the total energy being inside the radius)

but $112 not, and that the outer region of P06 is similar to $112.

Fig.7 shows the energy distribution of _-rays in P06 in an integral
form. The dashed and the solid lines stand for the exponential distribu-

tions of the form Noexp(-ET/_E _) with No = 100 and 150, respectively. The
dotted line is the result of analytic calculation with t=3 cu and No=6

where required are I TeV for the energy threshold and 1000 TeV for the

total visible energy. We notice that a long passage in air does multipl !

cate the number of _-rays and electrons, but that the original exponen- 4,

tial form is greatly distorted.

Fig.8 shows the distributions of energy-weighted lateral spread, ER,

of _-rays in P06. A large difference of lateral spread between the halo

and the outer region is impressive (of a factor ~30). The average value

of ER for the outer region is obtained from the slope to be -0.2 Geq km.

Fig.9 shows the distribution of ER in the halo of P06. The average

value of ER is 7.2 GeV m, which corresponds to <PT> = 29 MeV/c under

Ho= 250 m. Also shown are those of other five events similar to the halo

of P06 [3].

3. Discussions and Conclusion

The event P06 is realized in the upper part of the upper chamber as

a rather small size of dark spot on N-type X-ray films, but it develops

remarkably in the lead material of the chamber and appears as a generally

darkened wide area [I]. This area is called as "halo".

The total visible energy is 1275 TeV, 217 shower cores being observed
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on the nuclear emulsion plates. Within the halo radius (0.65 cm), 965 TeV

is emitted in 127 shower cores. To explain this large particle density
in a small region, one might imagine a long passage in the atmosphere to
include the cascade multiplication process. But the experimental results
of P06 do not seem to support such a naive consideration:

(I) The halo energy estimated by the general measurement of opacity is
nearly equivalent to the energy sum,_E_, of shower cores. The former
should include the contribution of low energy showers which are not visi

ble in the latter. In case of the event Andromeda, E(halo) ~ 3.5 _E_ [4];--
(2) The depth of shower maximum is very deep in P06 (-16 cu). In case

of Andromeda, it is -10 cu [4];

(3) The sharp alignment on azimuth is seen for both _-rays and hadrons;
(4) The energy distribution is almost exponential.

The above results indicate that the halo of P06 does not suffer from a

large cascade degradation during its passage in the atmosphere, and that

the high energy shower cores observed on the nuclear emulsion plates
play a decisive role in the halo.

The triangulation method gives us a direct check on that point. The
interaction height is obtained to be -250 m although some fluctuation is

seen in four layers in the upper chamber. Taking 250 m, the halo part of

P06 comes to be of abnormally small PT (-30 MeV/c on the average) and of
high Y-ray density in rapidity ('59 at the maximum). There is a possibi-

lity that a new phenomena happens to appear in the super high energy

region which is characterized by a very small PT (a few tens of MeV/c).
The large lateral spread with richness in hadrons is seen in the

outer region of P06, which seems to be a common feature in the halo

events [5]. It may be plausible to speculate that the mechanism of large
PT phenomena could produce some new character to create the halo.

The new characteristics seen in the halo of P06 could be compared
with those of the so-called "mini-cluster" which is also characterized

by the small PT' 10-20 MeV/c [6].
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Abstract A cosmic-ray induced nuclear event is presented,

which is of clear binocular-type and contains several exotic

features through its passage in the atmosphere and the
emulsion chamber.

I. Introduction
Brasil-Japan Collaboration has observed some exotic

events (Centauro family) in the high-energy cosmic-ray inter-
actions, and they are classified into four categories as
(original-) Centauro, Mini-Centauro, Geminion and Chiron

according to their multiplicity and average pT./I,2/ Their
common feature is a lack of _-ray emission in their inter-

actions, and they are regarded as phenomena quite distinct
from the normal pion production.

In this paper, we present a very special event which
shows several exotic features in three generations of inter-
actions.

2. Experiment
The event was observed in the 19th emulsion chamber at

Chacaltaya. The chamber is two-storied, which consists of an

upper chamber, a lower chamber and a target layer in-between.
The chamber is multi-layered sandwiches of lead plates and
photo-sensitive materials. In the unit block where the

present event was detected, nuclear emulsion plates were
inserted with N-type X-ray films at 6,8 and 12 cu in the

upper chamber and 3,4,5,6,10 and 12 cu in the lower chamber.
At 4 and 10 cu in the upper chamber and at 8 cu in the lower

chamber, only X-ray films were inserted. Thanks to the high

spatial resolution of nuclear emulsion, we can study a fine

structure of shower cores in detail which is quite powerful
to pick up and examine the exotic features.

3. Results
As the event was observed in the unit block 109 in the

upper chamber and in the block 69 in the lower chamber, we
name this event as CH19 $109 I69. In the following, the

results corrected on the incident zenith angle (15 degrees)
will be presented.

Fig.1 shows the target diagram of the event, which

already visualizes the first impressive feature, i.e., a
clear double-core structure. In the group A, 83.7 TeV is

observed in the form of electro-magnetic cascade showers,and
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51.3 TeV in the group B. CH19 SI09 I69
The relative distance bet

ween A and B is 22 cm,and

the value _(A,B) = R(A,B) • I •
_(A)E(B) is 1440 TeV.cm.

We notice how large the 2 cm • 3
spread of this event is,

comparing the average 2 •
value -650 TeV. cm of the

binocular-type events

observed by the Brasil- Group A
Japan Collaboration./1,2/

3-I. Group A The group A
contains 3 high energy
hadrons and 4 low energy

showers as shown in Fig.1 Group B

and Table I. O
(#AI) _AI has two cores

in the upper chamber (10.5 Fig.1 The target diagram
TeV and 5.8 TeV with the of the event CH19 S109169.
relative distance 152 _),
and continues into the

lower chamber where five Energy(TeV) Comments

weak and diffused showers AI 16.3 A-jet
and one very new core are A2 31.5 Pb-jet-upper

observed inside the radius A3 20.0 Pb-jet-lower
-400 _. Thus we can know A4-7 15.9 A-jet

that one of the two cores B 51.3 A-jet
observed in the upper

chamber or another hadron Table I Groups A and B.
interacted to produce the
showers observed in the lower chamber.

(#A2) _A2 starts to appear at 12 cu in the upper chamber
as a very collimated core which can be realized only in the
emulsion plate, and appears in the lower chamber as a multi-

. core event inside the radius 114 _. The energy was determined

for each of the 7 cores, and _°-coupling confirms that they
were born in a normal pion production at the lower part of
the upper chamber. Outside the multi-cores, one new core of

8 TeV starts to appear at 10 cu in the lower chamber, its
distance from the multi-cores being 187 _. But we can not
test whether it came from the emission point of the multi-
cores or from the atmosphere. In case of the former, the

electro-magnetic component of PT of this hadron with respect
to the emitted direction of the multi-cores is 0.80 MeV/c.

(#A3) #A3 starts to appear at 3 cu in the lower chamber
as a single core, but at 4,5 and 6 cu as double cores, their
energies being 17 TeV and 3 TeV. The relative distance bet-

ween the two cores increases gradually at the deeper layers
as shown in Fig.2. The convergence shows that #A3 is an
interaction in lead plate in the lower chamber, and that the
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" Group B " 5 8=L _ A3 i •
" | / 3.

o 20 " "
/ 29 1.7

I/ 6.0 "
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/ , 500
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0 i i i I t
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Vertical Depth (cm) Fig.3 The target dia-
Fig.2 Variation of relative dis gram of B. + standsm

tances in #A3 at 4,5 and 6 cu. for a hadron.

opening angle is (7.6 + 1.8). 10 -4 rad.. Their invariant mass
is calculated only for the electro-magnetic component to be
5.4 GeV/c 2 .
(_A4-7) #A4-7 are observed in the upper chamber as normal

low energy showers.

The triangulation method was applied to determine the
interaction height of the group A by measuring the relative
distances between the higher energy core of #A3 and one of
the multi-cores of _A2 at 3,4,5,6 and I0 cu in the lower

chamber and between the higher energy core of _A3 and the
new core of _AI at 4 and 5 cu in the lower chamber. Within

the error, the measurements on both pairs are consistent with

parallelism, so we can say that the interaction height of
the group A is higher than the limit of accuracy on the
height determination, -500 m above the chamber.

3-2. Group B The group B contains 13 shower cores with a
quite small lateral spread; the average spread is 745 _ which
is -I % of the average of atmospheric interactions. The tar-

get diagram of B is shown in Fig.3. One core indicated by the

cross in Fig.3 appears at 6 cu as a very collimated shower
core whose starting-point of cascade is estimated to be 2.2

cm. Pb, which is identified as a hadron.

4. Discussions and Conclusion

The event $I09 I69 is of clear binocular-type consisting

of two groups of particles well separated to each other. In
the view-point of Centauro family, this event can be a
Geminion-type. Using the average mass of Geminion (k_M - 5

GeV/c 2 ), the production height is calculated to be -3 km.
In the group A, the fraction of the energy sum of hadrons

over the total visible energy is 81%. This large fraction
satisfies the criteria/3/ that the event can be of Mini-

Centauro type. Using the average PT of Mini-Centauro (k_p T ~
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0.35 GeV/c),the interaction height is calculated as -I km.
#AI is an atmospheric interaction. If we assume that the

two cores observed are decay-products of _%2_ , the height is
8.8 m. If we assume that they are from mini-cluster/2,4/ with

PT = 20 MeV/c, the height is -30 m above the chamber.
#A2 is an interaction in the upper chamber. If the had-

ronic core came from the same emission point of the multi-
cores, #A2 can be a normal pion production in the chamber.

If the hadronic core came from the atmosphere with another
hadron producing the multi-cores, _A2 can be of mini-cluster.

Using PT = 20 MeV/c, the height is ~60 m.
#A3 is an interaction in the lower chamber, in which

two cores are well separated with a very large transverse

momentum (k_p T ~ 1.9 GeV/c). #A3 can be a Geminion.
_A4-7 may be products of normal pion production in the

atmosphere.

The group B is an atmospheric interaction very near the
chamber. If we assume that the interaction is of normal pion

production with <PT_> = 200 MeV/c, the height is 15 m. If we
assume a mini-cluster, the height is 150 m.

Summarizing the results and discussions on the event

CH19 $109 I69 whose total visible energy is 135 TeV, our
conclusion is as follows:

AI (Mini-cluster, 30 m or

Group A -- Pion Production, 8.8 m)

I (Mini- A2 (Pion Production, 0 m or

SI09 169 -- Mini-cluster 60 m)
(Geminion) Centauro)

-3 km ~I km A3 (Geminion, 0 m)A4-7 (Pion Production, -500 m)
Group B
(Mini-cluster, 150 m or

Pion Production, 15 m)

Sequential appearance of exotic features in this event can be

well understood by the hypothesis on genetic relation/4/ that

an exotic interaction is generated by an exotic particle
produced out of the exotic interactions.
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For three different interaction models we have

simulated gamma-hadron families, including the
detector (Pamir emulsion chamber) response. We

compare with experiment rates of gamma
families, of hadrons, and hadron-gamma ratios.

The Monte Carlo data on families in large emulsion chambers

indicate, that simulations made for primary vertical protons
are sufficient for the interpretation of observed gamma

families (except of their intensity rates). However, for

gamma-hadron families the increase in air thickness and the

presence of heavier primaries may be important, as the hadron
component has different penetrating power than the
electromagnetic one.

Therefore we used our three different nuclear interaction
models embedded in the same simulation framework, including

heavy primaries and zenithal angles from 0 to _5 degrees.

Summary of models used in simulation

@ FF-Y00 - scaling extrapolation of ISR data, constant AA

and pA cross-sections.
@ RR-F00 - energy dissipation increasing with energy; at

1.5 TeV as FF-Y00, at 150 TeV y-distributions reflect the

SPS pp data (what by itself does not say much about the
x-distributions, decisive for the family features), with

fraction of neutral pions increasing with energy, rapidly

rising AA and pA cross-sections.
@ ST - based on a parametrization of hadron-nuclear

collisions at accelerator energies, tuned to fit the

balloon data in the TeV region. Scaling holds in the

fragmentation region, while the central rapidity density
increases as log E. Leading hadron energy is skewed
towards smaller values and energy-dependent

cross-sections correspond to log2E rise of the pp one.
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First two models are described in detail by Wrotniak [4] (see
also [7] in this volume), the third one - by Gaisser et

al.[8]. Simulations were done in frames of the SHOWERSIM/84

standard [4], with Nikolskii [ii] primary mass/energy

spectrum; sampling threshold effects were avoided.

Simulation of the chamber response

The chamber [1,2] consisted of a 5 cm lead layer (gamma

block), 60 cm (66 g/cm 2 ) of carbon and another 5 cm of lead
(hadron block), with increase at non-zero zenithal angles.

Mean free path for nuclear interaction in carbon was 70,

91 and 102 g/cm _ (nucleons, pions and kaons, respectively),
and in lead - 168, 218 and 245 g/cm z.

The effective gamma inelasticity of interacting hadrons
was distributed as in [5] with mean value of .24 (nucleons)

or .29 (mesons). Particles in the gamma block (including few

interacting hadrons) were processed as in E9] (energy
distortion, resolving power and a 15 cm cut-off).

Results

We compare our results with the Pamir Experiment data from

Bangalore [1,2]. Both these papers refer to basically the
same experimental results from a 250 m_y exposure [i],

expanded to 308 m_y in [2].

Table 1 The ratio of gamma families with >-TEr> i00 TeV to
primary flux above i000 TeV/nucleus.

Primary FF-Y00 RR-F00 ST Exp [i]

p .077(4) .0153(11) .039(5) .
Alpha .028(3) .0051(9) .016(5) .

M .007(2) .0021(5) .003(2) _.
LH .011(3) .0013(6) .002(2) .

• VH .0075(23) .0011(2) - I •
I

Total .037(2) .0073(5) .018(2) I .0056(5)
I

Obviously, one can adjust the overall rate just by assuming
different primary composition (cf Amenomori et al.[10]).

However, at >-:_E_>100 TeV there were 133 gamma families in
experiment, versus 874 (FF-Y00), 173 (RR-F00) or 430 (ST)
predicted by us for this exposure. Assuming the spectrum

used by Gaisser (cf [3]) will reduce these numbers by about
6%; the spectra used by Kasahara et al. or M.Shibata

(compared in [3]) - by 30-40%.
The experimental rates for hadron families (>100 TeV in

total detected energy, at least 1 hadron) have not been

published, but this should be not too difficult [6]:
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Table 2 The ratio of hadron families with _E[detected]
> 100 TeV to primary flux above 1000 TeV/nucleus.

Primary FF-Y00 RR-F00 ST

p .020(2) .0017(4) .0034(15)
Alpha .013(2) .0017(2) .0012(7)

M .004(1) .0008(3) .0022(16)
LH .007(2) .0005(4) -

VH .005(2) .0006(1) -

Total .012(1) .0013(2) .0024(8)

The 308 mZy exposure [2] gave 144 hadrons above 50 TeV
(electromagnetic component energy in the chamber) and 41
hadrons above 100 TeV. We can compare these figures with
ours:

Table 3 The ratio of hadrons with E > 50 TeV and E > I00 TeV

to primary flux above I000 TeV/nucleus.

Model: FF-Y00 RR-F00 ST Exp [2]

E > 50 TeV .0164(11) .0024(3) .0051(11) .0049(4)
E > I00 TeV .0049(6) .0006(1) .0017(6) .0014(2)

The hadron to gamma-family ratio is often quoted for the

experimental data, being independent on the absolute primary
flux: H = N[hadrons >100TeV]/N[gamma families >I00TeV] .

Table 4 The hadron/gamma family ratio, H (as defined above)

Model: FF-Y00 RR-F00 ST Exp [1]

I

H .13(2) .08(2) .09(4) .27(5)X

The pattern emerging from Tables 1-3 is lost here! Also,
simulations presented in [I] indicate, that H decreases with

rising cross-section and increases with energy dissipation in
nuclear interaction. This makes the experiment harder to

explain with a quasi-scaling model with rlslng cross-section
(needed to account for absolute rates); the rise assumed for

non-scaling models should be much slower than ours.
Of course, higher effective gamma inelasticity and/or

shorter interaction paths in the chamber would also bring
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simulations closer to experiment. However, more than 2/3 of
hadrons interact in the sensitive volume of our chamber, so

the mean free paths will not give us even a 50% increase in
H, and an approximate argument shows, that we need a much

higher effective inelasticity to bring our results into
agreement with experiment (the average of .4 for FF-Y00 or .5
for two other models).

Finally, let us compare the data on the accompaniment of

high-energy hadrons:

S - the ratio of hadrons with neither gamma nor hadron

accompaniment (above visible 2 TeV) to all hadrons
above 50 or i00 TeV,

S' - the ratio as above, but no hadron accompaniment only,

S" - as above, but no gamma accompaniment only.

Table 5 The percentage of 50 and i00 TeV hadrons with no
accompaniment at all, with no other hadrons and

without gamma accompaniment.

--i
i E > 50 TeV E > i00 TeV

t
I I
IFF-Y00 RR-F00 ST Exp[2] FF-Y00 RR-F001 ST Exp[2]
I I

--; i°
S i 11(2) 25(5) 25(10) 45(4) 07(3) I0(7)129(17) 41(8)
s'I 23(3) 47(6) 40(11) 49(4) 14(5) 30(9)143(19) 49(8)

s"I 15(3) 26(5) 25(10) 71(4) 09(4) i0(7)129(17) 61(8)

I I

Once again, the discrepancy lies in the hadron/gamma ratio,
as the S' values fit two of our models. One possible

explanation is, that there are more hadrons produced than we
assume (though there are no Centauros in Pamir), another -

serious underestimation of gamma-ray energy or (perhaps more
probable) overestimation of energy in the hadron block.

J
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SUPER-FAMILY P2 C-96-125 OBSERVED BY JAPAN-URSS
JOINT EMULSION CHAMBER EXPERIMENT

JAPAN-URSS JOINT EMULSION CHAMBER EXPERIMENT and

EDISON HIROYUKI SHIBUYA §
INSTITUTO DE F[SICA 'GLEB WATAGHIN'
UNIVERSIDADE ESTADUAL DE CAMPINAS

CAMPINAS, S_O PAULO BRASIL

1.INTRODUCTION: Since 1969, when it was observed the event

'Andromeda' by Brasil-Japan Emulsion Chamber Collaboration-

BJECC, others events, looking like the pionner one, was de-
tected and are turning to be one of the main themes of Cosmic
Ray experiments. Nowadays, in 4 mountain stations(Kambala-Chi

na, Chacaltaya-Bolivia, Pamir-Soviet Union and Fuji-Japan), -
huge Cosmic Ray exposed Emulsion Chambers are constructed un-

der name of International Collaborations, and constitute a
world-wide effort to catch such type of events.

This paper aims to be a detailed description of the event de-
tected in the second chamber of Japan-Urss Collaboration. A

preliminary description was already published(l) and from
that time a careful microscopic scanning was carried out.

2.METHODS: Fig.l is the sketch of the chamber. As the Japane-

se sensitive X-ray films are
4cm inserted only in 4 layers, be-

I(PT-gM)//(N) ein_ 2 in the F-Block and the

I " _,_,,x_,x,2(PT-GM)//(N+#]OO) other 2 in the H-Block, the

I " _.k_._._._.._-k_I (PT-6M)/I(PT-CII.I) usual way of BJECC for energv
::::::::::: determination is not applica-.-;:::_..:.
::::::::::: 60cm _arge£ ble, a different method of en-
•-::::-:-;: er_y determination was devel-

;:::::::::: oDped by T.Shibata(2), method

........... that was used in the present

3cm ,_X_,X'X_ paper. Japanese and Sovietic
I ('PT-6M) II (N)

,,_\_\\_\, groups, usin_ their respective
I " _\\x_x\_ 2(PT-gM)//(N._IOO)materials and their own meth-

I(_T-6M)/I(PT-C_) ods, made energy determination
Fig.l Sketch of the chamber of this event. A check was re-

lead plates cently made, obtaininq consist
ent energy values.

rubber plates 3.RESULTS: Main characteris -
tics of the event are summarized in Table I. From there we

see that ar4ound half (56%) of the scanned individual showers

are inside the central area of (l. Sxl.5)cm 2. They carries

about 76% of the energy. (FEy+_EY)_h of the individual showers2
and the energy inside the central square of (l. Sxl.5)cm is

3
equal to 2.5x10 TeV, approximately equal to the energy deter

mined by h_lo measurement (=2.9xi0 3 TeV). So, the remaining
400 TeV are distributed into many showers with energy less

than 1 TeV and that causes the blacked region of the event.
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TABLE I

Zenith an_le: (18+2) de_rees

Detection: e,y and hadrons (efficiency for hadrons = 80%)

_Radius = 1 2 cm
Halo Rhalo "

nergy = 2.9xi03 TeV

177
umber 112 inside central square of (l. Sxl.5)cm 2

e,Y>lTeV_Ener_y 2,000(E (I. 5xl. 5)era2
IZEy/TeV 1,651 inside central sq. of%--

IN " 35(44

umoer 7(9) ) 2inside central sq. of (l. Sxl.5)cm
Hadrons _ _

" _ I_(_ _nergy ±,25411,567)
(EHYJ>I_ TeV) I_EhY)/TeV 822(1.028) inside sq. of

(i. 5xl. 5)cm 2

Notes:a)the efficiency was calculated as ref._, i.e.

efficiency = exp(-4/lhCOS e) - exp{-(T-To)/lhCOS 8)},

where the nuclear collision mean free path Xh was a_

sumed as 30 c.u. Pb, To=vertical traverse in lead over

which an electron shower develop above the detection
threshold (assumed T =4 c.u. Pb) and T is the thick -

O

ness of Pb layers + target.

b)radius of halo, Rhalo is defined as the distance from

the center to the point where the electron density is

106/cm 2 .

c)hadrons was identified as shower spots observed only
in H-Block(22) + shower spots showing transition cur
ve with 2 peaks(6) + shower spots showinz transitio_

curve adjustable to analytical y transition curve(7).
d)figures in the parentheses gives the value after cor-

rection 6f detection efficiency.

Fig.2 shows the integral fractionary energy spectrum of elec
trons/gamma-rays. Others events are included and the marks --

are:Afor the concerned event,O for Andromeda,X for Ursa Ma-
" ior, •for Mini-Andromeda III and the smooth curve is the ave

raze of five families with ZE =(1,000-3,000) TeV of Mt. Fuji--
experiment(3). Fiz.3 shows th_ same kind of spectrum for had
rons. Marks are the same as Fig.2. From the coments of Tabl_
I, it is clear that the number of identified hadrons is the

minimum, because it was used a very restrictive criterion. A1

so, looking for the figures (13 continuing showers from F- -
Block to H-Block and labeled as hadrons) and the 22 hadrons

observed only in H-Block, we confirm the above affirmation.

Fig.4 is the lateral distribution of energy flow, where R is

the distance of shower from the energy weigthed center,center
of y's only. Hatched areas are for identified hadrons.
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The individual show- "_o

ers was observed in '_ /_

the central (1.sxl.b) .--
2 .,,_ r--1%"

cm area, by micros- Sx1_ '_ .rp_ h.a.d,r'or_
copic scanning in the
_i00 type Fuji X-ray ""_
films(fine grains) ad

d_dto showersscan- _ "--_Io,ned by naked eyes in 0 I ' 40 -K(_T,.)

the A-type Sakura X- Fig.4
ray films(high sensi
tivity). From this [canning it is clear the existence of two
clusters, formed by 76 sr)ots_ each one containing y's and al
so hadrons. The showers of these two clusters are distributed

in the distances smaller than R _ that characterizes the pro-

nounced pek of Fig.4 c• :,:
Table II

lateral energy-normalized
energy lateral spread

event name spread F, E (TeV).,'¢

Rc (m_m) R<Rc Y RcXR<R7 Ey (GeV. Kin)
C

.'.f_

P2 C-96-125 2.5 1,338(66.9%) 3.3
Andromeda l.O 323(7.2%) 0.32
Ursa Haior 4.0 700(52.1%) 2.8

H.A.I 6.3 734(55.0%) 4 6
M.A.II i. 6 390 (43.9%) 0.62

H.A. Ill 2.5 796 (31.5%) 2.0
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Notes:* For definition of R and data of other events see(4)
C

**Figures in the parentheses are the fraction of ener-

ZY to the total enerzy of electromaznetic component

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS: Comparison of this event shows
similar features with other events. Remarkable difference is

the existence of two central clusters carrying 67% of elec-
tromagnetic enerzy and 64% of hadronic energy. Under the

__ same restrictive criterion

i_ "" for hadron identification,

*A_A_,_A_ _ from where it was obtainedthe above figures, it was

_ [k_ _._ _ _*_'A _ made a EyRy integral distri-_ • bution(fi_.5). Marks are_for

_ _ _k___ this event considerin_ y's]0 _ with Ry<Rc(=2.5mm) and & for

_ _ _X___ Ry<Rhalo(=12"0mm)" The distri
i _ i" _95-It_ bution for event P06 is from

|_93s-5_21 article:A Cosmic-Ray Nuclear.

i _GGS-t261 ..-Amato,Arata and Maldonado

P06 in this issue. Full lines are

from ref.5. So, the distribu-
tion obtained for this event

I i i _ I
I _ 3 is similar to that one obtain

E_R_CT_/.¢_) ed for events containing the-
so-called Giant-Mini-Cluster

Fig. 5 phenomena (see article of BJ
ECC in this issue).
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ABSTRACT

The intensity of big gamma-ray families 2associated by "halo" is
obtained from Mt. Fuji experiment (650 g/cm atmospheric depth) and

Mt. Kanbala exPeriment (515 g/cm2). The results are Compared with Monte
_arlo calculation based on several assumptions on interaction

mechanisms and the primary cosmic ray composition. The results suggest

more than 3 times lower proton abundance among primaries than that of

1012 - 1013 eV region within the framework of quasi-scaling model of

multiple production.

i. Introduction Emulsion chamber experiments at high mountain

altitudes are extending the concerned energy region over 101SeV by the

scale up of installations and accumulation of the exposure time. The

integrated exposures have reached about i000 m2y and 300 m2y at

Mt. Fuji l) and Mt.Kanbala 2}, respectively, where the latter is already

more than half of the former taking into account of the detection yield

of the events. Some of the most energetic events (EEy>I000 TeV) observed

by these experiments show a remarkable character of extremely high

optical density on the X ray films at the gamma-ray family center,
which we call halo. Some methodical problems connected to the energy

estimation and the method of the analysis on the halo events are

3),4) The responsible interactionalready reported in other papers

energies for these events are estimated as i01_-i017 eV. Since the

extremely high energy densityat the central part o_ the gamma-ray

family is attributed to a number of energetic secondaries produced at
the nuclear interactions in the atmosphere, the physical interest in

the halo phenomena is connected to the feature of the multiple

production mechanism in the fragmentation region at such a high energy
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and also to the primary cosmic ray composition, especially to the

portion of protons. As already reported in preliminary works 4), s), the

experimental data show less intensity of the halo type event than

expected one based on simple extrapolation of lower energy data on

multiple production and primary composition. Some possibilities

resulting to the decrease of the halo intensity are considered in this

paper. Namely, the fast incerease of interaction cross section,

breakdown of scaling law as expected from the extrapolation of

ISR-SPS6).7) results and possible change of the primary cosmic ray

composition connected with the magnetic rigidity in the galaxy magnetic
field are taken into account in the simulation.

2. Intensity of the halo events The number of big families with

observed gamma ray energy more than i000 TeV is i0 and 8 in Mt.Fuji and

Mt.Kanbala experiment, respectively. The details of those events are

described in ref. 2) and 5). The intensity of the halo events is

examined in terms of the geometrical halo size defined as:

Smax = [ dS ( cm 2 ) , Dmin=0.7 (1) ,
J
D>Dmin

where Dmin is a given threshold fo_ high optical density corresponding
to the electron density of 3.24xi0 /cm in case of double side coating

N type X ray films. The integration is carried out over the area where

the net optical density exceeds given threshold Dmin. We can obtain the

transition curve of the halo size measuring on X ray films of every

layers of the chamber, then the maximum value is adopted as Smax. Thus
defined halo size well describes the feature of the energy flow at the

gamma-ray family center. The integral spectrum of the halo size Smax is

shown in Fig.l (Mt. Fuji) and in Fig.2 (Mt.Kanbala) together with the

results of Monte Carlo calculation made by one of the authors

(M. Shibata). The main characters of models used in the simulation are

as followings.

PS,_S,CNOS : Complete scaling model in entire energy range with constant
interaction cross section, assuming primary cosmic ray particles as

proton, helium and CNO group, respectively (pure composition).

P__¢_C: PLoton primary with CKP model s_ .

_ : Proton primary with quasi-scaling model, where increasing cross
section (o_E0 °'°6) and breakdown of scaling in pionization part is
taken into account to be consistent with ISR-SPS results as shown in

Fig.3. In this model, x-distribution in the fragmentation part shrinks

very weekly with increasing energy as shown in Fig.4.

MSq : The same interaction model as PSq but assuming mixed primary

composition of heavy nuclei dominance as shown in Table I.

Table i. The primary composition in mixed composition model ( in % )

E0 eV P _ CNO LH MH Fe

<A> 1 4 15 25 35 56

1015 10.8 4.4 6.9 22.9 3.0 51.9

1016 7.3 3.1 5.0 20.3 2.6 61.6

1017 6.0 2.6 4.5 19.2 2.5 65.1
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Fig.l Intensity of the halo at Fig.2 Intensity of the halo at
Mt.Fuji. See eq.(1) for the Mt.Kanbala.
definition of Smax.

•1031[ dn

dn 8 102[\ _"

6 1016eV...... 101 \_, l

4 .Y'"SPS
_" 0 0,z" I SR2 . °'-:" IS R .,',._,__"

0 , ..,.,.- 104 " .,,,f_sPs "' ' ' ' ,_,,,5_,_
-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 ,uev ",,.,,,\\,.... . .,,:,,,x,.

Ymax- Y 10"20 0.5 x

Fig.3 Rapidity distribution Fig.4 x-distribution for
for quasi-scaling model, quasi-sealing model.
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The intensities in Fig.l and 2 are normalized to the number of primary
cosmic rays at E0>5000 TeV (left hand side scale) and to absolute

intensity (right hand side scale) using Itot( E0>5000 TeV)=2.5/m2y srg)
As is clearly seen from Fig.l, PS model is far from agreement wlth

experimental data even if the portion of protons among total flux is

considered. The quasi-scaling model with proton primary (PSq) still

gives more than 10 times higher intensity. Therefore we can get

agreement with experimental data within the framework of quasi-scaling

model only when the portion of protons among total primary flux is less

than i0 %, which is more than 3 times lower than the proton abundance

known in 1012-1013eV region. The contribution of heavy nuclei for the

creation of the halo events is expected to be very small from the

results of _S and CNOS models (about 10 times lower efficiency compared

with PS). In fact, the results of calculation with mixed composition

described above (MSq:heavy nuclei dominance,quasi-scallng model) show

most of the big events come from proton primary even its ratio is less

than I0 % of total flux. (In present simulated statistics, only two

events, one from helium nucleus and another from LH nucleus, contribute

to the halo event among 25 observable events.)

Another possibility to interpret the low intensity of the halo events

is to assume stronger breakdown of the scaling in fragmentation part

than quasi-scaling model. But CKP type model is not suitable for this

discussion because PC model in Fig.l gives about 30 times less

intensity than PS model. Therefore it cannot reproduce the halo

intensity if the increase of cross section and primary composition is
adequately incorporated.

Both results from Mt.Fuji and Mt.Kanhala experiments are in agreement
with the discussion above within statistical error.
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EXPERIMENT "PA_IR"-II. "PIANIT" _ GISNTev)
SUPER-

WITH ( Eo~ 1vI_
Collaboration of experiment ,,Pamir, *)

1. Introduction. A supefamily with halo of extremely high
energy named .Fianit. was recorded in X-ray emulsion cham-
ber (XEC) at the Pamirs (atmospheric depth 600 g/ca2). Here
we present detailed description of the superfamily and re-
sults of its amalysis.

2. Experimental set-up and description qf the event. The
.Fianit,, was recorded in the XEC consisted of two registra-
tion blocks separated by the I m air gap which permit to
evaluate (by a triangulation method] the height of the

initial interaction in the atmosphere up to several kilome-
ters. The method and the structure of the XEC were described
elsewhere rl,2_ . The superfamily was traced in all six
layers of t_aeXEC with selection of the cascades in the

circle of R = 40 cm. Zenith angle of particle arrival was
q8° the height of the initial interaction determined from
the relative distances between the single _-cascades @t
various depths in nuclear emulsions is equal to 3,5 +$._ km.

The _-quanta of high enough energy used for the estimation
of the height were located at distances from _ to 12 cm from
the family center.

In _he center of the family there is a large dark dif-
fused spot (,halo,,), and on the background of it the separa-
te cascades are visible in the upper layer of the XEC.

The energy determination for individual cascades was
performed at the depth of 7.5 c.u., i.e. above the air gap.
About 900 cascades are located out of the central circle
with R = 2 ca, and they need no corrections taking into ac-
count the halo. On the backgroumd from halo, in the ring
0.5 < R < 2.0 cm the energies of nearly 700 cascades were
measured after the corrections commected with halo by the

technique described in / 3/ • The results of the measurements
of cascade energies are glven in Table 1. In the region
R > 2 cm integral spectrum of #-quanta has the power index
(_B= 1.8±0.1 . As far as the _otal depth of XEC is equal
taking into account the inclination] to 13.3 c.u. the had-

ton registration efficiency is -_ q5W only. selection of

hadrons was made at the depth of 13.3 CeU. (the 6th layer)
and as a criterion of a hadron-induced cascade served the
absence of it at a depth 7.5 c.u. (it corresponds To depth
of origin A_ 7 6 c.u.). In the region with 2 _ R
40 cm _6 of such the cascades were observed_ 26 of them be-

_ ............. =, -

•) Yull list of authors see in HE 1.2-q2. The author of
this paper is also G.T.Zatsepin (Institute for Nuclear
Researches _ Moscow).
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ing with energy E__ _-4 TeV. The power index of this
hadron spectrum occured to be /_ = 1.5±0.2. Some results

of measurements for _-quanta and hadrons are given inTable 1.
Table 1

particles with All _-quanta
2c_ < R< _0c_

i,I _.J

......jv ,, jv
_-q_mta,
Ei_4 TeV 250 2.?.103 720 1.O.104

-- ...... - .... -- J u ,_ ,

ha_rons,

E_r)_4 TeV 26 192 - -

2. Lateral d_stri_utions._ The interesting feature of the
superfamily .Fianit, consists in some structure of lateral
distribution of "_-quanta. In the target diagram of the
family (Fig.l) points the meau centers of the close groups
of _-quanta (clusters), obtained by the method of ,nuc-
lear decascadimg,: to be included in the same cluster each
pair of the cascades has to satisfy the condition

R_-_-l_ _!_-__ , _o = 30 TeV.cm (R_ - the mutual
distance, g_ , Ek - the energies of the cascades).

The number of clusters so obtained with energy _'£_
4 TeV is equal to _/c_= 55, while 38 of them are located out-
side the circle of radius 2 cm. Differential distributions
of R and E_ for clusters are shown in Fig.q, the average
values being 4_c_)=10.5+_.4 cm, <E_=5.8±0.6 GeV.km.
A_ter the comparison with results of /4/ it can be stated
that the high values of _c_._are connected with large
( >> 1 GeV/c) transverse momenta at least for the part of
the initial hadrons or jets.

3. Properties oZ halo. To evaluate the energy o2 the halo- the scanni;_ o_ _he area 4x4 mm with a slit size
500x_O0/_m z was performed in the central part of .Fiamit"

for 5 depths: 3.8, 5_ s 7.5, 11.4 and 13.3 c.u. *)Analysisof the dens_tograms shown, that the total number of par-
ticles reaches the maximum at 11.4 c.u. although the dark-
mess density is still growing up to the last level, 13.3
c.u_ The total numbers of particles at various depths is
given in Table 2.

The energy of the halo can be calculated from the
total number of particles at maximum of_the transition cur-
ve and the typical average energy _ 10 _ eV:

Ehalo _- 1.7.108"108 = 1-7.1016 eV

_ , i i i _ll_t i : t*) Scarmimg was done in P.N.Lebedev Physical Institu e .
(_oscow)and in the Institute of Cosmic Ray Research(Tokyo).
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Table 2

t, eeu. 3.8 5.7 7.5 11.4 13.3

Nto t .10-7 1.2 6.3 13.4 16.6 15.1

, !
o I

"_R ° I

1 I° °I
I

t ,t- I ___

"" f''J l
• I I

. !

• I I

• .._." ' .1 I°° °' .._J @

o .r-j- '--=

Fig. 2. ER distributions ofclusters.
F ig.q.. Target diagram of ---"Fianit,, O - big fa-cAus_er lateral distribution

(+ - central region of halo) milies of Fuji group, ---- -calculations by mo
del of high multiplicity

_ _

/I \ ', _\\
t

[,¢av s _ .

n#-#

2._v _ _

,o, '/ , . i " '\
r,'m,

• _i ...... '"_

Fig.4. Lateral distributions
, , , _ o_ halo partioles at various

8 _z _ ,e_ t, depths:-- - ex_eriment_
......... caloula%ion /5/

_ig,3. Transition curve of halo
particles. * -exper iment, -- -
and .... calculations for va-
rious number of i_tial J"-quan-
ta with energy I0 "Lo eV
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Because of the possible influence of the large air gap
this energy estimate is considered as a lower limit.

The comparison of the longitudinal and lateral develop-
ment of the halo with calculations is given in the Figs.3 and
and 4. The last 2 experimental points in _ig.3 are measured
under the air gap_ so they are underestimated. It can be

seen that the longitudinal development can be explained /5/
by the production o_ 4 initial _ quanntawith energies of
each of them _ 10"lo eV at the height 12 c.u. above the
chamber. However for the lateral structure of halo the cal-
culation differs from reality: it gives too high density in
the center and _ 2 times lower at the distance _ 1 cm.
This discrepancy cannot be explained by methodical reasons

and it is necessary to admit the pre6uctlon of the consider-able number of J quanta with initial lateral divergence.

4. ConQlusions. The total energy of _-compgnent of
super_amily .Fimnit, occured to be _ 3.5.10u° eV_ the
total multiplicity of I-quanta _ 1500 so it is now the
most energetic event ever recorded by XEC. Its peculiar
feature is the large number of clusters (55) anomally wide

distributed over Ec_R¢_values.
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EXPERIHENT "PAHIR"-IV. ANALYSIS 0P SUPERPAMILY WITH HALO 0F
ELECTRONAGNETIC NATURE DETECTED IN DEEP XEC

Collaboration of Experiment "Pamir"*

1.Introduction. The family Pb2-11 was detected in the multi-
latter lead _G with total thickness of 100 c.u. exposed at
the Pamirs. Ee_h lead layer was I cm thick, the first re-
gistering layer being located under 2 cm of Pb(-_-4c.u.).
The family comprised a narrow group of gamma-rayswhich
near the maximum of cascade development(=14 c.u.) produ@ed
a dark spot of optical density D _ .4 over area S -_ 2_mm=.
The narrow group of gamma-rays was traced up to 14th layer
corresponding to 30 c.u. Deeper in the chamber, for the
space of 70 c.u. no hadron cascade was observed. Thus, the
pure electromagnetic halo could be assumed.

Preliminary results of the analysis of the family Pb2-
11 has been presented in /I/. We consider here in more de-
tail the methods of estimation of energy of primaa_ par-
ticle and height of nuclear interaction responsible for the
observed halo.

2.LonKitudinal and lateral characteristics of halo. To de-
termine _-E_ released in the halo, _he area of halo was
scanned by two instruments at various depths in lead. Prom
the measured optical densities we inferred the density of
number of secondary electrons n(r) and subsequently the
total number of particles N(4mm) within a circle of radius
4 ram.When determining _ E _ , restriotlon of the scanned
area should be regarded. The ra_io of the total number of
secondary electrons in lead to the particle number within

a circle of 4 ram,K(4 mm),was calculated for maximum of an
electron-photon cascade(EPC) induced by primary gamma ray
and electron with various energies El. The value of K(4mm)

weakly depends on E_ and iS equal to 2_. Thus, _E_=K(4mm_;"
•_. _N(4mm)-tdt, where _ =7.5 MeV. After taking into acco '
unt-the scattering of shower particles within a gap, the "
total energy was found to be _E_--5bO and 610 TeV,respec-
tively, for two scanning instruments.

In /2,3/, the EPC from one or few high-energy gamma-
rays have been shown to dominate halo production. To eva-
luate the height (_=_) and the energy (Eo) of the primary
interaction producing the halo, experimental characteris-
tics of halo were compared with the characteristics calcu-
lated in /2,3/ for alr-lead EPC induced by high-energy
gamma-ray. The Table below lists the interaction parame=
ters used in three calculational versions.

The choice of the best version of calculations was
made by comparison of experimental and calculated lateral

I

I_II list of authors see in HE 1.2_12. The author of this
paper is also Zatsepin G.T., Institute of Nuclear Research,
Academy of Sciences of the USSR_ Moscow
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distributions for 9 depths in the chamber, because the com-
parison on a single depth turned out to be insufficient.
As an example the distribution n(r) for three depths are
plotted in ?ig.1. The best agreement of experimental and
calculated distributions is obtalned for Serslon II.

If lateral distribution in _-able

the halo at various depths are _A.._._= _ i, ....._
t '"'" .............. 1V.... Ill " _available, the ransition curve cai_-1-tlo-, _ _ -

for the halo longitudinal deve- _ --_v "-- 10h vnn 1_h_
" " w'-h-- ci les of .-_ nr----_._ ......._ -"_-" ....""',- _zo])men_ z_ xn rc varx T_a_..c.u..... ' ' -3: _-3 .i_..._...-
_(z) , _. 4 _'," --n_-, .-. _,, 1.: .-1,---........ ...... .......

0:\ ..........................'................ous radii in the chamber can
• be obtained. ?ig.2 presents

I the experimental and calcu-

___k_ _ lated transition curves for

. a circle of radius 4 _n. The

i_) "_'_' "_':' best agreement iS" also

\ achieved for version II.

.Lateral3 ..... and energy distri-
---- Z butions ..o_' individual :_amma_
-"-" ff I_LYS:_I.the:.hal@ ............ : ........
-'- ....... characte-

, L".x",, _ ristics of individual par-
ticles in the halo, spots

?ig.1. Lateral distributions from them were6Photometeredn(r) for the depths in XEC at a depth of c.u. taking
equal to 8 c.u._a), 14 c,u.(b) into account overlapping
and 20 c.u.(c). Experimental ..../4,5/.

data is observed @ith scanning
systems of University of Tokyo ,._('_ _/'_)

I(.) and P.N.Lebedev Physical
Institute (x). Curves present

results of three versions of _ .
calculationsllsted i'n Table /_/__, I

, mental energy spectrum of

fated spectra f°r three vet" I //_ ,'.' ;.

sions of calculations and for

" version II with Eo=1000 TeV._

rimental data gives version II

with Eo= 1000 TeV. I_ / --Experimental lateral cha- 0_
racteristics and nmltiplicities

obtained for gamma-rays within [ _ , J,_ , 2,0 _,c.u.[halo area for two different
threshold(4 TeV and 10 Te¥)

Fig.2. Transition curve
were compared with calculated N(4mm) ...,Symbols are %he
ones/6/ and thus the values same as in Fig.1
Eo.f000 TeV anti,a;z 3-5 c.u. - "
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were obtained o
Distribution of the relative transverse momentum Zik

for gamma-rays in the halo and for all gamma-rays in the
family are shown in Fig.4. The distribution for all gamma-
rays has two maxima. The first maximum corresponding to the

I component with momentum pA_ _ 2.T_C>6- ) ----J 10( eV/c, i.e. typical va_e for
# Coulomb scattering of electrons

"----_-_ in the EPC, is caused mainly by
,_ --v-#, gamma-rays in halo. The second

maximum is caused by the compo-

nent with characteristic nuclea_
tren_sverse momentum Pnucl 2.10

I eV/c. The height of nuclear in-
teraction(_) derived frOm the
dependence z_(_j_)/7/ is equal to
_z_-_5 c.u. bo_h for gamma-rays in
the halo and for all particles in
the family.

The same analysis was also ap-

_ plied to the integral distribution
-i of relative transverse momenta of

particles with _espect %o the di-

_ rection of the particle with the_0 _Te highest energy (zs_),and obtained
estimation of the height is _a_-_
4 c.u. also both for gamma-rays

Fig.3. E_erimental and in _alo and for all particles.
calculated energy spectrum .........
of gamma-rays im the halo. ,.uoncAus_on. o_ammar%zxng _ne re-
Calculations are made for sults of the analysis, we can in-
three versions listed in fer that the observed halo is
Table and for version II caused by the EPC induced by a
with Eo= 10Oo TeV , . single gamma-ray with energy
Eo _I000 TeV_ahd productlon height_;z 3-5 c.u. The family
is due to the nuclear interaction which has occurred at a

height of 3-5 c.u. above the XEC.
#/V It is important that the values

/20_'_i K 3 of Eo and "Co,._zobtained by analysing

_0 _ the halo development in the chamber -and by analysing the lateral and

energy distributions of family par-

ticles are in a good agreement.
Thus, the information on the Ion-

2iz_gitudinal and lateral characteristics
- " of electromagnetic halo allows esti-

3 I0 iO0 Tev_,marion of the parameters of primary
interaction producing the halo.

Energy of the primary interaction
Fig.4.Distribution Eint can be obtained as a sum of
of z_k for gamma- .energy of gamma-rays and hadrons out-
raysln halo(dashed)slde halo/I/ and above estimated
and for all gamma- energy of halo equal to 700-1000 TeV,
rays in the family and the result is Ein t 1200-1500TeV,
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The transfer of the large energy fraction into the
electromagnetic component is an important feature of. the
family. The observed event can be treated as detection of

the _harge exchange process ___o with Peynmanvarlable- .6±.I
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Scaling, mean P , high P jets and others at

energies over i000 T_V tare discussed on the basis

of gamma-family data with Z Ey > lO0 TeV, observed

at Mt. Fuji (3750 m). These quantities are

examined in connection with the primary composition.

I. Introduction.

At present, an observation of cosmic ray phenomena is a

unique source to get a dire_ information about particle
interactions at energies over IO-- eV. Among these, emulsion

chamber experiments produce fruitful results for this purpose.

Since 1970, the large-scale emulsion chamber experiments have

been continued at Mt. Fuji (3750 m, 650 glcm_). Now, the total
exposure of chambers reaches about i000 m .y and about 200 family

events with ZE > I00 TeV have been observed. Also we have

reliable data about particle interactions at energies up to 150

TeV and this energy will go higher at Felmilab in very near

future. So, within one or two years, we may give a definite

answer to the alternative of I) scaling break in the

fragmentation region and proton dominant primary or 2) scaling

and heavy enriched primary, which have been repeatedly discussed

for a long time.

16 this report, we discuss general features of particle

interactions expected from the Mt.Fuji experiment,comparing with

the Monte Carlo results, and also describe some characters of
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super-families.

2. Problem of the Feynman scaling in the fragmentation region.

It is well confirmed that the absolute flux of gamma-ray

families at mountain altitude is the most sensitive to the energy

spectra of particles in the fragmentation region, inelastic cross

sections and also primary composition, I).

In Fig.l we compare our data
with the Monte Carlo results

which are simulated on the basis

of the conventional model of ! Fig. I.

the interaction and primary.

The symbols used for classifying

the model are : P means the _ _"

proton primary , M the mixed ._

%composition (heavy dominant), S _ 10_

the scaling, F the fire-ball
model (normalized to SPS data at

150 TeV), Q the QCD-jet, I the

i_c_asing cross section as %

E-'-- and T the transverse i0-= usa,(tooo)

momest_ increasing with energy
as E " . The bending energy

(Eb in TeV) of primary proton is _kMsa,(_oo)

denoted in the blacker (spectral z , , I ,_ ,10= I0J
index changes from 1.7 to 2.0) EET(TeV)
and other nuclei also become

steeper at Z*Eb. The absolute

intensity of assumed total spectruT5 is normalized to the
Grigorov's one at energies around iO eV. Details of the

simulation will be found in the other paper, 2).

It can be understood that the scaling with heavy enriched

primary is compatible with the experimental data. In this case,

the& proton component should become steeper at energies around
IO-- eV. Of_course, a strong scaling break and proton dominant5

primary (Eb~lO TeV) can also explain our data, but the fr_tion
of protons to the total would not exceed 50 % at around iO eV

(bending energy of proton spectrum).
w

3. Mean Pt at high energies.

Fig. 2
The lateral spreads of

• constituent gamma-rays in _ Em = 4 TeV

the families give a >
measure of the mean P _ 50

of secondaries a_ ^ _+_._,_

the respective energy 10 _ ( )

range, with the Monte , , , I , , I_
Carlo results. In the IOz 10=' 10"

acccelerator energy EE;(TeV)
region, the mean P neart
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EO.04the central region seems to increase with energy as . If

this increasing rate is hold up to higher energies, it takes

about 450 MeV/c at I000 TeV. However, as learned from this

comparison, our data do not favour to increasing P (Here we

discuss the P in the small Pt region. Note that t_e QCD jets
are specious_y taken into account in the simulation.). This

result may suggest that the mean _t depends very weakly on the
primary energy, if any, or remalns almost constant, since the

family phenomena are very sensitive to the fragmentation region.

4. High Pt phenomena. I°-'I,
Fig. 3

In order to enhance the ZE_IOOTeV

effect of high Pt' a
clustering method is

applied to the family \

phenomena. This method is _ \

already described in the I0" _\\
paper, 3) Here we present \• ' ' \ MSQIT

the frequency of double- \\
core events. In order to \PFI

I I I MSOI
pick up such events, first 2oo 4oo soo eoo

we clusterize the gamma- Xlz (TeV.cm)
families with EE_ >i00 TeV,

then impose the _ollowing conditions : El+E2 > 0.8 ZE_ and EI,E2>

I0 TeV ; RI2 > 5 max(rl,r2), where El(E2) and rl(r_) is the

energy and lateral spread of cluster 1(2) and RI2 the distance

between two clusters. In Fig.3 we show our data together with

the Monte Carlo results. The frequency of double-core events

with XI2(=RI2VEI-I.---_.E) > I00 TeV.cm is about 7 %. This figure
teaches us that such events are within the scope of expectation

of the model based on the scal_ng with QCD-jets, and also a rapid

energy dissipation model such as fire-ball is incompatible with
the data.

Concerning to high P jets, we should note here that thet
peculiar event "TITAN", observed in 1977 and composed of 6 very

high energy showers with E > IO0 TeV, 4), is by no means produced

by the conventinal interaction models according to our Monte
Carlo simulation.

5. Super-families.

Here, we describe some features of super-families with E

I000 TeV. The primary energy [_sponsible for generating such
families would mostly exceed i0 eV. A general feature of

these super-families is expected to bring us _6new c_e for the
study of particle interactions at energies i0 - i0 eV. A

remarkable structure is that the majority of super-families is

accompanied by a halo. In Fig. 4, we show the flux of gamma-

families with ZE_ > i000 TeV (E =4 TeV) and halo events at
Mt.Fuji. Here, the energy of _alos is estimated by using a

relation of E=C*Z_ where Zois the total track length and C the

"conversion factor of I0 MeV/c.u.. As discussed in other paper,

the flux of halo events can also be explained by the model
.mentioned above, 5).
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At present, we have 6 halo I'|x\xx_ Fig. 4

events with energy exceeding

i000 TeV. The biggest event

is the FC-31 with energy of

about 9000 TeV. Two patterns _ IO" _, I",
• \

are found about halo structure, _ o \o

i.e., single and axial- "o" _o \\ J

symmetric core or multi-cores, z _ _,

Examples of the event, FH-89 -_ x\HALO
\

(2500 TeV) and FC-I04(4000 TeV) o

are shown in Fig. 5 and 6. _.I _i_I_I

Three among 6 events have a IO-_ mity

single-core structure. In \
I

._. . 10_ 104

,, Fig. 5 E(TeV)

_"° ,., Fig. 6

"Z x-_,s ,,.'

Fig. 5 -" FI{-89 (36 c.u.), Fig. 6 : FC-I04 (14 c.u.)." x__ __.._.. -'-

Density map of X-ray film measured by photometer.
Area • 24x24 n_n2, Sllt size ."300 microns, Z-axis '.
Density from 0-3.0.

particular, no high energy showers are found in the outskirts of

the halo of the event FH-89 , strikingly different from other

two, as noticed from Fig. 5. According to the Monte Carlo

simulation, such type of events are possibly produced by protons

deep in the atmosphere and the structure of the event FH-89 may

suggest a look of very high multiplicity. We need more events
to reach some conclusive resul_s.

i) Akashi, M. et al, Phys. Rev., D24, p2353 (1981).

2) Ding, L. K. et al, Prc Int. Symp. on Cosmic Rays and
Particle Physics, p142 (1984, ICR, Univ. of Tokyo). _.

3) Amenomori, M. et al, Phys. Rev., D25, p2807 (1982).
4) Akashi, M. et al, 15th ICRC, Vol.7, p184 (1977, Plovdiv) ;

Amenomori, M. et al, Proc. Int. Symp. on Cosmic Rays and

Particle Physics, p382 (1984).

5) Ren, J. R. et al, HE3.4- 9, in this volume.
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A SEARCH FOR MINI-CLUSTEHS IN JAPAN-USSR JOINT EXPERII_NT AT PAMIR

JAPAN-USSR JOINT EXPERIMENT (II)

Abstract

A search for mini-clusters, very collimated shower clusters of
hadrons and electromagnetic particles, is made for the hadron and
gemma fsmilies observed by Japan-USSH joint carbon chamber at Pmtir.
The existence of anomalous correlation between hadrons and
electromagnetic particles is found. The decascading method is
applied to the fmeilies and it is found that 11 clusters which
include hadrons as members have smaller spread, <Er> < 3.5 GeV.m and
larger lateral spread, E_ > I00 GeV.m, from the family center.
In the simulated events, we have found very rare such clusters.
The results are compared with those of Chacaltaya experiment.

I. Introduction.

In the cosmic-ray nuclear interactions of incident particle energy E 0
> 1015 eV, there exist several kinds of exotic phencuena[l], Centauro is
a typical one, which are not yet observed in the accelerator
experiments. The characteristics of those exotic phenomena is seen in

the composition and in the magnitude of transverse momentum of produced
particles, that is, particles unaccompanied with pions are produced with
large transverse momentum. Hecently, the existence of a new shower
phenomenon is reported frca Chacaltaya experiment ,that is, there exist
hadrons accompanied by electromagnetic showers in very close vicinity
end those hadrons and electromagnetic showers form very collimated
shower cluster, the mini-cluster[2]. And now, it is one of the most
important problems to make clear the physical nature of the mini-
cluster. The carbon chamber is thick enough to detect hadrons and is
suitable to detect mini-clusters. Here we show the results of

s_stematic analysis on hadron and gamma fsmilies observed in USSH-Japan
joint carbon chamber[3] exposed at Psnir plateau, paying special
attention to the mini-clusters.

2. Experimental procedure.
The chamber, so-called carbon c_r, consists of three parts, i.e.,

F-block of 6 c11_o, H-block of 6 cmPb and carbon layer of 60 am thick
between the two. The detail structure of the chamber and the method of
energy determination is described in the separate paper[3].

Identification of hadrons The showers observed in H-block are

those from local nuclear interaction in the carbon layer(C-jet), those
from local nuclear interactions in the H-block itself(Pb-jet-H) and
tails of showers from F-block. Thus alnost all showers in H-block are
hadronic origin. The showers observed in F-block are mixture of
electromagnetic showers from the atmosphere and those from local nuclear
interactions in F-block itself(l_o-jet-F). Among showers observed in
F-block, we consider the shower as hadronic-origin when the shower
continues to H-block and the darkness of the shower in H-block is far
above the expected darkness in case of electromagnetic shower. The
detail argument on the identification is described in tb_ Her. [4]. The
above procedure for identification of hadrons in F-block can not pick
up all ha&cons interacted in -block, and also the threshold energy for
them becomes 5 %10 TeV although the detection threshold energy of
showers is around 2 TeV. The detection probability of hadrons with
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energy E _7)_ greater than 2 TeV is estimated as _ 70 %.
Selection of the events The systematic measurement of gamma-
and/or hadron- families is done in one section(24 m2) of the joint
chamber 'Pamir-2'[4], and we have about 110 unbiased events with total
visible energy greater than 20 TeV. Among 52 families of total visible
energy greater than 50 TeV, 21 events have hadrons in their member
showers. Our main concern is to see correlations between hadrons and
electromagnetic showers. Then we pick up only the events which have
showers penetrating from r-block to H-block. Among 21 hadron and
gamma families, 14 events have penetrating showers. In the following
analysis, three high energy events( in the another section where
systematic measurement is going on ) together with 14 events above
mentioned are used.

3. Results.

Correlation between hadrons and electromagn_etic showers Fig. la
shows a distribution of relative distance, l_in, between a hadron and
its nearest neighbouring shower and Fig. lb shows a distribution of
energy-weighted relative distance, Xmin, between a hadron and its

nearest neighbouring shower in Xij(=g_Rij)-space,where g i, Ej are
energies of showers and Rij is a relative distance between the two.
Histogram in the figure shows a background distribution which is
obtained by randomly changing azimuthal angle, _ , of hadrons in the
observed events. As is seen in the figures, in contrast with that the
background distribution is almost uniform, in the experiment there
exists a peak, which is not seen in the background distribution, in
small Rmin region, Rmin < 400 _m and in small Xmin region, Xmin < 2.2
GeV.m. We have 11 hadrons which accompany a shower in Rmin less than
400 _m and 9 hadrons which accompany a shower in Xmin less than 2.2
GeV.m. The number of those hadrons expected from the background
distribution is _0.8 and _0.6 respectively. And the probability that
the observed number of hadrons accompany showers in such small Rmin and
Xmin is estimated% 5xlO _10 and%SxlO -9. The result well agrees to
that obtained in the Chacaltaya experiment[5], and the observed
closeness in (energy-weighted) relative distance between hadrons and
electromagnetic showers can not be simply accidental.

Mini-clusters Mini-cluster is a narrowly collimated shower cluster

and it looks like pure young electromagnetic cascade in the atmosphere.
The characteristic of mini-clusters different from pure electromagnetic

cascade is its hadronic nature, that is, hadrons are included as
members. Here we apply the decascading method[6] to the families in

- order to study cluster structure of hadrons and electromagnetic
particles. Decascading method is a way to trace hack to the original
gamma-rays from the observed cluster of electremagnetic showers. The

showers are amalgamated to one if Zii=Eig_Ri_/(gi+gq) is less than a

constant value k where El, Ej are _nergies_of shOwers and Rij is
relative distance between the two. Here the decascading method is
applied to all the members, including hadrons and electromagnetic

particles, of the family, and we put parameter k=ll GeV.m(=ksX0) , chara-
cteristic spread of electromagnetic cascade at Pamir altitude. In
this case, the decascading method loses its original meaning but simply
means 'clustering'. Fig.2a shows a correlation diagram on the energy-
weighted lateral spread E'R* of clusters with energy E _ greater than 10
TeV and the average lateral spread, <gr> , of showers in the clusters,
obtained by the above procedure, g*, R* are the energy and the
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distance of the cluster from the family center. E and r are energy of
shower in a cluster and distance of it from cluster center. In the

figure, clusters which include hadrons as constituents are marked by
triangles. For the comparison, the clusters with hadrons, obtained by
the same procedure, in the Chacaltaya events are shown in the figures.

Fig.2b shows the same diagram for the simulated events. Simulations
are carried out under the assumption that the primary particlen are

protons with power energy spectrum. TWo types of interaction model are

assumed. One is fire-ball(H-quantum) model[7], Model-I, and the other
is C-jet data model[8], Model-II, where C-jet events observed by
Chacaltaya experiment are boosted to cosmic-ray energies. The above
two interaction models can well reproduce results of accelerator
experiment of ISH and SPS. As is seen in the figure, in the simulated
events, too, there exist clusters which accidentally include hadrons as
members. Those clusters which include hadrons, however, are
distributed in the region of larger <Er> in the above diagram. The
striking characteristics in the experiment is that there exist clusters
including hadrons which have smaller <Er> and larger E_R *. For
example, 11 among 16 clusters with hadrons in the events of joint
chamber and 11 among 26 clusters in the Chacaltaya events are with <Er>
< 3.5 GeV.m and E_* > 100 GeV.m, the region is indicated by broken
lines in the figure, while in the simulated events almost all clusters
with hadrons are distributed outside of the above region. Such
smallness of <Er> of experimentally observed clusters with hadrons are
coming from the anomalous closeness of hadrons and electromagnetic
showers, discussed in the previous section. In Fig.2a we put special
mark to the clusters which include hadrons with Rmin < 400 _m andor

Xmi n < 2.2 GeV.m.

4.Conclus ion.

We have observed II clusters, mini-clusters, of anomalously
collimated hadrons and electromagnetic particles through the systematic

analysis on 17 hadron and gsmma familiesr-with total observed energy
greater than 50 TeV, observed by joint carbon chambers at Pamir.
Though the structure of the chamber and the accuracy of measurement are
different from the Chacaltaya chambers, we have obtained good agreement
on the characteristics of mini-clusters between the two experiments.
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Fig.2a: Correlation diagram on energy-weighted lateral spread, E R of

clusters and the average <Er> of showers in a cluster for the clusters

with energy greater than i0 TeV.

O: clusters without hadrons, Z_: clusters which include hadrons,

: clusters which include hadrons with Rmin < 400 p m m_d/or

Xmin < 2.2 GeV.m for the events of joint chamber.

E3: clusters which include hadrons, _ : clusters which include hadrons

with Rmin < 400 _m and/or Xmin < 2.2 GeV.m for the even£s of Chacaltay._)
chamber no. 19.

Fig.2b: Same to Fig.2a for khe s._mulated even_. _ ,_: for Model-I _,,7

O, @: for Model-Ilo _ , @ : clusters which include _ d_3.L_,roI'ls.
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Abstract

Experimental result of 'mini-clusters' observed in Chacaltaya
emulsion chamber no.19 is summarized. The study was made on 54
single core shower upper and 91 shower clusters of E(T)>IO TeV
from 30 families which are visible energy greater than 80 TeV
and penetrate through both upper and lower detectors of the
two-storey chamber. The association of hadrons in mini-cluster
is made clear from their penetrative nature and microscopic
observation of shower continuation in lower chamber. Small

Pt(T) of hadrons in mini-clusters is remained in puzzle.

I. Introduction.

The new shower phenomena named "mini-cluster" was first found through
the study of shower clusters associated with families of large spread
called Chiron type in Chacaltaya emulsion chamber no.1911]. Chacaltaya
chamber no.19 is one of the series exposure of two-storey structure and
what is special for no.19 is that the whole area of the upper %hamber,

44m 2, is covered with three layers of nuclear emulsion plates as well
as the lower chamber, 33 m 2, with seven layers of nuclear emulsion

plates[l]. It allowed us to study the behaviour of shower cores in
fine resolution under the microscopic observation.

A mini-cluster is a narrowly collimated shower core bundle ; so

narrow that, in many cases, it gives a single dark-spot in X-ray films,
and it reveals itself a very closely distanced shower core cluster under
the microscopic observation in nuclear emulsion plates. The
characteristic dimension of lateral spread is of the order of a few

GeV.m, the same as the spread of young atmospheric cascade showers.
The difference is seen in the strong penetrative nature of mini-cluster,
showing the shower cluster is not of simple electromagnetic nature but
hadrons must be inside. The present paper describes the summary of

study on mini-clusters in Chacaltaya chamber no.19 of 677 days exposure.

2. Statistics of families.

30 families with ZE(y) > 80 TeV are selected under the following
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criteria.

i) A family penetrates through both upper and lower chambers.
ii) A family has wide spread ; <ER> > 180 GeV.m after the
decascading procedure with constant Kc=6 GeV.m.

3. Shower core observation under microscope.
Every dark spots in X-ray films in the upper chamber are studied in

nuclear emulsion plates under microscope, especially asking whether a
dark spot in X-ray films is single core structure or closely distanced
multiple cores. The track counting method is applied to all individual

shower cores for their energy determination with radius r=25 and/or
50 _m.

4. High energy showers (E(7) > 10 TeV ) in the upper chamber.
The high energy showers show the following characteristics.

(1) About one third of high energy showers are of single core
structure. More than 60_ of them penetrate into the lower chamber,
indicating the majority are of hadron origin showers in the chamber
materials.

(2) The rest are of multi-core clusters spreading over area 0.1% a
few mm of radius. About one half of them are penetrative into lower
chamber, indicating they all are not pure electromagnetic cascade in the
atmosphere.

Table 1 gives the summary of observation of high energy shower-upper.

Table 1. Summary of high energyshower-upper
no. of shower no. of penetrative showers

single core 54 35 65 ± 12

mini-clusters 91 41 45 ± 8

Fig.l shows the average transition curve of spot darkness in X-ray

films (measured by slit size 200x200 _m 2) for 37 single core and 57
mini-clusters. The results of simulation calculations are drawn

together for pure electromagnetic cascades of gamma-ray incidence with

energies I0 and 20 TeV, respectively, since the average energies of
single core shower-upper and the highest one in mini-clusters are 20 and

15 TeV, respectively. One sees qualitatively different behaviour

between the two, especially in the deepest region in the lower chamber ;
- that is, experimental results have much larger and longer tail for both

single and mini-cluster cases than the case of pure electromagnetic
cascades in the chamber materials.

5. Mini-clusters.

5-l.Multiplicity Fig.2 gives the distribution of number of shower
cores, m, for 91 mini-clusters( E > I0 TeV). We see most of mini-
clusters are ranging m = a few _ i0. There are observed mini-clusters

with extreme large m%Itiplicity , say m _30, for which we put the name
"Giant-mini-cluster" and we shall discuss specially the properties of

those huge shower clusters in details in the separate paper[2].

5-2.Small pt of mini-clusters It is expected Pt_ ) of shower
cores at the mini-cluster formation must be small from their very small
lateral spread. Fig.3 gives the scatter plots between the spread of 91

mini-clusters, <Er>, versus that of parent Chiron femily, <ER>, measured
by high energyshowers ( >i0 TeV) by mark (0). The broken lines show

the cases where the ratio of both spreads are 1/1000, 1/300 and I/I00,
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respectlvely. Most of themare dlstrlbutedIn the _egzonsmallerthan
i/i00 and the averagezs glvenby _I/300. If we accept<pt(T)> Of
parent ChlronInteractlonis 2 %3 GeY/c_ the <pt(_)> of mlnl-cluster
formatlonzs obtainedI0_,20MeV/c. In the sar_ fi$1re,we presentthe
relationof spreadson blnocularfamlllesby ma_k (O)o We see the same
small ratzo in more thanhalf of clustersfrombinocularfamil_esas in
the case of Chlronfamz]_es. The J_rgept nature at the gem]nion
Interaction,<pt(¥)>= 2% 3 GeY/c,the sameorderof mngnltudewlth the
Chlron znteractlon,is suggestzngthat theremlghtwork the s_mzlar
dynamicsfor secondaryparticleproductlon.
5-3.Hadronsin minl-clusters M]nl-clustersshow strongpenetra]ve
nature thanexpectedfrompureelectromagnetictsscadesfromX-rayf_]m
observatlonas shown in Table1 and F_g.l. Table2 g_ves the results
of mlcroscoplcobservatzonof showercontlnuatlonin the lower chamber
for mlnl-clustersas well as slnglecoreshower-l_petof E(7) > 10 TeV.

Table2 Mlcroscoplcobservationof showercontlnuatlons
In lowerchamber.

Pb-jet-upperC-jets Pb-jet-lowezany not st_dled su_
szngle-core 14 7 3 7 4 35
mlnl-clusters 22 8 5 6 4}

Hadrons in mznl-clustersare studiedin much detallby observlng the
core conflguratlonand by comparlngtransltzonsof electronnumber ]n
Indzvldual shower cores w_th the expected behavlour of pure
electromagnetlccascadesof singlegamma-rayIncldenceon the basis of a
largenumberof slmulationcalculatlonsby T.Shlbata. The resultsshow
thereare not smallcaseswheremzni-clustersIncludepluralhadrons[3_.
A study on hadronassoczatzonin mlnl-clustersare made from the slde 09
correlationanalysls by M.Tamada[3]. Using lS famlllesof Japanese
part of the chamberno.19, the dlstributlonof the relative dzstanee
(andenergy-welghtedrelatlvedzstance)betweendetectedhadronsand the
nearest showerin each familyis constructedand comparedwlth the one
of randombackground(Fig.4). The anomalouscorrelationwas foun_d!n
the rangeR _ 1 nunwhlch showthe prohabillty]s nearlyequalor less
than 10-6 if the hadronsand electromagneticpart,ales are produced
withoutany correlation.

_. Discussions.
A systematicsearchof minl-clusterswas carrledin the f_rstcarbon

chamberat Pamzrby USSR-Japanjointexposure[4]. There_re found II
penetrative mlnl-clusters among _7 famll_es _Ith energy greater thax_50

TeV in%24 m2yearexposure. Therewas a _eporton studyof penetrative
cascade showers in Pamlr carbon chamber_ glvlng the consistent
results[5]. Exotlc behavlour of secondaryparticlesof Chlron-type
famllies Is remarkablewhen one considerthe small cel]_s_onmean free
path ( 1/2% 1/3lgeo.)and smallpt of hadronsand electron/gamma-rays
seen _n the mlnl-clusters.
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Giant Mini-clusters as Possible Origin of
"Halo" Phenomena Observed in Super_families

Brasil-Japan Collaboration of Chacaltaya Emulsion Chamber Experiuent

ABSTRACT

Among 91 mini-clusters from 30 high energy Chiton-type
families in Chacaltaya emulsion chambers, there are observed
several extremely large multiplicity clusters in the highest
energy range, far beyond the average of ordinary type clusters.
We put the name giant mini-cluster for them. The present
paper describes some details of microscopic observation of
those giants mini-clusters in nuclear emulsion plates and some
phenomenological regularity found in common smong them. It
is discussed such giant mini-clusters will be a possible
candidate of origin of narrow s)_netric single halo phenomena
in X-ray films which is frequently observed in super-families
of visible energy greater than 1,000 TeV.

1. Introduction
Since the observation of a super-family with a spectacular halo nsmed

"andromeda" in Chacaltaya chamber no.14 in 1969, there have been a
number of reports on observation of such halo phenomena from large scale
mountain emulsion chamber experiments, and the existence of such halo is
now considered to be a remarkable general characteristtics of cosmic-ray
families of visible energy greater than 1,000 TeV. A halo is a general
darkened area in X-ray films, ranging from several to several ten _m in
diameter, in the central area of super-family. The microscopic
observation in nuclear emulsion plates reveals that it is a bundle of
great number of shower particles, hadrons and electron/gRm_a-rays.
Since the frequency argument excludes the possibility that those halo
phenomena are the results from ordinary type pion multiple production
under the scaling rule starting from proton primary incidence, the
origin of halo phenomena seems to suggest us new mechanism of particle
production.

The recent observation of new shower phenomena named "mini-cluster"
in Chacaltaya chamber shows unusual nature of shower particle
production. It is a shower cluster which consists of hadrons and
electron/gamma-rays with smu11 spread, as small as < E(Y)r > a few
several GeV.m, the same order of magnitude as young atmospheric cascade
shower of electromagnetic origin. Among 91 mini-clusters in Chacaltaya
chamber no.19, we found several huge mini-clusters with very large
multiplicities in higher energy and larger < Er > ranges in mini-cluster
statistics, far beyond the average of ordinary mini-clusters. The
present paper describes some details of such huge mini-clusters, the
giant mini-clusters, as the possible origin of halo phenomena in X-ray
film observation.

2. Characteristics of huge shower core bundles
We present in Fig. 1 the relation between ZE(¥) -N, total visible

energy and multiplicity of shower cores with E(Y) > 1Tev, and in Fig.2
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< Er > -N, average spread and multiplicity, respectively, for all the
observed 91 mini-clusters from 30 Chiton families in Chacaltaya chamber
no.1911] and one from no.1812]. One sees most of the ordinary mini-
clusters gathered around in small N and < Er >_region and, at the same
time, we find a group of shower clusters of large multipllcities, say
m > 30, with large Z E and < Er > values as indicated by the mark(Q).
Since we see the multiplicity and spread of those clusters are
significantly greater than the average of the ordinary mini-clusters, we
separate them from the ordinary mini-clusters and put the name "giant
mini-cluster" for them. Table 1 gives details of those selected giant
mini-clusters.

Table 1. Some details of giant mini-clusters

Event no. Z E(y) N < r > < Er > family energy
(TeV) (>1 TeV) (m) (GeV.m) ( TeV )

#174S-134I 1,056 158 2.88 I0.00 1,164 ( 91 X )
#P06 (no.18) 961 123 1.77 7.40 1,272 ( 76 X )
#179S-126I 394 85 2.82 7.10 757 (52 X )
#174S-132I 270 98 2.84 4.80 342 ( 79 Z )
# 93S- 56I 169 38 1.33 4.30 182 ( 93 Z )
#165S-126I 126 30 1.79 5.73 156 ( 81 X )

Figures in bracket mean the energy fraction of giant mini-cluster to
total visible family energy.

The following characteristics are remarkable to all the giant mini-
clusters above selected. The first, they all show strong penetrative
nature into lower chamber and we are able to See not szm11 number of

shower cores which could not be attributed to pure electromagnetic
cascade originated from atmospheric electroas/gemma-rays. The second,
shower bundles show small spread and extremely high rapidity density of
number of shower cores in very narrow coUimated region, as seen in
Fig.3. Since the families are of very simple structure for a11, the
position of the origin of those giant mini-clusters is estimated to be

near above the chamber, say less than 1 km or so. _ Microscopic
observation in nuclear emulsion plates for central region of giant mini-

. cluster shows that there are none or very rare of scattered background
electron tracks in space among shower cores. EspeciaUy, it is
reported[2] that the central halo part of the event PO6(no.18) is
produced _200 m above the chamber by the triangulation measurement.

• These facts show the unusual large rapidity density which reflects
approximately just the initial state of the production as it is, not
severely distorted by the multiplication due to atmospheric degradation.
The third, these giant mini-cluster occupy the substantial part of

family energy as shown in Table 1, different from the ordinary mini-
clusters of Chiton families.

Fig.4 gives the distribution of Er of individual shower cores in

giant mini-clusters. The shape of the distribution is the seme emong
them and seems to be well expressed by common exponential lm¢. The
average values are given in Table I.
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3. Nini-clusters and giant mini-clusters
at present, we are not able to explain fully the exotic nature seen

in either mini-cluster and giant mini-cluster from the present knowledge
of the particle production. However, simultaneous observation of those
two in the same Chiton family is very suggestive to explore the nature
of giant mini-cluster.

At one glance, we immediately noticed that the giant mini-cluster is
not of simple symmetrical structure but there are recognized a number of
localized sub-clustering. And it is clear enough to hypothesize that
giant mini-cluster will be an ensemble of mini-clusters. Then, here is
presented the results of sub-clustering into mini-clusters by computer
algorithm[3] where the constant is assumed to be Kc = 6 GeV.m, which
corresponds to assume the giant mini-cluster be an ensemble of mini-
clusters with the average spread < Er > = 1 _2 Gev.m. Fig.5 gives the
distribution of E_r * of mini-clusters in giant mini-clusters of the
present examples, together with the big halo events Ursa-Maior and
bl.a.III[4] as the reference, for both of them the detailed microscopic
observation in nuclear emulsion plates was carried out. We see good
regularity of the spread E_r _ for all the present samples except the
case bl.a.III, which is wide spread halo in X-ray film observation. The
average value is given a_ < E_r_ > -_30_50 Gev.m. The hypothesis
seems to be promising when we are required so rapid energy partition
into a large number of minute low energy showers as is seen in
experimental results.

4. Discussion

When we see two dimensional contour map of darkness of halo in X-ray
films, we find varieties of core configuration. Some cases, it is of
narrow single symmetrical core and the other cases, it is of multi-core
structure. The event PO6(no.18) is of clean single core halo in X-ray
film observation, total darkness maximum of which is seen at _ 14 c.u.
The shower clusters of event #174S-134I passes through the upper chamber
before making a single definite halo in X-ray films. From these
observation, single and narrow core halo in X-ray films seems to be
nothing but huge shower clusters, the giant mlni-cluster. When one
looks multi-core events, like bi.A.III, it seems it is an ensemble of the
narrow single cores showing large spread as found in Fig.5.
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I. Introduction.

At present study of nuclear interactions induced by cosmic rays is

the unique source of infermation on the nuclear interactions in the energy

region above 1015 eV. The phenomena in this energy region are observed by

air shower array or emulsion chamber installed at high mountain. Emulsion

chamber is the pile of lead plates and photo-sensitive layers (nuclear

emulsion plate and/or X-ray films) to detect electron showers. High spa-
tial resolution of photographic material used in the emulsion chamber ena-

bles us to observe the phenomena in detail, and recently experiments of

emulsion chamber with large area are being carried out at high mountains

by several groups in the world [i].

They are to observe the mixture of high energy hadronic and e.m. (=

electromagnetic) particles produced through the nuclear and e.m. cascade

process in the atmosphere, induced by high energy primary cosmic rays.

The phenomenon observed by the emulsion chamber is called family, and that

with high energy (say, ZE > 1015 eV) is called super-family.

• All the super-families, observed so far, consist of, on N-type X-ray

films of high sensitivity, the black core and halo of radius 1 _ 3 cm in

the center (called halo) and several hundreds of shower spots scattering

over _ 30 cm around the center. It is found by the microscopic observa-

tion in the nuclear emulsion plates that the halo is made of numerous num-

ber of electrons distributed densely and continuously, and that there

exist many high energy shower spots even inside the halo.

Super-families carry the information of high energy nuclear interac-

tion. However, since the events are very complicated, it is most impor-
tant, we think, at first to make clear the whole structure of the events

from the observed data. In other words the first step is to make clear

how is the behaviour of the showers incident upon the chamber, and the

second is what can produce such behaviour of the showers on the chamber.

Fox the purpose of the first step we assume an appropriate function of

energy-lateraldistribution for the particles produced through the cascade

process, and e_amine the inter-relation between the halo and detected high

energy showers.

The five events analysed here are those with the energy above 1015 eV,

observed by the series of emulsion chamber experiment at Mt. Chacaltaya

(5,200 m, Bolivia), carried out by Brazil-Japan collaboration. Those are

among 14 events, observed so far, and the rest are under measurement and

analysis. Full description of the events is made elsewhere [2]. Table 1

giVes a summary of the events.

II. Energy-Lateral Distribution of Showers

We here approximate the energy-lateral distribution of high energy

showers incident upon the chamber, F(E,r) dE 2_r dr, to be,
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F(E,r) = AC r exp[- (in Er )2] (1)a

The distribution, Eq. (i), has the following nature which is fundamental

for the particles produced through the cascade process.

(i) The relation, Er _ a, holds with the dispersion _ around Er = a

in log-scale.

(2) Integration with respect to r gives the energy spectrum of,

2_A (E/a) -S/E.

The parameters in Eq. (i) are four; A relating to the absolute number of

showers, 8 to the power index of the energy spectrum, _ to the lateral

spread and a to the dispersion around the average of the lateral spread.

And we determine the four parameters by comparing the energy spectrum and

Er-distribution, obtained from the Eq. (i), with the experimental data.

The parameter values determined are tabulated in Table 2 for e.m. and

hadronic particles. As to Urea Maior, only several showers have large Er-
values and it is difficult to fit the distribution by one set of values.

(a) Lateral distribution of high energy showers.

Fig. l shows how the lateral distribution, Eq. (i), of high energy e.m.

showers, with the parameter values in Table 2, can reproduce the experi-

mental data in case of Andromeda. The expected distribution can reproduce

the experimental data in case of shower energy > 5 TeV and > i0 TeV, while

the experimental data is short in number for E > 3 TeV. And the agreement

Becomes good if we adopt the observed number of showers at 3 TeV (the chain

line in the figure) instead of the one extrapolated from the energy spec-

Table i.

Andromeda Urea Maior M.A. I M.A. II M.A. IK

Halo ×i0 _ ×1014 xl015 xl015 ×1015

Total energy (eV) (2.1±0.5) (9.8±0.2) (3.2±0.2) (1.3±0.2) (5.1±0.5)
e.m.(eV) 1.6x10 _ 4.4xi015

hadronic (eV) 5.3xi015 6.6xi0 _

High Energy Showers

(1)Central region
Observed number

. e.m. 288 113 96 24 264

hadronic 45 14(22) 11(73) - 60(101)

Total obs. energy

e.m. (TeV) 3,585 582 958 437 1,566

hadronic (eV) 1,401(3,417) 281(439) 143(953) - 516(875)
(2)Outer region

Observed number

e.m. 322 108 50 89 227

hadronic 75(183) 25(39) 2(13) - 92(166)
Total obs. energy

e.m. 833 355 212 520 782

hadronic 317(773) 267(417) 8(53) - 622(1,054)

[Numbers in the parenthese are the corrected ones due to the detec-

tion efficiency for hadrons.]
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trum. The agreement is good for M.Ao
I, II and III.

Fig.2 is that for the hadrons in
the case of Andromeda. Deviation of ._ 102
expected distribution from the exper-

imental data, suggests the hadron _ r\t'__

distribution is rather of exponential _ ,

type. e _ _: _.,_
(b) Comparison with halo data. _ i0

In this Paragraph We examine

whether the energy-lateral distribu- _ l\I\I_lk

tion Eq° (i) with the parameter

values in Table 2, can reproduce the _ 1

behaviour of the halo. It is to see

the behaviour of low energy showers,

incident upon the chamber and not
, I , I • I

to be observed individually. 0 10 20 30
Energy cut, Eth , at the low Distance r (cm)

energy side is necessary to be intro-

duced to reproduce the transition

curve of the total electron number in Fig. l. Lateral distribution of

the halo. The values of E t. for the e.m. particles in integral form
events are listed in Table'9. One (Andromeda). The marks are for

can see the values for four events different energy thresholds; •

except _dromeda are similar to the for E > 3 TeV, _for E > 5 Te_,

value of detection threshold of high and [] for E > i0 TeV. The

energy showers of E d _ 3 TeV. It curves are the expected ones from
indicates the observed high energy the assumed energy-lateral distri-

showers are sufficient to produce the bution with parameter values given
halo in the chamber. In the case of in Table 2. The chain line is the

Andromeda the behaviour of the tran- case when we adopt the observed

sition curve necessitates a number of number of showers instead of the

low energy showers with the average on_ expected from the parameter

energy of _ 0.4 TeV. However• if values listed in Table 2.

we assume those showers follow the

distribution of Eq. (i), those showers

should fall around r = Zmax/ E = 25 cm, far from the central region.

Table 4

Event A (cm -s ) s a (TeV- cm) _ Eth (TeV) z (TeV ::cm)max

(e.m. particles)

Andromeda 7.8 x 102 1.36 6.7 × i0 -I ].5 0.i 10.4

Urea Maior - 1.87 - - 2.0 -

M.A. I 9.8 x 106 1.94 7°5 x 10 -3 2.0 1.3 3.0

M.A. II 8.3 x i02 1.17 1.0 × i0 -1 2.0 1.0 8.2

M.A. III 5.6 x 105 1.85 2 1 x 10 -2 2.0 2.0 5.7
(hadrons)

Andromeda 1.9 × i0 0.97 2.0 1.5 5.0

Urca Maior - 0.94 - -

M.A. III 8_6 x 102 11..25 2.6 x i0 -] 2.0 38.0

[z is the value of Er where Er-distribution becomes the maximum.]max
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The fact that those showers exist

inside the halo to contribute to the

transition curve, indicates that they

have smaller lateral spread. If

these particles have the lateral __ 102
spread characterized by the e.m. cas- _ _ .

cade process, their spread is, r = m _ _

z (e.m.)/ E = 1.5 cm, which iscOn-ma ___ !_i/l_ _

sls_ent with the size of the halo. _ i0 .\

It means Andromeda consists of

two different kind of showers; one is

characterized by z a -_ i0 TeV. cm andthe other by z .6 TeV. cm. The _ 1
max.

former value may De due to nuclear

cascade process and the latter due to

pure e.m. cascade process.

The lateral distribution of the , I , l 0 I
0 I0 20 30

halo in Andromeda, in terms of track
Distance r (cm)

length density, is also consistent

with the conclusion of two component Fig. 2 Lateral distribution of had-

of showers, stated above, rons in integral form (Andromeda).

See the caption of Fig.l for the

III. Conclusion. explanation of marks and curves.

We analysed five highest energy

events, ZE > i0 _ eV, observed by

,_hacaltayaYemulsion chamber experiment. The resulfs are;

(i) We tried to approximate the behaviour of high energy showers,

e.m. and hadronic, by the function Eq. (i). The behaviour of e.m. parti-

cles can be described well by Eq. (i), both longitudinally and laterally,

while hadrons have the lateral distribution of rather exponential type.

(2) We examined whether the halo can be explained by extrapolating

the shower energy to lower energy side in Eq.(1). The four events except

Andromeda can be explained by the behaviour of the observed high energy

showers, while, as to Andromeda, low energy showers with average energy

0.4 TeV contribute significantly. And these showers has the spread

consistent with that of pure e.m. cascade showers.

The authors thank to the member of Chacaltaya emulsion chamber exper-

" iment of Brazil-Japan Collaboration for their valuable discussions.
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Abstract

The study of the core structure seen in halo of Mini-Andromeda

III(M.A. III), which was observed in Chacaltaya emulsion chamber is
presented. On the assumption that lateral distribution of darkness of

the core is exponential type, i.e. D=D0exp(-r/r0), subtraction of D

from halo darkness is performed until the cores are gone. The
some quantity on cores obtained by this way are summarized. The
analysis is preliminary and is going to be developed.

1 Introduction

Since one of the most powerful event , Andromeda(E_ . = 21,000 TeV),
ai

was observed in 1969, eight events with halo were de_ec_ed by Brazil-
Japan emulsion chamber collaboration experiment, at Mt. Chacaltaya, 5200
m at sea level, in Bolivia(1)(2)(3)(4)(5). The detailed study of halos
tells the existence of various pattenl of the core structure in halo,

i.e., singlecore structure and/or multi-core structure.
Pumir group of emulsion chamber experiment, already, paid attention

to this multi-core structure of halo and has derived the important

results such as relative Pt of each core and alignment of the cores,
etc.(6)(7).

On the other hand, Chacaltaya group has pointed out that the cores
in halo correspond to the Jet-clusters obtained by the clustering
analysis for individual high energy shower_particles and to the vestige
of the nuclear interaction(5). Then in this article, we pick up the
M.A. III for example of typical multi-core event and investigate the
characteristic of the core structure in halo. The detailed description

on M.A. III is presented elsewhere(5).

2 Method

2-1) Core structure of the halo
Fig. l shows the two-dimensional distribution of darkness of halo in

RR type X-ray film at I0 c.u. on M.A. III. The figure is processed by
the micro-computer after getting the data by automatical photometry
measurement at Institute for Cosmic Ray Research, University of Tokyo.
The measurement is carried out by the square slit with the size of 300

_m and number of steps of measurement are 80 to botl_.horizontal and

vertical direction, i.e., the figure is made of the darkness of 80 x 80

cells. The numerals in the figure show the darkness D(D=-log10 I/I 0),
where I0 and I, respectively, express flux of the incident and
transmitted light. In the figure, four cores are recognized and are
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named as H, I, J and L, respectively. The center of halo, RG, +is
defined by the following way to be presented by a mark of + . I_=
z_D_I ZD_ , where D_ and _ respectively, represent the darkness and
posltlon vector of each cell.

2-2) Determination of incident direction

As an air family generally comes into the cha_er with inclined
direction and halo looks like a elliptical shape which extends to the

incident direction, the correction for inclined incidence must be
made. For the correction, we make the following way. One subtracts the

D=D0(x0,Y0)exp(-r/r0), (x0,Y0) is the position of halo center and r0 is

arbitrary, from the all D1 of the cell. As the function, D=D0;exp(-
r/r0), is a circular symmetrical one on r, subtraction of this function
from elliptical halo makes the plus area in both edge of long axis of

ellipse and the minus area in both edge of short axis of ellipse when we

chose suitable size of r0. If we can get a line which is joined at
two plus area, we determine the direction of the line as incident one

and correction for inclined direction is made along the direction. In

fact, the coefficient of correlation, Rxy, of the first degree is
calculated and in the case when absolute value of it is greater than
0.5, we consider there is a linear correlation on x and y and determine

the line of incident direction by the least square method.

2-3) Subtraction of the core from halo
We assume that the lateral distribution of the darkness of the core

is D(r,x,y,r0)dr=D0(x,y)exp(-r/r0)2_rdr, and we input the position of

the core,(x,y), and its mean spread, r0. D 0 is the darkness of the

core center and we can get the electron density, P0 (I/cm 2) at r=0 by
transforming D 0 to on •

The distribution,- D(r,x,y, r0), thus defined is subtracted from the
darkness of halo made of 80 x 80 cells(contour map) at each r in order
of the magnitude of the core size and new contour map is constructed.

In this time, correction for inclined incidence is made with the way
described in preceding paragraph. Fig.2 shows the new map thus
obtained by subtraction of the highest energy core L on the assumption

of r0=l.5 mm. In the figure, we can see the core L disappears and H, I
and J cores survive. The same procedures are applied to the second

highest core J with r0= 1.5 mm and to the cores H, I with r0=0.5 mm,
respectively and the new map are shown in Fig.3. In the figure we

" can see all the four cores disappear.

3 Discussion

, Table 1 shows the summary of some quantity on cores H, I ,J and L

thus obtained. In the Table I, P0 and R0 present electron density of
the cores at r=0 and mean lateral spread of the cores, respectively. R

is the distance from the center of halo to,the core and Ne is a total
electron number in the core obtained by Ne=_ _0e-r/r02_rdr. According to
the simulation calculation by Makio Shibata, we can get the energy of
core by transforming the number of electrons in core at I0 c.u. to the

energy(8). E in Table 1 shows the energy of each core thus estimated.

_ is a relative distance among each core and Z £_ is a quantity induced
b_ Pamir group as Z._=R_(1/N_+I/N_)-I , which _s connected with the

• . l

relatlve transverse m_men_um o_ eac_ core(6)(7). ERij is_the relative

lateral spread of each core obtained by Ri_(i/Ei+i/Ej)-i using the
energy of the cores instead of N.. Fig.4 shows the scatter plot of

1
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the cores in E-R diagram together with that of computer-constructed A-
jets. The triangles with capital letters H,I,J and L show the plots of
the cores of M.A. III and the closed circles with small letter i,j and 1
show the A-jets of M.A. III which should correspond to the cores I,J and
L as seen in ref.(5). The cores J and L well correspond to the A-jets
j and 1 but correspondence of the core I to A-jet i is not so good. We
suppose it is caused by using the unfit r 0. The core H is originated
from hadronic component as seen in ref.(5) and the shower development
does not still reach the maximum at 10 c.u..

This report is preliminary one and shows the new method of
investigation of the core structure. There remain problems to be
solved, such as the way of determination of r0, the order of

subtraction of the cores and derivation of the Pt from Zi., etc..
These problems are under considerations and we will make the _swer on
their problems in separate publication.
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Figure captions

Fig.l: Contour map of halo in RR-type X-ray film at I0 c.u. on M.A. III.
Cores H, I, J and L are recognized in it. Darkness are shown by
numerals in figure.

Fig.2: Contour map of halo on M.A. III after subtracting the core
L form Fig.l with R0=I.5 mm.

Fig.3: Contour map of halo on M.A. III after subtracting the core

J from Fig.2 with R0=1.5 mm and the cores H and I with Ro=O.5mm.
Fig.4: Scatter plot of the cores in E-R diagram together with that of

computer-constructed A-jet. Marks area for the cores of

M.A. III, 0 for A jet of Andromeda, _ for R-jet of Ursa
Maior and • for A-jet of M.A. III.
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Table ].

# 00 (1/cm2) R0 (ram) R (n_m) Ne E (TeV)
L 2.63 x 107 1.5 1.65 3.72 × 106 580

J 1.91 x 107 1.5 0.55 2.69 x i06 420

H 2.27 x 107 0,5 2.84 3.56 x 105 56

I 6.25 x 106 0.5 1.86 9.81 x 104 15

#--# Rij (ram) Zij (els.mm) ERij (TeV.mm)

L--J 2°20 3.44 x 106 536

L--H 3.67 1.].9 x 106 187

L--I 3.13 2.99 x 105 46 !

J--H 2.66 8.37 x 105 ]31

J--I ]..54 1.46 x 105 22

H--I I..24 9.58 x 104 14

Fig.l Fig.2
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NUNG_RICAL ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC

CASCADES DEVELOP_IENT IN EMULSION CIIAMBERS

Plyasheshnikov,A.V. ,Vorobyev, K.V.

Altai State University, Barnaul,

USSR

I. Introduction. A new calculational scheme of the Monte-

Carlo method assigned for the investigation of the develop-

ment of high and extremely high energy electromagnetic cas-

cades (EMC) in the matter was elaborated in the work [I] •

In the works [4 the scheme [I] was applied to the analysis

of angular and radial distributions of EMC electrons in

the atmosphere. In the work [3] by means of this scheme the

EMC development in dense medium is investigated and some

preliminary data are presented on the behavior of EMC in

emulsion chambers. In the present article the results of

more detailed theoretical analysis of the E_IC development

in emulsion chambers are discussed.

2. Method. The calculational scheme used here consists in

the combination of the usual Monte-Carlo method (the trans-

port of the low energy part of the cascade _ E _ Sg_V_is cal-

culated by this method) and a method of numerical solution

of adjoint cascade equations (to calculate the development

of the high energy cascade part).

Our calculations were carried out for the cascade ener-

gy region (10 _ - 105) Gev, the Landau-Pomeranchuk- Migdal

effect was taken into account in a number of calculations.

Some improvement was made in the computational code [1,3]

concerning the electron multiple scattering sampling quality.

This improvement allowed us to get better agreement

with experimental data [4S •

35 Results. Our calculational data are compared in fig. 1

with the experimental data of 2NAL [4_ and some results of

other Monte-Carlo method calculations. As can be seen from
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fig. 1 our data are in good agreement with experimental re-

sults [4] and calculations of Okamoto and Shibata [5] (for

R = 50 , 100_m and the upper side of emulsion our results

and data [5] practically coincide. At the same time there

exists considerable difference of all results presented in

fig. 1 from the Monte-Carlo method data [6] . To our opinion

this difference may be explained by the not quite correct

account of the multiple scattering of cascade electrons

in [6] •

A comparison of our data for homogeneous medium with

analytical data [7] evaluated in the core approximation is

given in fig. 2. As can be seen, our data for R = 200 _m are
in a rather good agreement with analitical results corres-

ponding to the simple saddle point method condition, but

there exists considerable disagreement with the data using

complicated condition of this method.

It is well known that core approximation data on ave-

rage number of E_C electrons in a small radius circle are

invariant with respect to production EoR of primary energy

E o and radius R. Fig.3 shows that such invariance takes

place only approximately and only for relatively small

values of EoR.

Pig.4 illustrates the difference in the development of

E_C in homogeneous medium of lead and a real emulsion cham-

ber. Analytical data [8] taking into account only single

. emulsion layer are given there too. A qualitative agreement

between numerical and analytical data is observed.
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AN EXPERINENTAL STUDY OP CORRELATIONS IN THE

DEVELOP_ENT OP THE ELECTRON-PHOTON CASCADES

Kratenko, Yu.P. and Charishnikov, S.A.

Tashkent State University,Tashkent 700095,USSR

ABSTRACT

In terms of the experimental data on the development of

the electron-photon cascades (EPC) in Pb from electrons

and photons of cosmic rays in the tens GeV energy region

a calculation of correlations between the characteristics

of longitudinal and lateral development of the EPC as well

as those between fluctuations of the cascade particle num-

bers at different stages of the cascade development,is be-

ing carried out.The results obtained are compared to the

numerical EPC calculations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Among m_thods characterizing the properties of the cas -

cad_ processes special attention is drawn to the calcula-

tion of correlation between different features of the cas-

cade.Note,a sequence of the correlation coefficients (ti-

me-correlation r(_))determining a random relation between

fluctuations of the cascade particle number u(_,_=n_Eo,_-

--nE--_o,_)at the depth t in a given cascade with the ener-

gy Eo and u(_,,_z) at the depth _ in the same cascade,

gives a fairly deep insight into the inner structure of

the process.The available data on correlations in the lon-

gitudinal development of the EPC obtained by numerical me-

thods _._ needs to be experimentally tested.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP "PHOTON"

With the aid of the experimental set-up PHOTON _]the

EPC's from single electrons andphotons of cosmic rays in

the energy range of tens GeV have been measured.The EPC-

detecting section is a single Pb-Ar calorimeter made as a

steel tank filled with argon at a pressure of 16 atm,insi-

de of which 16 Pb plates are placed (the width of the fir-

st 11 plates is 0.9_o,of the rest 5 - 1.77_o,where the ra-
4
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diative unit _o is 7,4 g/cm2).Between the plates on the iso

lators 16 steel strings 0,5 mm of thicknass spaced between

3 cm are stretched.Thus obtained 16 ioni_ation chambers(IL)

lack in each IL hollow walls and diaphragms,therefore,there

is practically no transition effect.To study a spatial de-

velopment of the EPC strings in the neighbouring IL's were

perpendicular placed.PHOTON was exposed at the h_ight of

3160 m over the sea level.Principles of the initial infor-

mation selection allowed us to take 383 EPC's for analysis.

Statistical simulation of experimental conditions and IL

calibration showed that the error in measuring Eo,and the

number of cascade particles n(£,,_) is approximately the

same being averaged as _. 7%.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Comparison of a typical experimental time-correlation r(z?

with results from[4] by the incomplete Monte-Carlo method

shows good a_reement (Pig. 1).Pit cf r/r)to t_e time-correla-

2"(_) tions of simple autoreg-

08 _ \\ ression Marcoff and Yulemodels in Pig. I_is unsa-

o_\ tisfactory, especially0.0 for large z .However, the

rms deviation of r(z) va-

lues is known to increa-

o -_%se with _ and after a
" \ O

small quantity of runso \

IF 20-30) is comparable
_ _ ith rlz)for large _, the-0.4' _

o o o _ignificance level being
_ig. I Time-correlation r(_)in the i.0,416,7] .In this case

EPC. o_ the present experiment, (__)following [7]there_ are no

- calculation 4/,1-Narcoff model, u(_) fluctuations,a seri-
2 - Yule model, es of u(@) where _ is de-

termined by _o ,can be described by the Marcoff model,i.e.

there is a correlation only between u[_)and u(_*1_The corre-
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lation interval being _o=_lr(_)ld_ [8],or "separation" bet-

ween depths in to at which cascade fluctuations can be con-

sidered as independent,fairly strongly changes with Eoi_om

2,5_for E o=30 GeV up to 3,5_for E o=80 GeV.Therefore,

with the increase of E o the values of r_Eo,_,_=l) grow thro-

ugh _ ,and the minimum of r(Eo,_,w_ ) shifts towards the

deep depth (Fig.2).

The profile of r(_,_p_+_
r_ _=I_ coincides with the calcu-

_,0
lation results[2,3].Note,

A.._. .___A..a_ that occurence of antico-.A_ o--o--°_ rrelations for large T iso
_6

\ \\_.A_°_ readily explained by the

\o\ t° EPC energy conservation

X_____8__x__x__x__x._._z law: fluctuations for one

8 I_ I_ 2'0 region of depths should

, , j_-_,_ be compensated by those

-_ O 4 8 in the other part of the

Fig. 2 Experimental correlations of cascade development.It

r(t,_=_) . o - Eo=30 GeV, &- Eo= is known that the cent-

80 GeV, x - for the EPC with Eo = ral approach_]allows us

80 GeV in the central approach, to study separately fluc-

tuations directly of the cascade shape ucand those of the

shift a_.As our calculations showed the experimental time-

correlations for fluctuations _¢are typical for a set of

independent random quantities (Fig. 2),the distribution ofu¢

being obeyed to the Gauss law within the EPC development.

Consider a relation between fluctuations _Aand those of

the "center-of-gravity" of the cascade curve _=_n(Eo,_d_/

,(_,._d_ , the latter being rather considerable:_1=
1,5 for Eo=30 GeV.The value of the area under the transiti-

on curve p_ can serve as an estimate for the absorbed en_

gy in the cascade, and thus,characterize the cascade parti-

cle behavioural.Correlations between p@Jat the early sta-

ges of the EPC development (_$_) and _I turned out to
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be rather high: ,_0_55 ands0,70 for the EPC e from the pri-

mary electrons _{nd the EPC _ from photons,respectively. That

is,fluctuations of %_ are generally determined by those of

the shift u_.At t;he ss_ne time a correlation between p(_Z_o)

and the second central momentum /_/z ,characterizing the

longitudinal EPC dimension,is small: for EPCe- O, 16, for

EPC _ _, O_27oFinally,a correlation between the rms deviati-

on of r_ of the spatial cascade ionization distribution wi-

thin different depths is not considerable:-0,3,being inde-

pendent of the primary particle type and the depth f .A co-

rrelation between
r_ and _Iz is practically independent of

the primary particle type and Eo tends towards zero in the

region of depths up to ({_(go/jZ)+I)_o , then it gradually

grows to 0,4 in the deep depth region.Thus,in the wide ran-

ge of depths lateral smd longitudinal dimensions of the

EPC are independent.
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THE ELECTRONAGNETIC COMPONENT OF ALBEDO FROM
SUPERHIGH ENERGY CASCADES IN DENSE MEDIA ....

Golymskaya R.M., Hein L.A., Plyasheshnikov A.V., Vorobyev K.V.

Institute of NuclearPhysics, Moscow State University,
Moscow 119899, USSR ....

Albedo from cascades induced in iron byhigh-energy gam-
ma-quanta were Monte-Carlo simulated. Thereafter the albedo
electromagnetic component fromprQ_Dn'inducedcascades were
calculated analytically. The calculations showed that _ the
albedo electromagnetic componentlincreasesmore rapidly than
the nuclear-active component and will dominate at sufficient-
ly high energies.

I. Introduction. When a calorimetric installation is used
to detec_high energy particles esSential methodlCaldiffi-
culties are caused by albedo from absorber. Experlmentshows
that at energies of several TeV thenuclear-aCtive component
contributes the most into the albedo effect, and the depen-
dence of albedo onprimary energy is rather weak, i.e. loga-
rithmic. Calculations of the albedofrom electron-photon
cascades so far performed toenergies of 100 GeVshow that
the albedo electromagnetic component increases more rapidly,
according to a power law. It indicates that further rapid
increase being present, the electromagnetic component will
dominate and provide a rapid increase with energy of the
overall albedo flux.

A semi-analytical Monte-Carlomethod described in /I/
allowed calculations of albedO from the electronTphoton
showers to highest energies of interest now, In/2/, the re-
sults for lead have been reported. Wepresent here the re-
sults on t_e albedo from iron. The results obtained were
used to calculate the electromagnetic component of albedo
froma primary proton-induced caScade. Since, according to
the calculations, the albedo electron flux is 2-3orders _
less%hanthe gamma-quantum flux, results on the gamma-quan T
rum albedo only are presented. ....

2. Results for primary Eamma-quantum. Fig.1 shows the @nergy
dep_hdence of the albedo gamma-quantum flux for three angles
of incidence of a primary gamma-quantum, One can see that
this dependence is, with a high accuracy, a pure power law

• Fig.2 presents the albedo gamma-quantum fluxversus cas-
cede production depth. The results are for twoprimary ener-
gies and two incidences(producti?n depth is measured along
the normal to the entrance plane). It can be noted that i)
the exponent N_(t)_ e-_t provides a good description; ii)
the rate 6f albedo attenuation somewhat increases wlth

energy, e.g.j u (3 GeV)=.92, /_(I03 GeV)=.71, ....
iii) the results for various incidence angles demon_ra_ea
very high similarity. In Fig.3 the dependence of the mean
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energy of albedogamma-quamtaontheprimarygamma-quant_un
energy is shown for three inctdenceaz_Ies. The-mean energy
can be seen to somewhat increasewith_p_imaryenergy.

InPig,4, the ener_Spec_rum of' albedogamma-quanta_is
presented for a primry energyof 103 GeVand-an0rmal inCi-
dence. Itcanbe noted that about90%of the photons are
confined within the energy interval tolMeV,

Fig.5 showstherme radius versus primaryenergy, We pre -
sent the results for a normal inCidenceand-two production
depths t=O and t=2, Withan increase of priory energy the
area of albedo emissionfirstapparentlybr0adens, but at
higher energies one could supposesOme narroWing. In Pig.6,
the albedo gamma-quanta radial distribution is shown for
energy 3 GeV and anormal incidence. .............

The angular distributlonof albedo ganmm-quanta is prac-
tically izotropic in the an_lar range from30o t0 70@, the
meancoslne being equal to_=.7 and independent of both
energy and shower incidence angle, ....
3, Discussionofresu!tsforprimarY ga_-qugntum. We make
here an attempt to obtain the general features of the albedo
behaviour by constructing a rather simple modelof its pro-
duotion and applying the results of cascade theury. It proV-
ed to be feasible to deduce a simple formula which represents
a good reflection of the dependence of albedo on energy and

incidence angle _,C_,ti__C_S_-_t./._AC. 0 ....
where _ Is the critical energy,'_i(s) being the known cas-
cade theory function, and s is found from the equation

This formula canbethoUghtto be approximating over E,
t, and oose, i.e. the Values of N andj_ being once taken
from calculations for one energy, the albedo values can be
found for all energiesand incidenceg. The agreement with

calculations is demonstrated b_the follow_gcomparison: if
the value^of _ at E=3 GeV is taken, N _E. '°/Calculation_^
_ield E.4_/ is obtained6_or 8 normal incld@nce and N_E o_/calculated value is E 3/ forthe incidence angle _se=,6.
4. Prima roton. _he above discUSsed features of the beha-
viour O-falbedo---fromaprimarygamma-quant_unalloWed analyti-
cal going over to the albedo f_m a primary proton. The ex-

pression for the mean albedo value reads _

in the h,lA=h_+x _eaction, whereah;, hadro_ iseither nuc-
leon or _ion,_ibeing the nucleon o_3pionlnteraction
length. The abo?e expression showsthat the contribution of
the secondary interactions £sabout 25%, i.e. the albedo is
mainly determined by the flrstinteractioncharacteristics
and primary proton path, Only the variationof these charac-
terlsticsand _withenergyproVides a weakenergydepen _
dence of the expression in the figure brackets, i.e. theal -
bedo energy dependence maintains to be apower lawwith abo-
ut the same exponent S. _or %he inclusive distributions and .......
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interaction lengths corresponding to the modern accelerator
data the calculated values for the coefficient of transition

from a primary _amms-quantum to a proton/expression in the
figure brackets/ are the following

5.Conclusion. The gamma-quantum albedo indicates a rapid po-
wer law increase of N-~ES, where s _0°5_ to the highest
energies for which the calculation was performed. The mean

energy of albedo gamma-quant8 slightly _:v_eases with pri-mary energy, the lateral distribution becomes broader, and
the angular distribution maintains its shape, being close
to the izotropic one. We should notice finally_our simula-
tions do not incorporate the Landau-_Pomeranchuk effect. The
effect should reveal itself _n Pe at energies >10J*eV, i.e.
providing far deeper cascade development the albedo should
sharply decrease with energy (see /2/).
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INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS OF ELECTRON LATERAL DISTRIBUTION AND
THEIR FLUCTUATIONS IN ELECTRON-PHOTON CASCADES

Ivane_ko I.P., Kanevsky B.L., Kirillov A.A., Linde I.A.,
. Lyutov Yu.G.

Institufe of N_clear Physics, Moscow State University,
Moscow 119899, USSR

The paper presents Mo2_e-Carlo simulated lateral dis-
tribution functions for electrons of EPC developing in lead,
at superhigh energies (.I-I PeV) for depths t_O c.u.
A %=Ito c.u. The higher moment characteristics, i.e. varia-
tion, asymmetry, excess, are presented along with analyti-
cal solutions for the same characteristics at fixed obser-
vation level calculated to theory approximations A and B
by usingnumerical inversion of the Laplace transformation.
The conclusion is made of a complex, usually non-Gaussian
shape of the function of the particle number distribution
within a circle of given radius at fixed depth.

To analyse experimental data obtained by an X-ray
emulsion chamber technique, the detailed information on
mean EPC characteristics and their fluctuations in dense
media is necessary. Therefore, in the high energy region
The Landau-Pomeranchuk effect should be regarded, in the
low energy region ionization losses and the Compton effect
should be all_wed for, and it is necessary to describe ra-
ther correctly the scattering processes. The problem being
e_tremely complex requires the Nonte-Carlo method to be
used. For a simplified problem(one-dimensional theory ap-
proximations A and B, i.e. consideration of the number of
particles with energy higherthan the given energy), it is
possible now to analyse analytically the problem of the
distribution function for the particle number at fixed
depth using higher moments, unlike _o /I/, where only the
second moment has been used. This approach allows qualita-
tive comparison with the _onte-Carlo results and is of

interest in itself as.an approbation of the technique(e.g.
•when using the latter to analyse quark gluon cascades).

1. A cascade from a primary of energy Eo was Monte-
Carlo simulated up to energles about E=IO-2-10-3Eo, then
each branch of 130-150 branches of the cascade was ended
by statistically with a mean cascade from a previously
calculated data bank. In calculations the above mentioned
processes were regarded, and scattering at each segment
of the free path was considered in the Fermi approxima-
tion/2/. An estimate by the method of standards assuming
the initial dlstributionto be non-Gaussian/3_ showed
that, in the range (I/2v2)tma x, where tmax is the depth

of a mean shower maximum(tmax_2Oto), a statistics of _00
events yielded an error(standard) of the mean tobe 2 3%,
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of variation ^-I0%, of asymmetry 20-30%, and of excess
40-80%. Calculations were made on a net of 14 radii(_1-400

um) given uniformly in logarithm of spatial variable, (igr),

that made it feasible to plot.the _ifferen_al P(Eo,r,t) _lateral distribution function, the_particle number a% dis
tancer from the axis at depth t. The obtained differential
functions were integrated and approximated.

F igs.1 and 2 compares our calculations (see the solid
lines) with the experiment/4/ for the differential and in-
tegral distribution functions. _he; experlmen%al rea_Tts are
presented for front-side film of a type C-chambers woth
delution factor d=1.18 leading to a decrease of the particle
number in cascade with increasing depth.

Pig.3 shows the results for 8 values of primary _ .

The bundl_s of curves are parametrized by t_}e product EoR.
The point in ig.3 are for the results/5/. Ahis figure il-
lustrates violation of the core approximation of the Landau-
Pomeranchuk effect. The investigation of fluctuations of the
particle number within a circle of given R substantiates the

general picture of evolution of the density distribution
function/6/ at t _ 1/2 tmax and t _3/2 tmax, the distribu-
tions are narrow-peaked and skewed towards the small par-
ticle number (to the left), at I/2 tmax4t_3/2 tmax these
distributions shift to the right transforming through sym-
metric distributions into asymmetric ones wlth a flat maxi-
mum(or several maxima), Gaussian distributions in the region
of tmax are rather an exclusion than a rule. The results
under consideration give a considerable qualitative clarifi-
cation of the earlier data and allow investigation of the
dependence on R or, what is the same, on the efficient
value of threshold energy. Pigs.4-6 shows _'a& (8_,4)-_/m
_4fE_6 _ G"3 P_x(t _ 9 herein. -_ _/'[_%,_ _|_ " '

the _'a_ers ar_ for _ne_in TeV, _=14_ umra_ and radii in
urn(b). The influence of the Landau-Pomera_ effect can

be clearly seen in Fig.4 - the curve miniSkirT Eo 10 TeV
(see Fig.4a), degradlmg(see Pig.4b) with increasing R cor-
responds to a decrease of efficient threshold energy, i.e.
a weaker influence of the Landay-Pomeranehuk effect on a

" cascade •

2. To analyse analytically the set of equations for
higher moments of the function of distribution over the par-

. tiole number in approxlmation.A, it is written in the simi-
lar form as in /I/. The solutlon of this set of equations
can be o_tained to approximation A for homogeneous cross

sections and %_ moment using the Mellin transformation inenergy go/l/, or the first, second, third etc. moments of
the functions of distribution over the particle number in a
shower induced by a pr'imary electron the solutions can be
lepresented as follows /7/:

-L,o+'A - --
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-- - "_'_'_ _" S_S-_
(_,')_,,__etc._

_n the cascade theory approximation B similar formulae
for Nigher moments can be obtained. These integrals for a
moderate values _ f_ --1,2,3,4) can.be calculated using the
numerical Laplac_ inversion. These calculational re_Its _,re.
listed in Table I and show qualitative agreement with the
simulation results. Around the shower max_ we can per-

form the detailed analysis of higher moments and structure
of the distrlbution functlon.at Eo/E(E0/_) , Using the
saddle point method (S. _ -I) it can be shown that in the
reglon of shower maxim_"

,,- ,,,_=.=., .......
i.e. Var decreased slowly, asV_IE , with increasing ratio
Eo/E/8/. Asymmetry and excess increases •

_ .Ax,,.t_.f_IE"_ Ex~ _ _ E/E , •
Thxs behavxour of higher moments contradicts the assump-

tion of the Gaussian shape of the distribution functions for
the _artiole number.

The investigation showed that fluctuations of the dist-
ribution functions for the particle number Within a
circle of fixed radius and those of the funCtiOn of the num-
ber of particles with energy higher than the given energy
are of similar character, oscillations of higher moments
show evidence of a complex structure of the distribution
functions and indicate that Gaussian distribution is rather
an exclusion than a rule.
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Table 1

.....t _ Var 2' As _" _Vat2_ ' As i_. Var "2 As
, i _ i i m I , ,L, , . L : _ ...............

2 64.8 .25 _.0 30.1 .17 "-I.92 .1252 .25 .99
4 415 .14 .3 110.2 -.1t -.12 .13+4 .15 .52
6 982 .7-1 -.45 157.9 .48-1 -1.1 .45+4 .94-1 -.4-2
8 1333.31-I-.78 145 .33-I -1_.3 "'" --- -.2+1
10 1272.17-I-1.26 91.9 .76-I .76-I .12+5 .24-I -3.34
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Table1(continued)
i i ,, i i , |,,.i i . i _ i

t _ Vat2 As N Var2 As _" Vat2 As
i J i i i i i i L LL I.I , I I I II, , , I II,.,

14 600 .9-I .6 24.5 .49 1.75 .95+4 .15-1 .87
18 167 .43-I .91 4.44 2.29 4.99 .40+4 .10 1.77

i • i i . t ,. i i i , m,, ii i i
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ANALYTIC0-NUMERICAL METHODS OP CALCULATIONS OF ENERGY AND
THREE-DIMENSIONAL PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS IN ELECTRONAGNETIC

CASCADES ••

Ivanenko I.P., Kanevsky B.L., Roganova T.M., Sizov V.V.,
•Triphonova S .V. ............

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,
Moscow 119899, USSR

The paper reports on analytical and numerical •methods
of calculation of the energy and three'dimensional EPS
characteristics, The angUlar and lateral functions of elec-
trons in EPS have been obtained to the Landau and small _

angle .approximations A and B and compared with the earlier
data /1,2/. A numerical method of solution •of cascade equa-
tions for the EPS distribution function moments has been
constructed. _Considering the+equilibrium rms angle as an
example, we analyse errors appearing when approximating the
elementary process cross sections by their asymptotic ex-
pre ssions.

I.Au.alyt!cal method of solut.ion of a lateral _pr0.blem
for EPS_ In /3/, an analytical method _'osolve ajoint

equations for the electron LOP in EPS has been proposed.
The method allowed obtaining the accurate moments of LDP
and the function itself. The energy-integral LDP •being rep-
resented as the Mellin inverse transformation

>- 3t--+ _ - ',, ",_ ',,- X,,L,:._+,: (I)N(B°, _-,+,5")=+-_;-5.+t+IE.+l_3+ +,l_+')_ _,.,,(..':-+,s) ,
where_:3m/m+ the structure function can be presented as the
infinite power series +,

_._Cs,,_').=p,.,_,,.(p_+,)_p(,,,,).._(pC,..>_ p(o)+,,, , (2)is written in the form of a linear combination of the

Meier G-functions z_ _o I aP(_)_(3-_.p+-"+>_c''-.':',: ° +)C+..,;
where s is the shower age parameter,.t_e fi_st!2_+2 lateral
moments of the function transform, N _n_, identically coin--
cide with exact function moments, .....

Proceeding from the properties of Meier G-functions,/_/;
one can determine the asymptotic behaviour of P.zat small
and large core distances

•v @0

t++..,,,__,+.... _ +2+._,.+_a+,,_2.-.+,.+_+; _-+'i +.+--(4)+++-oP,,_... +l+ +

2.Asymptotic method of Calculation of the EPSlateral-
_lar functions. The method proposed consists in reduc-
ingthe solution for angular and lateral functions to a
(3)-._typecontour integral based on the known asymptotics
of the solution and calculation of thelatter by a saddle-
point method. The angular and lateral parts of a cascade
equation solution in approximation A can be presented in
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form 121 eE "_PI

The asymptotics of angular and lateral functions(5) at p._
(z_) and t>>l reads, respectively

_(_,_O_.r(P+_)_(_) -_p , .'r_z_.C_,s)_r(sp_)a_6)'_. _ (6)
In the region Rep,O(z,O)the energy-integral angular and la-
teral distribution functions have the closed singularities
11p+1,lip+s/2 (7)
Patching of the two asymptotics for the angular and lateral
functions yields, respectively: -2_,

r6_/=? F('S)
The integral in (5) is then represented as a product of sln-
gularities by some function G(p,s) without singularities in
the region -s/2 _Rep-_.

The function G(p,s) is developed into Taylour series in
the vicinity of a poin_ Pc ._

c=.(_)= _(_,,,_s),,(,,.-,_,,)_ (_o?.,(p-_)_ _ _o)+... • (9)
and a _termwith the first derivative G(po) is requiredto be
zero, _rom this condition we find a point "Pc" and calculate
integrals (5):

p(:e:R,., °)
where

.= ' o ("e)

The expression for the angular part of the distribution fun-
ction at G =I coincides with the Beler_ky's function/I/. How-
ever, in the expression for _e6)in /I/8_/A at A_-X,(_).In the

dence o first momes_resentfcase'a_Cs)isndetermined from the condition of coinci-t of angular distribution function (9)
with a point. If the functions are normalized to the first
moment, an accuracy of the functions obtained from (9) is
considerably better, and in the core approximation region
(z,O) these functions practically coincide. At -s/2 _ p< 3
G_(p)~1, and the term with second derivative is negligible.

" • parameter _(_)for the lateral distribution function is de-
termined from a condition of coincidence of the second mo-
ments with a point and approximation function. In the into-

. ger points(p=n) the function G(n,s,t) is thought to be known,

Ince the lateral function moments in approximation A are
nown. n a wide range of the variable -s/2-po<3,@,(_}varies

pligehtlYte_dlad _e_ri_u__ho6n_(_u}Cac_ibe_lwe _t_d_bleN2 s__
ra's calculations /2/. W_thin 5"10%, even zero approximati-
on yields good results. The lateral-angular dlstribu_ions
can be similarly construSted in cascade theory approxima-
tion .151.

3. Numerical method of solution of cascade theory _roblems
for EPC. To solve analytically the cascade theory problems,
"simpl%fied expressions for elementary process cross secti-
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ons are used. The influence of these simplifications on the
results of calculations is conslderedforam "equilibrium"

rms angle. A numerical

,., ZA_'_A_ //"_% method of cascade equa-

APPROXIMATION 1/4 I tion solution has been
,_ /"%.I reported in /6/. ' For

'" %// t _h°wers induced _n lead
and air by a primary

,., electron, Pig.1 shows
_ the rms angles of elec-

,.0 irons, .....(see the dash-

/ ed curVes) devided by
/

/ / the Landau smalytical
// expressions /7/ for

these magaitudes( see/

/ their table below the• I'_, figure).'The top of
Fig.1 presents the va"

/ lues of _..Obtalned for

/ E, Mev scatterin_'deScribed in

(_/ the Landau apprOxima-'_ tion, in the s_andard

.... theory approximation A_(" . -_ and in approximatlonC

I o., I _ on loSses, realisticI_ _// \ allowing for _onizati-
k._ _AZz_Fzc expressions for brems-

o., _JcRIPTION strahlUng and pair pro-
. OF" _6ATT[RIN6 duction cross sections

z and theCompton__effect.
/_E o.s o., o., o.o5 o.o, The values of _-_:.rob-

I_/_ o., o., o._ o.o, o.o, rained to Approximation
Pig.1 .... O for air and lead con-

.... siderab_y differ from
those in Approximation A and from each other. At the bottom
of Fig.l, the curves Calculated to ApproximationA for scat-
taring described realistically are shown- the Thomas-Fermi
equation was taken to present atomic potential, a nucleus
being considered to be a uniformly charged sphere.iBy com-
paring these curves with curves (A)at Zhe figure top a
physical accuracy of the Landau approximation can be estl-
mated. On the whole, it can be stated that the differential
angular characteristics are sensitlvetothe details of a
description of elementaryinteractions in the energyrange,
where their cross section dlflers from the asymptotic
values.
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Table 1
The ratio of moments of exact _ud approximate function for
normalization to the first moment and at

s 0.6 ='1 ,s =2
1 1 0.82 1 0.87 1 0.95
2 0.90 0.60 0.92 0.67 0.96 0.83
3 0.82 0.41 0.87 0.48 0.90 0.60

Table 2
The EPS lateral function in cascade theory Approximation A.
Comparison with the Nish_ura-Kamata's Calculation /2/ for
the zero approximation, parameter O_t_Jbeing normalized to
the second moment

JL , , . i i l i ._, L .,,, t ,,,, ,, J , .J t

S_ 0 0.01 0.03 0.1 0.3 1.0 3.0
. ...... m. t ., J i

0.6 0,38 0.33 0.26 0.15 --- 0.04 0.00006
0.38 0.34 0.27 0.17 0.05 0.04 0.00009

I 1.12 0.91 0.71 0.4 --- 0.017 0.00050
1.01 0.91 0.70 0.38 0.15 0.0.19 0.00065

2 5 1.8 1.31 0.72 --- 0.038 0.0016
1.4 2:5 1.9 1.35 0.69 0.27 0.041 0.001.9

0.53 3.0 1.9 0.94 --- 0.060 0.0040
0.54 2.7 1.8 0.99 0.37 0.060 0.0037

tl L ,. i i J _ , J.L
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MULTIDIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF DATA OBTAINED IN EXPERIMENTS

WITH X-RAY EMULSION CHAMBERS AND EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS

A.A.CHILINGARYAN, S.KH.GALFAYAN, M.Z.ZAZYAN

Yerevan Physics Institute, Markarian st.2
375036, Yerevan, Armenia, USSR

A.M.DUNAEVSKII

Lebedev Physical Institute
Leninsky prospect 53, Moscow, USSR

1. Introduction

The traditional approach to the analysis of data available
from experiments with X-ray emulsion chambers consists in
considering one-dlmensional distributions or the dependences
of one experimentally observed value on the other.

Recently the analysis of two- and three-dimensional dis-
tributions /I/ as well as the presentation of averages of
two variables together with their errors led to the possibi-
lity of drawing a conclusion on the scaling violation in the
secondary particle fragmentation region at the energies

10_ eV and estimating the degree of its violation /2/.
Thus, the increase of simultaneously analyzed features

seems to be attractive, but it is apparent that the analysis
of three and more features is connected with the necessity
to have the quantitative measure of distinction of multidi-
mensional distributions presented by limited samples.

The other main problem of cosmic ray physics may be formu-
lated as the problem of determining the portion of experimen-
tal events belonging to one of described types. That is the
problem of determining the portion of photon-hadron (E - h )
families generated by various primary nuclei or the determi-
nation of the primary component chemical composition by the
EAS data.

In the present paper we shall show that the solution of
the above problems may be realized in the multidimensional

pace by the nonparametric statistic methods developed in
3,5/. Note that the use of these methods for processing the

experimental data from the cosmic ray physics installations
has demonstrated their advantage over the traditionally ap-
plied techiques /4,6,7/.

This is a methodical work, i.e. the experimental events are
replaced by the model ones. Thus we have an opportunity to
determine the limits of applicability of the methods suggest-
ed and to estimate the expected accuracies of determining the
desired physical values.

Among the models used, there is a pure-scaling one - M6,
the models with increasing cross section and scaling violation
in the pionization region , M4, Femin, Femax (the detailed
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description of the models m_y be fotmd in /8/)° Some models
are obviously nonrealistic (e.g. M6), but for the methodi-
cal purposes the use of the family banks corresponding to
these models is admissible.

2. The Distinction of Strong Interaction Models

The selection of the feature set optimal for the discri-
mination purposes is performed with account of the averages
differences and the correlation information° The feature
pairs with the statistically significant difference in cor-
relations are included in the set. Pinally each set is
characterized by the so-called Bayesian risk R - the pro-
bability to misclassify the models (or the model and expe-
rimental data) in classification procedure performed with
the optimal Bayesian decision rule (for details of the
method and used features see /9/).

The R 5 use in one-dimensional analysis leads t_ the same
conclusions as the standard statistical methods of two
samples averages difference significance calculation (T-test
and Wilcoxon test). The more is the difference, between R
and 0.5 (corresponding to the classes total overlapping) the
stronger is the difference between the distributions.

The Bayesian risk calculation method /10/ allows to ob-
tain unbiased effective estimates and to judge of the model
describing the experiment in the best way by the successive
comparison of the experimental and alterns_tive model train-
ing samples.

The estimation accuracy depends on the sizes of the used
training samples° Besides there is an interrelation between
the sample size and maximum dimensionality of the space
where one may realize the effective local reconstruction of
the probability multidimensional density_ As we see from
Table I, the samples limitation (100+400) leads to that the
addition of low-informative features may even deteriorate
the discrimination due to the scarcity of points in N-dimen-
sional feature space.

Table I. The comparison of the M4 and M6 models _by means of
-family various characteristics.

Combination Space dimen- R5
sionality

i o.3s+_o.3
R_, E-R_ 2 O.37Z0. 3

R_,Z'E_,_ _ 4 O.34Z0.3

'=' ... 0.40+0.3.... , ..... _
The comparison of the M4 and M6 models by means of vari-

ous feature combinations has shown that the addition of in-
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formation from the hadronic block or the shower installa-
tion to the _ -family information does not reduce the
classification errors. That is, in the problems related to
the study of strong interaction cross sections and scaling
violation in the pionization region it is enough to analyze
only the photon family characteristics.

3. Separation of Families from the Light and Heavy Nuclei.
Determination of the Portion of Families from Pe Nuclei.

Let us take as prototypes (training samples) the
samples containing the events from the light nuclei and,
respectively, the events from the banks Pemin and Femax.
Various combinations of both types from the events not in-
cluded in the training samples will be taken as the "ex-
perimental" one. Such a choice imitates the case of pre-
cise knowledge of the strong interaction model. The portion
of "iron" events in these samples is set to be PH = 0.05,
0.07, 0.1.

The estimate of the portion of families initiated by the
Pe nuclei will be obtained after the experimental data
classification and calculation of the probabilities to mis-
classify the events of both types.

-E_^ RH _H

RH = I-RH_L-Ru_H

where P_ is the portion of families referred to the "iron"
type, Pu-H and R_ L are the probabilities of the classi-
fication possible errors.

Table 2 shows that the reconstructed PH value is rather
close to the true one. Besides, it may be shown that the
classification allows one to enrich 5*7 times the selected
events with the families from the heavy nuclei, this pos-
sibly enabling one to study Fe - N 14 interaction at the
energies more than 10 16 eV.

Table 2. Reconstruction of the portion of families from the
Fe nuclei. The trainin_ and control samples are
taken from the banks M6 and _emin.

Installation _eatures _ P_ PH

-block _g_, R_,d_ 0.05 0.194 0.042+0.060
0.07 0.202 0.055_0.058
0.1 0.217 0.080_0.058

-block _E_,R_,&_,Eo 0.05 0.09 0.048+0.025
+ shower part 0.07 O.115 O.O74_O.O24

_ 0.1 0.138 0.098+_--0.023

_-_ -block R_ , _h, Rh 0.05 0.125 0.044+0.028
0.07 O.149 O.076_G. 026
0.1 0.171 0.099_0.025

,, ,
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However, if the strong interaction model is unknown
(this case was simulated by the use of "experimental" data
from the banks not coinciding with the prototypes), the
reconstruction is carried out with great errors. Therefore,
to treat the real experimental data one should use either
more realistic models or combinations of features weakly
dependent on the strong interaction model, but simulta-
neously highly sensitive to the primary nucleus type.

4. Conclusion

The use of nonparametric statistic methods allows one
to carry out the quantitative comparison of the model and
experimental data. The same methods enable one to select
the events initiated by the heavy nuclei and to determine
the portion of the corresponding events. For this purpose
it is necessary to have the banks of artificial events
describing the experiment sufficiently well. At present,
the model with the small scaling violation in the fragmen-
tation region /11/ is the closest to the experiments.
Therefore, the treatment of _ -families obtained in "Pa-
mir"experiment is being carried out at present with the
application of these models.
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A NEW METHOD OF DI_PFERENTIAL STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
OF _ -FAMILY BASIC PARAMETERS

L. G.MELKUMIAN, S.V. TER-ANTONIAN

Yerevan Physics Institute, Markarian st. 2
375036, Yerevan, Armenia, USSR

YU. A. SMORODIN

Lebedev Physics Institute, Leninsky Prospekt 53
117312 _oscow, USSR

ABSTRACT

The maximum likelihood method is used for the
first time to restore parameters of electron-
photon cascades registered on X-ray films.
The method allows to carry out a structural
analysis of the _-quanta family darkening
spots independent of the _-quanta overlapping
degree and to obtain maximtum admissible accu-
racies in estimating the energies of the _-
quanta composing a family. The parameter _sti-
marion accuracy weakly depends on the value of
the parameters themselves and exceeds by an
order the values obtained by integral methods.

In our previous papers /I ,2/ we have proposed for the
first time to use the maximum likelihood method for the
solution of the traditional inverse problem of X-ray emul-
sion experiments. The essence of the method consisted in
the reconstruction of source parameters (the energy E,
zenith and azimuth angles @ and _ , the spot center co-
ordinates X, Y) of the darkening spot on the X-ray emul-
sion film according to the matrix of darkening densities
{9_j _ measured by a densitometer in the cells (i,j )i :
= I, ...., _i , _= 1,.....N_ . The scanning cell dimen- .
sions _× , Ay and the number of cells a_ _j : N are
fixed. It has been shown in /I ,2/ that the maximum likeli-
hood meth qd gives consistent, efficient and nonshifted
estimates for the parameters E,@, _, X,_ in the wide range
of scanning cell dimensions _X : AY : IO,20...50_km. The
accuracy of parameter estimation slightly depends on the
value of the parameters themselves and exceeds by an order
the values obtained by the momenta method and by integral
methods.

The results of /I ,2/ are obtained for the darkening
spots caused by a single _-quantum (electron) with the
energy E in the range 2 . 100 TeV and zenith angle
in the interval I . 0.5.

In /3/ the results of solution of the inverse problem
for the general case - the number of the darkening spot
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sources (_-quanta) is greater than I with the strongly
marked structure of the spot overlapping, are given.

Remaining within the framework of notations accepted
in /I ,2/, one may present the likelihood function for the
realized density matrix {2_]_ at the unknown but fixed
vector of parameters _= r_(E1,..E_,Xl,..X_, Yl,..Y_. @ _ )in the form

_)({jokj}l_)=_ F_ -_e(h-{._/_) ', (1)

where _{] = _{_ _S= is the number of electrons in thecell (_, J _, _ AX" Ag is the cell area; Nk. N_ is the
corresponding number of scanning cells along the X and Y
axes, _e(_{3/ _) is the probabzl_ty of a_ electrons having
been registered in the cell ({, J ) at the given _ vector
of parameters; _ = I, if _ < m_i, ; g = O, if _m_n_-rt{_<_ ;

--I, if rt{_>_. The bot_ndary values of the electro_ _
number are defined by the operation properties of the film
and are chosen by us as in /I-3/ jo : _/ S = 0.5_km'%

- rt I S = 0.002_ km"_. The distribution function
J mltl -- a11_ l. .

_/_ zs assumed to be Polsson with the mean value a =
J_ _+ _ _ _ , where rtw is the number of _-quanta

(eI_ctrons), _m(E_.X_. g_, $, _) is the average number
of electrons in the cell ({, _ ) generated by the source
with the energy Em , whose trajectory crosses the film at
the point Xm, _m at the zenith and azimuth angles _ and
respectivelY; _, is the average number of "background"
electrons (_¢= _ /_ = O.O4_km ).

The determination of the _ vector components is per-
formed numerically by minimizing the likelihood function
negative logarithm:

The inverse problem may also be solved in the case
when the number of darkening spot sources _ is unknown.

. In this case one should minimize the functiohal

where _o and _' determine the boundaries of search for
the darkening source number.

The inverse problem was solved by the maximum likeli-

hood method basing on the density matrix [j3_]_o_f generatedby the _onte-Carlo method at the given vector parameters

jtl_ The average number of equivalent electrons in the}({._ ) was calculated according to the cascade theory
axial approximation. Fluctuations were assumed to be Pole-
son-distributed. The BES_-6 computer main memory allowed
one to analyze the rasters with the cell number N_ N_ _7000
and the summary number of unknown parameters 3(_+ _ I)_ 99.

Consider the possibilities of the elaborate8 method at
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I) _ = I, 2) _ = 2, that is of interest for calibrating
the emulsion technique on _o__ 2_ decays; 3) _w _ 2 for
processing _ -families; 4) _ = ?, i.e. when the number of
the darkening spot sources is _he component of parameter
vector and is unknown.

1. _ = 1
The simulated rasters parameter reconstruction was

carried out for discrete series of _ -quanta energy (Eo =
= 2,5,10,20,50,100 TeV) A_ = AS = 10,20_km cell dimen-
sions and various thicknesses of absorbers (d).

The relative accuracy of estimates of E@, _ made a
few per cent. The accuracy of the definition of the spot
center coordinates is 2-5_km.

2. _ = 2

For the darkening spot pair the calculations were per-formed at various energies E_ = 2 Ea(2,4,5,10,20 TeV)
and distances between the spot centers _ = (0.1+100_km)
at the scanning step of I0,20,50_km.

The results may be formulated as follows:
a) the accuracy of determining the zenith G and azimuth
angles differs insignificantly from the single spot results
and makes _cose _ 5 . 7 %;
b) the accuracy of determining the spot center coordinates

is _, _ 6u _ A X/2 , thedistances between centers areg_AX

c) the accuracy of determining the energy for the overlap-
ping spots is not worse than 10% at the summary energy re-
construction accuracy of 5-7%.

3. _ > 2
For the overlapping families of N -q_anta the inverse

problem was solved for the energies distributed uniformly
in the 2-20 TeV interval. The number of _ -quanta was
varied in the region 2-20 over the area 0.25 mm .

The accuracies of determining the parameter vector

components at 3 _ _ _ 10 were independent of the &_ number
and on the average equalled the corresponding values at

_ = 2.
The accuracy of determining the zenith angle cosine

made 4 + 5 % and also was independent of _ .

4. _ = ?
The _ value varied in the interval I + 5 due to the

complexity bf solving the problem at the unknown number of
the darkening spot sources.

No noticeable variation of the estimation accuracy was
observed. Note also that at the known values of _ _ 10
the efficiency of solving the inverse problem equalled
90 . 100 T_ At the unknown _ the efficiency decreased
to 80%, and the computer counting time grew 5 - 7 times.
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LPM EFFECT AND PRIMARY ENERGY ESTIMATIONS

M.F. Bourdeau and J.N. Capdevielle

Laboratoire de Physique Th_orique, Universit_ de Bordeaux I

Rue du Solarium, 33170 GRADIGNAN, FRANCE

1. Introduction

The distorsion of the electron cascade development under LPM

effects is now currently admitted (I, 2, 3) ; it consists in an

increase of depths of showers origin, of shower maximum T _ a
max

decrease of the number of particles at maximum N and results inm x
a flattening and a widening of the cascade transl@mon curve. Con-

nected with the influence of multiple Coulomb scattering on basic

electromagnetic processes (bremstrahlung, pair production), this

effects appears at high energy with a threshold dependent on t_e
density of the medium (more than I0 TeV for lead_ more than iOv TeV

in air).

We examine here, consequently, the electromagnetic components

of hadron induced showers in lead and EAS in air, calculated for

the same hadronic cascades in the different alterlative, including
or not LPM effect.

2. AnalTtical representation of cascade curve
We have used in lead our Monte-Carlo data (I) to estimate from

numerical values of _]-induced showers the different moments at

fixed primary photon energy E
O

Pn(Eo) = (tnNe(Eo,t) dt

T_e longitudinal spread r and the integral track length S have
O

therefore been obtained from the relations between appropriate
moments

P2(Eo) - [pa(Eol]2/po(E)
[r(Eo)]2 =

Po(E) to
and

S (E) = _ T(E )N (E) = _ P(Eo,t) dto o o max o
0

We found convenient to describe the data including LPM effect

by the following formula (replacing Greisen's formula when

Eo> I TeV in lead) :(X2Bo_ 23-INe(Eo,t) = 15.311+ EO'9773o exp _- (t-To)2/2T 2]

with T T LPM LPM= , T = T and B = Ln (E /IO 3) _ where

o max o(a I o.ooolt_77, 4.64)
T LPM 4.98 + Ln E + _I [Ln Eo 1max o

and LPM _2 E _ (Ol 2 O.008_46 *" _2 2.7936),/- = 3.78(I + 0t2B ° ) o = ' =

This formula is inserted in our Monte-Carlo programm of hadronic
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cascade for all _ rays of different energy emitted at different

depth.

Similar procedure has been adopted for air, from Monte-Carlo

data (2) leading to the formula for E _ 10 5 TeV
o 2

N (E ,t) = 0.00825 E (I00.-0.88B -1.62B ) exp [-(t-T 12/272 ]
e o p o o o

where Bo = Ln (Eo/108) , To = 1.363Bo + 21.09

I0
T = 5.2 if E _ 10 GeV

o

T = 5.2 - 0.426 Ln (E /I0 I0) if E > I010 GeV
o o

(E in GeV, t in c.u.). This formula is also inserted in our hydrid
o

Monte-Carlo-analytic simulation in air in place of Greisen's

formula.

3.Simulation in lead calorimeters

The model used for production of secondary hadrons is SBM

extended in lead following HE 4.1-9 with < V > = 3.2. The energy

lost in disintegration of the struck nucleus is E_(MeV_ _124 N,,+30,
the number of tracks N,. being obtained from:N,, = _.46EU'3)AO'19n(4).

The Monte Carlo procedure gives the quantitie_ E. ,E , E at

different depth of_a calorimeter 1000 9/cm -2 dee_°_ui_t w_ lead

plates of 50 g.cm -_.

Etch = (NI + N2 + 0.75 N 3) 32 X 7.4 (MeV)

(N I = _(N(IOO+N(200)) , N 2 = ([N(300)+N(400)]/2)...)

is the energy lost by secondary particles and _ initiated cascades,

E D is the total energy spent by disintegration, E . is the energy
leaking out the considered slide (or the bottom o_U_he calorimeter)

estimated as the sum of the individual energies of outgoing hadron_

The behaviour of those quantities with depth are given in fiN. I

for incoming protons of 105 GeV. E. is given with and without LP_

It can be ascertained that for sho_ncalorimeters (_ 3_)E is
lo

1.6 times lower at I06 GeV when LPM is taken into account an_ a

systematic underestimation_ rising with energy, occurs when the

primary E is estimated from E. without consideration of LPM. A
o on

first approach of the amended _rxgorov spectrum is shown in

fig. 2. Similar consequences will also be detailed for emulsion

chamber data.

$. EAS with LPM

EAS induced by proton have been simulated between 109-10 lI GeV_

" for scaling model (5) and CKP model. For Ist model according to the

small number of more energetic secondaries sec°ndarieSoanl importantl
distorsion occurs in cascade curve (fig. 3 - _) at I0 and lO 1

GeV. The discrepancy is not visible at 109 GeV. For CKP model, LPM

can be neglected even at I0 I0 GeV. If we postulate, following (61

the validity of scaling at such energies, the primary energy near

I011GeV estimated from the Fly's eye could be underestimated by
30% without LPM correction.

5. Conclusion

LPM effect implies higher intensities near 106 GeV, estimated

from direct measurements. The tendancy of fig. 2 where Grigorov
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amended spectrum is nearer of EAS data (7) could be stronger, if we

consider in nuclear model the decrease of inelasticity with primary

energy (HE 4.1-9_I0). In atmosphere_ it's difficult to know at

present if scaling model is valid at so high energy, but we have

considered here at least_ the extremal distorsion due to LPM.
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EXPERIMENTAL BASIS FOR THE MODELS OP CASCADE PROPAGATION IN
ATMO SPHERE

Strugalski Z.

Institute of Physics of the Warsaw Technical University
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00-662 Warsaw, Poland
and

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, High Energy7 Labor
Dubna, USSR

ABSTRACT

The picture of the hadron-nucleus collision pro-
cess is presented as emerged on the basis of new
ly obtained experimental data. The picture is ap
plicable for models of cascade propagation in
Earth atmosphere.

1. Introduction

Results from studies of cascades ond of their propaga-
tion in the Earth atmosphere form a basis for our knowledge
about ultra-high energy cosmic ray particles; these results
are fundamental for the cosmic ray astrophysics as well.
But, the knowledge about the cascade propagation in a medi-
um rests on the information about the hadron-nucleon, had -
ron-nucleus, and nucleus-nucleus collision processes first
of all.

Now, various models of the hadron-nucleon and hadron -
nucleus collision processes, and of the particle-producing
reactions in them, are in use, based on different almost ar
bitrarily introduced physical processes assumed. The assump
tions do not correspond in many cases to the reality -
they are inadequate. The question: "Is an assumption adequ-
ate or not ?" should find its answer primarily in experimen
ts.

We have _tudied experimentally the hadron-nucleus col-
lisions at the conditions when the reaction outcome was al-
most totally identified, Strugalski Z. et al. (1981 a, b;
1982 a - c; 1983 a -e); experimental data have been obtai -
ned as well on the hadron-nucleon collision processes in
their initial stages - before decays of produced resonances,
using massive target nuclei as detectors, Strugalski Z.
(1981 a,b; 1982; 1984 a-d; 1985). The results are crucial
for any model of the hadron-nucleon, hadron-nucleus, and
nucleus-nucleus collisions and, therefore, for a more adequ
ate model of the cascade propagation in media - in the Ear-
th atmosphere in particular.
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2. Experimental procedure

In experiments, the 26 and 180 litre xenon bubble cham
bers, Kanarek T. et al. (1959), Kuznetsov E. V. et al.
(1970), were used. The smaller chamber was exposed to beams
of pions with 2.34, 5, and 9 GeV/c momentum from the synch-
rophasotron of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in
Dubna; the bigger chamber was exposed to pion beam at 3.5
GeV/c momentum from the accelerator of the Institute of Ex-
perimental and Theoretical Physics in Moscow.

General experimental information about the pion-xenon
nucleus collisions is contained in series of Communications
of the JINR: Strugalski Z. et al. (1981, 1982, 1983, 1984,
1985). Additional appropriate information has been found in
various emulsion works: Andersson B. etal. (1978), Babecki
J. and Nowak G. (1978), Bannik B.P. et al. (1980), Gurtu A.
et al. (1979), Meyer H. et el. (1963), Otterlund I. et al.
(1978), Tsai-Ch_ et al. (1977), Winzeler H. (1965); the ac-
celerator data there are at energies up to about 400 GeV in
the lab, the cosmic ray data are up to a few thousands GeV.

_. Results

Pour main phenomena are usually observed, when hadrons
collide with atomic nuclei: a) The emission of nucleons wi-
th energies from about 20 up to about 400 MeV; b) The produ
ction of particles; c) The evaporation of target fragments;
d) The fission of residual target nucleus.

_.I. Nucleo _ Emission. Any hadron with kinetic energy
higher than the pion production threshold may pass through
some layer of nuclear matter before to come into particle -
producing reaction in it; there are events in which incide-
nt hadrons with energies of a few GeV traverse nuclei or a-
re stopped in them without causing particle production. In
any case, are the particles produced or not, any hadron cau
ses emission of nucleons in passing through atomic nucleus.

The number n_Tof the emitted nucleons equals2the number of
nucleons contained within the volume v = X DoA centered

" on the hadron path k in nuclear matter, where Do is the di
ameter of the nucleon. The particle production process does
not effect an influence on the nucleon emission.

. Any hadron loses its kinetic energy monotonically alo-
ng its path in nuclear matter, by nucleon emission. Energy
spectra and angular distributions of emitted nucleons are
practically the same in pion-xenon nucleus collisions with
and without particle production; they do not depend neither
on the multiplicity of emitted protons nor on the multipli
city of produced pions. The spectra and distributions are
the same for pion-xenon collisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum
and for the proton-nucleus collisions in emulsions at 400
GeV/c.

3.2. Particle Production. Particles are produced via
intermediate Objects, we have called them "generons", crea
ted firstly in 2 ---*2 type endoergic reactions and decay-
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ing after the lifetimes 35 _10 -22 s into particles and re-
sonances. Generons behave themselves in passage through nuc
lear matter as usual hadrons do it - in particular, they
can produce new generons in colliding with the downstream
nucleons. A quasilinear cascade of generons may develop in
nuclear matter, therefore. This way, the outcomes in hadron
-nucleus collisions at an energy E are the compositions
of m outcomes in hadron-nucleon collisions at energies
in average E/m, where m is the number of particle-produ-
cing collisions of the incident hadron.

The nucleon emission process does not depend on the
particle production process. The region of the particle pro
duction process in the target nucleus is not larger than
the region of the nucleon emission, therefore; it is rather
almost linear and situated collinearly with the incident
hadron course in predominant number of collisions.

3.3. Evaporation of Target Fragments. Relation between
the multiplicity of the emitted protons and the mean multi-
plicity of the charged fragments in collisions with a given
proton multiplicity allows to determine the size and locali
zation of the fragment evaporation region, Strugalski Z.
(1984). Nuclear fragments are evaporated from the surface
of the damaged part of the target nucleus; the damage is
due to the nucleon emission process accompanying the passa
ge of any hadron through nuclear matter.

3.4. Fission of the Residual Target Nucleus. In any had
ron-nucleus col]ision the target nucleus is"damaged, and re
latively large part of it is removed, as it may be conclu -
ded from experimental results on the nucleon emission and
target fragment evaporation. Obviously, such damaged nucle-
us is instable and it must decay into stable smaller nuclei
in the final state.

more information about the experimental picture of the
hadron-nucleus and hadron-nucleon collision processes can

be found in series of works: Strugalski Z. (1982, 1984,1985_
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RELATION BETWEEN GAMMA-RAY FAMILY AND EAS CORE
- MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION OF EAS CORE -

Tomotake YANAGITA

Takakura-cho 5-4-301, Nishinomiya, 662 JAPAN

ABSTRACT

Preliminary results of Monte-Carlo simulation
on EAS( Ne=10 _) core is reported. As the

first collision at the top of atmosphere, high
multiplicity (high rapidity density) and large

Pt (I.5GeV average) model is assumed. The most
of the simulated cores show complicated structur.

I. Introduction. Several simulation studies on the EAS

core structure were performed previously(Ref.l). Although
various models or assumptions (fire ball, CKP, heavy primary
or energy dependent Pt etc.) were tested in these works, the

prominent frequency of the multi- or complicated core
structure has not been simulated.

Recently, in the direct and pseudo-direct observation of
nuclear interaction by EC ( JACEE and CONCORDE, Ref.2, 3),

very high multiplicity (high rapidity density) and
comparatively large transverse momenta events were detected.

The feature of these events gives us a motive for another
EAS core simulation. We performed the core simulation

taking these interaction feature in the simple model.

2. Simulation. The final output of the simulation

calculation is the electron density map. We postulate 16"10
of packed array consist of 50*50 cm 2 density detectors, then

area is 40 m 2 which is similar to the Norikura Spark Chamber
Array(Ref.4).

The first collision depth (hereafter it is abreviated as
Zo) is not sampled randomly, but is fixed to 10, 50 and 100

g/cm 2. The nuclear cascade is traced to observation

depth(750g/cm 2) and the gamma-rays produced through neutral
pion decay are filed (x,y,z-coordinate, directional cosine

and the energy). From the gamma-ray file the core density
map is generated superposing each electromagnetic cascade.
As the electron lateral distribution function of the

electromagnetic cascade, the NKG-formula is used.

• Tracing the nuclear cascade, only the forward region in
the rapidity space is concerned but the central and backward
regions are neglected in each interaction.
Model and Postulate for the first interaction :

survival particles are not in concern

total energy of produced particles is fixed to 600TeV.
multiplicity of charged hadrons is fixed to 20.

multiplicity of neutral pion is fixed to I0.

productiOn energy spectrum is exponential type.
transverse momentum distribution is exp(-Pt/Po),

Po = 1.5 GeV/c
Other Interaction :

collision mean free path is 90 g/cm 2.



- .  
Fig.1-a,b,c,d. Core density maps f o r  zo=log/cm2. One of the most simple I (a) (b) 
example i s  i n  (a) .  Typical complicated examples are i n  (b) , (c) and (d) . &)~<d) -_ _ . 



F i g .  1-e, f . Core density maps for ~ 0 = 5 0 ~ / c m ~ .  
Fig. 1-g,h. Core density maps for ~ 0 = 1 0 0 ~ / c r n ~ .  
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inelasticity is uniform distribution of 0-i.

multiplicity is fixed to 9 and 1/3 of these are pi-zero.
production energy spectrum is exponential type.
transverse momentum distribution is exp(-Pt/Pm),

Pm = 0.4 GeV/c.

Decay of hadrons were not concerned except neutral pion.
Atmosphere is isothermal and the scale height is 7.0 km.

3. Results. In the case of Zo=10g/cm 2, almost 50 percent
of the cores have multi- and/or complicated structure. On

the other hand, scarce cores (10 or less percents) have
complicated structure, when Zo=50 and 100g/cm z.

In Fig.l, typical examples of the core map are presented.
The contour lines in the maps are drawn at the densities of

(average density of the 16"10 detectors)*2 n, where n=0, I,
and so on. Small sub-peaks are marked by the broken line.

Even in the most simple structured cores, we can find some

small scale sub-peaks in the case of Zo=10g/cm 2. There is
no examples having well separated multi-core, when Zo=50 and
100g/cm z .

4. Discussion and Concluding Remarks. Multi-cored EAS was
observed at the prominent rate at a mountain altitude

(Ref.4). And, the baloon and airplane born EC detected

gamma-ray families with large multiplicity, high rapidity
density and large transverse momentum. And in the JACEE
events the projectiles are identified to He and heavier
nuclei.

Our simulation results indicate that these phenomena are
closely connected. It can be said that the interaction
feature like the gamma-ray families mentiond above and the

sufficiently high first interaction point can produce multi-

cored EAS at the prominent rate, but steep and simple
structured cores scarcely.
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COMPARISON OF BIG EVENT WITH CALCULATIONS
OF THE AIR SHOWER DEVELOPMENT

Niwa,M., Misaki,A. and Matano,T.

Department of Physics, Saitama University,
338 Urawa, Japan

Honda,K., Tsushima,I., Kawasumi,N. and Hashimoto,K.
Department of Physics, Yamanashi University,
400 Kofu, Japan

ABSTRACT

We calculate high energy hadrons and electron-photons
in air showers at various stages of developments.

We use the numerical calculation for solving the
diffusion equation for nuclear cascade following Dedenko and

the analytical calculation for cascade shower induced gamma

rays. From these calculation, we can get the longitudinal
development of high energy hadron and electron-photon compo-

nent, and energy spectra of these components at verious depth

of air shower development. The total number of hadron(NH) and
electron-photon component(N_) are related according to stages
of air shower development and primary energy as shown in
Fig.1. From such a figure, we can understand the relation
between both components. We can show the relation of the

total energy of hadron and electron-photon component above

the threshold energy as Fig.2. The energy balance between

both components is also useful parameter to study high energy
events accompanying air showers. The relation of NM and

fractional hadronic energy( XE_/( _E_+ _)) is calculated

like Fig.3. This relation is helpful to understand the stage
of air shower development(t) and primary energy(EF).

These calculations has been done and compared with
experimental results,especially Bigevent.

I !

' ' ' I tl t2 t3 x_t2I • " " I tT
* ip jJJ .

*"__ __ _

• ... " "" tk .j,'/

_ i I I i .I I,

LOGNy LOG[ Ey 0 O.S 1.0
FRACTIONALHADRONICENERGY

Fig.1 Fig.2
Fig.3
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THE LATERAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF 0_RGED PARTICLES OF ENERGY

GREATER TH_d_ 0.3"'iEcrit._ IN _LECTRON-PHOTON CA S0#_DES
IN LE_AD AND AIR

__;_WaslIew skix ,E .Kry_ xx
X • _ u

v Institute of Nuclear StBdles,&odz,Poland
"_University of _ddz,PhyS_Department, _,dd_,Poland

In the recent investigations, both theoretical and ex-
perimental, the disagreement between cascade theory and
experimental data is pointed out'__ In the present paper
the radial distributions obtained from the Monte-Carlo
simulations are compared _ith the well known results of
the analytical theory for all particles in cascades_ _
In the paper the data on mean radius of the eRectron
lateral distribution i= air are compare@ _ith thOBe in
lead

_Lateral development of the_electroma__et_ic__c_as_ca_de_s_

In order to study the three dimensional behaviour of eleu-
tromagnetlc cascades, our simulation was made for the c asca-
.des _nitlated at the top of _atmosphere and at a depth of 712
g/cm L for different energies_It shows, tnat the lateral dis-
tributions of particles are narrower than the NKG distribu-
tions with an age parameter describing the longitudinal de-
velopment of the cascades /6,7/. _,_!ealso found that the ini-
tiating point of the cascade development has an effect on the
width of the electron lateral distributionA It appeared that
the width of the distribution is determined by the density
of the atmosphere at so-called effective height above the
considered level and this gives the possibility of removing
the differencies in the shape of distributions for different
starting points of the cascades; _ The effective height was
estimated as equal to 2 cascade units, The investigation of
the effect of primary particle energy on the width of the
electron lateral distribution shows that the mean distance
of particles from the cascade axis corrected for the density
effect increases with primary particle energy_ _Basing on our
simulations we have approximated _he electron lateral dis-

'_.Zribu_ion by a simple formula:

(x) x.,
where: x=r/ro ; ,1 = x._(t-2)/(m._t)) ; m=O_8--O;_:2.s

r- _he distance from the cascade axis: ;

ra- the Molier unit ; G - the normalization param_,
_(t#,_(t-2)-whe density of air _'or the observation
level, the density 2 c.u.above the observation level

3t . .. 3(t-2)
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From that formula we derived the value of so-called the lo-
cal age parameter for different distances from the cascade

axis; The local age parameter is defined as the age parame-
ter obtained from the NKG formulae on the basis of particle
density at two distances from the axis; The res_.lt is shown

Fig_il The valu.e of the local age

15 parameter as a function of distan-

ce X from the Cascade: axis : solid

line- our approximation , broken
_ li_e - the age parameter describing

the longitudinal development, The
ratio of electron densities at di-

05 stances form the axis X__I and Xi
where Xi=X , Ig Xi.I/_X_ was
taken_:

0 - = =

in Fig;'1 '_':.This analysis shows, that the local age parameter
changes form a value clearly greater than the NEG age pa-
rameter at small distancesto significantly lower one at di-
stances, greater than the 0:_.IMolier unit. It means that the
method of describing the latersl distributions of eleetrons
by the NKG function with one parameter' can lead to diffe-
rent results depending on,._he distances at which this para-
meter is estimated ;

T_..._c om_p___aris_.o__..of s_imu_lation of,_the_eleotro ma_netlc_ casc_-
de_swlth the: other results

In this part we compare our _ approximatio_ with those pro-.

posed by. N_shimura-Kamata/I/,.Greise_/2/, Hill.as/4/ and U-
chaikln7 5/__

The comparison of the mean; distances of particles frGm _he
cascade axis obtained from our results with the Hillas ones
is shown in Fig;'_2a,Oom_arison of _he analytical results

t5 ..... .,Jk. e,._o6,v Ii 451 ----HK /_.l_. e..fool,,v // , .... _dmjkJ. /

/,.']'/'/./"1/ / /

j

! / ;.
/,.J 4.0, /4

Z..:- / ' '
• "/ "// I

!.;. / ." ,/
.,: ..: 0.5' /; ./

"<;,,':_" ,_/- ..,..-"

0 ,-- ., i .... ." •

Fig_2 The mean distances of electrons from _he .cascade
axis as a function, of age parameter s ;
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for the same stage of the cascade development /NKG,NK and U-
chaikln formulae / is shown in ..ige2b. Thus it is seen that
reconstruction of such parameters as age parameter and num-
ber of particles on the basis of the proposed lateral dis-
tributions cannot ,give the same results&
The comparison of the relative numbers of particles a%

small distances from the cascades axls for two different
stages of the cascade development with the Hillas, NKG, NK
and Uchalkin formulae is shown in ?ig.3

N _'1 _>'._-_" S t.4 1/.
.... Ua,=jkm /._'" -- -- Hall=, •/J../'"

.,_id;" ,""

....
/ UI
,,, ;

#0_ t0"_ X _0-2 "10"_" X

Flgi'3The relative numbers ,of electrons as a function el X

The present situation is such that near, the axis the evi-
dent dlfferencies between the curves existi These deviations
have significaut, consequancies for the experimental investi-
gations; For instance, _hat flat distributions of electrons
at small distances from the axis would lead to underestima-
tion. of the energy in subcores in EAS;

_Theco_m_arison of sim_ula_t_o_n_o,__the9/Lec_t_o_ma_g_eJi___%_aad_
with va__Lo_s__mer_K _h_e_l_ I_ di_ffe2_n_%ab__be_"

in.simulations of the electromagnetic cascades the lateral.
distributions _p_ereobtained for various energy thresholds;
The comparls_n of the mean^distances of particles with thre_ '.'
hold 30 mec_ and 60 meCZ in cascade: initiated by primary
photon of energy 50 GeV. in air as a function of age parame-
ter is shown in Fig;'4.In lead; the mean distances of" par-
tl.cleswith the similar val.u_ of ratio Ethr/Ecrlt is also
shown./E_hr=4 mec2/i_i_ 211._.;;for cascades initiated by prl-
mary pho tons of energy _i !eV /for chis energy _he LPM ef-
fect does not play any role/.'The mean distances of particles
are compared in Mclier unitsl_It can be seen _hat _here is a
good agreement between the values of meas distances of par-
ticles obtained from the simulation in very differing absor-
bers - lead and airo_It is demonstrated _hat _he mean radii
of _he lateral distributions i_ lead can be obtained from
•hose in air, if _e same ratio of _he threshold energy to
the o_itical energy is taken__
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Fig.4 The me@n distances2of electrons wi_h2_hreshold
30 m_c _ and 60 m^c in air and 4 m^c in lead

for _ascades initiated by primary_hotons of
energy 50 t_eV at the depth 712 g/cm in air
and 10 GeV in lead,

Conclusions

The method applied in EA_; research for estimation of p/a
rameters / i.e. age parameter and a number of particles / is
based on assumption that Who lateral distribuwions of par-
•icles in air showers are of the same type as in _he electro
magnetic cascades. The lateral distributions are always re-
constructed by fitting _he NKG function to the experimental-
ly measured densities of particles at several distances from
who shower axis. The signalized ineoherences in E_[Sresearch
/ 8 / i.e. chan_e of _he age parameter _,rithdistances can be
xplained as a results of applyin_ _ne incorrect formula
NK_ ones /. Tl_is effect may be still bettor visible for

higher energy _hreshold of secondary particles.

The formula proposed by us though not so easy for direc_
use in EAS research explain the discrepancies between expe -
rimental data and NE_ formula, for instance the change of
age parameter with distance.

The present results ShO_ey_hat the applied Monte - Carlo
method for significantly different absorbers seems to be
good.
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RESULT OF MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION OF _ECTRON-PHOTON
CASCADES IN LEAD AND LAYERS OF LE_D-SCINTILLATOR

A. Wasilewski x, E.Kry_ xx
XInstitute of Nuclear Studies,_;6d_,Poland

• , i p

XXuniversity of _ 'odz, Phys. Department, &odz, Poland

Results of Monte-Carlo simulation of electromagnetic cas-
cade development in lead and lead-scintillator sandwiches
are analysed, _ It is demonstrated, that the structure fun-
ction for "core approximation" is not applicable in the
case in which the primary energy is higher than 100 UeV;
The simulation data has shown that introduced Inhomogene-
ous structure of chamber gives subsequent reduction of
secondary particle s&

Introduction

In this paper we present results of detailed simulations ,
including the LPM effect, of electromagnetic cascades in lead
and lead-sclntillator sandwiches which are often used in emul-
sion chamber experiments; The following processes were taken
into account in calculations: pair production, bremstrahlung
including LPM effect with energy dependent cross - sections
/Fig, I/, ionisations less, Compton effect, single and multiple
Coulomb scattering, the electron and positron inelastic scat-
tering, photoelectric effect, annihilation of the positron,

_'2t_GeV V'klb I Fig;1.a The product of diffe-

ag__::__)i rential cross-section of brem-

46 strahlung and v, where v=E/E o ,

__a_ °: l _1 b The differential cross-see-) tion of pair production, where
o m_., .6 .sv o .z ._ .6 .8_ u= E/Eo;

The simulations were performed:
- in lead, for primary photons of energy 100 GeV, 10 TeV and

100 TeV and for primary electrons of energy 100 GeV,
- in sandwiches of lead and scintillator: for primary elec-

trons of energy 100 GeV /Tab. 1,No.I/, . primary photons of
energy 10 TeV and 100 TeV /Tab;1,No,2/, _

absorber Pb Sc Pb Sc Pb So Pb Sc Pb Pb

thickness of I I ;5 &5 ,5 .5 ,5 &5 ,5 .5 ;5
aborb, /cm/ 2 4 2 I 2 I 90 3 2 1 I

Tab, 1 The structure of chamber.s investigated in our simu-
lation, No.l: this sandwich is similar to that used
in FNAL experiment/1].No&2: this one is similar to

the big gamma-hadron detector used in cosmic rays
research /for instance Pamir Oollaboration [2/ /_

General procedure was followin_.All particles with energies
exceeding certain value of ! k=Eo/Ek were fol_owed individual,
ly; Partiqles below Ek down to the threshold energy were fol-
lowed using the so-called "thinning" method; The value of k
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was usuall_ taken to be 1000 or 100 and _he threshold energy
was 2 mec _.

Lon&itudinal and late_r.aL_d_e_yelo_m_ent_of_ the electrom a_!etlo_
.............

In the emulsion chamber techniquep _he energy of an inco-
min_ electron or photon is measured by _he behaviour of cas
cade showers near the shower axis, In "core approximation"
is assumed tha@ the lateral structure functions depend on

Eor/K s and s only and not of separate variables E o and r;_
In this paper we analyse validity of this statement for wide
range of energies and for different structure of chambers_
_n Fig.2 one can see the transition curves for primary elec-
trons and photons of energy 100 GeV for shower radii 100 um
together with the cascades obtained in chamber 01 of FNAL
experiment; _

N -_ .-

fO _t,/_ " _'-._ " L irons in photon and electron

//'/" Eo=lO0G,_V ini_ia_ed showers fo_ radius100 urn;
--_o -''_--.--So eFNAL

Our results are presented separately for cascade passi_g on_

ly through% lead _ for cascades inltia%ed i_ lead-sclatil-
lato_/sandwlch I_lo:_[1/; ' AS can...be seen the introduced scin-
_illator plays importan_ relet giving subsequent reduction
of secondary, particle numbers_ _ The transition curve obtai-
ned for sandwiche' s structure shows simila_ tendence as is
seen in experiment, £&e, the smaller electron size. tha_ i_
pure lead chamber_' We concl%_de that %he a_Teemen% wit_ expe-
riment ca_ be acB_ieved by emploi_g as. an absorber in our si-
mulations the precise structure of FNAL sandwiches; _

Let' s compare" the shape of transition curves whe_ the chef-
of primary particles increases'; _

" gYln Fig_'Sa we_ present the' transition., curves with Ethr=2meC 2

for Eo= 10 TeV and Eo= I00 Te_ for pure lead chamber and
.for sandwich No_2% Fig;3h gives the transitlo= curves for
"core approximation'.." i.;,e_, for shower radius 100 ULm and for
the same primary energies of particles; For these cascades
the LPM effect plays an important role in transition c_rve.s
as the ene_y increases gi_ing a deeper position of shower
maximum and smaller siz:e,at maximum, InLFig_5 one can see
that even primary phqtons, of ener/£_" 10 _e¥ can penetrate
through all chamber /sandwich No;2/, This effe_ iS stl_m_er
when the primary energy of photo_ increases& _ The mos_, of EAS
experiments, have one or more layers of carbon.* this enhances
the, detector capability to discriminate hadrons from p_oton_s.
and electrons, The insteres%ing results of the present sim%t-
lations is that the number of particles after penetratio_ of
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the thick /90 cm/ scintillator and 3 cm lead increases if
the lead follow tMs scintillator. Furthermore the numbers

_o ,'_ zo _-st_c. t°"o s _o _ ,o zs t(cu)
_Ig_ 3 Cascade curves of electrons in photon initiated

shower,
a. for all particles with threshold 2 me c2 ,
b; the same threshold but in radius 100 um.

ef electrons after first 4-5 cm in lead is comparable wlth
ones after 90 cm of scintillatQr and 3_cm of lead for prl-

mary photons of energy 100 TeV, _' A detailed simulation would
be necessary to quantify this effect with respect to differ-
ent experiment _

The comparisom of the simulation trs_usition curves for
different energies shows that validlt7 of statement "core
approximation" for all range of energies and depths is not
good - Fig,4

He' .. ,fO0$¢V

,2, //- ..

,I.o $
Fig_4 The transition curves of electrons obtained .'i.n ,"

our simulation /solid ones/ are compared with
"core approximation" /the numbers of electrons
for 10 _eV and 100 TeV are scaled to 100 GeV -
i.e. divided by 100 and 1000 respectively/_

Our results show that applied "core approximation" for lo-
wer energies than 100 GeV is rather good, but for higher
energies LPM effect makes this relation ,_rong_

On the basis of presented transition curves we estimated
the energy of primary particle for different depths of deve-
lopment cascades according to "core approximation". It is
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shown in Tab,2 , The value of energy d_,termina_ed from our
data changes Zrom a value lo_rer than the energy of primary
particle at low s to the value greater than ones at high-
er s. In the other _,/ords,our results show that the method
of describing lateral distributions of electrons by "core
approximation" leads to underestimation of the energy of
the primary particle at low value of s and to overestima-
tion at higher s.

s 0._ o.6 0.7 o.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 _.2 _.3 1.4
i

t /cm/ 2.9 3.6 4.5 5.3 6.3 7.3 8.5 9.7 11.2 12.8

Ee/TeY/ 5.0 7.1 9.2 10.1 12.8 15.0 17.0 22.3 26.6 31.0

b t/cm/ 6.6 8.3 10,1 12.0 14.2 16.6 19.2 22.1 25.3 29.0Fe/_eV/7.0 21.o 40.0 77.0 1o7.o 17o.o 28o.o 370.o 670.0 1ooo.

Tab02 The comparison of the energy of primary photon
estimated according to "core approximation";
The energy of primary photon is : a.]O TeV and
b.100 T eV_

,:isone can see, these discrepancies depend on the depth of
the observation level and on the primary energy of particles;

Co_nclu sions

I, it was stated that inhomogeneous structure of chamber has
an effect Qn the transition curves; It appeared that numbers
of secondary particles / for constant radii and constant
prim_ry photon energy / is determined by thickness, the kind
of absorbers and their place in sandwiches& _'

2. It is not possible to describe the lateral dsitributions
of particles with "core approximation" independent of the
primary particle energy because• the LPM effect plays an im-
portant role in transition curveso The method of describing
lateral distributions of electrons by the "core approxima-
tion" used in chamber experiments lead to underestimation of
the primary photon energy at low vslues of s and overesti-
mation at higher s _

. Ac kn o__l.edge_ment__s_

1_e would like to express the sincere thanks to Prof;J& Wdow-
czyk from the Institute of Nuclear Studies for critical ad-
vise about various aspects of interpreting the data discus-
sed here; _ Thanks are also due to dr J&A.!_rotniak for his
informations about "thinning" method.
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ON 'MINI-CLUSTER' OBSERVED BY CHACALTAYA EMULSION CHAMBER EXPERIMENT

T. Tati

Otsuka 6-36-8, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 112, Japan

It is mentioned that the phenomena of 'Mini-Cluster'
observed by Chacaltaya emulsion chamber experiment
support the model of hadronic matter based on the

theory of finite degree of freedom.

1. Introduction

The world of elementary particles has been more and more enlarged

and diversified and, at the same time, unifying relations in it have

gradually been established basing on the quantum field theory. In this
case, the quantum field theory itself has been unchanged in its

foundation, though basic fields and their interactions have been

effectively selected. The quantum field theory gives divergent results
showing that the theory is not completely defined. The difficulty is
avoided for practical problems by choosing the renormalizable type of
theories. Even in the renormalizable case, the theory contains an

undefined part left to future theories. The renormalization theory
evades the divergence difficulty by replacing arbitrarily the undefined
divergent part by an appropriate finite constant and considers only

things independent of details of the undefined part. We want to
consider, however, the difficulty or inconsistency in the fundamental
theory as a moment for deeper recognition of the existence of elementary

particles.
The divergence difficulty is due to the infinite degree of freedom

of the quantum field given by the set of all possible values of momentum
or equivalently of position of the particle associated to the field.
The quantum field with a finite degree of freedom is contradictory to

the space-time description so that the theory of finite degree of
freedom requires the reformation of the concept of space-time based on
the non-space-time description 3 . The theory of finite degree of
freedom suppresses the high momentum part of the degree of freedom

referring to a universal timelike vectorland gives consequences for the

part left undefined in the renormalization theory _.
The ultrahigh energy nuclear interactions have long been

investigated by the emulsion chamber experiments of Brasil-Japan •
collaboration and Soviet group. They found various kinds of fireballs
as intermediate states of multi-hadron productions4, 5. It is considered

that the approach using phenomenological models is effective for the
interpretation of fireball phenomena. In this case, when the models
reflect a basic idea, its validity can be tested by experimental facts.
The model of hadronic matter a of which hadrons are made based on the

theory of finite degree of freedom seems to give a picture which

explains qualitatively the characteristic properties of hadrons and
hitherto found fireballs _.9.

•The hadronic matter is made mainly of a great number of virtual

urbaryon pairs (quark pairs) generated by vacuum polarization. Due to
the finite degree of freedom of urbaryon, it is an extended matter with
a fairly uniform density and a volume generally proportional to its

mass apart from individualities. Recently the Brasil-Japan collabo-
ration observed bundles of electromagnetic showers with very small
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transverse momenta (some i0 MeV) accompanied by decay products of

Chiron-type fireballs (Chiron and Geminion) G . The bundle of
electromagnetic showers is called 'Mini-Cluster'. It is mentioned in

this paper that the phenomena of 'Mini-Cluster' support the picture of
fireballs made of the hadronic matter based on the theory of finite

degree of freedom.

2. A Picture of Hadrons and Fireballs made of the Hadronic Matter

The basic particle (urbaryon) of the hadronlc matter is a bare quark

q having color and flavor and obeying the theory of finite degree of
freedom. 'bare' is to distinguish q from the physical quark Q 8
mentioned below but we call q simply quark in the following. The

hadronic matter consists of a certain number of quarks carrying quantum

numbers of the system and a large number of virtual quark pairs generated

by vacuum polarization. The position degree of freedom of the field of
basic particle distributes with a density (l/v) in the hyperplane

perpendicular to a universal timelike vector N_, that is, the space in
the Lorentz system (we call N-system) in which N_ = (1,O,O,O). The
relative velocity between the N-system and our laboratory system on the
earth is considered some lO-_c (c is the light velocity) on cosmological

grounds so that our laboratory system is considered approximately the
N-system for high energy phenomena S. The volume v is given by

when the effective cutoff of the momentum degree of freedom is KI. (The

cutoff function should have a sufficiently long tail.)
Due to the Fermi statistics, only a finite number of quarks can

occupy the volume v. This acts to extend the volume of the system and
to make its density uniform. Hadronic matter is assumed to be a

superposition of states confined with the maximum compactness so that
the mass is, apart from individualities, e.g. vibrational excitations,

in general given by
M e 9V _ _(n/f)v,

where _ is the density being a constant, f is the number of quarks in v

and, V and n are expectation values of the volume and the number of
quarks of the system, respectively. The quantum field theory implies
that the hadronic matter has its proper V and n for each quantum state.

In a broad view, it is assumed that all colorless ground states

(hadrons) have nearly the same V and n given by. v ~ ~ (413)(llM.)3, n nN f(VN/v),
where MN is the nucleon mass. Hadron resonances are considered excited
states of hadrons by surface vibrations.

We consider that there exists a free physical quark Q clothed in a
- cloud of virtual quark pairs like a physical electron in QED clothed in

a cloud of virtual electron pairs. In our picture, when Q and anti Q

combine to form a meson (Q'Q') (Q' represents a deformed physical quark

in the hadron), hadronic matter of the volume 2VQ - VN should
disappear. This corresponds to the binding energy

B _ _(2VQ- VN) _.2MQ- MN,

where MQ is the physical quark mass. Conversely, in order to decompose
(Q'Q') into Q and _, we should produce hadronic matter of the volume

2V_- VN. The produced giant hadronic matter is, however, a colorless
fireball which decays into hadrons. This is a limited color confine-
ment in our picture. For definiteness and simplicity, we assume that
all colored ground states have nearly the same V and n given by
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V _ Vq _ i0 VN, n _ nQ_10 nN,
so that Mq _ i0 MN.

The effective cutoff momentum K of hadronic matter of size n is
given by

K _ nK1,

where KZ is the effective cutoff momentum of the basic particle (quark).
The production probability of hadronic matter is suppressed when the

momentum surpasses its effective cutoff K, although it can be accelerated
when it is stable, e.g. by an electromagnetic field, far beyond K due to
a long tail of the cutoff function. The effective cutoff for the Lorentz

factor is given by, _ the N-system,
Z % K/M _ (nK1)/(_nv) % (KI/_V),

which is insensitive to the size of hadronic matter. Cosmic ray experi-
ments seem to suggest that there exists an effective cutoff around

lO4- l0S for Lorentz factors of fireballs insensitive to their sizes.

When we take KI _ lO MN (in this case, nN_ 10@), we have _ % lO_.

Hitherto found fireballs are three kinds of ordinary fireballs H,
SH and UH quanta having masses about 3 GeV, 30 GeV and 300 GeV,
respectively, which decay mainly into pions and four kinds of exotic

fireballs Mini-Centauro, Centauro, Geminion and Chiron, the decay
products of which contain almost no pions. The masses of Mini-Centauro
and Geminion are about 30 GeV and the masses of Centauro and Chiron are

considered as being around 300 GeV.

We assume that the fireballs decay in accordance with the schema

mentioned below and, in each step of decays, the sum of masses of decay

products is about equal on an average to half of the mass of the decaying
fireball. This scheme gives the right order of magnitude of multiplicity
and transverse momenta of decay products characterizing each fireball.

H quantum decays into several pions. SH quantum decays into several
H quanta. UH quantum decays into several SH quanta. Mini-Centauro
decays into several nucleon pairs (NN)'s. Centauro decays into several

Mini-Centauros. Geminion decays into a physical quark pair QQ s. Chiron
decays into several Geminions.

In view of the model of hadronic matter, H, SH and UH quanta are the

hadronic matter of the volume around VN, lO VN and lO0 VN, respectively.
(H quantum is considered an excited state hadronic matter of V _ VN by
volume vibration. In this case, H quantum is not a superposition of
hadron resonances.) Centauro and Mini-Centauro are interpreted as
UH quantum and SH quantum, respectively, in which the production of the

participating H quanta in their decays is suppressed due to that the
momenta of the H quanta surpass their effective cutoff and, instead of
each H quantum, a nucleon pair NN is produced for which the effective
cutoff momentum is larger than that of H quantum ?. Chiron is interpreted

as UH quantum in which the production of the participating SH quanta in
the decay is suppressed due to that the momenta of the SH quanta surpass
their effective cutoff and, instead of each SH quantum, a physical quark

pair QQ is produced for which the effective cutoff momentum is larger
than that of SH quantum. The physical quark pair thus produced instead

of a SH quantum is, regardless of whether the SH quantum belongs to decay
products of a larger fireball or not, considered to be a Geminion.

3. 'Mini-Cluster '

The decay products of exotic fireballs have definite nuclear
collision mean free paths so that they are considered to be
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indestructible. In our picture, the decay products of Centauro type and
Chiron type fireballs are nucleons and physical quarks, respectively. In
this case, in order to produce physical quarks in the p-_ collider

interaction, the colliding particles should have at least UMaH _ l0G GeV
which is far beyond the present collider energies IO. The observed
collision mean free path of the decay product of Chiron type fireballs is

considerably short compared with that of the nucleon. This fact is in
accord with our model, since the physical quark is an indestructible
hadronic matter of the volume much larger than that of the nucleon.

Owing to that the nuclear matter is a fairly homogeneous many body
system, the liquid drop model is applied to heavy nuclei and the
excitations being considered due to surface vibrations are observed. The

hadronic matter in our picture is also a fairly homogeneous many body
system so that the excitations due to surface vibrations should be
observed. We consider that the hadron resonances are due to surface

vibrations. The surface vibration of the physical quark should also have
observable effects.

The frequencies of stationary surface waves of liquid drop is l|

= - :t) (9.+2 = 2, 3, ... ,
where _ is the surface energy per unit area and Ma the mass of the drop.

When _ is assumed to be the same for all hadronic matter and MG is taken
to be lO GeV, the ratio !_O02(Q)/_(N) of the quantum _ for the physical
quark to that for the nucleon is about 1/3. In our picture, _2(N) is
the spacing of hadron resonances for ZJ = 2 and is about 500 MeV. Then

_(Q) turns out to be about the pion mass. In view of the oversimpli-

fication of our model, it is possible that !_O_(Q) is considerably smaller
than the pion mass, e.g. some lO MeV. In this case, the n quantum

excited state of surface vibration of the physical quark, En = n_cO_(Q),
decays emitting n photons of energy _O_(Q). The transition probabz_lity
per unit time for the _ emission of the liquid drop is given by 11

(r_/,_) = (l/1+) t:_O_(Q)/o]S[QM._/:n ,
where EQM ] is the quadrupole moment of the emitting system. The quark

is considered to move fairly freely in its massive neutral clothes of
virtual pairs. (For the hadronic matter, just as heavy nuclei, the
liquid drop model and the degenerate Fermi gas model are considered valid

for collective motions and individual particle motions, respectively.)
Then the life time of the _ emission of the physical quark is estimated

to be around lO'llsec. (V_ is the _ ray width.)
Thus we consider that the recently observed 'Mini-Cluster'

accompanied by a decay product of the Chiron type fireballs is due to the
surface vibration of the physical quark and accordingly supports the
model of hadronic matter based on the theory of finite degree of freedom.
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A C01_IPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF Gfdv_vh%AND HADRON
FAMILIES AT THE SUPS/HIGHT ENERGIES RECORDED

IN EXPE_Iiv_ENT "PAMIR"

Azimov $.A. ,I_ulladjanov E.J.,Nosov A.N.,Nuritdinov H.
Talipov D.A.,Halilov D.A. ,Yuldashbaev T.S.

Physical-Technical Inatitute of Academy of
Sciences of the Uzbek SSR, USSR

In the paper a comparative analysis of hadron and
gamma families were undergone the decascading proce-
dure is made. Receive results are compared with dif-
ferent models of i_teractions. In hadron families

r, . J

with energies _E_ > 20 TeV as well as zn gamma fa-

milies with energies _Ey > 70 TeV increasing/ azi-
muthal anyzotr0py in events with large ER is observed.

INTRODUCTIO_

It's of interest compare different characteristics of
the gamma and hadron families at superhight energies. Howe-
ver, electromagnetic multiplication of the initial y-quanta
in the atmosphere has a great influence on observed charac-
teristics of the y-families decreasing sensitiveness these
characteristics (especially longitudinal) to different mo-
dels of strong interaction. Hadron families characteristics
are free the influence of those effects.

The de cascading procedure suggested in /I/ allow to re-
duce essentialy the influence of electromagnetic cascading
multiplication of the initial _-rays in the atmoaphere. All

particles paires satisfied the condition Zik _ Zo were com-

bined in single group (initial quantum), where Zik=Rik(I/Ei +

I/Ek)-I , Rik -the mutual distance of particle pair in mm,

El, E k -their energies in TeV. The decascading parameter was

set equal to Zo=IO TeV.mm. Thus the observed _o-families are
transformed in the initial _i-famil_. The comparison cha-

racteristics of the hadron-families (h-families) with such

_i-families is a more corred procedure than comporison with
observed families.

The experimental data about spatial characteristics of

the _i and h-families compare with simulated families calcu-
lated on different assumptions about mechanism of the str-
ong interaction. Different assum/otions about chemical comi)o-
sition of the primary cosmic radiation exert essential in -
flueace on the results of such analysis. Consequentl_ _, in
the pai_er an new selecbin_ criteria of _-faailies are for -
med b_ _rimary nuclei or i)rotons is 9ro_ose&.

,_e considered such spatial characteristics as R ( _ =

z'__RI / -distance of the from axis ofny_ R2 y-quanta faL_il_,

n_ --nu_0er 2articles of family0 and c< 10roposed in the
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,::_o_"k/2/ for analyse the structure of the families.
n

o( = _.Cosf_/(n(n-I)) , where Si J -the angle between
the mo_hgentumprojections of i-th and j-th particles in azi-
muthal XY-plane, perpendicular to the primary particles di-
rection, n -number of particles in family.

The value o_ reachs magnitude c_ = I for the complete-

ly complanar events and become minimal O_min = - I/(n-I)
in the case of an _ot_opic, uniform distribution of azimu-
thal angles.

I. The characteristics of the hadron and gamma
families

To analyse the spatial structure of y-families it is
impotant to have more complete information about particles
with large transverse momenta. Consequently it's were _in-
vestigated the experiment "Pamir" data obtained under con-
ditions when film scanning and particle selection were re-
alised within the radius R = 30 sm relatively the energy
weighted center of y-family. In the result were selected
N=326 y-families with energies _Ey=60.500 TeV and number
of particles n_ 4. The minimum ene_&_ of the Y-quants in
the families w_s set E¥=_ TeV. Particle scanning and selec-
tion h-families were r@alised within the radius R=30 sm too.
The m_nimum energy of the cascades in the h-families was
set E__ =4 _eV. It were selected N=I8I h-families with ener-

gies _ E_ =20.500 TeV.
At the analysis of the hadron families on record by "

"Pamir" carbon chamber, it is nesessary to take account the
formation structured events that is the groups of spots
with mutual distances less than -_I mm in X-ray film. The,
se narrow groups of spots corresponds to one hadron above
the chamber and originate from s_atial fluctuations in nuc-
lear-electromagnetic cascad (NEC)in the chamber /3/.

In the paper the groups of the electron-photon casca-
des (EPC) with mutual distanse less than 1.7 mm are consi-
dered as one cascade is produced by only hadron.

In table presents data about <R• and _ obtained
from experiment and from CS -scaling and CS_j -models /_I.

TABLE

: EXIFE_I_L_NT : C A L C U L A T I 0 N

: ' : : CS : CS_ j : CS_ j

:: Yi-fam. :: h-f am. :: Yi -fan" :: Yi-fan" i h-f am.

_ :_'6+-2oI _5.3+3 ._ :29.I+I.3 42.I+-3.8 _7.3_.8

_-- :O.i9+O.0i 0.26+0.02 :O.II+0.0I 0.2I+0.02 0.28+0.03
v

In CSCj-model the inelastic charge-exchange of leading char-
ge pion into neutral one J_±-_3F°+... and the jet produc-
tion processes was taken into account. The generation cross
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section of jets with large transverse momenta Ptj is calcu-
lated according to /5/. As one can see from table I only
jet generation model is in good agriment with experiment.

Fig.l presents data
, , , , , about the de._pendence of

-- • -- I the value o< on the soa-

O_ O- 2 tial parameter _ of _i

and hadi_on families ( I -0.z_ _- 3 _i-families, 2 -h-famili-

_ _ es 3 -h-famil es from

0,3 _ CS_j-model). Ai one can

see from figure I, the es-
0.2 sential incrisin_ of the

azimuthal correlation in

_X the of the
range large

0.I values R > 50 mm of the

hadron and _i-families
, i i a ' is observed. These resul-

I0 20 _0 80 R ,ram ts are in a good agriment
with the jet production
model while CS-model is
led to smaller values o[,

Fig. I R , than in experiment.

2. Gamma-families originated from nucleus-
nucleus (AA) and proton-nucleus (PA)

interactions

In the paper the selecting criteria of that families
obtained from the analysis of the y-families simulated on
the basis _iSF-model Z6/.

The criterion: i__ _0 mm and c_ < 0.2 for selection
of _vfamilies, originated from nucleus-nucleus interactions
(AA-families) is proposed, as for as AA-families are more
wide (the ma_orit$ _ of the fa_ililieshave the value _ >40 Lilil)
and isotfopic in the azimuthal plane than PA-fai_ilies. That
criterion select 65% AA- and 35% PA- of simulated famili-

es with energy _EE_=70-500 TeV, contained EPC with energies

E_ _ 2 TeV, lying within the radius R=30 sm from family
center.

• AA- a " ies at the observation level is 15_%.
This value is agree with assumption about normal chemical
composition of the primary cosmic radiation at energies

E o _ I0I5 eV.

Other proposed criterion: d = no/ ni where no and ni_
number of the observed and initial Y-quants in the families_

-" ) "According to _WSF-model, families with d >fl.6 or,glnatec
from protons (the admixture of AA-families compose -_9%),
and events with d _< 1.2 originated mainlo7 from nucleus-
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nucleus collisions (am-

_ I --_I ' ' ' ' '''" ong them 70% AA-and

30% PA-familie s).
0._ At the Fig.2 data

__ about the dependence

_--3 azimuthal co_relations

___ from value ER (E -energy

0.3 _ R-distance of the _-
0.2 quanta from axis of fam-

ily, I -experimental fa-

0.I - milies with d_I.6 ,
2 -experimental families

, , , ,, ,,,, with d _< 1.2 , 3 -CS_j-

I 200 500 IO00 _ model, _ -A_F-model for
events with d _ 1.2) is

TeV.mm presented.
How one can see

Fig. 2 from Fig.2, effect of
the azimuthal correla-

tions increasing in the range of the large values R and
connected with proton-nucleus interactions and descri-

bed by CS_j-model. On the other hand for the nucleus-nuc-
leus interactions the increasing azimuthal correlations is
not observed.
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A S'_UO_O__ _-_,;i_Z_S_l_D li__UCL_Oi_-

_UCLh_JS (NA) mqD PI0i_-I_UCL_._JS(_A)

Ii,iTEItACTIO_$

Azimov S.A., Mulla_anov E.J.,hUritdinov H.,
Yuldashbaev T.S.

Physical-Tedhnical Institute of Academy of
Sciences of .the Uzbek SSR, USSR

In the paper the separation of the _-families gene-
rated in NA and /7_A interaction D i_ realized
from the analysis of simulated _-fami!ies. Some
characteristics of NA and _A families and the

influence of the process of inelastic charge-ex-
change of_charged pions into neutral ones type of
J_A -_JZ_+... are _tudied.

In the paper the characteristics of _-families genera-
ted in ilon-nuclear J_A-interactlons (_-families) and nuc-
leon-nuclear NA-interactions (l_'families) in atmosphere is
investigate d.

The selecting criteria of J_ and l_-families is propo-
sed from the analysis of _-families simulated on the basis
of scaling CS and CS_ -models.

The CS -model is based on extrapolation to the super-
hight energies of the interaction characteristics known in
the accelerater energies in the assumption of Feynman sca -
lin_ validity. For that there is made no difference between
_A and J'_A interactions mechanism.

In the C$_ -model the inelastic Qharge-exchange of le-
ading charge pion into neutral one _Z_,y_o+... was taken

into account. The inelastic charge-exchange probability _;_'

is set equal to 0.2 at xl= El/ Eo_ 0.5 (xI -Feynman's va-

riable for leading particle, E O -energy of colliding particle).

The families are considered as a formed mainly in the
pion-nuclear interactions (J_-families), if the fraction of
the energy from pion interactions

ZE z_

KJZ= _ '

_E_ _ -the summary energy of the cascades from _A -where
/z

interactions, was satisfied the relation: K > O._ .If the

value _ E_
Klq=

where
_E_9 -the summary energy of the _-quanta from nucle-

on-nuclear cascades, was satisfied the relation: K_ > 0.5 ,
than such fa_ilies are considered as a formed in the nucleon-
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nuclear interactions (N-families) (_Ey -the total energy
of y-family).

The soatial characteristic of the simulated _-families

-- _Ri/-R ;__= n_ (v_'here i{i -distanse of y-quanta from axis

of familD _, n_ -number of _-quants in the family) is consi-
dered boo. The si_aulated families were selected according
to criteria analogous to those in Pamir experiment: the fa-

mily summary eneri_ _y = 50 . 500 TeV, the number of

ioarticles n_ >/ 3, the minimal energy of quanta was equal

to Ey = 2 TEN,. onl_' those quanta is included in families
which were found in the round wJith radius R = 30 sm from
the center. AA_ we sho,_ed in the work /I/, the simulated fa-
milies with R _ _'_0mm mainly consist of the JZ-families

(them fraction compose 70 + _5% for both models), _nd fa-
milies for v_hich an_les of arrival on plant (9_ 20 and
i_ < 20 mm mainlj _ consist of the li-families. Therefore,
_hose conditions used as, a selectin_ criteria of J-_ and
_-families in the work.

The characteristics oi' simulated y-families were com-
pared with the experiment "Pamir" data• The film scanning
and particle selection were realised within the radius R =
30 sm relatively the energy weighted center of y-family.
In the result it were selected lq = 539 y-families with

energies _Ey = _50. 500 TeV and number of particles n_>,3.
The minimm_ energy7 of the _-quants in the families was set

i_y = 2 TeV. At this, the conditions near to experimental in
the simulated families were introduced. The registration ef-
ficiency of _-quants E 2 + 4 TeV in the energy region
change from 0.3 to I.O ._T_e registration efficiency of _-

families reach 1.0 at energy XE_ _ 70 TeV. The error _E

in the energy measurin_' and real spatial resolution of the
close situatea quants _quants, situated on distanse ri, 2 =

_0 + IO0 _m with energies E1 + Z 2 = 25 . 50 TeV, were con-
sidered a_ an unified) v;ere taken accou_rb.

In the paper aa distributions of families arrived the
installation u_ider different a_igles _ to vertical inves-
bigated. In the experiment the errors of the an_les deter-
ruination for the families arrived under s_all ansles to

. ve_tical are large.

The registration _robabilit_ of _-quanta decrease in
the large ansles range (9 _ 36 • Therefore, %vents with
an_les of arrival situatinE in i_rberval 9_ (9 _ 36 _ were

selected for anal_se At t_is,oche error i_ the ansle mea -
satins of the arrival Z_-I introduced in the simulate,d
fa,ailie_.

All events divided on the 6rouos ofof amities arrived
ti_e iL_stallation _ndep aa_les _= 9 + 18 (number this

famil.[e_"_ i_]).,a_d arrived umde_ a_gles Z__^: 18° +36°(N2]..
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The value

P2
F - D

where PI = I_I/(]_II+ N2) -the fraction of fal_liliesarrived

on plant under angles _= 9° . 18° and P2 = N2/(NI + N2)
-the fraction of families arrived under angles_@o=18°_36 °

is calculated for families of experiment "Pamir" a_d simu-

lated+families. In consequence a_ following values F:
0.82 $ 0.08 (CS -model), 1.45 0.15 ( CSC -model) and
i.6_- 0.16 (experiment) were obtained.

Like that_ the experimental data relatively value F
agree with CSC -model.

In the paper the families selected according to selec-
_ring criteria of J_ and N -families ( R _ _0 mm and

R < 20 ram) is investigated. At this, for value Z_ = i_/ NN,

where I_-number of _-families, NN -number of N-fa_ili-

es th_ following values were obtaited: 0.5 + 0.07(CS-model),
0.78 _-0.I2 (CSC-model) and 0.73 - 0.09 (experiment).

How one can see from analyse of the angulas distribu-
tions of _-families and the correlation between _ and N-
families, the experimental data are describedby CS_-model
in that the inelastic charge-exchange of leading charge pi-
on into neutral one _?/--_J7 ° +... , was taken account.
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HAD_0NS _,EGIST_ATION IN EI_KLSION CHAMBEP_ WITH CARBON BLOCK

A. Tomaszewski and Z.Wlodarczyk

Institute of Physics,Unlversity of Lodz,Lodz,Poland and
Institute of Physics,Pedagogical University

Kielce 25-509 , Lesna 16 , Poland

NEC in X-ray emulsion chambers with carbon block,
which are usually used in the "Pamir" experiment,
was Monte-Carlo simulated.Going over from optical
density to _Er is discussed. Role NEC in the
interpretation -of energy spectra is analysed.

1.Introduction. ' As a result of the nuclear-electromagnetic

cascade (NEC) in C-layer and Pb-layer of haderonic block, we

get a spot on X-ray film of emulsion chamber and then we get

several optical densities of the spot corresponding to

several radii of a photometer diaphragm. General methodical

Droblem of the hadronic block measurements is how to obtain

, a value of energy of the hadron - E0 (or energy of electro-

magnetic component of a cascade initiated by the hadron-_E_)

from the data of the optical densities D.

2.Simulatlon Assumptions. Spots of the individual NEC were

simulated. We took into account a chamber consisting of 6 cm

Pb gamma block (0.35 _ ,10.5 c.u.) and hadronic block having

65 cm C-generator (0.95_,2.7 c.u.) and 4 cm Pb-layer (0.23_

7.0 c.u.).The calculation were divided into following parts:

a.For purely proton spectrum with integral slope _=2, NEC in

the chamber was Monte - Carlo slmulated,useing scaling model

b.For each particles of electromagnetic component at energy

E_ 0.05 TeV the mean cascade function for electron density

_--@(E_'r't)at depths t was used. Target diagramme was con-2 2
structed on the area 300x300 _m with cells 12x_m each.

c. The electron density diagramme was transformed to the flux

of light dlagramme, assumed the characteristic curve D(r) =

4.0_1-exp[-3.25 _(r)]) of X-ray film. At a position of diaph-

ragm for X-ray film at depth 4 cm of Pb-layer was obtained.
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Fig. 1. Mean cascade curves DR - _E_ for NE0 at 4 cm Pb.
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3,Results and. Discussion. Mean cascade curves for Dp as a

function of the energy _E_ (for radii of photometer diaphr-

agm R=48 and 140 pm) are ploted in Figure I. The difference

between the densities given by NEC in chamber and the ones

corresponding to electron cascade is significant at energies

above 30 TeV. The present calculation shows the much stronger

difference than the one pointed out by _I_ (the difference

in the C-block thick is negligible at high energy,see Fig.5)

In Figure 2 we presented scatter plot of _E_ and of

energy E obtained useing the "average transition curves" for

e+e" (recorded by diaphragm with R=140 )_m). The energy _E_
deoend on E as _E_ = 10B EA. Then the observed spectrum

N(_E)=O Io-B_E(I-A)_E L_ should be flatten by power index of

(I-A)_ than the injection spectrum on _E;: N(>ZE$)=C_2E$) "_.

The quantities (I-A)_ and 10-B_ are presented in Figure 3

(at _t=0). Figure 4 shows the integral spectra of _E$ and E

Roughly , it is possible to estimate the energy spectra

took into account the thick of carbon layer At penetrated

by NEC. Nevertheless this manner is dangerous,because deepen

in NEC development the difference is not so significant (see

Figure 4 , curve for _= 45 deg : t = 4.0/cos(45)Pb).

Mean cascade curves for optical density as a function

of hadron energy E0 re ploted in Figure 5. The difference

between present calculation and Kanevskl [2] data are caused

by the difference in transition _E_-_-D mentioned above.
@

4.Conclusion. Useing D(_E_) corresponding to e+e - cascade

or these calculated by [1,2] provide to flattenens of the

observed hadron spectrum and decreases of attenuation m.f.p.

_alculated from zenith angle distribution) at ZE_30 TeV.
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NEW ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR INTERACTION OBSERVED

BY MT. KANBARA EMULSION CHAMBER EXPERIMENT

Nanjo• H

Hirosaki University, Hirosaki, Japan

1. Introduction. Up to date, the analysis of air cascade family has
been performed mainly by using a full Monte Carlo simulation, because

of the large fluctuation of the air cascade. Recently it has become
clear, however, that it is difficult to draw a definite conclusion about

the interaction mechanism by using only this kind of simulation, due to
too many assumptions in relation to the amount of information.

On the other hand, some attempts to reproduce the original y-ray at
the interaction point, for example "decaseading I_, have also been made.
This kind of method makes it possible to observe the interaction di-

rectly and to analyze the data from various angles• All of these me-

thods, however, assume the constant ER in cascade shower, where E is
energy and R is the distance from the center of cascade shower. This

character is all-inclusive and changes according to the energy and the

interaction height of original y-ray. It is impossible, therefore, to
reproduce the exact interaction height and energy by these methods.

This work adopts a quite different way from the ER constant method; that
is, a relative method in separating one cascade shower from others. This

new method makes it possible to estimate the interaction height and
energy by using information about the lateral spread of the cascade
shower.

2. New method. Fig.1 (a) shows the correlation between E and R of y-
rays in a simulated family event• Open circle and closed circle repre-

sent the Y-ray produced by one original Y-ray and other original y-rays,
respectively. In this figure, we can find an energy gap at the boun-
dary between groups of cascade shower Y-rays. The new method is noth-

ing b_ a way to classify one cascade shower group from others by using
of this energy gap.

We make a classification of each cascade shower according to the fol-
lowing procedure.

I i I

* (a) _ ......, (b')
I00

tu _

I0 tO o •. "

o " • .. " o • " .
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Fig.1 (a) Correlation between E and R in a simulated f_ily event.

Open and closed circle represent the y-ray produced by one original y-
ray and othe y-rays, respectively. (b) Transformed figure of (a) in
order to represent the energy gap symmetrically.
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i) Take the i-th y-ray as a temporary center of a cascade shower group.

The selection of the i-th y-ray is performed according to size of ener-

gy, because a high energy y-ray should be located near the true center.

2) Calculate the following quantity Sij representing a spread between

the i-th y-ray of a temporary center and all other y-rays ( j= l~n ),

Sij = (Ei+5)Rij_j/15 (i)

where Rij is a length between the i-th and j-th y-rays. As is seen in

Fig.l (a), a straight line of R_= constant has a mean inclination be-
tween the line of ER=eonstant and R=constant.

3) Caluculate the energy density for the following quantity Wj,

Wj _ l-exp(-Sj) (2)

for fixed i. Wj ranges from 0 to i and is effective to search for an

energy gap impartially among various cases. The correlation between E

and W is shown in Fig. i (b) for the same sample as in (a). We can see

a symmetrical valley of energy in this Figure.
The energy density is defined as

Pj = _ Ej'Ej+I"Ej+2/(Wj_2-WJ) (3)

The boundary is set up the position Wmin where Pj has the minimum value.

4) Select candidates, which satisfy the following criteria, as members

of the same cascade shower with the i-th y-ray.

Wj < Wmin and Ej < Ei

5) Proceed to the next y-ray to be set as a temporary center. The y-
rays which have been already selected in (4) are excluded as new centers.

6) When a y-ray is selected as a candidate of more than two groups, it

is decided to belong the group which gives the smallest distance from
its center.

3. Estimation of energy and production height. The energy and produc-
tion height of y-ray ar@ estimated by using the mean spread of cluster-

ized y-ray as members of a cascade shower. The mean lateral spread
<R> is defined as,

<R>= ZR/N (cm) (2)

where R is a distance from the energy weighted center and N is the num-

ber of y-rays in a cluster. Close investigation of the simulation data

drew the estimation formula of energy Ees and interaction height Hes at f

Mt. kanbara height (5500m) as follows,

Ees = ZE .i02"5<R> (TeV) (5)

Hes = I7000"<R> 1.5 (m) (6)

2. Check of new analysis method. Reproducibility by the new method
was checked by using artificial data in a full Monte Carlo simulation.

For the purpose of checking, only the standard model simulation was nec-

essary. An outline of the simulation 2 is as follows.

(i) Proton prinlary with energy spectrum as

I(E)dE _ E-8-1dE ( _:i.7 )

(2) Particle production spectrum is scaling law
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f(X)dX = (1-X)_5/XdX

where X=E/E0, E and E0 are secondary and primary energy, respec-

tively.
(3) Interaction mean free path

= f 80 g/cm 2 for proton96 g/cm 2 for secondary pion

(4) Mean transverse moment_

= / 330 MeV/c for secondary particle<Pt>
500 MeV/c for leading particle

For the investigation of large Pt, the double value <Pt>=660 MeV/c was
also used.

All of the clusterized groups have not always one to one corres-

pondence to the e_ected one. In the case of no one to one correspond-

ence, the original y-ray which gives the highest energy ratio within the

cluster is selected as corresponding y-ray and used for checking.

Fig.2 (a) shows the distribution of Nes/N0, where Nes is the number

of y-rays in an actual clusterized group and No is the expected number

in the corresponding cascade shower. The peak at Nes/N0=2 is due to

the case of N0=I. Figure shows fairly strong agreement and the vali-

dity of the new method was confirmed.

Fig.2 (b) and (c) show the comparison of estimated energy Ees and

estimated interaction height Hes of original y-ray with expected true

ones E0 and H0, respectively. Fig. (c) for interaction height shows

broad distribution. This is due to mainly the fluctuation in the tra-

veling distance of the original y-ray from the interaction point to the

first pair creation point. We need the statistical analysis for the

interaction height.

400 - .

(a) N_z2 (b) N_s_2 (c)
B0

" 100 60

_0

I00 1 50 fn j 1 . i ,. ,, ,, =,

0.1 10 NeslNo 01 O 10 EeslEo 03 I 10 Hes/HO

Fig.2. Comparison of the estimated value by new method with the

expected one (a) N_ber of y-rays in a clusterized shower (b)

• energy and (c) interaction height of original _-ray

Fig.3 shows the reproducibilty of the transverse momentum Pt distri-

bution, (a) for normal Pt and (b) for double Pt. The full and broken

lines represent the distribusions of the estimated Pt and of the expect-

ed Pt of all Y-rays at the interaction point. The estimated and expec-
ted distribtion does not necessarily coincide because of the detection

bias and the error of estimated value. The positions of peak, however,

coincide with each other, and the estimated distribution for normal Pt
and for large Pt reproduce just a double difference. It is worth notice

that the estimated Pt distribution has a large error but is independent
of the interaction model.
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Fig.3 The transverse momentum Pt distri- Fig.4 The interaction

bution of reproduced y-ray for (a) normal height distribution,

Pt (b) double Pt, compared with the dist- compared with the simu-

ribution of all y-rays produced by the lated data(broken line)

interaction (broken line).
T I "1

_s_ 2
5. Results. In Fig.4, is shown the result

of the interaction height of the reproduced L^,_Er-/__

original y-ray by the experimental data of .on_^_f_

the Mt. Kambara emulsion chamber experiment,

compared with the result of simulated data _ /

(broken line). The experimental data does /not contradict the prediction of the simula-

• .I___L_____

tion ;_ ,o' _ id R(_)
Fig.5 shows the lateral spread R distri-

bution, where R is the distance between an Fig.5 The lateral

energy weighted center of a family and of spread distribution of

Y-rays in a cluster. Smoothed curves re- original y-ray. Smooth-

present the distribution of the simulated ed curves represent the
data in the case of normal Pt and double Pt. simulated data for

Fig.6 shows the transverse momentum Pt normaK Pt and large Pt.

distribution by Mt.Kanbara experiment,

compared with the simulated data. Smoothed _ i , ,
I Nes_ 2

curves in the figure are also the simulated _L L^_ /_--F]_L

distribution for normal Pt and double Pt. _| __,_,__x _-_
Though the statistics of experimental

data are not enough to reach a definite con-_I /_ __l

elusion, the both results in Fig.5 and Fig.

6 prefer large Pt ( _Pt> ~ 600 MeV/c )
rather than normal Pt.
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ON THE MEAN CHARACTERS OF FAMILY EVENTS
OBSERVED AT MT.KANBALA

China-Japan Emulsion Chamber Collaboration *

ABSTRACT

General features of family events
with _ E3,> 200 TeV, observed by the
emulsion chambers at Mt. Kanbala, are

presented in comparison with the Monte
Carlo simulation. The lateral and cluster

structure, and the energy spectra of
constituent gamma-rays and hadrons are
shown to be consistent with the Monte

Carlo results calculated under the

assumption of heavy-enriched primary,
scaling, QCD jets and increasing cross-
section.

i. Introduction.

Upto now, the total amount of exposure of emulsion

chambers(ECs) at Mt. Kanbala has reached about 420 m2year. We
already observed i0 big family events with energies _ Ey
> i000 TeV. The main purpose of our experiment is to clarify

what kinds of phenomena are new in the energy region beyond
1016 eV, though the problem of primary composition at these

energies is inevitably interwined with this subject.
In this paper we present the average behaviour of the

family events in comparison with the Monte Carlo simulation

made by an assumption on primary and interaction. First, we
discuss the flux of gamma-families at Mt.Kanbala, since this
is known to be very sensitive to the model of both

• interaction and primary composition. Then the average
features of family events are shown.

2. Experiment.

Two types of chambers are assembled on the Mt.Kanbala

station. One is the Pb-EC, usually used at the mountain
experiments, and the other the Fe-EC. The exposure list is
shown in ref. i).

In our data processing, hadrons are defined as showers
with its starting point deeper than 6 c.u. and/or with

accompanying successive interactions in the EC, and others

are identified as gamma-rays. The minimum energy of showers
accepted fn our analysis is set to be 4 TeV. The detection

efficiency of hadrons is estimated to be about 40 % for Pb-EC

and about 80 % for Fe-EC in an average.
Here, we use only the data taken from the Pb-chambers
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Fig. i. Fig. 2.

because the amount of exposure of the Fe-chambers is still
insufficient to get quantitative results.

3. Monte Carlo simulation.

In order to make a standard picture on family phenomena
and also to learnthe size of its fluctuations, we have done
the Monte Carlo simulations based on the conventional model

of interaction and primary composition. Details of the

simulation calculation are found in ref. 2). The meaning of
the symbols appeared in this text is as follows ; M : Mixed

chemical composition with a significant amount of heavy
nuclei. The spectrum of Proton/He/L/M/H/VH/Fe becomes steeper

at a bending energy (Eb) from 1.7/1.7/1.7/1.6/1.6/1.6/1.5 to
2.0 (all). The bending energy of proton spectrum is denoted

in the bracket, and other nuclei steepen at energy of Z*Eb. •
P : Proton dominant primary (In both cases, the total flux
is normarized to the Grigorov's total spectrum at 1015 eV).
S : Scaling in the fragmentation region. F : Fire-ball

model normalized at 150 TeV. Q : QCD-jet. I : Increasing

cross-section as E0"06. T : Increasing average Pt as E0"04.

4. Resul ts

4.1. Intensity of gamma-families at Mt.Kanbala.

The absolute flux of gamma-families is compared with the
Monte Carlo calculations as shown in Fig. i. As learned from
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this figure, both cases of the model PSQI(1000) and

MSQI(3000) give too high intensity compared with our data.
In order to accord with the data, the proton spectrum must be

bent at around 1014 eV. In this case, the fraction of

protons and irons to the total is estimated to,be about 20 %
and 40 % at around 1015eV respectively. Even if we adopt
the fire-ball model, the fraction of protons doesn't exceed
5O %.

4.2 Energy spectra of gamma-rays, hadrons.

Figure 2 shows the energy spectrum o_ gamma-rays and

hadrons superposed in the energy interval of 7 E y> 200 TeV.
The solid and dotted line corresponds to the model MSQI(100)

and MFQI(IO0), respectively. No clear difference is found
between the data and the model MSQI (100) both oh the number

of showers and the slope of spectrum. However, the fire-ball
model (MFQI, heavy enriched primary and scaling break) gives

steeper spectrum compared with the experiment. That is,
strong scaling break is

incompatible with the heavy io
enriched primary and requires the h_. _o,0a_a

proton dominant" primary. -k_, ZE,20o~500T,V
" _6 "_ Em=4Tev

4.3 Lateral structure of gamma- _ z..4_r,v.=,
families. _;o

¢ _MSQIT(IO0)

The mean values of <R> and
• Vj .... MSQI(IO0)

<ER> of gamma-rays averaged in

the respective energy range are _3

shown with the Monte Carlo _ _
results in Fig. 3(a), (b). Our _o; bdata come between the model %%

MSQIT(100) and PSQI(1000), and ',_
remain close to the MSQI(100). %
At accelerator energy regions, , I , , ,J; lo
the mean Pt near central region
seems to increase with energy as ScRc (GeV.Km)

E0-04. But, it is also well Fig. 4.confirmed that the behaviour of
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gamma-families is sensitive to the fragmentation region. If

we take this into consideration, then we may say that the

average Pt in the fragmentation region remains almost
constant at least up to about 1015 eV (Here it should be

noted that the QCD-jet effect is taken into account.).

The ER distribution of clusters in the gamma-families

with _ Ey= 200-500 TeV is shown in Fig. 4, comparing with the
results of the model MSQIT(100) and MSQI (i00). This

comparison tells us that the increasing mean Pt (smooth
extrapolation from the accelerator energy region) gives
merely a minor effect on the cluster structures.

5. Conclusions.

Our discussions are summarized as follows,
i) Scaling in the fragmentation region, increasing cross-

section as E _ , 8=0.04-0.06, and the heavy enriched primary
spectrum can well explain our experimental data.
2) A fraction of protons and irons to the total flux takes a

value of about 20 % and 40-60 % at around 1015 eV,

i0_re_ectieV_ely" The proton spectrum should steepen at around

3) The energy dependence of average Pt is very weak in the
fragmentation region.

These conclusions are compatible with other data, i.e.,

uncorrelated g_mma-ray/hadron spectrum and the behaviour ofJ)
super-families . We also observed several family events
with a peculiar structure, and some of these events are

described in other paper 4).
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Grant-in Aid from the Ministry of Education in Japan. Data
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STRUCTURED EVENTS IN "PAMIR" CARBON X-raY CHAMBERS

G.G.Leptukh

Institute of Physics of Academy of Sciences of the
Georgian SSR,Tbilisi,380077,USSR

ABSTRACT

Results of experimental and theoretical in-
vestigations of Structured Evemtm or Narrow Groups
of Hadrons in "Pamir" carbon chambers are presented.

It is shown that these events are formed by the
usual fluctuations in in-chamber development of NEC
initiated by a single hadron from the atmosphere.

1.Introduction. In the present article the revised data on
Structure_ Events or Narrow Groups of Hadrons[1,2]are pre-
sented along with the final results of their Monte-Carlo si-
mulation.

A Structured Event(SE) is a group of density spots on
X-ray film in Hadron(H)-block of carbon emulsion chamber
with mutual distances between spots in the interval (0.1 -
1.0) mm and energy registered in each spot E_ _ 2 Tev.

Anomalously small distances in SE link _hese events
with the so-called "Chiron"-type events and "mini-clusters"
registered by Brazil-Japan CollaborationS3,4] and with the
certain ones observed by Pamir Collaboration_5,6].Usually,
these phenomena are interpreted as an indication on an exi-
stance of narrow groups of particles in the atmosphere.How-
ever,to insist in this hypothesis the thorough investiga-
tion of all possibilities to obtain the observed events by
the known physical processes is needed.This work has been
performed for SE case and has led to the conclusion of SE
origin triviality.

2.Properties of experimental Structured Events. From the
data of 2 x 46 m_ area of two-storey "PamirL77/78" C-cham-

" bet(60 cm of C and 5 cm of Pb in each H-block) as much as
85 SE have been selected.Since SE as a rule are consisted
of two density spots the properties of two-spot SE are

• presented here:
a)The fraction of SE of the total number of registered

hadrons with E_ _ 4 Tev is:

_F) ="(8 _ 2) %, (1)

while the ratio of SE fraction in lower H-block to the
one in upper H-block is:

<Q) = 1.3 _ 0.3. (2)

b)The spatial distribution within SE,i.e. the distribu-
tion of distances between spots in SE,is very narrow,con-
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centrates at the lower edge of allowed interval and vani-
shes at 0.5 mm.The first two momenta of the distribution
are:

Spatial distributions-ifi'_6th H-blocks are almost identical.
c)Energy-weighted spatial distribution in SE has the fol-

lowing mean value:

<Ei_)R> = (0.38 + 0.03)Tev.mm. (4)
d)The average e_rgy of SE as-a whole is:

= (9.4± 0.5) ev. (5)

_.Out-of-chamber sources of Structured Event.s,. Usually,to
estimate the average height of parent interaction the<ER>
characteristics of events under investigation is used along
with the average transverse momentum of gammas produced in

nuclear interaction ( <P_>= 0.2 Gev/c ).In case of SE one
obtains the following:

<H> = 0.4 Tev.mm / 0.2 Gev = 2 m, (6)

i.e. a source of SE seems to be above the chamber.
Investigations of possible cut-of-chamber sources of

SE have excluded them because in addition to the smallness
of SE fluxes from these sources the experimental approxi-
mate equivalence of SE fractions in both H-blocks and nar-
rowness of SE spatial distribution are not reproduced._or
example,Monte-Carlo simulation of NEC in the atmosphere in
the framework of quasiscaling model of strong interaction
has resulted to almost uniform distribution of distances

between hadrons in narrow groups of particles at the insta-
llation level:

<R> = (0.61 Z 0.06) ram, _= 0.30 ram, (7_

which is in the striking discrepancy with the experiment.

.Sources of SE inside the chamber. As the average height
the usual nuclear interaction in the chamber is estima-

-ted to be equal to_40 cm above the observation level,i.e.
above the_level of X-ray films under investigation,it is
possible to estimate the average transverse momentum of
gamma-rays in interactions giving rise to SE:

<P_>= 0.4 Tev.mm / 400 mm = I Gev, (8)
which is five times higher tha_ usually accepted value.

However,simulation of high-P m processes in the cham-
ber have _ield the negligible flu_ of SE[1].This is due to

the smallness of high-P T processes cross-section,the small-
ness of transverse jet average energy and high energy thre-
shold of X-ray film.
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To check whether SE can be produced_hadron interac-
tions inside the chamber the direct problem of NEC simula-
tion in C-chamber has been solved along with the inverse
problem of event processing,measurement and energy resto-
ration[2].

Each simulated event is presented at the observation
level in the form of secondary electron number density dis-
tribution(two-dimensional histogram,80 x 80 channels).Note,
that this allows a study of density spot microstructure on
X-ray films in Hadron-block.

As regions of low density are not visible on film due
to the latter low sensitivity it is obvious that only peaks
of the distribution can be seen as density spots.Investi-
gation of these distributions in simulated events in Gamma-
and Hadron-block has shown the difference in their shapes:
gamma-initiated events are of one-peaked narrow distribu-
tion whereas hadron-initiated ones result in rather wide
comlicated structure of electron number density distribu-
tion.It is evident that if two or more sufficiently well
separated peaks(local maxima) of the latter distribution
are above the certain threshold the event is seen as SE on
X-ray film.

To select the required SE among the simulated ones a
special method has been developed for the computer-search
of local maxima which are candidates for separate density
spots.The experimental procedure of optical density measu-
rement by means of microphotometer with round diaphragm
has been also simulated.Only peaks of electron number den-
sity distributions with corresponding energies above the
accepted threshold value have been considered.

5.Results. The following properties of simulated SE have
been obtained to be compared with similar ones in Sect.2:

<F>= (20 ± 4) %,

<R>= (0.23 _+0101003) ram, (9)

• <_hR>= (0.39 ± 0.03) Tev.mm,

<_= (I0.6 Z 0.6) Tev.

• As it can be seen the experimental and theoretical va-
lues are in good agreement.The excess in SE fraction in si-
mulated events is related to its high sensitivity to hand-
ling parameters whereas it has been found the spatial and
energy properties to be rather stable.

The interesting result is that the average energy of
hadron interacted in the chamber and resulted in non-struc-
tured(usual)spot with E_)_ 4 Tev is just the same as the

average energy of hadro_ that _e_erates SE.It means that SEare quiet normal events with E_I- 4 Tev and the selection
of SE at the experiment does nSt biased energies of hadrons
fallen on the installation from the atmosphere.
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6.Discussion. Now the question is why simple _stimates ba-
sedon(ER) and(P_) relation have failed so drastically?

To study sources of this contradiction the genealogies
of the certain number of simulated events have been analysed,
i.e.it has been examined where from particles which form
distant spots are originated.The investigation has shown
that spots at distances greater than 0.1 mm from event's
center are formed by rather low-energy particles from NEC
nuclear interactions in the upper part of the chamber.All
other particles in NEC give rise to more energetic central
spot.When measuring optical density of distant spot the cor-
responding particle energy is overestimated due to overlap-
ping effect.This effect was investigated in Gamma-block 7
where it w_s shown that "tails" of neighbouring electron-
photon cascades(EPC) overlapped thus "ampl_ying" correspon-
ding optical densities.In H-block the effect is stronger due
to high multiplicity and narrowness of NEC secondary parti-
cles at film level.Overlapped EPCs of these particles form
high "pedestal" for distant low-energy particle and lead to
to visible distant spot.

The second,rather trivial,source of simple formula(8)
failure is that it can not be used in case of cascade.

That is why in case_in-chamber NEC the average PT was once
more overestimat e_.

.Conclusion. The investigation performed have shown that
E as a whole corresponds to a single hadron from the atmo-
shere.Distant spots in SE are formed by the usual fluctua-
tions in in-chamber NEC development.Correspondin_ energies
are overestimated due to overlapping effect.

It is recommended to treat SE as single "hadron" and to
determine its energy by measuring optical density of SE as
a whole by meams_diaphragm of highest radius.

8.Acknowledgments. The author is indepted to N.N.Roinishv-
ili,l.P.Ivanenko,V.I.Galkin,B.L.Kanevsky and A.K._a_agadze
for the aid in research and useful discussions.
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ULTRA HIGH ENERGY EVENTS IN ECHOS SERIES AND

_RIMARY ENERGY SPECTRUM

Capdevielle J.N._lab.PhysoTh_orique_Bordeaux_ru_

du Solarium_33170 Gradignan_France

Iwai J. and Ogata To_IOR_University of Tokyo_Jap_n

I.ECHOS series. EMULSION chambers with X-ray film are boarded on

the supersonic Concorde Air France liner from October 1978.Since_

6 chambers have been exposed at the highest altitude(about 16Km).

The different flights of the French-Japanese collaboration(often

quoted as Concorde Collaboration)have been scheduled on Atlantic
between Paris and New York as listed in table l.(ECHOS-Emulsion

Chamber On Supersonic).

ECHOS Altitud_2Exposure _re_ Depth Type [Period
g-am (hour_ m CoU. _ : :

I 106 200 O._ 8._ _producer 9-11 78
Lno prod.

2 " " 0.2 7.5 prod. 1-2 80

3 " ', 0.25 6.5 +spacer I-_ 82

4 , ,, 0.2[ 8.5 +TLS shee± 8-10 82

5 ,, 500 0.21 8.5 11/84-8/85
Table I

A description of the different chambers and sensitive

materials can be found in previous reports(1_S_3) as wel_ asTthe
collection of remarkable events in ECHOSI_2_3 between IO--IO'GeV;

we examine hereafter those eventsljets_stratospheric ray family

in view to point out some signature of phase transition quark

gluon plasma and try from a general review of the data of flying

experimen%s(Concorde_JAL cargo jets,JACEE) to situate the tendancy

of primary cosmic ray spectrum.

-_Correla±ion rapidity density- . A survey of ISR and P-P data

has been taken from Hagedorn's compilation and joined to our data

and analysis of cosmic ray jets (2) on Fig.l. The accelerator data

q suggested a clear increase of<pT>with rapidity density dn/dy and
also that <p>levels off at highest densities ( /&).The total p_
distribution has been derived fromwell collimated and locallzed

jets in emulsion chambers llke JFlafl In Concorde(2)_Texas Lone

Star in stack_C-C and Ca-e collisions in JACEE(5,6)or in Chacaltaya

exp_riment(7).Admitting that< p_>is the same for nucleon-nucleus
collision_we can extend the behaviour of F_> versus dn/dy by one
order of magnitude(figol) oInside the ex_imental error_the pred-

iction of Bar,hay , 1 _Z

dr

looks in better agreement than the hybrid model containing

thermodynamic coupled with collective motions_which links

phase transition and <p_ flatteningo(_)
I"
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3oPseudo-rapidity distributions and phase transition.

It was advanced that the bumps occuring in pseudo-rapidity

distribution could also be a signature of transition to quark-

gluon plasma(8).We have carried out a Monte-Carlo simulation of

1500 p-Aluminium collisions for specific comparison with our

typical event JFafl produced in Concorde cabin wall.The multicl-

uster phenomenological model(MPM)has been used to extrapolate the

collider data_see HE4ol-9,10)gassuming simultaneous rise in

Lns of height anf width of plateau,random production of small

clusters decaying with Gaussian distribution and finally inclin-

ation of plateau for nucleon-nucleus collision.The average numb-

er<_> of successive collisionss in AI target has been taken as 2

at low energy. 6
The pseudo-rapidity distribution plotted on fig.2 for E =2_10

• O

GeV includes all the possible fluctuations in multlplicity and

inelasticity for p-Al collisions(where n =7_.If the discrepancy
c

of the left part can be easily explained by the_ -ray threshold

of iO0 GeV_the simulation cannot explain the large number of

rays emmitted(about 50%) at very high rapidityoSubstracting the

forwardepart of simulated from experimemtal distribution,we ob-
tain suprposition of two components,one being consistent with

the extrapolation of accelerator data(containing near 80 _'s)

_also for n estimated to 45 in JFafRland one additive component• c
characterlzed by a narrow peak with gaussian distribution

centered at 2.7 unit of rapidity in CMS with FW[_4 near lunit.

This could be the rapidity signature of an explosive decay of

phase transition fireball after compression of the projectile

fragmentation fireball in the target.(the target fragmentation

fireball cannot be seen with _ 6rays in emulsion chamber) oSuch
praced_re rep eared with E = IO-GeV lead to similar results

,V O

even more pronounced.

5.Primar Z energy spectrum.

Using the relations previously developed between E ,[_ _
• . . _ 0

,_EgR_7or stratospherxc _ ray famxly with SBM model by Mon_e-

Ca_l_ simulation,we make a first attempt(now repeated with MPM)

to estimate the integral primary spectrum.from the primary

energy E of ultra high energy jets in our Condorde and JAL

cargo da_a(_able2_3) in "average conditions".

Name ZE_(TeV) Commsnt E (GeVl

JF2fl %589 IKm above chamber 0_9 I_ 7

JF1afl 260 From cabin wall Io9 IO_
JF3-1 55 jet 4 I01 "

JF3-2 51 jet 3.9 I05

JFlaf2 34 600m above 2.3 10_

JFal 18 jet 1._5 I05

Table 2.Concorde data.
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Name _E_ Comment E
O_i 760 770m above 5 186

AJ-c 239 1.5 106 Table 3

AJ-b 167 106

AJ-a 101 6 I0_ JAL-cargo

CFI 74 3.2Km 2.8 I0_ data

EFI 20.5 1.7Km I._ I0 >

Taking into acc)unt the exposure period and the area

of the different chambers,we_estimate the integral hadron

energy spectrum at 260 G-cm and 106 g-cm and converted -2
those spectra in total primary spectrum assuming a =105g-cm

for hadron absorption length in air.The situation obtained

,together with JACEE data is shown on fig.3.The total 18

events(6 Concorde+6 JACEE+6 JAL)_ug0_sts a tendancy for a
bump in primary spectrum near 10--lO'GeV.Furthermore,those int-

ensities are close from those obtained by EAS near maximum(9).

6.Conclusion.The compilation of ultra high energy jets suggests

at present the existence of a bump in primary energy spectrum(

with the stand%_d concept of high energy collisions).The pseudo

rapidity distr_tion exhibits some typical anomalies,more than

the <p_ behaviour_which are,may be,the fingerprints of quark
gluon plasma transition.The next results of ECHOS Vwill be in

both cases determinant to confirm those tendancies,as well as
an important effort of the cosmic ray communauty to develop in

that sense flying emulsion chamber experiment.
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.... " " " SPecullarltle of gan_aa-aua_ta distribution at 20 Tev energ.y

P.M_Ermakov, A.A.Loktionov, Yu.ToLukin, T.Kh.Sadykov.

}iEPI of Kazakh Academy of Sciences, Alma-Ata, USSR.

The angular distribution of protons from the fragmen-

rational region was analized. The gamma-quanta families were

generated in a dense target b,y cosmic ray particles _t 20

Tev energy. There were found the families which had dense

groups(spikesJof gamma-quanta where the raDidity densit.y
was 3 times more than the average value determined for all

registered families. The experimental data were compared

with the results of artificial families simulation.

The fluctuations of particles density in the rapidity

scale which were discovered in accelerator experiment _I_

were discussed before when gamma-quanta families were stu-

died in cosmic ray experiments _27o It becomes interesting

to study these fluctuations again because the mechanism of

their appearance is connected with the effect of quark re-

tention which leads to length restriction of gluons emission[3]

Thus, in the paper _%_ there was discovered a structure of

the angular correlations of charged secondaries in the ine-

lastic proton-proton interactions at _00 Gev which gives new

information about quart retention character.

_he data concerning cosmic particles interaction wer_

received by means of the installation consisting o£ the 9

" m 2 ionization calorimeter and ]C-raT and emulsion chamber

(XREC) of the same area, which was disposed ,just on the io-

a rnization calorimeter. At _ m above the ionization calori-

meter there was the paraDhine target of $0 m 2 area and of

15 g/cm 2 thickness.

'_he photosensitive layers of X_REC consisted of X-ray film

RT-6 and nuclear emulsion R-2T. The registration energy thre

/shold for gamma-auanta for about 100% detection efficienc.y
was equal _ 1.5"1012 ev <"or X-ray films and 0.5.1012 for

nuclear emulsion.
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The comparison of electron-nuclear cascades in the ionizati_

on calorimeter withdark sDots in the X-ray film and emulsi-

on chamber was made using coordinates of an entrance point

of a high energy particle, zenith and azimuth angles and ne-

utral Dions energies measured by the ionization calorimeter

and the XREC.

On ionization calorimeter and XREC give incomplete infor-

mation about each individual interaction: not all secondaries

are registered by XREC, besides, it is impossible to seoarate

particles from first and second interactions. The limited

sDatial resolution of a calorimeter leads to confluence of

electron-nuclear Gas_ades initiated by near particles. Thus,

the peculiarities of the experiment don't exclude the _ossi-

bility of systematic distortion of some hadron-nucleons in-

teraction characteristics. To reveal these systematic distor-

tions there were made simulations of electron-nuclear and

electromagnetic cascades applicable to the experimental con-

ditions [ 5] •

It was considered three-dimensional picture of electron-nuc-

lear and electromagnetic cascade development for the case

when cosmic particles went through layers of substance having

different atomic weights, densities, cascade units and inter-

action mean free Dathes. The height was taken as 5200 m above

sea level for simulation of artificial interactions. For this

height there is known the experimental data concerning the

composition and energy spectra of handrons and electrons.

In the simulations of hadron-nuclear interactions there was

used the model which was based on an extrapolation of acce-

lerator data into more than I0 I3 ev energy region. The model

assumed scaling conservation in the fragmentational region°

The exoerimental statistics was 203 families of gamma-ou_

/nta initiated by particles at the mean energy which was

equaled to 20 Tev. The mean number of gamma-ouanta with ener-

gies above registration threshold was equaled to: < _> _ 6._

The dense gamma-quanta jets (spikes) were looked for among

_he families with the number of gamma-quanta /%/¥ _ t/
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] Photon grou_s were taken for s_ikes when _]r_+ and the

densities on the rapidity scale were _/A_>. 9. Such sDikes
were found in 125 families.

Fig.l gives the rapidity-distribution of the family ph °-

tons against the spike raDidity. It can be seen that photons

in spikes are in rather narrow raDidity interval. The width

of the peak at half-height is iqualed to: a Z _ 0.5 .
Fig.2 shows the number of spi_es distribution against

gamma-quanta density Der rapidity unit.

Figo5 shows the spike-distribution against the number of

photons in the spikes (_).

Figo_ gives the distribution of the families against emi-

ssion angles of jets in center-of-mass system. The emission

angles in C_S range from I° to 15°, the most probable value

being 5-6°.

The estimations of the process of gamma-ouanta generation

with high density on rapidity scale are, D_obably, underrat-
r

ed becouse there _ere not taken into account the possible

double-modal distributions of gamma-quanta in the families

with high multiDlioit-y.
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